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Head Start is celebrating its 15th year as a comprehensive child development program. It is

widely recognized as a program that really works. In 1972 Head Start began a demonstration project

called Home Start to determine whether the Head Start prozram could be successfully delivered by

parents to their own children at home. In the Home Start ::.emonstration home visitors went into

homes once a week and helped families become more effective developers and teachers of their

children. At the end of its three year demonstration, which nciucied a favorable evaluation, the pro-

gram was found to be highly successful for the children anc their families. Based on its success, the

experiment, containing all elements of the regular center-based Head Start program was*made an

operational Head Start option which Head Start programs al! over the country could choose for all, or

some of their children. During the 1979-80 school year, al.foty, 8% of all children in Head Start were

enrolled in this Head Start option.

At the end of the demonstration phase, Home Start Training Centers (HSTCs) were estab-

lished to train home visitors. By January of 1980 there were seven HSTCs located around the coun-

try. The number of children served in this program option has increased every year, and now ex-

ceeds 22,000 children in over 400 Head Start grantees nationwide. At the same time the home-

based Head Start option was being developed Head Start began to intensify its efforts on behalf of

handicapped children. While Head Start programs had always served handicapped children, in 1972

Congress mandated that 10% of Head Start enrollment opportunities be made available to handi-

capped chile-en and that services be provided to meet their special needs. This effort to serve handi-

capped children, including the severely handicapped, has placed an increased responsibility on grant-

ees to locate and provide specialized services and staff training. In support of this Head Start
mainstreaming movement, the Head Star: Bureau of the Administration for Children, Youth and

Families (ACYF) has established a network of fifteen Resource Access Projects (RAPs) to serve all

Head Start grantees in the nation. The RAPs have been established to extend and intensify Head

Start's capability to serve handicapped children and their families. The RAPs support the

mainstreaming movement by providing training and technical assistance to Head Start teachers and

others involved in services to handicapped-children.

Mainstreaming is ' major contributor to Head Start's success in serving handicapped children.

Since the Home-Based option does not typically lend itself to this phenomenon, there has never

been any particular encouragement for enrolling handicapped children in home-based programs.
Some handicapped children have been served, and served well, in home-based programs, however,

and when the decisionis well thought out, a home-based program may well be the preferred choice\

for a handicapped child at a particular time.
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This manual is meant to h;_ip home visitors, teachers, handicapped coordinators, parents and
1-:.rs who may work with or supervise handicapped children in home-based programs, or who are
olved in other home-based developmental programs for young children and their families. It is
;ant to supplement, and not replace training provided by HSTCs for home visitors. Those who
h more information about home:based programs or would like to participate in training for homed
)rs may contact the appropriate Home Start Training Center. (See Resources).

,:he Resource Access Projects have been assisting Head Start personnel with the special needs
-iclicapped children since 1976 and since 1978 they have been training Head Start teachers using

the .fainstreaming Preschoolers series. This set of eight books on handicapping conditions was
tveloped by the Head Start Bureau for this purpose and for the use of Head Start personnel. In the
1 of 1930, the RAPs began to train home visitors who expressed the need for training in the
-.cific skills involved in helping parents to be better developers of their handicapped children.
Ise who feel the need for additional training in skills related to their work with handicapped

children or wish additional information about the RAPs and the services they offer may contact the
appropriate RAP. (See Resources).

Finally, it should be mentioned that this manual was developed for ACYF by she Portage Proj-
ect. The Portage Project has had considerable experience in home-based services to handicapped
children. The Project also currently sponsors a Resource Access Project and a Home Start Training
Center. This combination of experience and perspective was<extrernely useful in deve.oping a
manual for home visitors working with handicapped children and their families. Obviously, the
matec.ai reflects to some degree the experience and approach of the Portage Project. This should not
'2e construed as suggesting that ACYF sanctions the Portage Model as the model of home-based ser-
v:Icas handicapped children. There are other approaches to these services as evidenced by the
other six HSTC program descriptions in Appendix A. Local-programs should carefully review both
the MO lerial contained in this manual as well as the HSTC program descriptions to arrive at a deliv-
ery system which meets local conditions and needs, yet will provide effective programming for hand-
'ic,ar;ped children and their families.

Hehlay A. Foster
Associate Director
Head Start Bureau
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Home visitors are to be envied. Serving
children and families within the home en-
vironment can be one of the racist rewarding
professional experiences. Where else can you
become better acquainted with the family,
work with them in a relaxed setting and pro-
vide an individualized program? Watching
the family grow because of your program is
very reinforcing, but the frosting on the cake
is a little nose pressed to the window in antici-
pation of your visit and a warm hello from the
parent.

The needs that you meet in non-han-
dicapped children and their families through
your home visits are probably heightened in
handicapped children and their families.
These families will have greater, perhaps
unusual, needs as a result of the child's han-
dicapping condition. Your visits will be most
welcomed, especially since you will be helping
the entire family.

This manual has been developed to help
you, the home visitor, provide effective
home-based services to handicapped children
and their families. Remember, home visits
are not magical. Simply showing up at the

1

home on a weekly basis will not meet any-
one's needs. You must have goals and objec-
tives clearly set, a plan for meeting these and
a system to evaluate and account for what
you've accomplished. Chapters in the manual
address each of these crucial areas. Because
home visits cannot be left to chance, the
manual provides you with a structure for each
visit. Within this structure you can be as crea-
tive as ever. But some structure is needed to
hci. you build meaningful rapport with the
family and provide effective programming.

Other chapters address the use of com-
munity resources, use of screening, assess-
ment and diagnosis information, and in-
dividual program planning. While much of
this information is focused on handicapped
children and their families, tie strategies can
be used effectively with all of the children
you serve. The same is true with the last two
chapters on integrating handicapped children
into more normal environments and main-
streaming them into center-based programs.
With a little thought and effort, this informa-
tion should also prove useful with non-handi-
capped children on your caseload.



Finally, the appendices contain in-depth
information on important prinCiples and prac-
tices touched upon in the various chapters.
Rather than break the flow of the chapters, it
was decided to place this material in the ap-
pendices. This doe.3 not diminish its impor-
tance, however, and the information should
be read for better appreciation and compre-
hension of the primary chapters.

But before we get too far ahead of our-
selves, it would be useful to briefly outline
Head Start's commitment to serving handi-
capped preschoolers, and to discuss the role
of the home-based option in Head Start's full
range of services. We will then discuss the ad-
vantages of home-based and will illustrate
some of these through a case study.`-'

Helping Handicapped
Children Through
Horne-Based

Head Start has always welcomed handi-
capped children. Handicapped children were
enrolled in Head Start prograrris from the be-
ginning of the project back in 1965. The 1967
Head Start Manual for example states: "Head
Start encourages the inclusion of mentally and
physically handicapped children in integrated
settings with other Head Start children." This
policy of including handicapped children was
given support by Congress in 1972. Congress
declared that at least 10 percent of the nation-
al enrollment be made available to handi-
capped children. With this mandate came the
need to account for handicapped children
served in Head Start. This meant counting the
number enrolled and making sure that the
children were adequately diagnosed and

served. Later, the 10 percent figure way made
a requirement fOr each state through the
Head Start, Economic Opportunity, and
Community Partnership Act of 1974.

These actions occurred because Con-
gress recognized the importance of early help
for handicapped youngsters. They also knew
that few programs were available to serve
handicapped preschool children. Further-
more, the recent passage of Public Law
94-142 (the Education of All Handicapped
Children Act) has improved services to hand-
icap-)ed children. This law requires that
teachers in programs subject to P.L. 94-142
follow certain procedures working with
handicapped children. These procedures will
be discussed in this manual since it is advis-
able to follow them in Head Start and other
preschool programs, even when this is not a
legal requirement.

Head Start allDws a number of choices in
serving families. Head Start recognizes that
individual' needs should dictate the program
and not the other way around. One of these
c., jons, home-based, allows Head Start
teachers to serve children through home
visits. Home-based programming, originally
known as Home Start, became an option after
a three-year demonstration project showed
succe. ,. Horne Start stressed the importance
of the parent in the ch:.d's development.
While parent involvement has always been an
essential part of Head Start programs, Home
Start highlighted the role of the parent as the
child's teacher and attempted to build on the
family strengths. Evaluation results indicated
that Home Start was effective for both parents
and children.* In fact, Home Start evidenced
essentially the same success as did the more
traditional center-based Head Start program.

Love, J. AL, Nauta, M.J. et al. .Vationai Home Star; Evaltianon: Final Repor; Finda4,-; and Implicarnm.s. High/ Scope Eiduca-

Research Fountiat'on and ABT Associates Inc.. 1976.
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As a result of Home Start's success,
Head Start in 1973 recognized the role of a
home-based option in serving some handi-
capped children:

Home-Based .Models, perhaps
conjunction with variations in cc-, :ter al-
Lentiance, may be best for some' /Wild:-
capped children. Selection q this ap-
proach should be coupled will? an aware-
ness of the child's need to interact
other children and the socialization with
peers. Working with parents within the
home environtngry can enhance under-
standing of their child.; handicap and can
stimulate constructive ways to cope :vith
it.

Clearly, then, home-based programs are
an important option to consider in the full
range of Head Start services to handicapped
children. The program for each child should
include a combination of home and center ex-
periences. The amount of each is dependent
upon the child's needs. This is not a question
of whether home-based or center -based is
best. The question is: How can we best meet
the needs of this particular handicapped child
at this time? Handicapped children have the
same kinds of needs that non handicapped
children do, only they are generally greater in
one or more areas.

All children need to grow and develop in
a secure, caring environment. They need the
opportunity to express themselves creatively
and to become as independent -as possible.
This enhances their self-concept. They need
the chan:e to play and interact with other chil-
dren. This helps them gain better language
and social skills. They need to have materials
and learning opportunities which help their
development. All children need these things
whether they have a disability or not. But
handicapped children may be more restricted
in what is available to them, or what they are
able to take advantage of even though it is
available. Our aim should be to teach these
children in the setting that can best help their
development.

3

What Are The r'd vantaac.J
7.rrtome-Based?
Serving handicapped children in a home-

based program offers several distinct ad-
vantages. Home visitors should recognize
these advantages and capitalize upon the
strengths home-based programming can offer
handicapped children and their families.
Among these advantages are the following:

1. Individualized Instruction Serving
handicapped children at home enhances
an individualized program for the child.
Not only in terms of the objectives set for
the child in the Individual Program Plan
(IPP), but also in terms of the one-to-one
instruction that takes place during home
visits. The home visitor and parent use
their knowledge of the child to plan activi-
ties to teach the child. This individualiza-
tion helps the child learn new skills.

2. Learning Occurs in the Natural En-
vironment For many handicapped chil-
dren the home environment offers the
best setting for developing basic skills such
as dressing, feeding and c:..nmunicating.
This is the environment where most of the
child's basic needs are met, and where the
child feels most comfortable. Also, the
primary caregivers (parents, older sio-
lings) will be the ones doing the teaching:
not only through special activities, but
through their daily routine with the child.

3. Observe the Parent-Child Interaction
Working with the child and parent at
home makes it possible for the home visi-
tor to observe the parent -child interaction.
This may be particularly important for
families with handicapped children,
because these children placc extra, and
sometimes unusual, burdens on the
families. Good teaching and child manage-
ment skills are crucial for parents of handi-
capped children. They will need these



skills to cope with the many educational
and developmental problems their chil-
dren may have,. The home visitor is in a
good position to help the parents become
effective teachers and managers of their
child's behavior. Although primary em-
phasis may be placed upon helping parents
become better equipped to meet the com-
prehensive needs of children, don't ignore
the role of siblings in the :leveloprmnt of
the handicapped child. Effective home-
based services assess and use all aspects of
tfle home environment for the child's
benefit.

4. Prevention Skills parents learn to use
with the enrolled handicapped child can
also be applied to other children in the
family. This can be very important for
families having several ch'.idren with
behavioral problems. If a home visitor is
successful in helping the parents learn bet-
ter teachingand child management tech-
niques, then they will probably use these
techniques with the other children in the
family. For example. if the parents learn
how to respond appropriately to a child's
tantrums, they can use the same skills
whenever a younger child begins to tan-
trum. Prevention of developmental or
behavioral problems in siblings can be an
important outcome of effective home
visits.

5. Direct Parent Involvement The above
strengths of the home-based option will
work only if the parents are directly in-
volved in the program for the child. Many
programs mistakenly have home visitors
go into the home and work directly with
the child while the parents observe. This is
called a "home tutoring model." This
model was found to be of limited ef-

fectiveness in a survey of preschool pro-
grams.** If the home visits are once or
twice a week for 1 or 1-1/2 hours, it is

easy to see why such programs would have
little success. If the parent is not directly
involved, the child only gets a little help
from the home' visitor. But in programs
that use the parent as the child's teacher,
the parent can teach the child whenever
and wherever the opportunity arises.
Demonstrating the teaching skills and ac:
tivities to the parent, so the parent can use
daily activities and interactions as learning
opportunities, makes more sense.

6. FamHy Involvement Home-based pro-
grams also have the advantage of total
family involvement. Parents, siblings and
other household members can all be in-
volved in the child's program. Providing
family members with successful, growth-
enhancing experiences with the handi-
capped child can create a healthier emo-
tional climate for the whole family.

7. Developing Home-Center Linkages
Parents who have learned to teach their
handicapped child successfully at home are
much more likely to continue working
with their child once the child enters the
center program. Skills taught in the center
can be reinforced and expanded upon by

parents in the home. Also, parents who
are confident as teachers of their children
will be more likely to volunteer time in the
center. They could work with either their
own or other children in the program.
Home-based service is a good way to give
parents confidence in their teaching
ability.

'"Brordenbrenner. U. A Report on Longitudinal Evaluationsof Prcschool Programs. Washim,,ton, D.C.. Department 411c.alth and

Human Services Publication No. 10HD1 74 -25. 1974.



In summary, home-based programs ca'i
benefit parent and child. An evaluation cf
center- and home-based programs concluded
that both programs were equally effective for
children and parents. Home visits planned to
teach the child specific developmental skills
and demon itrate activities for parents, .com-
bined with periodic group experiences for
socializatioft can meet the comprehensive
needs of children and families.

The content and organization of the
home visit -determines its success, whether it
is a weekly visit or a supplement to a center-
based program. This maniial will help you
plan and conduct home visits for handicapped
cr non-handicapped children. Although there
are no "miracles" which ensure that every
home visit will go smoothly or that parents
and children will always cooperate, the sug-
gestions and techniques described have been
effective with many children and families. As
you read each chapter, think about the ad-
vantages of home-based services in meeting
the needs of handicapped children and their
families. Try to put yourself in the position of
a home visitor and think about how you
would handle certain situations. A good place
to start is with the following case study of
Allen.

Allen
Alen is a bright, engaging boy who has

recently celebrated his fifth birthday. Allen
has cerebral palsy and is confined to a wheel-
chair. He has limited use of his arms and
hands. and cannot walk or stand. Despite
these physical difficulties, Allen shows an un-
derstanding of language and an appreciation
of humor, ,,laughing delightedly a, family
jokes.

Allen was enrolled in a home-based
Head Start program because of several fac-
tors. These included transportation difficul-
ties, problems with feeding, and most im-
portantly because the home environment was

jud.(s;ed to be the best- place :o work on the
man.' needs found in the p.trent-child interac-
tion. A home viSitOr was assi,_meci to the
family and she made weekly home visit.
during these visits. activities N.vcr,.; (1.,-;m07-;-

Strated to Sara. Allen's mother. Sala worked
on these activities with Allen while the home
visilor watched. She would work with him on
the activities a little bit each day during, the
rest of the week. Sara tended to he over-nro-
tective of Ailen..She did too many things for
him that he could learn to do for hirr.,,elf. Un-
fortunately, thiS behavior was imitated by
Allen's older sister. The sister occasionally
objected to the "Ilivoritism- Mown Allen,
but she also tended to be over-:rotective. Be-
cause of this. the activities were gradual!:
modified to include the sister in Allen's pro-
gram. Consistency among family members in
their interactions with Allen was crucial to his
behavior and development.' At first, they
worked on developmental skills things that
Allen could not yet do. The family members
had to first become comfdrtable with the
home visitor and the structure of the home
visit. Later, more activities centered on help-
ing family members learn to interact more Lip-

..

propriately with Allen.



The mother, in particular, learned better
teaching and child management skills. She
learned to allow Allen more opportunities for
independence, even allowing him to fail. But
with her encouragement and good teaching
skills, Allen's failures were short-lived. In
time, Sara learned to plan developmental ac-
tivities for Allen and could write up her own
lesson plans. Allen's father learned to appre-
ciate Allen's special skills and needs. He
learned the importance of talking to Allen
even if Allen's speech. was hard to under-
stand. The father also learned the importance
of including Allen in projects around the
-house. Even if Allen couldn't pound a nail,
he could watch his dad work, listen to his
dad's explanations and learn how things
work.

Allen's older sister also ?earned to let
him be more independent. She learned not to
let his problems become :-ter problems. By
watching her mother work with Alien, she
learned how to give aid when it was needed,
but . of before. She _Iso. "discovered" :hat
Allen could learn to do things for himself.

Because of ti-iC many chine es in ine
family's interaction with Allen, in pariicuLr
the good teaching and child managem:n:
skills the parents learned. it was felt that
change from a home-based to a center-based
program was appropriate. Allen was ..;raciu,:ily
integrate: -ito a center-based Head Start or,,-
gram. A .,int had been reached wh?.n more
could be gained from Navin.; Alien be with
other children: A gradual fading-in proces.
was considered the best stri.itcg due to the
mother's fear nat Allen w ouid be upset by
.the reactions of the other children toward his
disability. Although Alien had many prob-
lems physically, he understood a great deal
and was rather sensitive to the reactions of
other people. Through encouraging Allen's
mother and good preparation of the center
staff and children, Alien was brought o the
center and had a most successful visit It was
then agreed that Allen would visit the center a
half day week while still receiving the
weekly home visit. His attendance at the
center would increase depending upon
well he did. Within a month, Allen Was at-
tending four days a week and the home visits

6



were dropped. Allen's mother became so in-
volved with the center and some of the other
children that she began to write activities for
other children in addition to Allen. This was
greatly encouraged by the center staff not only
in recognition of the good skills Allen's
mother had, but also because it helped her
gain a better appreciation of the strengths and
needs of all children. Also, this allowed Allen
to do more things by himself. Sara gained a
new feeling of confidence in herself through
her involvement. She also gained a new
perspective and appreciation of Allen as he
flourished under the care and instruction of
the center staff and children.

This true story illustrates the need for
tome -based and center-based programs to
meet the needs of a child and family. The
home-based program helped the family
develop skills in teaching Allen., the center-
bases program helped Allen expand the
learning experiences he had at home. Parent
involvement is basic to Head Start. All pro-
gram options require home visits and group
experiences. This manual will focus on home
visits and suggest ways for making the home
visit a successful learning experience for
parent and child. This manual was developed
specifically for teachers of handicapped chil-
dren in a home-based -;rogram. The sug-
gested techniques and strategies for providing
an effective home-based program work with
all children.

The material covered will help you:

°determine strengths and needs of the child
and family

°plan a program to meet those needs
*plan and implement successful home visits
°expand the child's world with home, neigh-

borhood and classroom experiences
°provide an effective transition into new pro-

grams.

We have placed a lot of emphasis on
helping you, the home visitor, develop a
structure for your work with handicapped
children. This structure will enable you to
help the child and family. Remember, within
this structure you can be as creative as ever. A
home visit is similar to designing and con-
structing a building. Without paying attention
to the structural parts of the building (the
foundation, supporting beams, etc.), the
most creatively designed building will soon
collapse. You need a solid foundation upon
which to build your program. Without a blue-
print to follow, the program becomes hap-
hazard and in the end you haven't accom-
plished what you had originally intended. In
laying a foundation for your work with han-
dicapped children in the home, we have no:
attempted to duplicate the information in the
Mainstreaming Preschoolers series. This
series of manuals was developed by Head
Start to help teachers understand the needs of
specific groups of handicapped children and
work effectively with them. Here, we have
presented you with information which will
help you work with handicapped children
through the home-based option no matter
what type of disability the child may have. If
you need inrormation on a specific type of dis-
ability, ple:.se see the Mainstreaming Pre-
schoolers series which should be available
you through. your Handicap Coorrlina:Jr
the Resource Access Project (RAP) in your
area (See Resources Section). Take advan-
tage of these valuable resources offered by
Head Start. Also, remember to use corn-.
munity resources in meeting the comprehen-
sive needs of handicapped children and their
families. The next chapter discusses some im-
portant points regarding community services
and their proper usage.



Head Start
Within The
Co munity

Head Start is designed to use community
resources in serving families and children.
This not only helps Head Start provide a bet-
ter program, it also links the family with com-
munity services that will be available after the
child leaves Head Start. This is especially im-
portant for handicapped children because they
will most likely require special services
beyond their Head Start years.

Helping families locate appropriate ser-
vices for their handicapped children is of great
importance. But perhaps of even greater im-
portance is helping families gain confidence
and skill in working with service providers to
maximize the benefit from each contact. This
is an important area of consideration for each
home visitor working with handicapped
children and their families and will be dis-
cussed in later sections of the manual. The
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Chapter

present chapter, however, will focus on what
you, the home visitor, can do to establish and
maintain coordination among service pro-
viders. After all, in order to help families bet-
ter locate and work with outside agencies, you
must first provide a good model. It is impor-
tant to remember, though, how your role is
defined within your Head Start agency. Often
the Handicap Coordinator or some other
Head Start administrator is responsible for
most communications with outside agency
personnel. Be sure you understand your role
and responsibilities prior to initiating any con-
tacts with other service providers. If you are
unsure about an area of responsibility, discuss
it with your immediate supervisor before you
take any action. Effective coordination begins
within the home agency before it can includ-
outside agencies as well.



Developing a Network of
Services:

Awareness
Many community professionals and

agencies, including Head Start, must work
together to provide comprehensive services
for handicapped children. The first step in
developing such a network of services is to in-

form the public and various community agen-
cies of the Head Start program. Recruitment
activities such as posters and newspaper an-
nouncements can provide initial public aware-
ness about Head Start (See Appendix D).
However, the best way to ensure that agen-
cies are aware of the program is to contact
them directly. A letter which describes the
children served and the services available
through Heal Start should be sent to com-
munity agencies that serve children and
families. This letter should suggest a personal
meeting to determine how Head Start can
work with the agency in serving handicapped
children. The benefits to all parties involved
in coordinating services should be stressed.

771e child and Jamb' are like a puzzle broken into pzece.N

ium community agencies don.: coordinate serrice.N.

Children Benefit > They gain comprehensive services which are coordi-
nated and non-over lapping.

Parents Benefit > They gain a source for obtaining needed Services for
their children and coordinatiOn of these services.

Head Start Benefits > They gain needed diagnostic and treatment services
and opportunities to share observations and findings

about children.

Other Professionals/ > They gain an opportunity to learn about the Head Start

Agencies Benefit program and services for handicapped children and a
placement for obtaining educational services for young

handicapped children.

10
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Personal Contact

The letter to an agency is like knocking
on the door. They know you are there, but
this is not enough. Plan to contact each agen-
cy personally to determine what the agency
has to offer Head Start and likewise what
Head Start has to offer them. The respon-
sibility for making this personal contact will
usually be determined by your Head Start ad-
ministrator. The Handicap L:oordinator will
probably have the greatest share of this
responsibility. In some cases home visitors
may be asked to contact agencies.

The most effective contact will be person
to person. Schedule a meeting with a repre-
sentative from each agency either at the agen-
cy site or at the Head Start office. There may
be cases where contact by phone is sufficient.
For example, if the Head Start program has

eviously worked well with the Health
D .,:::,Irtment and there have not been any
changes in staff, a phone call may be sufficient
to ensure that cooperation continues.

Whether contact occurs in person or by
phone, there are some specific questions to be
answered:

e What kinds of services are available from
the agency? (diagnostic, speech therapy,
counseling, etc.)

® What are the eligibility requirements?
® Do they specialize in working with any par-

ticular handicapping condition?
How is a referral made?

e Who is the contact person?
G Are agency staff available to make home

visits or observe in the Head Start
classroom?

® What is the cost of services?
What services does Head Start offer which
could be used by the agency?

Staff from various agencies can be in-
vited to speak at parent meetings or staff
meetings. This provides an opportunity for
staff and parents to ask questions and get ad-
ditional information. Information obtained
from these contacts can be organized on a
chart (Figure 1). The chart should be shared
with home visitors and parents to inform
them of services available in the community.

11

The pieces start to come P.:ether iy,orne
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Agency/
Professional
Woodridge
Guidance
Center

University
Clinic

Susan Carlson,
OTR

Contact Person
Address/Phone #
John Smith,
M.S.W.
100 Main St.
555-4234

Ms. Jane Miller,
Coordinator
552 Univ. Dr.
555-1234

C: Medical
Building
1000 Main St.
555-6000

Mt. Pleasant William Black,
School District #1 Ph.D., Director

Spec. Education
200 School St.
555-1111

Type (s) of
service offered
Psychological/
Developmental
Assessment,
Psychiatrist,
Social Worker,
Individual/Family/
Group Therapy

Medical
Diagnosis,
Physical/
Occupational
Therapy, In Patient-
Out Patient

OT
Diagnostic

M-Team Evaluation,
of Support Services,

Early Childhood
Handicapped Program

Ages
All

0-21

3-21

Figure 1

Notes:
Good diagnostic
services, Good
parent teaching
of management
skills, Payment
on sliding scale

Good pediatricians,
OT/PT outpatient
clinic, Fixed fee
payment, Insurance
accepted.

Specializes in CP
children
Payment-fixed fee

Should be notified
of all handi-
capped cases. Will
place children in
Head Start
Program

Coordination Plan

The final step in developing a network of
services is to establish a plan for working with
each agency. With some agencies there may
be very rigid steps tc follow in receiving ser-
vices for the child. 0:her agencies may be
more flexible. Whatever the case, a plan
should be developed to ensure coordination
between Head Start and other agencies serv-
ing children and families. The plan should
determine:

how contacts will be made
O who can make these contacts
O how to make a referral
® what information is needed on the referral

12

® who will secure signed parental permission
for release of information
what service costs are and who \vill be
responsible for these costs.

Other important information which is specific
to each outside agency should be included in
the plan.

Your Head Start administrator or Handi-
cap Coordinator will most likely be the person
responsible for developing these plans or
agreements. However, it is important for each
home visitor to be aware of the agreements
made between agencies. Knowing what has
been agreed upon will help you in your con-
tacts with staff members from these agencies.
It will also help ensure that Head Start main-
tains the agreed upon responsibilities.

0



Referrals
When should a child be referred to an

outside agency? Any time there are questions
or concerns about the child, a referral can be
made. Remember you are a home visitor.
M-)st Head Start teachers are not trained to
7-_n therapy or do special tests to determine if
a handicapping condition exists. Usually
referrals will be made after a child has com-
pleted the screening process. However, they
can be made at any point during the program
year if the home visitor, parent, or Handicap
Coordinator feels a referral is needed. If the
home visito: or parent has concerns about the
child, someone within the Head Start staff
should observe the child and help determine
if a referral should be made to an outside
agency.

An unfortunate trap some home visitors
fall into is delaying a referral because they've

13
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The puzzle is completed when all
community agencies work
together in meeting the special
needs of children and families.

become very close with the family. As you get
to know the far:-.4 and the circumstances in
which they live, it sometimes becomes easy
to "make excuses" for the child's develop-
mental delay or problem. You "understand"
too well the possible effects of the environ-
ment on the child and you delay making a
referral or having another Head Start staff
member accompany you on a home visit. For
example, you might delay having a speech
and language evaluation done on the child
because other family members also have
speech problems. Or you might delay making
a referral because you think that with your
help the problem will soon be corrected.
Avoid being lulled into inaction by your
knowledge and "understanc:ing" of the
family and their environment. Any time you
suspect a problem may exist, discuss it with
your Handicap Coordinator or other adminis-
trator to help you decide whether a referral is
needed.



Who should the child be referred to?

Use the chart that describes each community
agency to determine which agency would be
most appropriate. Involve the parent in these
decisions.

How is a referral made? The Handicap
Coordinator will normally make the contact
with the outside agency. The home visitor
and parent can help by completing necessary
referral forms. Provide the agency with back-
ground information on the child such as
screening results, description of the program
he or she is receiving and developmental data
that relates to the area of concern.

Name: Johnny Jones
DOB: 4-18- 76
Date: Dec. 18, 1980

Background: Johnny was homily(' weeks pre-
maturely and had respiration problems at
birth. Johnny's developmental milestones have
all been delayed: he sat up at 11 months, and
walked at 18 months. Speech has been very
slow in developing. After three months-in the
home-based program, with emphasis on lan-
guage skills. Johnf:y continues to be very de-
layed in language. is extremely hard to under-
stand and has a limited vocabulary. Johnny is
also prone to temper tantrums and is difficult
for his mother to Manage.

I
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In addition to the background informa-
tion, indicate why the child is being referred.
List specific questions you would like
answered, especially information you need to
assist in planning a program for the child.

Questions/Concerns:

Y. .-ire Johnny's developmental delays related
to ally specific handicapping condition :'

Is Johnny's speech delay a significant prob-
ion? What kind of therapy is indicated?

What can be done to improve his behavior?

4. What are some specific teaching techniques
that 1 should he using while working with
Johnny and his mother in the home?

After the referral has been sent to the
agency, an appointment will be scheduled for
the child. This completes the referral process.

Communicating With
Other Agencies

Home visitors can play an im. -rtarit role
in the direct cpmmunication between agen-
cies. Supervisors and coordinators are usually
responsible for organizing the services be-
tween agencies; home visitors are frequently
responsible for communicating with the agen-
cy about specific children and implementing
the suggestions from the agency. Again,

much of this will depend upon the roles and
responsibilities outlined for staff members in

your agency.

When interacting with outside agencies
and professionals, follow these basic "rules"
to improve communication and cooperation:



ide Prompt 12 it shows that you respect their time.

Be Prepared

Be Willing to
Share Information

Be Willing to
Listen Carefully

Be Aware of The LA ld's
And Parent's Rights

Have your information. questions any c;inceim; well
Lhought out and organized beforehand. It will heir 1-ie

meeting flow more smoothl and show that vou have
a sense of the child's needs

It will open up communication and create an at-
mosphere of mutual interest in the

it sho,,ifs that you respect their opinion, even if it is

different froth your own, and it will help ou formu-
late a better understanding of the child.

Make sure that you have the parents Consent to share
information about the child, and that you respect their
right to privacy. This creates trust from both the
parent and other professionals that you are acting in
the best interest of the child and the family.

There will be two situations in which you
will be working with outside agencies:

1. when you refer a child from your caseload;

2. when another agency refers a child to
Head Start.

In either case the goal for coordinating
services is to provide comprehensive pro-
grams that meet each child's needs. When a
child is referred to an outside agency it would
be helpful to accompany the parent and child
whenever possible for the initial visit. This
will allow you to present any additional ques-
tions not included on the referral form. You
will also be available to help the parent under-
stand arty terminology which is unclear. Use
this visit to Nobserve the special techniques
used in working with the child. Ask the staff
to demonstrate any therapy or teaching tech-
niques they have recommended for the
child's program. Be sure that you and the
parent unde-stand fully any written recom-
mendations.
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When another agency refers a child. to
Head Start, it is important to talk with staff
who have worked with the child. They should
have valuable suggestions for teaching the
child. Ask if the child is receiving any therapy
or other special services which should be con-
tinued.

Maintaining Communication

Providing feedback to professionals with
whom you have worked is a good way to
maintain communication betwee- agencies.
Let them know if their suggestions for work-
ing with the child were helpful. You may wish
to establish a regular meeting to discuss the
child's progress and make appropriate pro-
gram changes. It is especially important to
meet periodically with agencies that provide
some service to the child. For example, a
child with cerebral palsy has monthly evalua-
tions at a clinic. Therapists may make changes
in the physical therapy recommendations.
You need to be aware of these changes and
implement the suggestions in your weekly
home visits.



It is also important to provide feedback
to agencies referring children to Head Start.
Inform them of the child's progress in the
program. You mic!!-t, also invite them to ob-
serve a home visi ._ad make further sugges-
tions for working with the child.

Many times a child receives services
from several agencies. You should communi-
cate with each service provider and attempt to
coordinate, all the services to the child. It is
very frustrating for a parent to receive con-
flicting information from several sources. To
avoid such frustrations, meet with staff from
each agency working with the child and estab-
lish a plan for working together:

All contacts and correspondence be-
tween Head Start and outside agencies or ser-
vice providers should be documented. Be
sure to keep the person responsible for main-
taining the records and coordination of ser-
vice informed of the contacts you make with
outside agencies. Keep a log or calendar of
your contacts and forward copies of all referral
information, correspondence, reports and
recommendations and other important
material to the coordinator so they can be
filed. A daily log may look something like
this.

Date Child's Name Contact/Services Obtained/Result
5/18/80 Johnny Jones Appointment with Dr. Johnson, Evaluation of Development,

referral to speech therapist.

Sally Smith OT treatment took Sally and Mother to hospital.

Susie Larson Sent letter to University Clinic to follow-up recent evaluation.

5/19/80 Bobby Bradley Speech therapy

Susie Larson Took Susie and Mother to eye doctor (Dr. Bennett)
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Workinf: With the Public
Schools

Coordination with the public schools is
extremely important, since most Head Start
children will eventually enroll in the public
school system. The importance of this coor-
dination is even greater when it comes to
handicapped children. Recent passage of P.L.
94-142 (The Education of All Handicapped
Children Act) places on public schools the
responsibility of providing services to handi-
capped children between the ages of 3-21
years. However, the groups 3-5 and 18-21
years are required to be served by the public
schools only if this is consistent with state law
or practice. Appendix B contains a list of each
state's current practice related to serving
handicapped children. The implications of
P.L. 94-142 for Head Start are also outlines
in Appendix B.

Public School Can Provide
Screening, As,,essment and
Diagnostic Services

The Public School Placement
Committee May Formally
Place The Child in a
Head Start Program

Public schools, then, in states which re-
quire services at the 3-5 level are responsible
for providing educational services to handi-
capped children. In these states, if a child is
identified as handicapped while in Head
Start, services should be coordinated with
the public schools. The local schools may then
offer an educational program for the child, in
many states cooperative agreements have
been, or are being, worked out to allow the
child to continue his or her placement in
Head Start.

Because the public schools have or will
have the responsibility to provide services for
handicapped children, establishing a close
relationship with the school system can have
many benefits. The public schools can fit very
effectively into the Head Start efforts to pro-
vide services. The value of the relationships .;

can be seen in many areas:

Public school specialists can be asked to conduct
screening, diagnosis and assessn_ent services. These
specialists may include: school psychologists, special
educators, speech therapists, OT/PT and audiologists.
P.L. 94-142 requires the schools to locate, identify
and evaluate all handicapped children from birth
through 21.

When the public school completes their evaluation of
a handicapped child, they may decide that Head Start
is the appropriate placement for the child and
specifically request home-based or center-based pro-
gramming.

17



School Specialists May
Provide Support Services

Pre-Kindergarten Readiness
Skills Can Be Incorporated
Into The Child's Program

. Cooperative In-Service
Training Can Be L -veloped

Continued Parent involvement

A handicapped child may receive speech therapy or
OT/PT services from the public schools along with the
Head Start program. The school specialists may also
provide program support by making home visits with
the home visitor and providing treatment recommen-
dations based on observations of the parent and child
working together.

Skills needed for kindergarten can be discussed be-
tween the Head Start and kindergarten teachers and
these skills can be integrated into he child's program
plan.

In-service training programs could be developed,
which include both public school and Head Start staff
sharing mutual interests in providing services to hand-
icapped children and their families.

Cooperation between Head Start and the public
schools will improve the chances that the parent will
continue to be involved in the child's ea.: motional pro-
gram when he or she enters school. The rei..t:onship
established with the parent by the Head Start staff can
be trans erred to the public schools with confidence.

18



Working With a
Specialist in the Home

Up to this point in the chapter we have
discussed how the Head Start program can
develop a network of services for handicapped
children. This involves working cooperatively
with teachers, psychologists, nurses and
therapists from other agencies to develop and
implement a program that meets the special
needs of the child. Much of the effort to coor-
dinate services for the child takes place
through meetings with parents and specialists
from other agencies, and through scheduled
appointments at clinics where the specialists
work. Another option for working with a
specialist is through the home visit. Most of
the. recommendations of the Head Start or
other specialists will be carried out in the

/home. Working with the parent, child and
home visitor during a home visit helps the
specialists ensure that their recommendations
are appropriate and implemented correctly.

You can arrange home visits by the
specialists, but be sure to prepare both them
and the parents. This can be extremely
helpful as both may be apprehensive about
such a visit. Many specialists, particularly
from outside agencies, are not used to making
home visits and may feel uncomfortable.
Reassure them and the parents and take the
lead during the home visit to make everyone
feel at ease.

Why might a specialist want to make a
home visit? In some agencies the specialists
are encouraged to make regular home visits
to provide services. Physical or occupational
therapists often make home visits, as do
county health nurses. But generally speaking,
specialists provide their service from some of-
fice or clinic and do not typically make home
visits. They may decide that a home visit is
need- however, for one or more of the
following reasons:
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1. A specialist may decide that a diagnostic
examination might best be obtained in the
home where the child feels most comfort-
able. Rather than risk having the child per-
form poorly in the office setting, the
specialist might want to conduct his or her
evaluation in the home where the child
will be related and do his or her best.

2. A specialist who is providing treatment
might want to visit the;home to see how
well the treatment -program is being car-
ried out or how realistic their recommen-
dations are for the home situation. Some-
times the recommendations made in the
office do not match well with the charac-
teristics of the family or home environ-
rnent. Making a home visit can give the
specialist a better idea of what will work
and what won't.

3. Some or all of the specialist's treatment
program may be carried out by the home
visitor and parent. The specialist may
decide to make periodic visits to evaluate
progress, up-date the Individual Program
Plan and suggest and demonstrate new
treatment strategies.



Some Rules to Follow
As a home visitor, you can be extremely

helpful in ensuring a -successful visit by the
specialist. Your "help will be needed prior to,
d'iring and after the home visit Consider the
following in your planning:

Get the Parent's
Permission

Discuss the Visit
With the Parent

Discuss The Visit
With The Specialist

Have The Parent Model

Ask The Specialist To
Model For The Parent

Be sure to get the, parent's permission befere you
bnng a specialist on a home visit. You are a guest in
'the home and you do not want to impose on the
parent or weaken your future welcome in the home.

Dikuss the reason for the specialist's visit at least a
week before it occurs. Try to give the parent some idea
of what will happen on the home visit and the roles
each of you will play during the visit.

Meet vith the specialist ahead of time to outline
the steps you follow in making a home visit. Discuss
the child's Individuai' Program Plan and his or her
progress to date. Also review the techniques you've
been using to work with The child and parent. You
may want to bring along the child's behaviors'
checklist and some sample lesson plans or activity
charts to review. Finally, suggest to the specialist that
you initially take the lead to-make the visit comforta-
ble for everyone and that you then let the specialist
take over.

You may want to have the parent model an activity or
two for.the specialist before the specialist begins his or
her work. This allows the specialist opportunity to
see how the parent works with the child and it pro-
vides you an opportunity to reinforce the parent's
work.

Whenever the specialist makes a recommendation
that may be difficult to carry out, ask the specialist to
demonstrate the techniques for the parent. In other
words, don't just tell the parent, show the parent!
This helps ensure that you and the parent know ex-
actly what is expected and how to carry out the ac-
tivity. When you prompt the specialist, don't be over-
bearing. Perhaps say something like: "Oh that sounds
like a really good idea! But I wonder if you could show
me and Mrs. Jones what you actually do so we won't
make a mistake." You may also want the parer.: to
then model for the specialist. This allows the specialist
to provide reinforcing or corrective feedback to the
parent.

20
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Talk With The Specialist,
Afterwards

Provide Follow-Up
Informat.

Either phone or visit with the specialist after the
home visit to share impressions. Share your observa-
tions with one another and discuss the recommenda-
tions made by the specialist. You can both profit by
this discussion and a better treatment plan for the
child and family will be the result. If the specialist does
not offer to put his or her recommendations in writ-
ing, you can request that they do so for your benefit
and for the child's permanent file. Also be sure to
thank the specialist for taking the time to make a
home visit, perhaps extending an invitation to make a
future visit.

Be sure to communicate periodically with the
specialist regarding the child's progress and the
usefulness of the specialist's recommendations.
This provides them with current information on the
child and should reinforce their involvement with
the child and the Head Start program. If you've not
made other arrangements, do this at least once a
year. Remember to follow the procedures outlined
for staff by your agency. The Handicap Coor
may be the person who will handle all outside com-
munications with service providers.
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Summary
There are many agencies within a com-

munity which can assist the Head Start pro-
gram in meeting the needs of handicapped
child: en. A network of services can be
developed by contacting other agencies that
work with handicapped children. This contact
should result in a list of special services availa-
ble from each agency and information on how
children can be referred.

Services from these agencies must be
coordinated. Coordination involves parents,
home visitors and Head Start or outside
specialists communicating. Together they
must determine how the special needs of the
child can best be met. Also, they should
decide how they will work together to meet
these needs.

Working with public schools requires
special emphasis, particularly for handicapped

23
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children. The public schools have the respon-
sibility for serving all school aged handicapped
children. Young children must be served
when it is the state law or practice to do so.
The schools can provide diagnostic and treat-
ment service from specialists such as speech
therapists.

The parent and home visitor will be
responsible for implementing many of the
specialists's suggestions. It is helpful for the
specialist to participate in a home visit and
demonstrate any special techniques for work-
ing with the child. The home visitor helps en-
sure a successful home visit by preparing the
specialist and the family.

A final word, don't isolate yourself and
the families you work with. Seek out profes-
sionals and agencies to work with you. Use

your knowledge of the child and family and
the special services available within the com-
munity to develop a comprehensive, effective
program for the child and family.
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Screening, assessment and diagnosis are
important procedures in planning programs
for handicapped children. Each procedure
serves a special purpose and together they en-
sure a smooth-running program. When you
think about it, these procedures are also
needed in taking care of your car. Periodically
you screen the major parts of the car to see if
every' *-ling is safe and secure. You check the
oil and water levels, inspect the fan belt and
tires for wear and maybe wiggle the hose and
wire connection to make sure there are no
loose ends. You also listen to the engine to
make sure it's running smoothly. You make
whatever minor adjustments are needed and
drive securely away.

Occasionally, however, you notice some-
thing is not quite right. The engine is running
a bit sluggish, or you hear a strange ping. You
step out of the car and open the hood. You
listen carefully and perhaps check a part or

two to try and assess the problem. From your
assessment, you determine that some things
are working fine and others are suspect. You
don't trust yourself to solve the problem, so
you take your car to a specialist. You share
your assessment with the specialist, and he
runs some special tests to diagnose the prob-
lem. From this diagnosis he can remediate
the problem and perhaps give you some help-
ful hints to avoid future difficulties.

Much the same process occurs in Head
Start's -Screening, assessment and diagnosis
procedures. Each step helps in meeting the in-
dividual needs of children, particularly chil-
dren with handicaps. All Head Start children
are screened for certain conditions. Assess-
ment of all children provides a basis for your
curriculum planning. Those who have
suspected problems are ther referred to a
specialist who will run further tests to diag-
nose the problem.



Why do we need a three step process?

e To see if further evaluation is needed

© To determine if a handicapping condition
exists

O To provide a complete picture of the needs
of the child and family in all developmen-
tal and component areas

® To individualize curriculum planning

What is screening?

The purpose of screening is to identify
those children who need further diagnostic
evaluation. This is done based on the results
of performance on the screening items. A
screening tool or test compares each child's
performance with what is 'normal' as deter-
mined by a large sample of children who have

been screened. All educational areas
(language, socialization, self-help, motor,
cognitive) and health areas such as vision and
hearing should be part of a complete screen-
ing. The screening tool or tests selected
should be quick to administer and score. All

the children in the program are screened.

Programs with both center-based and
home-based options may choose to have a
health provider do some parts of the screen-
ing such as hearing and vision in the center.
Home-based children could be brought to the
center for this screening, or be taken to a
health provider in the community for some or
all of the health screening. Educational
screenli-ig is generally done in the home
where the program will take place.

What is assesstkiient?

Assessment provides additional informa-
tion about the child which will help in plan-
ning curriculum to meet the child's individual
needs. Assessment is on-going and usually is
accomplished by using a behavioral checklist
(Appendix F). There are twc aspects of as-
sessment: 1) formal assessment -- observe

the child performing sequenced developmen-

tal tasks and record the behavior on the
checklist as either present or absent; 2) infor-

mal assessment observe how the child ap-
proaches the task. Notice behaviors which in-

dicate special teaching strategies necessary for

this child. Assess the expressed needs of the
family in health and social services as a part of

the total process. Educational and family
assessment procedures will take place in the

home.
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What is diagnosis

Children identified through screening as
needing further evaluations are referred to
professional diagnosticians. These evaluations
use techniques or instruments which require
professional training to administer. For exam-
ple, the following are professional diagnosti-
cians: physicians, psychologists, speech
therapists, physical therapists or special
educators with training in testing. As a result
this evaluation will determine whether or not

a handicapping condition exists. The diag-
nostician should also provide suggestions
which the home visitor can use in planning
teaching activities. Anytime a home visitor
observes behaviors which cause concern, the
child could be referred for diagnosis.
Behaviors which might cause concern will be
specified in the assessment section of this
chapter.



Sereenirg
Now that you have a picture of how each

process fits into the development of a teach-
ing plan for the child and family, we need to
discuss each process in detail emphasizin 7 the

home visitor's role in each step. The screen-
ing process in Head Start is completed during
the beginning of the program year. It is com-
prehensive and includes physical examina-
tion, vision, dental exam, hearing and educa-
tion. In most programs, dental and physical
exams will be done by clinics or health depart-
ments or private physicians. Vision and hear-
ing screenings are done by trained individuals

such as audiologists, speech therapists or reg-
istered nurses. Facilities at the center can be

arranged to adequately perform the vision and
hearing screenings or children can be taken to
clinics or heal:li departments. Home-based
children can be taken to the clinic or health
department or to the Head Start center in

small gro' .ps and individually tested. These
screenings can a..o be done in the home by
using portable equipment, although this will

be more time consuming if there are a large
number of children in the program. Home
visitors may do some activities with children
to prepare them for the screenings. These - -.-
tivities include showing the child the symbols
used for the vision screening and teaching the
child to raise his or her hand when a sound is
heard. The home visitor's primary role in the
screening process is to help prepare the
family, help arrange or organize schedules
and conduct the educational screening.

What are educational
screenings?

These are instruments or tools which
sample a child's behavior in several develop-
mental areas (language, motor, self-help,
socialization and cognitive). Some screenings
contain materials such as puzzles, balls and

blocks; others use materials which are com-
monly found in preschool programs. The
screening will consist of several test items.
For example: "Chad will build a tower of five

blocks. The person doing the screening will
observe the child performing each item and
record it as either passed or not passed. All
screenings provide a score; this score is the
first indication of whether the child should be
referred for further evaluation.

Selection of the screening instrument is
important since the results will be used to in-

dicate need for further evaluation. The instru-
ment selected should be standardized: that
means it has been given to many children fo!-

lowing specific directions and the results from
these children were used to determine scores
which are normal for a given age group.
Screening is done on, every child in the pro-
gram. It should be quick, no more than 40
minutes per child.

There are some special considerations in
selecting a screening to be used in the home.
Although some programs may choose to
bring all the children to the center for educa-

tional screening, it seems to be advantageous
for the home-based option to screen in the
home because the home visitor can observe
the child in his or her natural environment
where the teaching program will occur. The
screening instrument to be used in the home
must be portable; the home visitor should
not have to be burdened with transporting
awkward materials to each home. Another
consideration in choosing a screening to be
used in homes is the potential for parent in-
volvement in the process. Some screenings
rely on parent report for certain items; this is
an excellent way to immediately involve the
parent in the program. To summarize, a
screening to be used in the home should in-
volve parents and sample behaviors across all
developmental areas. It should be standard-
ized, quick to administer and simple to trans-

port.
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How is a screening
administered?

As a home visitor you will be trained to
administer the specific screening selected by
your program. You should also have the op-
portunity to practice giving the screening be-
fore you administer it to a child in the prog-
ram.

Since you will be using a standardized
tool, there w':11 be specific directions in the
manual which will explain how to administer
the screening. Read the manual carefully.
The following questions can serve as a guide
while you read the manual you should be
able to answer each question before you do a
screening:

*How do I know which item to start with.?
*How is each item preSented? (Can I show

the child first or must he or she do it on re-
quest?)

*How many chances does the child have to
perform the item?
Is there a time limit on any item?

*What is the criteria for passing or failing
each item?

*How do I mark the score sheet?
*When do I stop?

After answering each question, become
familiar with the materials used for each item.
If the screening tool does not contain ma-
terials, select materials from those available in
the program which are needed for each item.
The following list: provides some general hints
for administering a screening. Remember,
the directions in the manual must always be
followed; if any of the following are not
allowed according to the manual you must
not do them.

Screenings sample
Mental Slepv determine 1.1 farther
evaluation is needed.
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O Position of the materials: are the
materials set up in a way that would most
likely help thechild succeed? Are they too
far from the child to handle? Are there
other materials placed too close to the ob-
ject being tested? Materials should be
placed at a comfortable height for the child
and at the correct angle so he or she sees
things right side up.

o Size of material: use standard recom-
mended materials of the size specified by
the screening tool.

Color of materials: use standard colors for
color identification, do not use off colors
such as light blue, forest green, etc. Don't
confuse the child with color matching
when requesting sorting of shapes. Use
same colored items when screening for
items other than color matching. (Exam-
ple imitation of three block bridge
should be presented in one color of
blocks.)

Child's attention: if you notice a child get-
ting tired, either change activities or con-
tinue the test at another time. A child
should not be failed on an item because of
inattentive behavior.

® Reinforce: praise should be given after
each item is presented for the last time.
Verbal reinforcement should be given
after each item if the child fails the item.
(That was a good try, nice stacking, etc.)
Reinforce effort not success.

Distractions: are there any visual or noisy
distractions in the room which seem to be
interfering with the child's performance?
Screenings should take place in a quiet

comfortable room away from noise and
interruptions. Turn of televisions or
radios in the home.

o Time of the day: be aware of the child's
moods during the day. Ask the parent if

the behavior you are seeing is typical for
that child; test during the child's best time
of the day. 3e aware of whether the child is
getting too close to his or her meal time or
if the screening is being done at the child's
usual nap time.

o Comfort of materials: does the child feel
at ease with the materials? The child
should have some time to become familiar
with the materials before the screening
takes place. While you interview the
parent, allow the child to explore some of
the test materials.

o Initial success or failure. start screening
with items you know the child can do. End
the screening with a success even if it
moans going back and presenting an item
already passed.

o Tell Don't Ask: presenting
items, state your request, "Draw a picture
of a person." Avoid a chance for rejection
such as, "Would you like to stack these
blocks?"

® Order of assessments: arrange the items
so the child does not have to sit too long. If
the child seems shy, s'art with items that
do not require verbal responses.

© Presentation of each task: to get the most
valid results, follow the manual guidelines
in presenting items. Screenings are not de-
signed to "teach" items.



Explaining screening to parents

A clear explanation of screening can help
parents feel comfortable. Tell parents that the
purpose of screening is to observe the chile
doing different activities to determine if :here
are any areas of concern. Explain that you do
not expect a child to be able to do all the
items; you are trying to get a complete picture
of the child. Some of the tasks are very easy
and some will be very difficult or beyond what
a child hiS or her age would be expected to do.
Also explain that parents may have seen their
child do a task which he or she is unable to do
for you. The parents can do any of the screen-
ing items with the child, if they follow manual
procedures. Score the items according to your
observations. Parents want their children to
do well on the screening and sometimes they
might unintentionally give the child extra
help in responding to a question. For exam-
ple, :'ou ask the child to point to the green
block. The parent looks at the green block
and the child watches the parent's eyes to find
out where to point. Another way to give a
child extra help is when asking a child to place
a certain number of blocks in the parent's
hand and the parent immediately closes his or
her hand when the child places the correct
number. This tells the child to stop; it is
difficult to tell if this really was counting or if
the child stopped because the hand closed.
When this occurs remind the parent that you
need to see what the child can do without ex-
tra help. Also, sometimes ;hildren will do
things at home for parents that they won't do
for another person. We need to teach the
child to do items for more than one person.

Results of screenings must also be clearly
explained. Upon completion of Lae screening,
discuss the child's results in terms of what
the child did. For example, "Jane was able to
draw shapes and a person, she also did a nice
job of counting and completing a puzzle.
Some skills which we can work on are cutting
and repeating rhymes. The actual scoring
will be done after you leave the home; it is
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usually more rneanngful to explain screening
results in terms of the child's behavior rather
than scores. However, after scoring has been
completed, parents who wish to know the
scores should be given this information.

is the :esults of the screening indicate a
need for further evaluations, parents should
be informed before any steps toward referral
are taken. Explain why the child should
receive additional evaluation. For example,
"Jason had alifficulty with some of the
language items and I would like a person with
special training in speech to do some activities
with him." At this time the complete referral
process should be explained:

® Who makes the referral?
O Who will do the evaluation?

What will happen at the evaluation?
O What happens after evaluation?

As a home visitor, you are not expected
to counsel parents. If a family has questions
or concerns about why their child is being re-
ferred or questions about a handicapping con-
dition, you could ask the Handicap Coor-
dinator or mental health consultant to assist
you in talking to the parents.

2g.NEIMMIE



At this point the screening process is
finished: you know which children need
'.'urther evaluation. A thorough screening
process should limit the problems of over-
referral and under-referral. However, these
problems need to be discussed. Over-referral
means children who di' not have special
needs or handicapping conditions were re
ferred for evaluation. This can create un-
necessary expense for the program and un-
necessary worry for parents. Under-referral
means that all the children who have a handi-
capping condition are not identified. This is
dangerous because children who have special
needs are being overlooked. The following
guidelines should help eliminate the problems
of over- and under-referral:

® Screen children in all developmental
component areas.

G Use standardized screening tools.

O Follow directions Co: administering and
scoring as provided in the manual.

O Complete the screening process prior to
referral for professional diagnosis.

Assessniehi:
Following completion of screening, the

assessment and diagnosis processes will be-
gin. In most cases there will be some delays V

the diagnostic process because. of the need for
appointments and reporting time. Referrals
should be made and then begin assess

Assessment is an ongoing process which
will help you decide what and how to teacli
the child. The home vis::or is responsible for
assessing each child. There are two types of
assessment. Formal assessment is the proce-
dure of completing a behavioral or develop-
mental checii:list. The checklist provides a
guide for observing the child perform tasks in
several developmental areas. Completion of
the checklist:

o determines what skills the child can and
cannot do and

e helps determine what skills the child
should begin learning.

A behavioral checklist will not include all
the skills a child has developed. It is important
to assess skills which may not be included on
the checklist. For example, a hearing im-
paired child may have developed a means of
communicating through gestures. A physical-
ly handicapped child may use methods other
than walking to move from place to place.
These important skills should b- noted on the
checklist. The home visitor must look care-
fully at the skills the handicapped child has
developed to compensate for any weaknesses.

Appendix F describes behavioral check-
lists and includes samples; there are also
directions for completing the checklist.

Informal assessment also involves
observation of the child. During formal
assessment you observe the child's ability to
complete a task. Informal assessment is

observing how the child approaches the task
and other characteristics of his behavior. In-
formal information will be used in planning
and presenting activities. For example, you
observe that a child is very distracted by all
the materials you bring on your visits; you
plan to avoid this problem by limiting the ma-
terials you bring in order to improve the
child's attention to tasks. This list suggests
some informal observations which will be
helpful in curriculum planning. Add to the list

as you begin observing children.



O Does the child imitate other children or could do any
adults? have no prob

® How cf oes the child communicate his or child does sev
her needs? ly. In a home.

® What materials or task's hold the child's at- tor will see ch
tention? in the prograi

e What is reinforcing for the child (hugs, derrs.cnstrate
praise, stars, activities)? cuss this wit

O How does the child play alone, beside permission t
other children, cooperatively with other formal evalu
children? perhaps the E.

e Does the child follow eirections? serve the chi
before a decis

There are also things the child may do
which could cause concern. These are termed
high risk behaviors because they could be
signs of a problem which needs further
evaluation. It must be emphasized that a child

What ar
fo:,owing list
pies. Additio
Mainstreamir,
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)f the high risk behaviors and
;m., the concern arises when a
ral of the behaviors consistent-
)ased program, the home visi-
dren other than those enrolled
t. If you obsi..re a child who
several high risk signs, uis-
the parents and request ,het:
have the child evaluated. A

[ion may not be necessary.,
indicap Coordinator could ob-
i during a regular home visit

ismade to refer the child.

high risk behaviors'? The
Figure 1) provides some sam-
al lists are contained in the
Preschoolers Series.



r figure

7, 7")
,_L4dira

*Rubs eye excessively
'Shuts or covers one eye, tilts head when reading or doing close work
eBlinks more than usual
0I-lolds book too close to eyes
*Often bumps into things or falls
*Crosses one or both eyes
*Dizziness, headaches or nausea following close work

Is unable to see distant things clearly
*Eyes are red or bloodshot frequently
*Squints

Hearing

*Does not respond when not facing the person speaking
*Tails in very loud or very soft voice
*Turns same ear towards a sound he or she wishes to hear
*Frequent earaches or ear infections
*Poor balance_.
* Inarticulate

Social Emotional

*Engages only in solitary or parallel play by age 3 to-3-1/2
OverreactS to unexpected stimuli (loud noises)
*Excessive attention getting behaviors
*Repetitive self-si.iniulating or self-destructive behaviors such as rocking or head banging
eVery short attention span, goes from one activity to another without completing any task

*Overly fearful of new situations or transitions

3
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Explaining Assessment
Parents

Parents may question why you are doing
more activities with he child. Explain that as-
sessment gives a broader picture of the Child's
behavior; to plan a curriculum for Li-te child it
is neces,sarys to see the child perform many
tasks. As in screening,- the child is not ex-
pected to do all the items you present. Ob-
serving the child gives the home visitor infor-
mation for planning activities to teach the
child the skills he or she is ready to learn.

Family Assessment

Since Head Start is a comprehensives pro-
gram designed to meet the needs of the total
family, as well as children, the assessment
process must also address the needs of the
family. The three areas which will be assessed
are: health, social services and parent in-
volvement. This assessment will concentrate
on theexpressed needs of the family; it is.not
the home visitor's role to tell a family what
services they need. The goal of this process is
for the family to increase their independence
in nfeeting their own needs. As with educa-
tional assessment for the child, family assess-
ment is ongoing. To help the family identify
needs, the home visitor or Social Service
Coordinator will discuss services available
through the program and provide a directory
of community resources. Some programs use
a parent questionnaire to determine family
needs; using t1-,is tool to obtain information
may prove he1rc.11 but caution must be taken
in acting .1-1 is perceived by the home
visitor as ,a need when parents have not ex-
priL,sed this as a need.

Another tool which has been effective in
working with families is the Family Assess-
ment Tool. This is completed with . the
parents. Each expressed.need is recorded and
steps for meeting each need are jointly
planned. The parents will be involved in com-
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pleting each step of the process. Depending
upon the r. -;d, a Head Start staff person may
also work with the parents in meeting the
need. The hone visitor will share the respon-
sibility Tor working on specific needs with
other coordinators such as health or social
service.

The Family Assessnient Tool has two
parts. The first part is the log sheet. h lists the
parent's expressed needs. These neecis are
listed in order of priority and objectives for
meeting them are developed. This sheet also
contains a record of start and finish dates of
each objective. The second part of the tool is
the veorksheet. This is used to plan steps for
meeting each objective and it provides a
record of agency and community personnel
involved with the family. A separate work-
sheet will be used for each objective. An ex-
ample of a completed Family Assessment
Tool follows (Figure 2).

Assessment is observing many
small developmental steps to deter-
mine what and how to teach the
child.
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There are many checklists and guides
available for assessing families and their en-
vironment. You may want to include nutri-
tional assessment of the family, safety
checklist of the home and the Home Eye
Test. Nutritional assessments are available
from the National Dairy Council or your local
health department. A sample safety checklist
is in Appendix I; parents could complete this
independently or it could be done on a home
visit. Information on the Home Eye Test
(HET) is included in Appendix J. This short
test is a prescree-iing which is designed for use
in the horn(' It is complete with directions for
use and materials and it is available free of
charge.

t

In summary, assessment differs from
screening and diagnosis because it is an on-
going proceSs. The process of observing a
child continues to provide the home. visitor
information to be used in curriculum plan-
ning. F'ormal assessment involves use of a
checklist' as a glide for observation. Informal
assessment is a less structured observation. It
provides information for planning and pre-
senting activities to the child. Home visitors
must be aware of high-risk behaviors which
may, indicate the need for a referral. The proc-
ess includes assessment of family needs.
Emphasis is placed on the expressed needs of

the family.
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Diagnosis
Diagnosis provides a comprehensive

evaluation of the children referred. It deter-
mines if a child has a handicap. This evalua-
tion, will be done by a professional who is
qualified to diagnose handicapping conditions.
The needs of the child determine to which
professional the child will be referred. If the
child has difficulty on the vision screening,
referral to an Ophthalmologist or optometrist
would be appr,opriate. Problems on the educa-
tional screening could be further evaluated by
a psychologist. The resources available to

_ each prOgram are different; some programs
have access to clinics with many professionals
on staff, other programs are more limited in
the professionals available for diagnosis.
Some of the professionals who may be in-
cluded are: psychologists, speech therapists,
physical therapists, physicians and special
educators.

After evaluating all the screening infor-
mation .on the child a decision will be made
regarding need for referral. Discuss this with
the parents and decide on the most appropri-
ate referral. Since the purpose of the referral is
to obtain additional information about the
child as well as diagnosing the handicapping
condition, it will help the diagnostician to pro-
vide some structure. Screening results and as-
sessment information can be shared as well as
a description of the services the child is re-
ceiving through Head Start. Emphasize that
the child is in a home-based option and
recommendations need to be appropriate to
implement in the home. A diagnostic re-
porting form which specifies information
needed from the diagnostician helps ensure
that the program will receive information
which can be used in planning goals for the
child. It would also be helpful to suggest that
the diagnostician avoid professional jargon
which would be difficult for home visitors and
parents to interpret.

Some information which could be re-
quested from the diagnostician includes:

Physical limitations or special considera-
tions for this child

* The child's strengths
The child's needs
Recommendations for teaching techniques
or curriculum materials

® Special services or therapy needed

The home visitor might be expected to
provide the diagnostician the following infor-
mation, depending upon the roles and
responsibilities of the home visitor and the
Handicap Coordinator:

Providing screening and assessment infor-
mation, if available, to the diagnostician
Writing a list of questions regarding curri-
culum planning and special activities for
the child
Accompanying parents to the evaluation,
if requested

o Assisting parents in clarifying diagnostic
results by discussion with diagnostician.

The diagnostic process is finished when a
completed e ialuation report has been
received. At this point, the specific handi-
capping condition has been identified and
recommendations from the professional diag-
nostician have been received.

SUMMary
Figure 3 summarizes each of the three

processes described in this chapter.
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Summary of Sereeningkssessment

Procedure Purpose Information Obtained

: 11:111'2

Nature of Test

and Who Administers (:;ild:en Tested

Screening

Assessment

Diagnosis

To identify children who may A small sample of behavior or Instruments are quick and easy c;',1:;iren in the (Lid SLir!

I need further evaluation; sera- other information is obtained to administer by paraprofes- program.

rates those who have no for each child in the program. sionals, volunteers, or other

difficulty from those who need This allows quick separation of stall. members. Tests a,.,; sun-

additional evaluation. I children into those who do not dardized.

need further testing and those

who do. It covers all ::real of

health and education.

To observe the child's pedor- ; Checklist items are scored as

mance on various developmen- j either present or absent: infor

tal tasks as sequenced on a I ma! observatirs provide hints.

behavioral checklist This is an for the child.

on-going process to obtain in- High risk signs can also be

formation for curriculum plan- detected through observation.

ning.

To determine whether a prob- A fairly large sample of

lem exists, the nature of the behavior or other information is

difficulty and its extent.

Through diagnostic procedures

a child may be officially iden-

tified as handicapped.

obtained on an individual child

in one or more areas of
development Specific recom-

mendations for educational ac-

tivities are received from the

diagnostician.

These devices are fairly length, All children in the liead Sur:

although not all items are program.

assessed at any one time. Home

visitors administer the items to

the child.

I

Instruments require standard Those who do not "pass

administrath)n procedures and screening procedures. ho

[ are given by trained proles- whose performance on screen-
.

stoats. The tests are standard- ing procedures indicate need for

!

; izec. further evaltiation.
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Individual Progra

In the last chapter we compared screen-
ing, assessment and diagnosis to the steps you
go through to determine what kind of shape
your car is in and what needs fixing. Now that
it's running smoothly, you need to decide
where you want to go and how to get there.

An Individual Program Plan (IPP) helps
you decide where you want to go with a
_hild's program and how to get there. An IPP
is very much like a road map. It shows your
final destination and the most efficient way of
reaching it. Goals are clearly stated and objec-
tives are set which lead toward those goals.
The objectives are like the landmarks on a
map which help mark progress toward your
final destination or goal. As you reach each
objective or landmark, you can look back
with pride on how far you've come and start
progress toward the next objective.

Care must be taken in defining your
route before you start out. On any journey
there are many possible distractions which
can divert you from the main road. There are
many roads to choose from and, if you're not
careful, you can easily become sidetracked.

Chapter

ir an-

Some of the sideroads might look more ap-
pealing, with prettier countryside or towns to
go through. Colorful billboards might try to
lure you to some natural attraction or amuse-
ment park. While appealing, these diversions
may not get you to your destination the most
efficient way. Worse yet, you can become
hopelessly lost.

The same problems can occur when the
IPP for a child is not appropriate. Perhaps the
goals were too difficult or not directefi toward
the child's needs. For example, you might
become so taken with a new toy or set of
materials that you use it with all of your chil-
dren, whether they are ready for it or not. Of,
you might become overly concerned with
supposed "kindergarten readiness" skills,
such as counting and printing and you find
yourself working on tasks that are beyond the
child's developmental level. Developing an
appropriate and complete IPP helps you avoid
these dead-ends. It defines your goals and ob-
jectives in specific, observable terms so that
you can mark progress toward their achieve-
ment. You know where you want to go and
how to get there, with landmark objectives
marking the way.

39. e:!. 6
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Also, just as you might seek out the ad-
vice and guidance of a travel agent for special
trips, so too you will need help from
specialists in planning an IPP for children with
special needs. Head Start specialists and
specialists from other agencies can provide
helpful information in identifying objectives
and the teaching strategies and materials
needed to meet the child's needs. A good
specialist, like a good travel agent, will in-
dividualize the route you take in order to
meet the child's specific needs. This does not
mean, however, that the route you mark in
advance needs to be followed exactly. Just as
road construction or other problems might
cause you to change your route, you need to
have some flexibility in the Individual Pro-
gam Plan to allow for change in the child's
program and needs. Often unforeseen situa-
tions arise in the family or in the needs of the
child which muse you to alter your objectives.
You need to be flexible enough to make these
changes without losing sight of your ultimate
destination or goal.

Finally, remember to make the trip a
pleasant experience for everyone. Use the in-
formation provided by the specialists and the
screening, assessment and diagnosis process
to help develop the IPP. Plan teaching ac-
tivities based upon the goals and objectives in
the EDP. Make these activities fun and
interesting. Be creative. After all, learning,
like a trip, should be fun and make you want
to return for more.

Components of the IPP
An Individual Program Plan is a state-

men'. of the needs of a child and the manner
in which those needs will be met. All children
need individuarfirograms, but handicapped
children require- more detailed planning to
meet their special needs. Such plans are refer-
red to by several different names:

Individual Program Plan (IPP)
Individual Education Program (IEP)
Individual Service Plan (ISP)
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Most public schools call the plan an IEP.
This plan covers the educational needs of the
child. The plan in Head Start addresses the
educational needs of the child, as well as
needs in other component areas such as
health, parent involvement and social serv-
ices. Head Start programs in different regions
vary in what they call the plan. This manual
calls it the Individual Program Plan, or IPP.

Although the name of the plan may
vary, the content remains the same. The in-
dividual Program Plan must contain the fol-
lowing:

® Current Level of Functioning this is a
statement of the child's present strengths
and needs in the educatiopal area. It is a
summary of information obtained during
screening, assessment and diagnosis.

Annual Goals these goals indicate what
child and parent will be able to do by

the end of the year. Goals are written for
all component areas.

O Short-term Objectives for each goal a
sequence of short-term objectives is
planned. Accomplishment of each short-
term objective leads toward meeting an
annual goal.

® Statement of Person Responsible for
meeting each objective such as teacher,
parent or speech therapist.

® Time Line for meeting each objective.

O Evaluation of each objective.

Home visitors and parents have valuable
information to contribute in developing a plan
for each child. Although some of the words
mentioned above may seem "strange", the
IPP itself should be clearly written and pro-
vide home visitors and parents with a useful
guide of appropriate services for the child.

L)



Developing the IPP
Activities for developing the IPP can be

divided into three parts: preparation, plan-
ning meeting and conference. The Handicap
Coordinator, home visitor and Education Co-
ordinator are all involved in each step of the
IPP development. We will focus on the re-
sponsibility of the home visitor in each. Begin
to develop the IPP when screening and as-
sessment information is complete. This will
be approximately six weeks after the program
has started. Ideally all diagnostic reports will
also be available at this time. If there is a delay
in receiving evaluations from specialists, the
IPP should be developed using the informa -.
tion available. When diagnostic reports are
available, the IPP must be revised to incor-
porate the recommendations from the
specialists.

Preparation

Gathering Information -- much of this
has been done during the screening, assess-
ment and diagnosis process. All of the infor-
mation available on a child should be
gathered into the diagnostic file; including
formation froci other agencies involved. The
Handicap Coordinator will probably be re-
sponsible for maintaining most of this file.
Those items which home visitors will contri-
bute are starred in the following list of a com-
plete diagnostic file.

* All evaluation reports, specialists' reports,
diagnostic evaluations

* Developmental checklists
* Informal observations of home visitors and
other staff members

* Parental concerns
* Expressed needs of family in component
areas (Family Assessment Tool and/or
Parent Questionnaire)
Reports from past home visitors or teachers
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*Reports from other agencies working with
the child

eSocial Service reports
*Health records

Disc -,ssion with Parents as in all
Head Start activities, participation of the
parent in the development of the IPP is neces-
sary for success. To ensure this participation,
development of the IPP needs to be discussed
with the parent. This can be done by either
ti: home visitor or Handicap Coordinator.
The following points should be discussed with
the parent:

c Purpose of the IPP and the steps involved in
writing It.

*Pare...s know their child best and have im-
portant information about the child to con-
tribute.

*Parents have the right to participate as de-
fined in P.L. 94-142 (Appendix B).

*Goals and objectives which parents would
like the child to achieve.

*Participants at the meetings for the IPP.
*Questions the parents will be asked at these

meetings.



IPP Planning Meeting

Participants at this meeting are those
people who have knowledge about the child
including: parents., home visitors, specialists,
the Handicap Coordinator and other Head
Start coordinators. If the child is receiving
service from other community agencies, a
staff person from those agencies who has
worked with the child should be present. A
chairperson for the IPP Committee should be
appointed to record information. Three ac-
tivities take place at this meeting.

Summarizing: All the information in the
diagnostic file is summarized to determine the
child's strengths and needs. These needs are
used to establish objectives for the child. Each
person at the meeting, including parents, dis-
cusses the data he or she has on the child. For
example, the Health Coordinator presents
physical reports. The Social Service Coordina-
tor discusses expressed needs in component
areas. The Handicap Coordinator reviews
diagnostic evaluations (if the specialists are
not present). The home visitor contributes
informal observations about the child, that is,
strengths and needs that were observed but
not specifically tested. You have this informa-
tion from working with the child on several
home visits prior to development of the IPP.
Any checklists or assessment tools you have

_.completed should be shared at this planning
session. You might also mention any skills
that have been developed since the evalua-
tions were completed.

All the diagnostic information discussed
can be organized by using worksheets. The
child's strengths and needs in each develop
mental area as indicated on screenings,
developmental checklists and diagnostic re-
ports can be recorded on these worksheets.
Skills which the child has are recorded under
strengths; skills the child does not have
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which are developmentally appropriate are re-
corded as needs. This procedure can also be
used in determining strengths and needs of
the family. Figure 1 shows a sample of the
completed worksheet.

e Writing current level of functioning: A
written statement of the current level of func-
tioning gives a quick picture of the child. The
information in the diagnostic file for the child
determines how the current level of func-
tioning will be stated. Figure 2 describes three
methods of writing the current level of func-
tioning and gives examples of each type.

Planning annual goals: Annual goals are
established to-meet the needs of the child and
family. Goals are planned in all develop-
mental and component areas. The order of
priority for the goals is determined by the
needs of the child; areas of greatest need have
first priority. Appendices E and H discuss
writing annual goals and give examples.

To summarize, at the end of the IPP
planning meeting, there will be a summary of
all information available on the child, a state-
ment of the child's current level of function-
ing and planned annual goals for educational
and component areas. All of this information
will be needed for the IPP conference.



IPP WORKSHEET

EDUCATION

Cognitive

STRENGTHS
(skills the child has)

°tells which objects go together
()counts to 3 in imitation
*draws a V stroke in imitation
ebuilds a bridge with 3 blocks in imitation
eadds leg and/or arm to incomplete man
odraws a square imitation
enames three cclocs on request (blue, red,

yellow)
()names circle, triangle, square

Corm.-lents:

J oa .

STRENGTHS

Figure 1

Carl Jones

NEEDS
(skills the child does not have)

describe 2 events or characters from
familiar story or T.V. program

* repeat finger plays with words
°match 1 to I
0 point to long and short
°arrange objects into categciies
°draw a diagonal line from corner to corner

of 4" square of paper
count to 10 in imitation

e match sequence or patterns of blocs or
beads

odraw series of V strokes in imitation

HEALTH /NUTRITION

CCarl is in good health
()no medical reason for Carl's delayed

language
e no organic anomalies in speech mechanisms

(Carl)
',parents have had recent physical
()family has cooking and refrigeration fa-

cilities

Comments:

Goals:
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Jones Family
EXPRESSED NEEDS

()sibling has frequent earaches
°family does not receive balanced nutritious

meals (parent indicated)
oimmunizations not up to date (Carl)
e needs vision test Carl)



Figure 2

Met ods of Writing Current Level of Functioning

Description Example

1. If you have used a standardized instrument
for screening or assessment the -age scores
may be used in writing the current level of
functioning. This can be done in two ways:

a. Starting with the strongest (highest) area,
state the child's developmental age for
each area in a sentence; or

b. Use a summary score chartto write the
current level of functioning.

For either method, be sure to indicate the
name of :Jae tool used to obtain this informa-
tion.

1 a. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. He is
within 6 months of age for self-help skills (3
years, 8 months) and this appears to be his
strongest area. Cognitive skills are at the 3
years, 4 month level. He is functioning at the
3 year old level in social skills. Carl's physical
age gross and fine motor skills
years, 2 months. Carl's lowest area of func-
tioning is in language; he is at a 2 years, 10
months skill level. (Information from the
Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile.)

l b.
i

Area 1 Age 1

physical 3-2

social 3-0

cognitive 3-4
communication 2-10
self -help 3-8 j
Date 9/15/79

Information
from the
A Ipern-Boll
Developmental
Profile.

2. Some assessment tools and developmental
checklists give age ranges for each develop-
Mental area. Write a sentence for each
developmental area using the age range; be
sure to indicate what tool was used to obtain
this information.

2. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. He is L'`IC-
tioning in the 4 year range in the area of self-
help skills. This is his strongest area. In the
cognitive and motor areas, Carl is functioning
in the 3 to 4 year range. Carl's social skills are
in the 3 year range. Language is Carl's weak-
est area; he is functioning in the 2-1/2 to 3
year range. (Information from the Portage
Guide to Early Education Checklist).

3. If you do not have either of the above as
options, write a statement indicating the
strongest and weakest area: This information
is based screening and assessment results
and the information recorded on the IPP
worksheets.

3. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. Overall,
his strongest area appears to be self-help and
his weakest area appears to be language.

5 z,



The IPP for each child is built by parents, hOrIle

visitor. handicap coordinator and other specialists work-
ing together using their knowledge of the child.

IPP Conference

The final step in the development of the
Individual Program Plan is the IPP Con-
ference. The purposes of this conference are:

To break the annual goals into a sequence of
short-term objectives (see Appendix H),

*To determine who is responsible for meet-
ing these objectives,

*To identify .materials and teaching tech-
niques appropriate for meeting these objec-
tives,
To establish the type of evaluation which
Will be used for determining completion of
the objectives and

andeTo set a time-line for initiation ana comple-
tion of each objective.
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The participants at the planning meeting
are also involved.in this conference; participa-
tion is required from parents, current home
visitor and chairperson appointed at the plan-.
ning meeting.

Completion of the IPP can be simplified
by dividipg responsibilities among partici-
pants. The Social Service Coordinator could
develop short -term objectives for each annual
goal related to social service. The home visi-
tor likewise could work on the educational
objectives; his or her experience in working
with the child will be valuable in planning
teaching techniques and materials appropriate
for the child.



The IPP will be written at this con-
ference. The chairperson records information
on the IPP form as decisions are reached on
short-teica objectives, teauliing techniques,
etc. A discussion should be led by the chair-
person to resolve any differences of opinion.
When all parts of the IPP are written, parents
are asked to sign indicating their participation
in the development of the plan and their
agreement with the contents. Discussions at
the conference will most likely resolve dif-
ferences of opinion relating to the child's pro-
gram. After these discussions, if parents dis-
agree with some aspects they must also indi-
cate this with their signature. Further meet-
ings will be held to resolve conflicts.

This process for deve!oping the IPP may
be changed to meet the needs of different
programs. For example, the IPP could be
completed in one meeting. Participants come
to the meeting prepared to discuss child and
family strengths and needs. All parts of the
plan are completed in this single conference.
If the public schools are involved in the pro-
cess, the Handicap Coordinator and horrie
visitor participate in the meetings held by the
schools to Levelop the educational goals and
objectives. A meeting with parents and Head
Start coordinators follows to develop goals
and objectives in the component areas.

Parents are important contributors in the deveic.,p,:ient of the IPP. Speak in terms they understand and use their ideas
in developing a program for their child.
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Parents must be involved in tl,e total
process of 'PP development. The meetings
are important and should be professional and
businesslike, but anything that can be done to
make the meeting more informal and relaxing
helps ensure a real contribution from the
parents. The following, are suggestios for

encouraging parent involvement:

° Provide tran.sp'Drtation for part.Lits
0 Ailow time for introducirl parents to all

participants.
*Give parents a questionnaire or checklist to

complete oil the child (: -help or h(
behavior problems) so they wll have
specific information to contribute as an
equal member of the planning team.
When parents provide information it shoulE
be used.

*Shale all information about the child with
the parents.

*Ask parents to express their goals and ob-
jectives for the chid.

The informal on for the individual Pro
.ram Plan can oe recorded in various ways.
The Handi,_ap Coordinator wEll probably be
responsible for selecting a form. In :hoosing
an IPP form, consider those L..ed by lo-al
schools. Since the chilr'ren in Head Start will
becor..e a pail, of tile public school system. it
wi,1 be helpft'l if the f .ms used by both pro-
grams are similar. Parents will become
familiar with a particular way of recording in-
formation. If the forms used by the schools in
your area are not appropriate for Head Start,
develop your own or adopt an existing form.
A sample of a completed IPP is included on
the following pages. This form was selected
because it includes all the information needed
for a complete plan.
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INDIVMAL TOGRAM ?LAN

PARTIC!P NT PP COMMITTEE

Name: Car! Join

Parent's Name: .Mrs. .1,1 join

Address. 4!! N. 60th

DOB: 7121175

Phone: 555- I!

Age:

1

Center: Hilidait School County: 11/4".\1?iiiv0i:

Entry Date: ii //79 Date of Conference: 101/5/79

"Participant" includes all necessary identifying information. The

"Center/County" lines can be changed to fit individual agency needs.

"DOB" is the child's date of birth; age should be recorded in years

amp mon.',:s.

Name

JliJv

.11[1it'r

."',fary lonc.\

Sara Smith

Required:

Parent

Optional:

Speech Therapist

Ilealth Service Component

Social Service Component

Nutrition Component

Mentiil Health Component

Other Professional! Specialists

IPP Committee and Date of Conference-a record

of participants in the 1PP Conference and when the

conference took place.

Current Level of Functioning (Functional Assessment): Carl is 6 months Of age "Or .011Ic

'c(lrs-8 months) and this cppcars to he his .siNnt,,,esi area. Co,:;nitive mills are at .? ear's ti

timelianing 01 the 3 rear level in si)iai Car; s ph;.sical Gross and Eine molar , month,.

(.arl' 5 !owes!. area of laric:loninr,, in language: hr 01 :he a'Or,!-!ti f11011:111.1! !LT;/. (informalion frog? '1:c

peril Boll Develophentai Profile See ItTacheil woriv,heefshr hreal\awn Hs..rengths n;1

Andual Goals:

1. Car( wit/ iticrcav mow/h.

2, ('Jr,/ frill develop p)mical sAills hi the lour yrar level.

3. (all 4111 01;71111W .c ills to the lour vear

4. Car/ Will mci ease sell-help sh.ills ;0

5. Par; provide 3 marilmas meals datlIjor Ihi' and lor

care needs.

6. Parent will use communiA. resource) (0 100c1 jamilv titveA .such as Inedical Sricial Serrice.s

and financial hr January l

,

44,



INTVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

Special Services To Be P7Fided:

Services Required bate initiated Duration of Service

Page

Provider

Speech Therapy 1111179
Weekly throughout

program year

Sara Smith, Public School

Speech Therapist

Nutrition Planning 11115179 1115180 Jane Doe, Health Coordinator

I have had the opportunity to participate in the development of this Individual Program Plan.

I agree with this Individual Program Plan.

II1,
I disagree with this Individual Program Plan.

10115179 V)",'1 -%7'm
4/

Date Signature of Parent(s)

"Special Services" refers to any special services that the child "Signature of Parent(s)" documents the parent's involvement

needs such as: speech therapy, transportation, counseling, in the developinent of the IPP and also records their agree-

special equipment, etc. For each special service, record the date ment/disagreement with the plan.

the service will be started, expected length of the service and

who will provide the senice. These special services can be pro-

vided in the borne, clinic or center depending upon the needs

of the child and family.



(
I. Area: Gross .tfoior

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

I 0
4,1

Short-Term ODjecuves 20ge

2.," Goal: Carl will develop p;;::stcal m ;;;;" In

3. Present Behaviors: See the IPP Worksheets

4. Objectives
S. Special Materials and

6 Persontsi Re,poriblc
Methods/Parent Activities

Esaivation Criteria

Cari ''OCI% a !acre hail when, roiled to

hurl without assistance, 4/5x,

Cart 4111 iiaik :pc wh ed a.1R'd for S

Pi Wens, .?!.?.y.

( "arc ;11(i ilt!'in andand

tnarchtnt,' It it) ,'('/K

Carl wtll ,ctch a larr' iii' hot)!

rand when riled,

61;1 Band Ilri I/V ![)01

Cart wt!) bounce and rani; a lare,e bad

wilitut assi.stance,

Ca) will wain :IiAn staff, afternarm

kel who acct',; handrails, MI"

Cart caul hap on one foot successIVe

rimes w«n no assistance. 11.4t.

Cart walk itackwards on the balance

beam alternatir,g feet toe in heel when

asked, 314x,

firm ac,iviltes

parent will daily ac

ordiq to rtfli'tt plan. Ail oh.

tec.itts)

L'i,00r and parent for Pan /how

iNtor ba%ehile Jhl

14))1-hheill inlortihnon Inc

ear!; uhictn'.ia

SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES

1. Area: Indiatte the developmental area from education (motor, language, etc.) or one cite compo-

nent areas (health, social services, parent involvement) which will be detailed on this page.

2. Goal: Copy the annual goal from the cover page. Have a page for each annual got::. If there are rP re

annual goals, there should be nine pages with short-term objectives.

3. Present Behaviors: List skills that the child has already acquired. If these skills arc listed on attached

IPP worksheets they do not need to be listed here.

4. Objectives: Short-term objectives that lead to the accomplishment of theannual goal. Wrile these ob.

jectives in behavioral terms. Provide a sequence of short-term objectives for each annual goal.

5. Special Materials/MethaLs/Parent Activities: List any 5pecial equipment reinforcement or tail-

ing technique that works particularly well for that child and nabe effective in meeting the objective. it

is helpful, but not necessary, to ccmpiete this section for each objective.

b. Person Is) responsible: LiSt name(s) of those who will be prirrtarily responsible for teaching/zrying

out each objective; for example, home visitor, nurse, speech therapist parent,

7, Evaluation: state how each objective twill be evaluated (observation, post-test data recording. etc) and

the results of the evaluation if criteria for accomplishment was not met.

8. Time Line: State the date weer, the parent/child be,:n work on the objective, the date when progress

will be reviewed, nu the date the objective is accomplished.

,==11MIIIIIIIIoP

I pion ..11;

9.t1
11

Ills



Area: Fine tor

Present Behaviors: See IPP Worksheets.

ND1YIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones.

Short-Tenn h Page 4

develop physical t() the 4 your /ere/.

Objectives
Special Materials and

?erson(s) Responsible

e Car! will trace templates on

request, 414.y.

Car! will cut along straight

line on request, 313x.

Home visit activity. Home lisitur

Farm; will carry out and parent.

activity !lady according

to written plan.

(All objectives)

0 Carl will cut along curved Gradually increase

line on request, 313x. thickness of paper and

amount of cure. .

e Cari will cut out 2" circle on

request, 313x.

e Carl will draw simple recog-

nisable pictures such as

house, man, tree on request,

414x.

Initially add parts to figures

then draw complete picture.

Time Line

EvalL:ation Criteria

Begin j Review Achieved

li

recorls daily. 10115 1115

Honu visitor records

baseline and pi,:t

baseline.

11/15 1115

12115 1115

3/15 5/31)

1/15 )130



INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

Short-Term Objectives Page 5

Area: Cognitive
Goal: Carl will increase cognitive skills to the 4 year level.

Present Behaviors: See IF? Worksheets (Figure I)

Aectives
Special Materials and

Methods/Parent Activities
Persoa(s) Responsible Evaluation Criteria

Time Line

Review Achieved

0 Carl will match 1 to I (using

3 or more objects) when

asked, 3I2x.

0 Carl will point to long and

short objects when verbally

instructed, 4I4x.

Carl will arrange objects into

categories when asked, 414x.

Carl will draw a diagonal

line from corner to corner of

a 4" square of paper when

asked, 313x.

0 Carl will count 10 objects in

imitation, 414x.

e Carl will sequence or pattern

blocks or beads when asked,

5I5x.

0 Carl will copy a series of con-

nected V strokes when

asked, 313x.

0 Carl will complete a six piece

pu : :le when asked without

trial and error, 313x.

® Carl will name objects as

same and different when

asked, 313x.

Home visit activities

which parent will carry

out daily according to

written plan

(411 objectives),

Use familiar objects'

found at home.

DLM pattern cards

gradually increase

complexity of design.

Wooden pu: :le with

large pieces, gradually

reduce physical aid.

Use common objects

found in the home.

Home visitor and parent Parent records daily. 10115 1/15

Home t'isitor records

baseline and post

baseline. If objectives 10115 1115

are pot accomplished

home visitor will

evaluate and plan

additional activities.

11115 1115

11115 1115

1/15 5130

v15 5130

3115

4115

5/30

5130

5130



INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

Shori::'-riref7,...., Objectives

Area: HeaithINutrition

Present Behaviors: See 1PP Worksheets (Figure I)

Page 6

Gi,2I: The parent will provide 3 nutritious meals daily (including

basic 4 food groups) if)r the ,family and ohtain services ./Or

health care needs with assistance.

Objectives

Meals:

e The Healthl Nutrition Coor-

dinator will provide material

for a 3-day record of the

family diet to be completed

by the mother within 5 days

of presentation of materials.

Parent will call and make

appointment with County

Extension agent by (date)

when Coordinator provides

the number.

Parent will keep above ap-

pointment with one written

reminder from Coordinator.

® Parent and Coordinator will

plan one nutritious meal (in-

cluding 4 basic food groups)

for each day of a two week

period.

0 Parent will provide family

with one nutritious meal

daily by July 31, 1980.

Special Matela,is and

Methods/Parent Activities
Person;s) RespomNe Evaluation Criteria

Time Line

Be;in Review Achieved

To be comp/cod during HeadhAutrition Record of family's diet 1111 121i

home visit Coordinator for 3 days completed

Use Community Parent ,4ppointinnt made 11115 11130

Resource Director).

Parent Appointment kept 11/15 11130

Dairy Council pamphlets Parent and Coordinator Meals planned 1115 2115

Parent Periodic record

of nedis served

1. 5110



IND' 'IDUAL PROGRAM PLA' FOR: Carl Jones

rea: flec!thINutrition (continued)

Present Behaviors:

Objectives

Health Care Needs:

Short-Term Objectives

Goal:

Page 7

Special Materials and

Methods/Parent Activities
Person(s) Respons'ble Evaluation Criteria

,,egin

Time Line

Review

o rite HealthlNutrition Coor-

dinator and parent will list

the :,ealth care needs of the

family and locate appro-

priate resources by .Vovem

ber 1.

When provided the 'number

by the Healdgutrition

Coordinator, the ',rent will

make appointment with

,thysician within 2 days.

The parent will keep the

medical appointme t with

one 14,i:ten reminder from

HIV aordinater.

The parent will follow

through on recommenda-

tions from medical appoint-

ments as specified and with-

in 5 days.

Community Resource Parent and Coordinator

Directory

Parent

Parent

Parent

List complete 10115 1111

qlMetli made

Record of

recommendatU)nS

which were kept

101.?()

1

11115

:nonent kept 11t1; 1115

2115

Achieved



Summary
Each part of the Individual Program Plan

is illustrated on Carl's completed IPP. The
process suggested for developing the IPP for
children with special needs includes three
steps: (1) preparation, (2) planning meeting,
(3) conference. The objectives for the plan-
ning meeting include summarizing the child's
strengths and needs, formulating the child's
current level of functioning and establishing
annual goals for the child and parent. The 'PP
is completed at a conference; short-term ob-
jectives, materials and teaching techniques
are developed for each annual goal. Partici-
pants at the conference and planning meeting

I

include parents, home visitor, Handicap
Coordinator and other individuals who have
knowledge about the child and family. The
Individual Program Plan is a comprehen-
sive plan which includes program objectives
for all developmental areas in the education
component and also in the other important
component areas. This plan gives the home
visitor a concise picture of where the child
"is" at the beginning of the year. It also aids
in planning activities for the child and parent
which will lead to attainment of goals. Finally,
it helps the home visitor and component staff
to address the expressed needs of the family
and to evaluate progress toward meeting
those needs.
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The Home Visit:

Editor's Note

Before embarking on the next three
chapters discussing various aspects of the
home visit, some preliminary comments are
warranted. The primary one being that
neither the present manual nor the training
the Resource Access Projects provide are
sufficient to carry out an effective home-
based program. Without a doubt, the manual
and the RAP training will contribute signifi-
cantly to the improvement of home baser'
services for handicapped children and their
families. However, it is assumed that the
reader has already received training by one of
the Home Start Training Centers, or has had
significant experience as a home visitor. The
present manual and the RAP training cannot
substitute for in-depth training or exper _rice
in hoine-based programming.

This manual is developed based on a par-
ticular theoretical approach and orientation to
the child's development and early learning.
There are other approaches that are practiced
successfully in Head Start and other preschool
settings both home -based and center-based
with handicapped arid non-handicapped
children. We believe that the approach set
for': in the next few chapters offers a suc-
ce,T ul model for working with handicapped
-:'-airen in a home setting. All the methods
and techniques suggested in the next chapter
can be adapted to meet the individual needs
of programs and families. We describe the
planning and implementing of a home visit
with a degree of structure and specificity that
may not be necessary for non-handicapped

children and their families. Most home visit-
ing programs generally contain the following
sections in their program model:

o Greeting/establishing rapport
® Review of last week's activities

Presentation of new activities
Review of what parent will do during next
week
Parent discussion/wrap-up

The material covered in the next few
chapters also reflects these basic steps. How-
ever, additional structure and specificity is

contained in planning and implementing for
the handicapped child and his or her family.
While we believe that the process described
can work effectively for all children, we
recommend the additional structure and
specificity as necessary for handicapped chil-
dren for the following reasons:

Most handicapped children may not learn
readily through incidental learning and
will need an intentional program to a
greater degree than do non-handicapped
children. This means that handicapped
children require a specific, sequential and
structured program to a greater degree
than do non-handicapped children. They
generally need to have many of the vari-
ables of a learning situation controi:ed in
order to first learn a skill. They then need
help in generalizing the skill using the
skill in situations where most of the vari-
ables are not as controlled.
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The program developed for a handicapped
child needs to be sequential in order to ac-
celerate his or her development. One skill
builds upon another. Use of a behavioral

or developmental checklist on an ongoing
basis can be useful in developing and
maintaining an appropriate, sequential
program for handicapped children.
Furthermore, use of task analysis also
helps in planning specific, sequential ob-
jectives for the child., task analysis is a
useful skill in working with handicapped
children, as often the items contained on
the behavioral or developmental checklist
are steps which are too large for weekly
planning. Both use of behavioral checklists
ar'd task analysis are discussed in the next
few chapters, with additional information
contained in the appendices.

Parents of a handicapped child will be
more likely to teach their child when they
are being successful. By planning struc-
tured activities which are appropriate for
the child and by demonstrating techniques
to the parent you ensure that the parent
and child will meet weekly success.

O Parents of handicapped children will bene-
fit. greatly from learning good teaching and

child management techniques. They will
generally care for the child's needs for a
longer period of time than will parents of
non-handicapped children. Also they will
need to learn special techniques in order to
help their child's development. A specific,
structured developmental approach is one
way to educate the parent about child de-
velopment and work on the many skills
needed to be an effective parent. Through
discussion, dernOnstration ,,Ind directed
practice, the parent wil: learn many of the
needed teaching and child management
skills.
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The next few chapters, then, reflect a
degree of specificity and structure which may

not be required for non-handicapped chil-
dren. This does not mean that the techniques
described are ineffective for non-handicapped
children, it simply reflects the special needs of
handicapped children and the techniques
useful in accelerating their development.

In the discussion of various parts of the
home visit we describe three different types of

activities: structured, informal and parent
education activities. The parent is involved
actively in all three types of activities and all
Head Start component areas can be included
within each.

The structured activities reflect primarily
the acquisition of the annual goals and short-
term objectives from the Individual Program
Plan. Often this requires learning skills in
small steps using varying amounts of aid.

Informal activities and parent education
activities are similar to the activities you will

be doing with the non-handicapped children
in the home-based program. These activities
may follow a unit format. It is important that
the handicapped child practices skills learned
through the structured activities during infor-
mal activities, for this provides an opportunity
to use new skills in different situations with
different materials. These informal and parent
education activities also focus on component
information on the adult and child level. The

parent education activities should include
teaching the parents to plan appropriate ac-
tivities for their child.

Thus, while we break a'. Liorne visit into

three sections for relative emphasis; the
various activities are well in,egra*.e.;.1, with the

parent actively involved ii e..,ch. phase. ... II

Head Start component areas czn easily he in-
corporated into each of the different types of
activities. Like a piece or rims wth
themes, the home :sit seeri.,;
parts which blend togethe harrLoniot:ziy



The Home Visit:
Plattning

You may be wondering by this time how
you could possibly use 2ji the information
you hay.. on a child. Ho' will screening,
assessment an ,rosis help you during a
home visit? F each P'F' goals and
objectives? Th:,, ter on Planning the
Home Visit ar wing chapter on Im-
plementin& sit will answer these
questions an a step-by- ;tep pro-
cedure for r ; implementing each
home visit.

The hor ,.i.e classroom in a home-
based program (ou may ask: How can I do
e. erything in 9 that is dote in foil,
da, of classroom activity? The obvious
answer is that ou can't. The home-based
program is successful because you teach
p "rents ;:o teach their children. The
then provitie the child continuous le-!:nH;
experiences, For every parentichild interac-
tion is a potential learning experience.

Through careful planning you can
develop activities for each home which
will incorporate all the informati,..-.2 available
on a child and family. The activis for each
home visit are individualized if. meet the
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Chapter

child's needs and are planned and presented
in a manner which encourages the parent to
continue teaching the child. Activities are
planned rOr each home visit _o mee. the
followir goals:

the child spe.:1:fic skirls whic:.: ieacl to
accomplishment of the iPF goals an,',
jectr

t Teach parents to plan acjvities for their
child and to teach their child

6 Make the home a le..sningenviron.rnent by
teaching parents to create learning ex-

during
ivi ties

0 Provide experiences for parents and
children in all I--lead Start component areas

Although these are goals for ail families,
their importance is increased for with
handicapped children. These parentS must
each their child the same deveiopmentai

skills as the nor; handicapped child learns. riut
in addition, these parents rnus: meet the
special needs of their handicapi child. Th's



may mean doing recommended by a
speech therapist ysical therapist. It may
also mean the home environment
or family routif:es to meet the needs of the
child. As a visitor, you should plan ex-
periences assist families in meeting
the special is of t'eir children.

Good pi ruling is essential to meet the
goals for home visit. Since the needs of
parents anc ,:nildren differ, the activities and
materials during each of your home
visits will differ. You cannot.expect to ac-
complish inc:Nidualized goals for a child by
preser:mg :he same activt2, .,..ith every child.
You ri:us l's;ok at the needs of parents and

'dentified the IPP to plan 'ac-
tivitics .;,hict will these needs. In addi-
tion to meeiT;g tht :.-idividual needs, there
will Ix. ,nrne, :nformation in compo-
n.,;nt are4:, . Jill be presented to all
families.

To assist the home visitor in organizing
and planning each visit we will discuss three
types of activities: structured, informal and
parent education. Each type of activity is

planned to accomplish specific purposes. It is
important to note that each type of activity is
equally important to the total home visit. The
parent is actively involved during the com-
plete visit; all component areas are incorpor-
ated into each type of activity. The purposes
for each type of activity are listed below.

The remainder or this chapter will dis-
cuss each type of activity and suggest ideas for
planning. You will find that planning is one
secret to the success of home visits. Goals for
children and families will be accomplished
because you have planned activities in all

component areas to meet these specific goals.

Activity Purpose

Steucturecl

Child learns specific skills to meet IPP objec-
tives

Parents learn to teach child

infonnal

Child reviews skills r,',_ently learned

Child uses new skills in different situations
with difTerent materials

Child takes the lead in activities

Component activities are presented

Child and parent learn how daily routines can

be learning experiences

Parent Education

'1 60

Component information is presented

Parent learns to plan activities for the child

Parent learns to meet expressed needs



Planning is the key to an organized home visit which accomplishes program objectives.
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Planning Structured
Activities

There are two purposes for the -tic-

tured activities:

1. Child learns specific skills to meet IPP ob7
jectives and

2. Parents learn to teach child.

The first step tov and teaching is planning
appropriate activities to teach. When is an ac-
tivity appropriate? Children need to learn
skills which they can use or skills which are
functional. For example, would it be ap-
propriate to teach a child to put on mittens if
he or she lives in Florida? Does a child need
to name 15 different colors? Also, be sure the
activity is something the child is ready to
learn. Use the information gathered during
the screening, assessment and diagnosis to
guide you in planning appropriate activities
for the child. The Individual Program Plan
provides you with a base for planni,-ig weekly
activities, since goals and objectives have
been established. You should plan weekly ac-
tivities for each child which will accomplish
these objectives and goals.

The process for planning structured ac-
tivities is a five step procedure that enables
the home visitor to use the IPP and the
screening, assessment and diagnostic infor-
mation to plan weekly activities. This process
ensures that the activities will be in-
dividualized because you are planning ac-
tivities for one chilc based on his or her
strengths and needs. This process also enables
you to plan activities which the child will learn
during one week. These weekly accomplish-
ments are very important for handicapped
children and parents. Often a parent has spent
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a great deal of time unsuccessfully teaching a
handicapped child a skill. This is very frustrat-
ing. You must carefully plan activities which
are appropriate and provide the child the cor-
rect amount of aid to accomplish the skill dur-
ing one week. The following five steps will
help you plan activities for the child which he
or she will learn during the week.

Step 1. Determine how the child
learns best:

It is important to consider factorS which
may affect the child's learning. Observe the
child during the assessment process and con-
sider each of the following.

o What time of day is best for the child?
O How long is the child's attention span?
O What materials or toys keep the child's at-

tention?
Where does the child work best?

G What interferes with the.child's
® What is reinforcing for the child?

The home visitor, Nanc.i.., was hav-
ing difficulty keeping Brl'ads attention
during the structured activities. Ile
wanted to play with his brother and siste,
Wil0 were sitting beside him at the kitchen
table. The home visitor and parent dis-
cussed this problem. They decided that
Bryan would be less distracted if his
brother and sister played in the odic/-

room, With thi5 arrangement, .T3gan
able to complete the planned activities and
later all the children participated in an ac-
tivity with Et:vv': m reinforce him Jr O

working so well.



Step 2. Complete or update the
child's developmental checklist:

In the assessment section we discussed
completing a developmental checklist. This
checklist is an important tool in planning ac-
tivities. It provides n listing of important skills
the child can do, those he or she cannot do
and those he or she is beginning to learn. To
be useful, the checklist n-lust be completed
correctly. Record as "accorni.:shed" only
those items the child can do. If there is a ques-
tion, do not assume the child can do the task.
This will lead to problems when teaching

more difficult skills. Appendix F gives direc-
tions for completing a developmental
checklist. Compare the IPP short-term goals
and the completed checklist for each develop-
mental area. This comparison helps you
visualize how the short-term objectives fit
into the developmental sequence of checklist
items. It also provides a guide for selecting
items to teach which lead to accomplishment
of short-term objectives. Figures I and 2
show motor areas from the checklist and IPP.
Short-term objectives are starred in the
checklist. Weekly, as the child accomplishes
items in the checklist, it should be updated to
indicate the child has learned the item.

1),)17'.. ;hp check!.....;! lead ,,01: around. You mak,

The' cnec,list is a guide. use it along
of;:yr iNforrnation about 'he child and parental sug,es-
f.,,:.; il, :.;:,:ertninc whar:o reach.

,f
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Step 3. Determine what to teach:

Use the short-term objectives from the
IPP and the developmental checklist to select
items to teach. The strengths and needs of the
child determine the developmental or compo-
nerit area of the items selected. Each week
you will plan 3-4 structured activities for each
child. Monthly, the child should have ac-
tivities in all developmental and component
areas. In areas_ of_greatest need, weekly ac-
tivitieSrare Planned; rotate activities in other
developmental and component areas. For ex-
ample, a child whose greatest needs are in
lart-zuage would have weekly language ac-
tivities. During the first home visits, work on
skilis that will result in positive experiences
for the parent and child by selecting items
from areas of strength: Once the parents and
child have experienced success and are feeling

good about the program, introduce activities
in v, _.ak areas. The chart below shows how
each developmental and component area was
included during two months of home visits
for this child.

Remember when selecting items tc
teach, consider the following:

® Does the new skill lead toward ac-
complishment or thL.! 11)1) goals Lind objec-
tives?

O Is the child ready to learn the skill? If you
are selecting item from the checklist,
can the child do the related items which
precede the one you selected?

® Are you planning weekly activities in areas
of weakness? Are structured activities in
all developmental and component areas
presented at least monthly?

AREA HOME VISIT

Language

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

N. X X X Y. ,-

Socialization.
X X X X

Self-help
X X

Cognition
X X X

Motor X ..-
.A X

Health
X X

Nutrition
X X X

Safety
1

X

0)



Step 4. Plan weekly
instructional objectives from the
item seiested:

Generally, the items selected to teach
from the checklist or IFP will not be learned
in one week. Each item or skill will need to be
broken into small steps. This will ensure the
child and parent weekly success on objectives.
Planning small learning steps is particularly
important for handicapped children. They
may require special materials or aid in learn-
ing new skills. The process of breaking skills
into a sequence of teaching steps is called
task analysis. Appendix H discusses task
analysis. After the task analysis has been
completed, select one step which the child will
learn during the .next week. This step
becomes the instructional objective for the
structured activity. Three to four structured
activities will be planned each week using this
process. Use the format suggested in Step 3
to determine which developmental or compo-
nent areas will be covered each week.
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Step 5. Complete a written plan:

Up to this point in the planning procs
you have (1) observed the child to determine
characteristics of his or her learning style, (2)
cc mpleted cr updated a developmental
checklist and incorporated IPP goals and ob-
jectives into the checklist, (3) selected an
item fror- the checklist or IPP to teach, (4)
oroker. the objective into a seql!ence of steps
(task analysis) and selected one step for the
child to learn next week.

This process will be followed for each of
the three or four objectives you plan to teach.
The final step in the process is developing an
activity to teach the skill and puttirL it into a
written plan. This lesson plan or activity chart
serves as:

® a guide the home visitor in pre
activities during the home visit ',mu

0 a (-wide for parents in carryin9, out di!.- ac



The activity chart also allows the parent
and home visitor to record the child's
responses on each activity. The recording
shows if the child is making progress.

Be creative in planning your activities.
Learning should be enjoyable for parents and
children. Think of several ways each objective
could be taught. Consider the child's learning
style (Step 1) in selecting an :activity. The
following examples illustrate several activities
to teach each objective.

Objective: John will Jut out a square with
lour 90 degree angles on request 4/4 times
daily.

Activities:
e -Make a zoo. Each square will be a cage.

After you cut out the square, draw or place
an animal sticker on the square and make
bars. Choose a place to hang your zoo,
example, on the refrigerator or on a
bulletin board.

book about your favorite things to
L.. Each day cut out arid make four pages.
You will have a story to tell your family
each night and your home visitor next
week.

Fold the squares in h-'T' and ma kc name
plates for dinner.

Use ea-:11 square as a Lay for your utlendar.
haste Ihem on a big piece or poster board.
'-laye morn help write the numers.

& '.viake a whirler gig by making lour cuts.
fold The corners over ano pin it to a straw.

Objective: Debbie will name red. yellow,
blue anci g-.-een upon. request 4/ 4 times.

Activities:
Explore the kitchen cabinets. NZ111-1-0 colors
on box, or cans of food.

® Make a collage using construction paper.
Name the colors as you paste and cut.

mom fold the laundry. Name the col-
or of the clothing.

© Go to the grocery store. Name the color of
the fruits and vegetables.
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The planning process is complete when
the activity is written with .:;rections for
teachin_; on a chart that will be the parent's
guide throughout the week. Appendix K
gives directions for writing activity charts and
includes a sample.

Sc sirtyured activities will be written
:ollowinc, the recommendations of specialists
wn,rk:n.1 with child. l'or example, a physi-
cal therapist n. ght suggest that the child do
specific exercisLs daily Directions for doing
L.:se exercises can be written on activity
charts and demonstrated for the parent
following directions from the therapist.

To summarize, this planning process
helps the ,-orne visitor in planning acti' ities

or one poi on of the home visit. These ac-
t'vities are ndividualized to teach specific
s ills to the 'ieneraliy, you would plan
3-4 structure activities for each visit. The
number of ac ivities is dependent upon the
child and family. If the parents indicate they
can only do two activities each week, that is
what you should plan. After the parents are
confident ir doing these, you can gradually
:scree the number of activi es done week-
ly. Remember the following points when
plann:,.g.

0'
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Consider how the child learns best when
planning activities.

During the first weeks of home visiting,
plan activities in the child's areas of
strength.

O Plan weekly activities in the developmen-
tal and/or componen. areas which 'are

weak. Plan monthly activities in all

cievelovnental and component areas.

O Select skills to teach which the child

ready lc learn. The developmental
checklist and the 1PP are guides ror deter-
mining what skills :o teach.

O Use task analysis to plan small teaching
steps. The child be successful weekly;
the parent will be a successful teacher.

o Acti% ities to :ach these skills should be

enjoyable for both the child and the

parent.

© Complete directions for teachinL, should be
clearly written on a chart. This E the
parent's zuide for teaching during the
week.



Planning I r formal
A __Iec

informal activities are ecinailY important
to the horn visit as are structured activities.
There are five purposes for these activities:

1. Child reviews skills recently learned

2. Child uses new skills in different situations
with different materials

3. Child takes the lead in activities

4. Component activities are presented

5. Child and parent learn how daily routines
can be learning experiences

These purposes can be met through
games n r other fun activities which include
siblings or other fam" members present dur-
inQ the visit. Some a_ , ities will be planned to
meet one purpose; more frequently, each in-
formal activity accomplishes several purposes.
Before the home visitor can plan activities, he
or she must have a better understanding of
each purpose.

1 Child reviews skills

After a child learns a skill, he or she
needs to practice it periodically to make sure
he can still do it. This is especially important
since new skills are usually built on previously
learned skills. Informal activities should be
planned review skills the child has recently
learned. For example, the child learned to put
the A, in a puzzle during a structured ac-
tivity. Review the activity and if the child can
do the .1, , puzzle, you may present a
more difficult puzzle and observe the child.
This observation provides curriculum plan-
ning information. You may plan a structured
activity for next week to teach the child to
complete the more difficult puzzie.
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Use the records of structured activities or
behavioral checklists to plan review activities.
Select skills the child has learned during re-
cent structured activities and review these
during informal activities. A review of skills
learned can be an excellent reinforcer for
parents and children. This review activity can
also be expanded to check the child's readi-
ness for new tasks. Select skills from the
checklist which you think might be appropri-
ate for teaching. Observe the child performing
the task. How much aid does the child need?
C:an the child accomplish part rs4 the ts,l(?
Use this information to plan teaching ac-
tivities.

A word of caution: Don't review the
same activities every week. It's easy to con-
tinue to review counting and naming colors
with each activity you do. It's fine to reinforce
these skills but don't limit review activities.
Plan review activities based on a variety of
skills the child has recently learned.

2. Child uses new skills in
different situations

Children need to learn , use new skills
in a variety of situations. For exa:Tiple, Lisa
may learn to name big and little :asing two
balls. To make this a functional skill, Lisa
needs to be able to use th;s skill in several
situations with different ma She needs
to be able to name big a i little items of
clothing, big and little peop' Dr pictures of big
and little objects. This is g _:ralizing a skill.

Another way to generalize a skill is to
combine skills in new ways. Playing
hopscotch is a good examole. isa has learned
to hop on one foot and turn around while
hopping. She can now use these skills to play a
game with other chiicirer

c:.



Plan activities :n wh:ch children can use
new skills with different materials, in new
situations or in combination with other skills.
Generalization of skills should occur in the
home, neighborhood and eventually the
child's total world. Select skills to 7neralize
which the child has recently learned. You may
plan an activity specifically to teach
generalization or you may incorporate
generalization experience within another ac-
tivity. For example, during the past few
weeks Jason has accomplished these ac-

tivities: nap

Three objects. drawin'a by connec',ing dois.
naming . and naming objects as same
and cii:T:27;::r.t..

The home visitor could plan any of the
following activities to help Jason generalize
one or more of the above skills:

7,1.e:UF:2S Ut. and have :he cn.:.d

th breiiire;.
cnildren ',heir eves and one
:omoved. Lake ;.c.:-ns

other piLi'.ures nr

Show child Iwo Picndre.s and have

cHid as he:nr . the same
r different.

u7-

e,)hr:ee!
. .J)

.t .!

:17')Lih(.1 the h';me
her',Th

7,1C:1_17C:-; bLoks,
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3. Child takes the lead in
activities

Informal activitic...'s provide an oppor-
tunity for the child to take the lead or direct
activities. It is important to give the child
:'reedom to use his or her own imagination in
play and to express creativity in art or music.
You can encourage this creativity by letting
the child explore the games, toys or materials
you bring. Talk to the child about what he or
she is doing or ask the child to tell you about
It.

Even though you have ,.specific purpose
in mind for each material, the child may find
many different uses. For example, you plan

to play a guessing game whero each person
reaches in a bag and names the object'. they
touch -vithout looking. Begin the activity by
letting the child play with the bag and objects.
The child may discover that a paper bag
makes a great hat or that the round objects
roll and square ones don't. After the child has
played with the materials, you can lead into
the activity you've planned.

Another way to give the child the lead is
by asking the child to choose the activity.
Have materials available for two or three
different activities the child enjoys. Ask the
child what he or she would like to do and
follow through with that choice.

Art and music activities also provide an
opportunity for the child to be creative. You
may initially direct the activity by providing
certai:1 materials or music but let the child
determine how they will be used. Including
siblings and parents in the activity may give
the child a model if he or she is hesitant to
dr:,w or move to music alone. Be sure to rein-

,L; wl-iat the child does.



The important thint4 to remember is to
give the child an opportunity to direct some
part of the activiy and explore the materials.
This should be a part of each informal activity.
After t: ",d child explored the materials,
you can direct 11.ie 'activity to 'accomplish the
objectives as

4. Component Pcti-,7-ities are
presented

Component activities are activities p'.an-
neci .3 present he;dth, sanitation, safety and
nutrition information on the child s level. The
activity ?.tight include books, songs, games,
-ole 21,-_-.ys or trips i^ the neighborhood. An
example of a h(-alth activity is reading a book
abou* going to the doctor. The children and
parents could also role play what happens in
the doctor's office. This activity can be ex-
pandar to include several objectives. The
children could name pictures in the book or
describe what's happening on a page. During
the role play they could name body parts and
the function of each part.
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Plan activities for children which address
one of the component areas weekly. Remem-
ber to expand these activities to include
review and generalization objectives for the
child. These activities can also include infor-
mation for the parent such as pamphlets
which emphasize the activities discussed
When it is appropriate, encourage the parent
to continue the activity during the week. For
example, if the children practice brushing
their teeth during ar. :nformal :....ctivity you and
the parent could make a chart for the children
to mark each day they ,-)7ush their teeth.

5. Kaking daily routines
learning experiences

One of the big advantages of the home-
based program is the opportunity for parents
to learn to use the home as a learning en-
vironment. Routine events can become
learning experiences for ch:ldren. Parents can
learn how to teach children while grocery
shopping, fixing dinner, doing the laundry,
etc. This is especially important for parents of
handicapped children since it may be more
difficult to include the child in normal
.routines and make these learning ex-
periences.

Sr 7



One way to encourage parents to use the
home environment is by using items found in
the home as teaching materials. Lc creative in

selecting materials t he bound Lo the
toys fiom the Head Sta:- )1am. This ap-
plies to ,auctured and
Plan c;ectives for the child. hen think 01
items :n the home which cL, be used 10
teach the objective. By using e:ials from
the home you are showing parenoa 'hey
don't have to purchase expensive 'o
teach th ch:Id. There will be activitie...
require e special materials,
with hand,ar-sed children. You _

parents may to make some
materials. See rces Section for ma-

don on home-- If the ,r,:-:terials

are net :he. home, use eciucaticrial
toys and rnate.-',,.. available from he pro-
gram.

Another way to teach parents to ci-eate
learning experiences is to plan activities
around family rc;tines. Demonstrate what
skills the child can practice during these ac-
Livities. For example, what can a child do
while the parent is folding laundry?

or iarne c:olors
count

'.em
name where you wear each em

t stack folded clothes
* name items as big or little

follow lireelions in putting clothes away

Discuss the family's daily routine
plan informal activities around he rou.tince
Encourage parents to include inc children
as many activities as passible. Be careful not
to place too much emphasis . the activity
and ignore tile needs of the child. Plan to
teach new skills, review skills or teach
generalization within the activity.
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txample of an intormai

Make the most of informal activities.
Consider the five purposes and determine
how they can be incorporated in the activities

you plan. Although each informal activity will
not accomplish all five purposes it should in-
clude as many as possible. Read the following
descriptio!, of an informal activity.

The home visiP)r 1:.ia;-:ned to make
banana pops for a snack. Both children and
mom and dad participated. 'Tie children
touched aria tasted all the inuodients to be

sad in making. Lne peps. A recipe with sym-
ools helped the children and parents follow

each step. The parents 1-;ac: each step and the
home visitei demonstrated, then the children
.,-_-110wed the dHe_ctions. The children counted
the bananas and they ::1s, mound the
middle of the bartan.-. and cut it in two pieces.
A.iter rfl the snack they discussed good
snacks and bad shocks and helped the parents
make e list of good snacks.

V hat objectives for the child were ac-
corn plisi_ed?

1011r. s.cci directions with a model
r. ;iewea counting to four

O nerailLed finding the middle on a banana
steps followed with cues of first

;hen

What purposes for informal activities
were included?

nuzijon crmatort wa presented
skills were review,'

O skills were gieneraiize'i
O r-Hldren were included in 'irnplo. cooking
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Unit Planning
One way of planning informal activities is

by using units. Monthly units are planned
around various themes. These units include
suggested activities for each weekly visit.
Figure 3 shows a sample unit. These units can
be planned at the beginning of the program
year by home visitors and component staff.

Materials necessary for each weekly activity
are available for each family on the home visi-
tor's caseload. Although the same activities
are planned for each family, the home visitor
will need to individualize the activities when
they are presented. This can be done by plan-
ning objectives which include generalization
or review of skills for each activity.

Figure 3

September - 3rd Week*

Unit Title: General Teaching

Justification:
Since we are expecting parents to be teachers of their children, we must provide the skills, know-how

and confidence for them to do this job effectively. Through this unit we can introduce and emphasize Inciden-

tal learning and positive reinforcement.

Specific Objectives:
I. To discuss some effective methods of teaching.
2. To re-emphasize importance of parents as teachers.
3. To explain and emphasize the use of :nciclental learning and positive reinforcement.

Activities:

1. Discussion:
A. Incidental learning.
B. Positive reinforcement.
C. Importance of setting realistic goals.
D. Yearly.Goals for general teaching.
E. Necessity of making learning fun.
F. Importance of actual experiences.
G. Importance of positive attitude toward learning.
H. IrriPortance of taking time tc listen to and answer questions.

I. What preschoolers need to b... earning. Provide handout "The School Readiness Checklist.
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2. Field "[rips:
A. Take a walk. go : store, post office or park.
B. Listen. look for, and discuss sounds, sights, smells, and touch.

3. Involve chii-.; in daily household chores: Discuss what family can be teaching and learning. Examples
Sorting .d foidirg laundry. doing dishes. washing walls, dusting, yard work.

4. Sorting and folding !sundry: develops skills such as classifiLtion ( texture, size). matching. counting,
small, large motor, and language.

5. Doing dishes: teaches counting, color classification, size, temperpture, air, water. language: develops
small motor control.

6. Cleaning house: washing walls. dusting, etc.; helps in development of motor skills and concepts
high, low, under, over, between, etc.)

7. Yard work: teaches about plants, water concepts, weather, color classification, growth changes, etc.-,
develops large motor control.

8. Setting table: emphasize shape, position, left, right.

9. Guessing games, "1 see something (color, shape)...

10. Parents reading to child or telling a favorite story.

11. Pick-up game: teach classification, counting. (Pick up objects out of place, put in proper place.)

12. Art activity.
A. Play Dough. (p. 130)
B. Fingerpaint. (p. 131)
C. Macaroni Collage. (p. i30)

13. Have family plan an enjoyable activity they can all be involved in.

14. Provide handouts "Incidental Learning and "Why Parents as Teachers.
Follow-up Activities for Positive Reinforcement:

I. Ask about how they dsed play dough: finger paint.
2. Ask about how family njoyed the activity they planned together.
3. Ask which hot. chores (indoor and outdoor) parent and child did together.



Individua! Planning

Another method of planning informal
activities is to plan activities for each child and
family based on their needs. Planning for each
family ensures that the activities will be ap-
propriate. Plan Cu.:. five objectives for each
child. This does not necessarily mean four
different activities; 1e.vious example of
an informal acii,:iLy demonstrated how
several objectives could be accomplished in

one activity. The activities for each child
should include weekly' review of skills and
generalization experiences. Component ac-
tivities should also be planned weekly
remember to include objectives for ,the child

in these activities. The child should be
allowed to take he lead during some part of

each activity.

Keep these points in mind when plan-
ning informal activities:

Plan weekly review and .czeneralization ac-
tivities. Use records of completed struc-
tured activities or developmental
checklists to plan review and generaliza-
tion activities for skills learned during the
past 2-3 weeks.

O Plan component activities weekly- These
activities will present information on the
child's level. They should also include
specific objectives for each child.

O Each act should show the parent how
to use daily routines to teach their child.

(c ',
"r',

- '11/4,1 'C. 2.t n r= t
The final type of activities you need to

plan are parent education activities. These ac-
tivities focus on the parent. Arrange activities
for the children so you can have time with the
parent. This portion of the home visit has
three purposes:

'omponent information is p:esented

2. Parent learns to plan activities for the child

3. Parent learns to !Tee. expressed needs

Component Informati nt

This is general information which can be
presented to all families. The activity includes
discussion with the parent and leaving
pamphlets or other materials. Plan activities
that rotate between these areas: medical, den-
:al, nutrition, mental health.

These activities can be planned at the
beginning of the program year using units.
Home visitors and component staff
cooperatively plan 2-3 comp6nent activities
for each week. These activities could coordi-
nate with themes of parent meetings and in-
formal activities. For example, if you are dis-
cussing nutritious snacks with the parent, an
informal activity could be preparing and eat-
ing fresh peanu. butter with all children and
the parent l'Ianning should include materials
or pamphlet. ecessary for each activity. A
sample unit is included in Figure 4.



Figure

Month April*
TLerne April Showers

,-- A.

st_ol-re

1. .Art: Ear-, shell collage on Easter egg shape.
2. Art: Will make a stoplight.
3. Spring Walk: Will talk about safety when

walking, crossing the street, facing traffic.
4. V ill draw face and/or a man to place in

ME BOOKLET.

WEEK 2

1. Art: Make Faster egg baskets.
2. Color Easter eggs.
3. Easter egg hunt.
4. Food: Early Choices": Hi-Dee-Ho

Purpose: To introduce children to the idea
that food and exercising help them grow
and keep healthy.

WEEK 3

1. Science: Plant seeds.
2. Body Movement cards.
3. Art: Will make butterflies with: cons:ruc-

tion paper and egg cartons.
4. Will begin color pages in ME BOOKLET.

Will classify color on different
pages

WEEK 4

a < t. 4,?1,s,

I. Will discuss traffic safety and the impor-
iance o: teaching children to be careful of
traffic.

2. Strategies For Caring For The Sick Child.
3. Will discuss the importance of allowing

children to cook.

1. Traffic Safety Booklet #1. Will read
booklet to child and discuss.

2. Will discuss car safety.
3. "Food: Early Choices "' Food For The

Family.

1. Will dismiss lead poisoning and symptoms
of lead poisoning.

2. Will review basic safety rules for children
inside and outside.

3. Will review fire drill plan.

1. Discuss why rain and sun are necessary for 1. Will discuss using household materials and
plants to grow. Place one Plant in dark area routines in teaching.
and one in sunlight. and observe growth. 2. "Food: Early Choices": Labels ... Win-

2. Art: Marble painting. dows For What's Inside.
3. "Food: Early Choices": Mixing Up Food.

Snack: Fruit Salad

Developed by the Portage Project Home Start Training Center
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Parent learns' to plan activities
for the child

Involving parents is the key to success
for the home-based program. This means in-
volvement in planning activities for each visit.
The home visitor can invc:ve parents by dis-
cussing their expressed needs and planning
activities to meet those needs. Parents must
also be involved in planning activities for the
child. There are two purposes for this involve-
m,e n t:

2 Parents a.e more likely to ...:.1rry out ac-
tivities which they helped plan arid

e Experience in planning will enable parents
to continue planning .activities when the
home _visitor no longer visits the home.

-.Educational assessment is a good place to
start involving parents in planning activities.
Parents have information to contribute about
the child's .cehavior. This is also a good- op-
portunity to reinforce parents for teaching the
child specific skills. After the checklist is com-
pleted. the home visitor can use it to assist the
riare.It in selecting activities the child is ready
to learn. Parent and home visitor can con-

_

tinue to use the checklist as a guide. Review
the checklist at least mi.nthly to record the
skills the child has learned and select skills to
teach. If possible, the home visitor could give
the parent a copy of the checklist to keep.

Selection of materials is another way to
involve parents. After you have cic,:ideci what
to teach, discuss what materials would be ap-
proprin.e to use. You may plan to make
materials using household items and / )r
fabrics. Encourage parents to ise items com-
monly found at home for teaching

Determining when to teach should also
include parents. If possible, plan teaching ac-
tivities to be a part of the family's daily
routine. Self-help skills fit in well with the
daily routine. For example, 12 you are teach-
ing dressing, do the activity when it would
normally occur during the day. Some struc-
tured activities may nr-1 directly fit into the
routine, but planning can include when the
teaching will occur and where in the home the
parent and chi?,' will work on the activity.

By including parents in planning you are
teaching them. The amount OF- planning done
by the parents is dependent upon their skills.
Initially parents may be hesitant to participate
in. the planning process. They may feel that
you are the teacher and you should have all
the answers. continue to discuss activities
with then; and reinforce their teaching skills.
If you show parents that they do have valua-
ble information to contribute, they will

become comfo7table participating in the plan-
ning.

Learning to plan appropria I.2 acti-. ities for
a child *is a long process. As parents increase
their skill:: in. selecting activities, you can
gradually niroduce them to other stepsin.-the
process for planning structured activities: The
Portage Parent Program a:.d Teaching-
Tarents to Teach are 2,00d resources 18-r in-

7olving parents in the teaching..process (See
Resources Section).



Parent iearn s to meet expressed
needs.

Expressed needs o: the family are
recorded on the Log Sheet of the Fai-i,.iTy

Assessment Tool (See "Screening, .ssess-
merit. Dia4nosis ). The 'home visitor will be
involved in .,,ssistin g. families meet some
needs while others iii bl. met with assistance
from the Health. Social .-ervice.. and Handicap
Coordinators. The division o these respon-
sibilities is somewhat dependent upon the
resources available to the program. The home
visitor's primary role is family education and
de'elopment. In some cases the home visitor
and parent could consult with a specialist and
implement their recommendations: Dr

example, the parent wants to know how to
prepare food for the baby. The home visitor
could discuss this with the nurse or dietitian
and then help the parent carry out the sugges-
tions. Another way to meet this need is by
having the dietitian participate in the home
visit and demonstrate food preparation.

Other needs may require direct interven-
tion by a specialist. The parent may be having
difficulty coping with the demands of a handi-
capped child. The home visitor should refer
this need to a person experienced in counsel-

far 'ilies. The counselor may suggest some
activities t'Pr the home visitor to assist with, or
the couns.elor may see the family separate
from the regular home visits.

('ne goal for .tli families is to increase
their independence in.meeting--their own
needs. Home visitgl-s-Can assist by informing
families of community resources and assisting
them iii,cOntactir other agencies. Parent
education activities could include role playing
ine contact of an agency to secure services.

An .her activity is using resource direc-
tories to find appropriate agencies to contacf
Plan activities which a: parents the assis-
tance they need; d. not do something for
them which they. can do themselves. For ex-

Mr-s---Jenkias_would.like.to learn typ-,
ins and secretarial skills. She and the home

visitor discuss classes offered at the vocational
school and the home visitor assist; in finding
the number to call for information. Mrs.
Jenkins calls the school and completes the
enrollment process. The home visitor only
provided the assistance necessary to meet the
paren.'s need. In other cases the home visitor
may need to provide more assistance, such as
making initial contact with the school and
helping the parent complete enrollment
Corms. .After working with a family, the home
visitor can use observations of the family to
plan activities which provide parents with the
amount of assistance necessary to meet their
expressed needs.

If the parent is hesitant to express needs,
you can plan activities -D encourage or help
the parent. The parent must be aware of all
the programs and ser-rices available in the
community and through the Head Start Pro-
gram. Discuss various agencies such as the
Health Department and tell the parent v. here
it is located, schedule of services, eligibility
requirements and how to contact Health
Department personnel. Another acu ity to
generate expressed needs is discussion of
pamphlets on safety, sanitation, medical,
dental and mental health. These pamphlets
may make the parents aware of a need and
result in their identifying it to the home visi-

r. For example, the home visitor and parent
discuss a pamphlet on common fire hazards. at
home. After this discussion the parent asks
the home visitor to help identify potential
hazards in the home.

in summary, weekly yo: will need- to ?
pL:. 2-3 parent education activities. If you use .
units, these will cover component activities
and planning activities for the child. If your
program does not use unit activities, plan
weekly component activities for each family.
Each 'yeek the parent should be included in
plarwrin i. future activities for the child. Ex-

eds of -parents will need to be ad-
dressed i.ndividuallv, and activities to meet

needs will -take precedence over other
pai-,:;nt education activities:
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A record must be kept of all the activities
"resented during each home visit. This record
will help the horne.visitor monitor the child's
progress and plan future activities for the child
and famHy.

The record keeping system you develop
to: the home visit can be simple or complex.
There 's some basic information which must
be recorded weekly and there is additional in-
formation which vouici he helpftil in monitor-
ing visits and planning future visits.

Necessary to Record ODtional t Record

.=,,ctivi ties

CLeS from :ast
fc,r th: week

Developmental area of each obje:,:ve

How well did chiid perform initially on the ob-
jective?

Did child accomplish the objective?

flw: -.Type of activity (review igeneraliza-
tion)/Developmental area/Cornporknt area
(if appropriate)/Dici child complete the ac-
tivit-y?

Componl.snt area:

Pamphlets or informa: home
Concerns or expressed needs ;of parents

r 80

Length of visit:

IC visit is rescheduled, reasons and
rescheduled date

Home visitor comments



The following sample Home Visit Report
(Figure 5) contains a:. the above information.
This form is used by the Operation Succ_..:s
Home-Based Program with Milwaukee Head
Start. The shaded areas he Picissari
Information, other-areas are opti,..nal.

Completed Home Visit Reports can be
used to monitor the program each child is
receiving. It is particularly important that the
handicapped child receives activities directed
toward his or her special needs. The Flotne
Visit Report enables the home visitor' to
record all activities presented to the child and
parent and also indicate new skills the child
has learned.

The follov:ing list suggests inforiation
which can be obtained from the Home V isit
Report. These questions should be con-
sidered when planning for each home visit. If
the answer is "yes" to each one, then con-
tinue planning as you have been. If the
answer to some questions is "no", then use
the information to plan the next home visit.

Are activities bein2 presented whi...r1.-iad
toward accomplis . Iment IPP coals? child's level wee.kiv?

17:1C1',11Cil actin ides

Are ne,., skills reviewed or aieneralized
thruugh. additional activiti,es?

6. Is component information. nrese: -: :ed on

2. Did the child acc.-.ornpiish weekly struc-
tured activities?
yes plan sequential-ac-tivities that lead
to accomplishment of ',PP goals

use task analysis to break the ac-
tivitiy into smaller steps/change materials
or teaching: techniques and write an ac-
i\,ity chart for the next week

l-as the child received structured ac-
,iviIies in all ;le,.eliTrriemal and c.-i)mpo-
nem areas? 1-:...mphasis should he placed
on WeakilCSS ShcLi Id

er all areas rnon.iy.
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bias component information been ore
sented to parents?

8. Is the parent involved in planning
tivities for the child?

liave been planned to me t :ne
parents expressed heeci?

ihe =.7F-

parents peen. i..ised \



Child.

Week _ .

Rn ut rrnissed ur :,...'sCht!ilLIL:ti

ength _

Home Visit Report

V.sitor

..Scheduled Date: :.:e

I

Last Week's Activities:

Parent Comments:

_ . .

Parent's Signature

q-11t: INI:Or rnrnenL ,

Behii%ioral Objective I
!Inc'
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he !sit:
e e iting

The time has come! You are prepared
for your first visit now, after becoming
familiar with the family through assessment.
All of the activities are planned for the visit.
The materials that you need are gathered and
you've carefully placed them in your "bag of
tricks" so that you won't have to dig around
for them when the work begins. You find
yourself at the door... now what? Yot' may
find yourself saying, "Maybe I should have
gone over it in my head one more time!"

In this chapter, that is just what we will
do: go over the home visit one more time .o
make sure that it is a positive experience for
everyone involved. First we will talk about an
ideal home visit. And because the visit is de-
signed to be a learning experience fer both
the child and the parent, we'll also take a look
at what you, as the home visitor, can do to
foster the development of the child, the
strengths of the parent and the relationship
between the two. Finally, we will discuss
some ways of working with problems that
typically occur during home visits.

',..napLer
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Dort t o to brin,z these materials to the
home:

O Your plan for the Home Visit
Lesso- Plan or .-kcivi:y Charts

O The materials you will. need to ach

O The liformation for the parent activities
c A snack (monthly)
O Extra materials for an unexpected situa-

tion
o Several blank activity charts

As you begin the first home visit,
remember that your principal role in the
home is as a teacher of both the parent and
the child. The best way to reach the child is to
teach the parent all that you know about
teaching children. Then the parent will be
able to help the child learn all through the
week. So it is important to remember from
the start that the focus of the visit should be
on the parent.

Also remember that a home visitor
needs to be flexible. Although you've worked
hard to plan carefully, things can go amiss
during the home visit. When this happens, be
as flexible as possible. Try to adapt your plan
to fit the situation. Remember, you are a
guest in the home and you may need to adapt
your plan to fit the needs of the :Omily.

In order to present all of the activities
you have planned for the home visit it is

necessary to structure the visit time. Follow-
ing a structure also helps avoid many prob-
lems that typically confront the home visitor.

The diagram in Figure 1 puts the home
visit in perspective. The home visit is divided
into three sections: structured activities, in-
formal activities and parent education ac-
tivities. Each section lasts about 30 minutes
and each ;s important in meeting your ob-
jectives.
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apprehensive smile.
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looked forward to s&
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THREE PARTS 07 A HOME V: IT

SIR' IRED ACTIVITIES INFORMAL ACTIVITIES PARENT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

IN TONENT AREAS

ON E INSTRUCTION

Home

Review,

Previous Week s

Activiti:

IN ALL COMPONENT AREAS

GROUP ACTIVITIES

INVOLVING SIBLINGS (,1

CM RING ALL

COMPONENT AREAS

HOME

TEACHING

PROCESS/

0

0

Home Visitor

Presents New

Activity and

Models Teaching

Technique

Parent

and Home ViFxr

Review Activity

and Recording

vJ

........

Parent

Demonstrates

Teach:ng New

ArAivity

el

191

Expansion of Skill Acquisition Through:

0 Maintenance

°Generalization

Readiness

°Exposure

Child Directed Activities Which Provide an

Opportunity For Creative Expression:

0 Art, Science et. Music Activities

o °Exposure Activities Through Unit Concept

To Facilitate the Independent Teaching on

the Part of the Parent

Emphasis on the Home as a Teaching En-

vironment By:

Use Of Household Objects as Education

Materials

ID Daily Activities as Teaching Experiences

*Portage Project Home Start Training Center

Parent

Education

and Information

Sharing in all

Component Areas

Discussion

of Parental

Concerns
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During the
0 work first on '.`nc s(r-c..Lured activities
6 then presen. acH.itie:;
® finish wi n :he pzirer-... educa.tit)1.1

tivi ties.

It is a good idea to begin each home visit
with the structured activities because these
activities are generally home visitor-directed
and require the child and parent to respond
in specific ways. These activities demand the
child's and parent's full attention. Therefore,
working on structured activities at the begin-
ning of the visit is best because the child is
fresh and anxious to work. Once you have
finished with these activities, then begin the
informal activities. Since the informal ac-
tivities are usually more child-directed, it may
be easier to keep the child interested in them.
Try to involve all of the children present in
these activities. Finally, the parent education
activities can be presented, while the child is
free to do as he or she pleases. Perhaps the
child will play with a toy you have brought
along to keep occupied while you talk with the
parent.

The next few pages will discuss these
three parts of the home visit in detail and
what will happen during each one.
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Greeting the Family

As the door opens, remember the parent
is often feeling unsure about the visit, particu-
larly until there is a relationship established
with the home visitor. You have already ex-
plained to the parent what the home visits will
be like, but that was a week ago and so much
has happened since then. The parent is con-
cerned about the child's handicap and is hop-
ing that you will be able to teach the child
some new and important skills. So, be friend-
ly and warm. The greeting at the door is an
important moment that will set the stage for
the rest of the visit. Here are some ideas to
keep in mind as you begin the home visit:

OGireet the child hrieriv Lind focus the areet-
ing on the parent.

611 vou askcd the pttrent 'k !MC'

Wing durin2. the List. hoine ii A ii

went.
oTry to avoid dlscus:,,ing pL,(`nt,J non-

ork related matters .Jt H the
-F here will he ample time later lt) Vkit

with the ptffent.
o Immediately go t) the flare you

usually work in the home h-ft:ic.i.c2 that

you are ready to berg n.

.:-s a courtesy, the parent may offer you a
cup of coffee or a soft drink as you enter the
home. While you want to accept the parent's
hospitality, to do so could change the entire
home visit. It is better to accept the offer, but
add that you would enjoy it more after the
work is finished. Estabiishing this as your pro-
cedure from the very first home visit will en-
sure that you will never need to rush through
the activities because too much time was
spent socializing.

Marv. I'm glad vou wen.' (iri.c IO

make it through all this snow,' about a
cup of col16.,e.9-. Franks .oil: red. "That
sounds ::reat.- Afarv, ..bui !cis wait
until we have completed the actiritie.s the

children. Then i It love a cup of cofICe.-



STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES

N AIL COMPONENT AREAS
ONE-TO-ONE INSTRUCTION

Home Visitor
Reviews

Previous Week's
Activities

PME
TEACHING

PROCESS:

Parent

Home Visitor
Presents New
Activity and

Models Teaching
Technique ,/

Parent
Demonstrates
Teaching New

Activity

and Home Visitor
: Review Activity

and Recording j

......

7:lome Visit Section E.. FT'

StructureLl;1 A re j r

The first order of business is the struc-
tured activities. These activities are designed
to meet the specific objectives taken from the
1PP and will reflect particularly the develop-
mental needs of the handicapped child. If
during the previous home visit you left an ac-
tivity for the parent to work on, review this
activity before presenting any new ones.

This review will help you determine
whether or not the child has learned the skills.
You actually began this review as you greeted
the parent at the door, by asking how the ac-
tivity from last week worked out. This is
helpful because you:

°immediately give the parent the idea that
you are ready to work.

°Encourage the parent to work on the ac-
tivity during the week since this is the first
subject you always bring up.
Find out whether the parent followed
through with activities.

°Find out if the parent had difficulty teaching
the activities during the week.

There is, then. a natural transition from
greeting the family to beginning work on the
activities.

If you left more than one activity, you
might ask the child which of them he or she
would like to begin with. This will allow the
child input into the way you will work
together. Having these opportunities will help
maintain the child's interest in the activities
and the visit.

Meanwhile the parent can get the charts
you left for each activity.

87 1 i



Home Visitor
Reviews

Previous Week's
Activities

Quickly reading over the chart will help
you recall how you wanted the parent to teach
the skill. It will also remind you of the exact
behavior you will observe the child perform if
he or she learned the skil'

Review the parent's recording too! It is
pleasing to the parent if the home visitor com-
ments on this recording; it makes the parent
feel that the work during the week is appreci-
ated and worthwhile.

When reviewing acti-ities, have the child
perform the task using the same directions
written on the activity chart or lesson plan. Be

sure to observe the child's responses closely
so that you can determine whether or not the
child can perform the skill.

In the example activity chart, the home
visitor would hope that the child could draw a
square without help, four out of five times.
The home visitor would give the child four
opportunities. Each time the child draws a
square-es-request, the-home-visitor marks
an "X" in the last column of the chart. If
the child needed to have the home visitor
help by draWing four dots on the paper 1 ,

the home visitor would mark an "X" on the
chart.

If the child is successful, reinforce for a
job well done. It is very important to reinforce
the parent too! The parent has worked hard
on the skill during the week and has suc-
cessfully taught the child something new, that
just one week before he or she could-not do.

1 05
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41:,

ACTIVIVY CHART

Ran_
'NH.* flary .

Cc-taher 17

What to :sack
wil! clra,

square upon raouerr
4/41 times

0,0 OX x 17,1!
ac21

3:5( l c 0x x

What to %cad: 2

X :drew on reopicast

0.drew Dee-Hi :

arvernx:
go This activity on the kitchen table whorc*.f va/
be eosy For 8 draw. Get out fhp paper
I left a magic marker; pcxxil one crayon and

let on choose vinich one he wants -lb draw with.

Ask him to drew a Sot.rere. IF be des, Asti him
'I like 4hot swore - The ides on all 4he sane
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Ben was very T-..Jud of himself He drew
all four squares by himSelf without any help at

all. In fact, he wanted to continue drawing
squares. Mary was quick to reinforce Ben and
Ms. Franks, -What a great :ob.' You can
make those lines good a-1 straight now, Ben'
You've done a fantastic job, Als. Franks, am:
it's so nice that you've hung Ben's squares up
for him.-



To review last week's activities:
Review the activity chart or lesson plan
Reinforce the parent's recording
Do the activity with the child as it is ex-
plained on the chart

® Record the child's responses
G If the child performs the behavior

satisfactorily, reinforce the child and the
parent
If the child cannot do the behavior
satisfactorily, modify the activity and
present it again

Sometimes, we are not this lucky
though. Afterreviewing the activity we some-
tim: discover that the child has not learned
the skill. This can happen when:

The objective was too difficult for the child
to achieve in just one week;
The activity itself did not work for the child.,
The reinforcement and/or correction pro-
cedures used were not appropriate;

*The parent had difficulty with the activity;
*The parent did not work on the activity dur-

ing the week.

"Gee, Ms. Franks, it doesn't lock as
though Ben can hop on one foot without help
yet; said Mary after reviewing. "Perhaps you
could try it once. That way we can see if there's
something we need to change.

When this happens, have the parent try
the activity with the child. Occasionally this
demonstration will help you identify the prob-
lem. You might even find that the child is
able to perform the skill for the parent,
despite the fact that he or she can:.ot do it for
you. In any case, if the child does not meet
the objective, the activity should be modified
and presented again.
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Once the parent has tried the activity
with the child, there are several things that
could be done:

* The objective could be modified. Change
the objective to reflect how well you ex-
pect the child to perform the skill if it was
worked on for another week.

As an example, if the objective that
was not achieved was:

Ben will hop 5 feet, on one foot, with-
out aid 3/3x. The home visitor could
change it for the next week to be:

Ben will hop 5 feet, on one loot, while
holding onto table, 3/3x.

® The directions for teaching the activity
could be changed. The approach to teach-
ing the task could be altered to better suit
the child's needs.

For example, the previous activity
chart directions may have stated:

Stand 5 feet in front of Ben. Ask him
to hop toward you on one foot. Praise him
as soon as he reaches you. If he la.bz:

difficulty, take his hand to help him and let
it go as soon as he's going forward.

The changed directions could read:

For the first 2 days of this week, have
Ben hold onto the table while he hops
toward you. Do this each time. The rest of
the week, have him hop alongside the ta-
ble, but withc..t holding on. If he has
difficulty, have him hold onto the table
and encourage him to let go as he hops. Be
sure to praise him when he successful:
"Great Ben, you did it without holding
on.



e If the parent was unclear about how to
teach the-activity, it might be enough just
to present the activity again and teach it
once while he or she watches. The home
visitor needs to have the parent demon-
strate it and give suggestions to improve

the teaching.

"1 _feel so .,idiculous, Mary. I thought I
was supposed to hold his hand the whole
time,- explained Ms. Franks. Mary replied,

"Oh well, let's try it again just to make sure
I'm clear this time.- And Mary demonstrated
the teaching the activity, again.

O The home visitor may deride to withdraw
the objective. Objectives are sometimes
left in the home that are completely inap-

propriate for the child. While reviewing,
the home visitor might discover that the
child does not have the ability to learn the
skill at that time. in this case the home
visitor could drop the objective for the
time being, perhaps presenting it again
when the child is ready.

® Be sure to consult with your Handicap
Coordinator or other specialists whenever
you have difficulty modifying the objec-
tive or activity.

Whenever an activity is modified, it is
important to Prepare another activity
chart or lesson plan to be left for the com-

ing week. This activity could be left in ad-
dition to the new activities that are planned
for the home visit or it could replace one
of the new activities. This would depend
entir-ly on the parent and child. You
might consider the following points as you
make this decision:

0 Will the parent have the time to work each
day on all of the activities you will leave?

0 If you left one more activity, would the
parent have the interest at this point to work

on it?

0 Does the child usually comply with the
parent so that one more activity will not
create problems?

()Are most of the activities you leave in the
home achieved in one week? If not, an ad-
ditional task may result in more failure.

-You're right, Ms. Franks, I should
have been more specific last weeL irh
don't I quickly write up a new chart so that
Ben can work on hopping again this week?

Would you like to help? You always have
such good ideas.- Mary gave Ben a crayon
and a sheet of paper to draw on while she

and Ms. Franks wrote the new activity

chart.

However you decide, the new activity
chart should be presented to the parent and
child as a totally new activity. Tho same pro-
cedure would be used to introduce this ac-
tivity as any other. To prevent the child from
becoming bored, you might postpone pre-
senting the modified objective until you have
presented one or two new activities.

Let's talk now in detail about this ne:',t
step... presenting the new activities.

Immediately a.-.er reviewing each activity
from the previous week, the home visitor
begins presenting the new activities prepared
for this home visit. Up to this point, the child
has been cooperative because he or she has
been anxious to show the skills learned from
last week and because you so warmly recog-
nized these efforts and successes. By now
thoug',I, the child is anxious to try something

new.



Home Visitor
Presents New
Activity and

Models Teachiny ff-
Technique /J

When-presenting a new activity:

Begin with the activity that will be most
demanding of the child's attention.

Give the child the materials you will use
during the activity, to explore them and
warm up to them.

Meanwhile, explain the activity: and its
rationale to the parent

/1"'

Of the three to foie new activities that
you will presf:nt during this part of the visit, it
is wise to ben with the activity that requires
the child's greatest attention., Usually, once a
young child .has been involved in an active
task, such as kicking a ball or jumping. over
small obstacles, it' is difficult to get, the child
re-directed to a table activity. This: however,
depends a great deal on the individual child
and your knowledge of the child will be im-
portant in deciding which activity to present
first.

Once the first activity has been selected,
you will need a few minutes to talk with the
parent. But what happens with the child?
Does he or she just sit and wait'? Well, this is
a good time to let the child warm up for the
activity. This is best accomplished by giving
the child the materials to use for the activity.
Let the child play with them so that when you
are ready to begin working; the child will be
familiar with the materials and will not be dis-
tracted from what you are trying to do.
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Very often you will find that when you
are ready, the child is playing with the toys
in a way that will allow you to move right into
your activity. This smooth transition makes
the entire home visit more pleasurable for
everyone.

Look a : :''''SE' neat pill re.
you today. Ben. said Afa,-y of the cards
to Ben. Why don't you loo,k at These lor
minute while I Jails with moo;

While the child is occupied, present the
lesson plan or the activity chart to the parent.
Have the parent read over the chart as you
explain the objective for the week and the
directions for teaching the activity. It is im-
portant to also explain to the parent why you
have chosen that skill to work on. It is helpful
to be clear and specific about the activity and

-. encourage the parent to ask questions.

ACTIVI. CHAR'

7,0 Ben
Mary

Cpc.toter 24

..

'ud
earl via/ rtarogit micsir54
part of pirturod eticer
when given Z chokes
5/6 preture.5.

Whst to %coca:
names mirzin9 pe'
when givon avka

1

(S)' '-aPQat5 rniss,i).3
parr

amcbore
Use the ncrhsbcoK we mode lost week' oP mocjazints
0d-bre:: Show 3en o picture and ask' him what
is. Then Say 'There's sotreltling miasirs. eel. Is it
the_ or the____? (Exam* For-truck:Is ;/- The
str.,e, ,wheel or the &or?) Z{ he's C.orrect tell

"That's the nzissity' and mart(' X Cr
chart. TaKe the ruing pdet From the pocKet in the
boa): c4 the nItelocoK and let him put it where
belongs. IP doesn+ rams the correct Moving part,
tell him The ;3 itiCsirig: nerK (-5). worK- < +hese

ond have him repmo. 1- it least once c

T T F 3 3
pa

T w r
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Once youve discussed the activity with
the parent, try the activity with the child and
record the respon.ses.

' 7eS''' .C.

© Presen: the task 'LL
the direc:ions.

Record the s

0 V necessary' .

Presenting new activities is an important
part of teaching: it tells you how well the child
can perfor7-. the skill prior to instruction. This
information is useful because:

You may discover that the child can already
perform the skill as stated in the objective. It
would be silly to continue working on a skill
that the child can already perform. The ac-
tivity would have to be changed. But be sure
to reinforce the child's accomplishment.

00n the other hand, you may find that the
objective specifies a skill that the child will
nct be able to achieve within one week.
Since it is important for the parent and child
to, experience success each week, the objec-
tive should be changed.

o It may also indicate that an appropriate skill
has been targeted. It seems as thougn the
child will be able to learn it within the week.

0 it provides a "base from which to judge
improvement at the end of the week.



.-1.rker -Ma rv-,!_kplained -the-activity to-Ms.
Franks. she turned to Ben. "What do you
think of those pictures. Ben? Which one do
you have there?" -The truck." replied Ben.
"That truck looks funny to me, Ben. Some-
thing is missing. Is it the door or the tire?"
"The tire." Ben said. -Yes, the tire is miss-
ing." Mary marked an X on the chart and con-
tinued with the next picture.

Try the activity out with the child and
record the child responses on the chart. In
the example, Mary would give Ben one of the
pictures and ask hint what it is. Then she
would ask if he noticed that something was
missing from the object. The home visitor
would name two parts of the object, one of
which would be the missing part, and ask Ben
which named part was the missing one.

If Ben correctly named the missing part
when given a choice of two parts, the home
visitor would mark an "X" on the chart. If he
did not correctly name the 6sing part with-
out help, Mary marks an on the chart
and continues with each picture.

If the child had been unable to name the
missing parts, the home visitor would begin
teaching the skill. However, if the child could
name the missing parts, each time, then the
home visitor would reinforce the child, give
credit for having achieved the objective and
change the objective. After changing the ob-
jective the home visitor would try it out with
the child and if the home visitor found that
this new objective was appropriate, he or she
would make the necessary changes in the
directions. The modified activity chart might
look like this:
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You did such a good lob naming !hose
missing parts. Ben. Now let's tf:,,r, something
different. Here's the truck, can _you Teti me

what's missing!" asked Ala ry. The II1C111." re-
ported Ben. "That's right Ben. The man is
missing. But something else is missing. Is it the
tire or the door?" "The tire." said Ben. .1.1al:v
then marked an the chart.

The objective has been changed to indi-
cate that by the end of the week of instruc-
tion, the child will be able to name the miss-
ing part without help. During teaching, the
parent will not give the child a "choice of
two" unless the child has difficulty and needs
help. jiving the child a choice of two is now
the correction procedure.

,- Ben
.. . }'tory '1E1

ur

What to Teacn

Ben will name
maS 11,9 part oc pk+dr6:1
objech o^ reovfSt
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on 0 on the chart Work w th there pctures
throughout week You could also wa-k
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Satisfied that the objective ;s appropriate
for the child, the home visitor can demon-
strate the activity. This gives the parent ar
idea of how to use the reinforcement and cor-
rection procedure. The parent has already
seen how the materials are introduced to the
child and how to get the child to respond
while the activity was first presented. Now the
home visitor wants to focus on other aspects
of the activity that the parent has not yet seen
used.

The home visitor works with the child,
being sure to reinforce when the child re-
sponds correctly. The reinforcer that the
home visitor uses should be the same as that
specified on the activity for the parent to use
during the week. It should be delivered im-
mediately after the child responds, it should
be sincere and it should specify what the child
has done right.

When the child has difficulty or responds
incorrectly, the home visitor can demonstrate
a positive way of correcting the child. This
should help the child find the correct response
as well as increase the likelihood that he or
she will respond rectly the next time with-
out extra help. Be sun.; to use the correction
procedure that is stated in the directions.

Demonstrate just long enough for the
:=arent to understand how to carry out the
activity. It is easy for the home visitor to
forget this. After all, the home visitor enjoys
working with the child and likes to work on
the activities prepared for the visit. However,
it is important to remember that the parent is
the primary teacher in a home-based pro-
gram. Therefore, the activity should be
passed to the parent while the child is still

fresh and interested in it.

After the visitor clarifies any ques-
tions that the parent may have about teaching
tne activity or recording on the chart, the
parent tries it. The demonstration by the
parent gives the home visitor the opportunity
to observe the parent teach the skill and make
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To teach the activity:

O Follow. the directions stated on the .,,,c-
tivity chart.

O Reinforce the child's correct responses.

O If the child has difficultly, help the child
using the correction procedure indicated
on the chart.

O Remember, work on the tcti\ ity Just
long enough to give the parent a good
idea or how to teach it.

O Make teaching interesting and fun ror
the child.

Parent
r)ern nstrates

Te;:ching of \
Activity

sure that the parent will not have.difficulty
teaching during the week.

Establishing the parent's demonstration
as part of the routine from the very beginning
of the program helps avoid problems later.
Although the parent may feet somewhat awk-
ward the first time he or she teaches an ac-
tivity in front of the home visitor, the home
visitor's warm and positive remarks will help
the parent relax in the future.

When the parent begins the demon-
strati the home visitor should be careful to
allow the parent the freedom to move
through the activity with the child.



There may be some brief moments
when the parent hesitates or appears unsure
of what to do. The home visitor should not
intervene when this happens. The home visi-
tor should not step in and take over the ac-
tivity with the child. Rather, it is best to allow
a few moments for the parent to try again.
However, if the parent continues to appear
lost or turns to the home visitor for help, the
home visitor should give the parent some
verbal hint or cues to get the activity started
again.

As the parent works on the activity and
the child responds correctly, the parent will
reinforce the child. Nonetheless, the child will
often turn to the home visitor, looking for ad-
ditional reinforcement. While the home visi-
tor will want to respond to the child, he or she
should be careful not to let the reinforcement
mask that of the parent. It would be unfortu-
nate if the child was reluctant to work during
the week when the home visitor is not around
to reinforce the child's progress. Make sure
the parent is the primary reinforcer.

When the parent demonstraLeS:

Bc an observer. not a paiti,:ipanu

O Don'', allow your reinforcer: eni to mask
that of the parent:

r .eserve your comments until the parent
As Through:

11 the parent has difficulty. don' t take
over the teaching, give verbal cues:

® Stress the positive aspects of the demon-
stration, be positive about the problems;

V....Ike sure the parem understands
comments by demonstrating.
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While the parent works on the activity,
he or she should also record the chilcls_re-
sponses on the activity chart. This gives the
parent a chance to practice recording and
gives the home visitor a chance to make sure
that the parent understands the recording
procedure

Provide the parent with positive feed-
back after the activity is completed. Reinforce
the parts of the demonstration that went well.
Also give the parent suggestions on teaching
the activity to make it run more smoothly and
increase the chances that the child will be suc-
cessful. This can be done very nicely through
a discussion with the parent, having the
parent suggest the parts that he or she felt
went well and those that were choppy or un-
comfortable.

17Cil r:en! vcry .11s.

don': think youll ha,..e any problem 1..1:17 it dui--
the :reek. You really held Ben's interes'

and 1,..ere so positive :,...hen he made a mistake.
Let me give you just one idea, when you ask
him if :;:e d:)or or the tire is missing, try not to
point to rhos..., parts. You ;night be giving him
more help than he needs.

When a suggestion is made, the home
visitor should be sure that the parent under-
stands the recommendation. If it would help,
the home visitor could demonstrate how' to
make the change and the parent could then
try it.

This has also been the parent's first op-
portunity to record the child's responses for
this activity. Since the parent will record all
through the week, make sure you provide the
parent with feedback regarding recording.
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Encourage the parent to continue work-
_
ing with the child on the skill until comforta-
ble with it. Be careful, though, that the child
does not become so tired of the activity that
he or she will have no interest in working on
it during the week.

It is time now to work on the next struc-
tured activity that you have prepared. Follow
the same procedure as before. But before pre-
set-. _ing the new activity, clear away the
materials from the previous activity. Also let
the child know it is time to stop what he or
she is doing and ',egin something new.

Parent
and Home Visitor

1 Review Activity
and Recording

Before leaving, the parent and the home
visitor briefly review each of the structured
activities that will be left for the week. Some
parents will do fine with just a quick reminder
of when to work on each activity and how to
record, while others benefit from a review of
each of the steps to follow. How this review is
carried out will depend entirely on the parent.

Consider the following factors during your
visits:

Environment

°Begin in a consistent place from week to
week.

°Vary the location where activities are
worked on to keep the chilri from tiring of

the visit.

c Be sure that all unnecessary distractions are
removed, such as toys or materials that will

not be used, the T.V. or radio.



Materials

Choose and organize them ahead of time',
avoid searching for materials while working.

*As often as possible use materials available
in the home; try not to give the parent the
idea that successful teaching requires ex-
pensive, store-bought materials.

*Let the child explore and manipulate the
materials to become familiar with them.

*Use only the materials needed for each task
to prevent unnecessary distractions.

Reinforcers

*Vary the reinforcers you use so that they
maintain their value for the child.

*Be sincere in delivering reinforcers.

*Emphasize use of hugs, praise and other
important social reirl;)rcers.

*Be creative with reinforcers; star charts.
smiley faces and small toys work well with
young children.

Presentation

*Make learning fun for the child., keep the
child interested.

*Be careful to use just enough help to make
the child successful... too much help slows
the learning down; too little leads to frustra-
tion.

*Be positive when correcting the child's
mistakes.

Transition from activity to activity

e Consider the child's attention span., don't
"burn out" the child's enthusiasm for the
activity.

°Be definite; let the child know what is going
to happen and follow through.

*Avoid ending the activity when the child is
in the middle of it.

The structured activities are an impor-
tant part of the teaching process, particularly
for handicapped children. Clearly, the ac-
tivities produce specific outcomes or benefit;
for the child in the form of increased skill ac-
quisition. The structured approach is prefer-
red since it assures that teaching is in-
dividualized to the child's specific needs and
learning style. Not only are objectives
developed based on the assessed needs of the
child, but each activity includes the reinforce-
ment and correction procedure that the child
best responds to. The structured activities also
enable the child to be taught in a consistent
way each day during the week.

Parents gradually learn many important
teaching techniques. Some of these tech-
niques are:

°selecting appropriate activities to teach

* observing and evaluating child progress

°modeling or showing the child the correct
response

e reinforcing correct responses

*giving child aid in performing a skill until
the child can do it independently

The parent is presented with a verbal and
written description of each activity and how to
teach it. Then the home visitor provides a
demonstration for the parent. The parent has
a chance to teach the activity under the watch-
ful guidance of the home visitor. Through this
individualized process, the parent learns what
to teach and how to teach.



Benefits of the structured activities for
the child:

Objectives are based on the child's
needs.

o .Activities are designed with the child's
specific learning style in mind.

Activities are taught in a consistent
manner on a daily basis.

1

;10fisafird1/4
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Benefits for the parent,

e Parent learns to teach developmentally
appropriate activities for the child.

c Parent learn:- specific .,:achin:!. techni-
ques.

411) Parent practices the use of teachin,_!.
techniques.

O Parent is provided with individualized
instruction for teaLhinu the child.
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INFORMAL ACTIVITIES

IN ALL COMPONENT AREAS
GROUP ACTIVITIES

INVOLVING SIBLINGS

Expansion of Skill Acquisition Through:
G Maintenance
Generalization

Readiness
Exposure

Child Directed Activities Which Provide an
Opportunity For Creative Expression:

Art, Science & Music Activities
e Exposure Activities Through Unit Concept

To Facilitate the Independent Teaching on
the Part or the Parent

Emphasis on the Home as a Teach:ng En-
vironment By:

Use Of Household Objects as Education
Materials

0Daily Activities as Teaching Experiences

Home Visit Section
The Informal Activities

Once all of the structured activities have
been presented, the home visitor can intro-
duce the informal activities.

The informal activities are as important
as the structured activities and serve several
functions:

They enable the parent to select and to car-
ry out activities with the children during
the home visit. This experience will pro-
vide the parents with confidence in con-
tinuing and further developing their role as
teachers.

o They provide the child with opportunities
to practice skills already learned. The skills
are used in a variety of situations and with
different materials.

They enable the home visitor to expose
the child to new concepts and to determine
whether the child is ready to begin learning
a new skill.

The child has an opportunity to 'eke the
lead in the activity using skills in novel
ways.

o They encourage the use of household ob-
jects as teaching materials and the incor-
poration of educational activities into the
daily routine.

® Component information is presented on
the child's level.



"We ll, Ben, you sure have been working
hard! Why-don't we make a little snack and
then we can play some more," Mary sug-
gested. "Can we play with the ball later?"
asked Ben. "Sure. Now go ask your sister and
your friends to bring in the pun.le. Then we'll
all maki, nachos."

Unlike structured activities thd.t are
worked on in a one-to-one teaching setting,
informal activities are intended as in-home
group experiences. Theretore, be sure to in-
clude siblings in these activities.

Similar to structured activities, the
emphasis during the informal activities
should be on the parent. Through these ac-
tivities, the parent will practice teaching skills
in informal ways.. with the home visitor serv-
ing primarily as a consultant or aide to the
parent.

There are several techniques that the
home visitor can employ to help the parent
take the lead with the informal activities:

The home visitor should never sit between
the parent and the child. To do this en-
courages the home visitor to direct atten-
tion either to the parent or the child, but
not both. It also makes it more difficult for
the parent and child to interact directly.
Finally, the child is more likely to look to
the home visitor than the parent for help,
instructions and reinforcement. (Remem-
ber this suggestion anytime there are
seated activities during the visit.)

Go over the different activities you plan to
present. Let the parent select those ac-
tivities he or she feels most comfortable
teaching.
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O Briefly discuss the directions with the
parent. Discuss which of you will do which
parts. This will allow the parent to select
the parts of the activity that he or she feels
most confident and prepared to work on.

Start the activity, such as reading a book.
Then pass the activity to the parent to con-
tinue. This will give the parent a chance to
see you model the teaching briefly and will
give the parent an idea of how to continue.

* If you have worked on an activity during
an earlier home visit and plan now to pre-
sent a similar activity, remind the parent of
the earlier activity, give verbal cues for
presenting the new one and then let the
parent teach it.

o Gradually, week by week, increase the
parent's participation in the informal ac-
tivities. Start slowly and be specific about
what you hope to accomplish with each ac-
tivity. As parents become more comforta-
ble let them work more on their own.

® Remember to reinforce the parent's suc-
cesses and be positive when you need to
correct. Like all of us, dults and children
alike, parents need to know when they are
doing something well and if mistakes are
being made, they want to know how to
correct them.

O If the parent is working with the target
child, you may need to help keep the sib-
lings occupied.

O When starting an activity, hand the
materials to the parent, not the child. This
ensures that the parent will get involved in

the activity.



0 If the parent runs into a problem while
teaching, verbally cue the parent rather
than stepping in and taking over the ac-.

® Let the parent present new and challenging
materials to the child. This puts the parent
in the spotlight as the teacher.

If the child is having difficulty and looks
for assistance, let the parent respond. It
would not help the parent, or the child for
that matter, if the parent is expected only
to work with problem-free situations. In-
itially, you may have to demonstrate way .
the parent could handle a situation, but
gradually help the parent depend on you
less.

Ac

i"

*7-

"Ms. Franks. I'd like to make nachos to-
day.for the snack. They're really nutritious and
easy to make. :4nd making them will also help
Ben practice cutting with the knife. Which part
would you like ro do?- Man; explained the ac-
tivity to Ben .s mom. Ms. Franks replied.

Well, thev sound ,zood, but I've never
heard of them before. Why don't I help Ben

:Lilting 1 cheese (0 pU: (VI the craykers:'
Then you con :TIP him make foe nachos.-
Fine.. saw, .viarc.
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Explain the goal for each informal ac-
tivity to the parent. If the goal of an activity is
to review or generalize a specific skill or skills,
be sure that this is clear to the parent. In order
for parents to be effective in teaching, they
must know what they will accomplish with the
activity.

If you find a parent reluctant to get in-
volved in teaching informal 2CtiVitiCS, it may
be due to one or more of the following:

o The parent does not know what he or she
is trying to teach the child or why.

O The parent is unsure of how to go about
teaching the activity; what materials to
use, how to introduce them or how to get
the child to respond.

® The parent does not view him or herself as
the teacher. While this is common for
parents new to the program, if after several
weeks the parent still :eels that the home
visitor is the child's teacher, then there is a
major misunderstanding. Such communi-
cation problems need to be attended to im-
mediately.

Up to this point, the role of the parent
during the informal activities has been
stressed. The home visitor must also consider
the child while presenting informal ac-
tivities.

Unlike the structured activities which are
intended to teach the child specific skills from
the IPF, one informal activity can include
several skills. An informal activity can be
used for practicing one skill, generalizing
another and introducing the child to yet
another. For example, you may want the
child to practice adding body parts to an in-
complete person, something that the child
learned to do two weeks ago, but has never
done with any materials other than the pic-
tures you brought to the home. You may also
want to review feelings of 1.-1 pay and sad,



which is something that you have_ not_ worked
on with the child in quite some time. Finally,
you are considering teaching the child his or
her full name starting next week, so you are
interested in seeing how well he or s! an do
it now to help you prepare a reasonable objec-
tive for the next home visit. When planning
and presenting an activity to work on these
skills, remember to make it fun. You might
do the following:

Tell the child that he or she is going to draw
a picture=: of himself.
The first thing the child needs to do is lie on
the floor.
Trace around the child's body.
Have the child add the missing body parts:
eyes, nose, mouth, ears, fingers, etc.
Discuss how the child in the picture feels
and why he might feel as he does. En-

courage the child to draw the appropriate
facial expression.
Have the child say his or her full name g,iv-

ing only as much help as the child needs.
Tape the picture to the door of the child's
closet.

in just 10 to 15 minutes the child has
worked on a number of skills that are ap-
propriatc and worthwhile. The parent has also

seen how skills that the child has worked on
can be incorporated into a simple activity. The
child has given input into the direction of the
activity. All of this is accomplished through
the presentation of an informal activity.

This brings up an important point: the
"informal" of the informal activity is its
.presentation, not its preparation. While the
child may be unaware of goals and 'intentions
of the activity, the home visitor and parent
should be. These goals must be set with the
individual child in mind. Even unit activities
are individualized.
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Unit activities are those informal ac-
tivities that a home visitor plans for all of the
children he or she works with, and are usually
centered on a theme such as "winter. While
the same activity is brought into each home,
the home visitor will emphasize different
aspects of the activity to make it suitable for
each target child. For example, an activity
based .on the theme "winter" might be mak-
ing a picture of a snowman. The home visitor
might have as goals: drawing the circles for

one child; cutting them out for another; and
naming the position of the snowballs (on top
of, in the middle, on the bottom) for yet a
third child. Exactly which aspect of the ac-
tivity the home visitor will stress depends en-

, tirely on the individual child.

Some of the informal activities that are
presented have a different goal than those dis-

'7ussed thus far. Learning specific skills and
then generalizing them is very important in

the education of any young child. Having an

opportunity to use these skills spon-
taneously as the child chooses is also impor-
tant. This helps the child integrate the skills
and will enable the child to use the skills later
in new ways. Art, music and story telling ac-
tivities, -among-others, provide -fine oppor-
tunities for the child to use acquired skills in

novel, creative ways.

-OK Ben. before welinish up. how about
playing with the ball? What would you like to

play? You show us and well all.t011ow

When presenting such activities, give the
child the lead. Allow the child to give the
other participants instructions and to direct
the course of the activity. You may want to
teach the child a particular dance step through
a music activity, bu sometime during the ac-
tivity have the child dance creatively and even
teach you a step. When teaching verses-of a
song, have the child make up a verse.



. Some _handicapping _conditions prevent
the child from directing certain activit's and
the home visitor must take this into consider-
ation when presenting an activity. Nonethe-
less, the best home visits are those that have a
balance of adult-directed and child-directed
acivities. Let loose and let the child be your
guide sometimes, too.

Remember that one of the goals of 1-te

informal activities is to demonstrate to the
parent how to incorporate learning into the
daily routine. As you work on an activity,
suggest ways in which the parent could work
on the skills during the day without neces-
sarily interrupting daily routine. Then ask the
parent to suggest other moments during the
day to work on the skills.

Children can learn in the kitchen,
bathroom. iiving room, bedroom and out-
doors, whilt: the parent cooks, cleans, does
the wash or relaxes.

Perhaps-the-most successful way to teach
the parent that learning need not take place at
a table is to demonstrate this. Work at a 'able
with those activities that require it. Otherwise,
change the work location. Blocks can be
stacked on a table, on the floor or on the side-
walk. This is true of many other activities as
well.

When presenting activities, also use
household items as the educational ma-
terials. It is a common, but inaccurate, idea
that effective teaching requires expensive,
store-bought materials. One. of the greatest
accomplishments of a good home visitor is
teaching a parent that helping a child learn a
skill does not equal the cost of an educational
toy. If the parent understands that common
objects can be utilized to teach the child, it is
easier for the patent to recognize that each
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time he or she uses one of those objects or
sees the child playing with it, there is an op-
portunity for teaching and learning.

In summary, the child and parent learn
many new skills through the structured ac-
tivities. The informal activities then help in
expanding on these otherwise limited and iso-
lated skills so that they can utilize them in
situations that vary from the structured set-
ting in which the skills were initially learned.
The child first practices, then generalizes the
skills and ultimately combines them, enabling
the child to interact with his or her environ-
ment in ways he or she previously could not.
The parent learns to use newly acquired skills
through basically the same process so that,
through practice he or she will eventually
generalize teac'-iing skills to daily occurrences.
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PARENT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

CO ERING ALL
COMPONENT AREAS

Parent
Education

and Information
Sha'ring in all

Component Areas

Home Visit Sedflo
Pares : Education
Acti vines

The home visitor has covered a lot of
ground with the child and parent by the time
that they begin working on the parent educa-

- tion activities.
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When presenting parent education ac-
tivities, the home visitor will need the
parent's undivided attention. The home visi-
tor may need to give the children a game or
toy brought along to keep them interested for
the few minutes needed. The children could
also continue the activity they were doing
during the informal section of the visit.

-OK BC17, Why don't you icccp playing
bail for awhiic.) Yoir- mom and I arc going
to talk for a Lett tninates. Call tic if yeti need
something,...'dart' .rtiggested.

The parent activities allow the home visi-
tor to present specific information that relates
to the various Head Start component areas,
child development or management, and plan-

ning educational activities for the child.
Parents' expressed needs are also addressed
during this part of the horne,visit.

Since the activities from the structured
and informal activities are still fresh in the
parent's mind, begin the parent activities by

having the parent help plan the activities for
the next home visit. Activities that the parent
helps plan will be easier to teach. Also, the
parent learns how to plan activities for the
child. Including the parent in the planning
process should.begin on the first home visit.



The parent of a handicapped child may
need special hel=r, in determining what is ap-
propriate to teach. All parents, like their chil-
dren, have different learning rates and styles.
As parents learn different parts of planning,
_give them the freedom to take over that part
and begin working on the next step with
them.

The parent can help plan both the struc-
tured and informal activities. Start with select-
ing skills to be taught to the child. For parents
who have a realistic opinion of their child's
abilities and limitations, it might be enough
for the home visitor to suggest the develop-
mental area from which a skill should be
selected. Other parents, however, may need
to select from two or three skills offered by
the home visitor.

"Ben did very well today, don't you think?
You. must have worked a lot with him during
the week, Ms. .Franks. What do you think we
could work on next week? You mentioned that
you were anxious to have him take care of
himself better. According to his checklist, it
looks as though he's ready to start on brushing
his teeth, buttoning his clothes and washing his
face and hands. Which of these would you like
to try out?", Mary asked Ben's mom. "If he
would learn to button his own shirts and coat it
-would be a big help to me," she replied. "Well
let's start with that then."

Getting parents to select appropriate
skills may take from one home visit to several
Months, depending on the individual: Once
the parent is selecting appropriate skills with-
out difficulty, the home visitor moves on, en-
couraging parent Trticipation in other aspects
of planning structured- activities. such as
choosing the materials, reinforcement, cor-
rection procedure, writing behavioral objec-
tives and doing task analysis on a behavior.

Initially the home visitor is responsible
for the planning process, but gradually, week
by week, the responsibility for the planning
becomes the parent's. Of course, at each step
along the way, the home visitor must provide
instruction for the parent, providing a ra-
tionale for including the step in planning and
helping the parent perform the step.

What better way for the parent to learn
how to teach the child! As the home visitor
provides the parent with individualized in-
struction on how to plan activities, the parent
is actually teaching the child new skills dur-
ing the week, using activities that have been
planned in the same way.

It is very reinforcing for both the home
visitor and the parent when the parent com-
pletes the first activity chart alone. This is a
good indication that the home visitor is
accomplishing an important goal of 'l:Lelping
the parent become a better teacher of the
child.

1



The parent also helps the home visitor
plan the informal activities for the next home
visit. By planning informal activities a week in

/advance, the home visitor and parent can
review the plan and determine which --)f them
will carry out each activity or part of each ac-
tivity.

"Next week I'd like to work on an activity
on Thanksgiving. It would be nice if we could
work cutting and the past tense into it to give

Ben some practice with those skills.- Ms.

Franks looked a little uneasy and said, "I
don't know what we could do.- "How about if
we make a turkey by cutting a body out of con-
struction paper? We can makefeathers by giu-
uzg different colors of dried corn and beans on
the body. Then we could read him a story
abow Thanksgiving. Ben can tell us what the
characters did." -That's a good idea. 171 read

the story, but you'll have to make the turkey.-
laughed .Ms., Franks. Maybe we can all do it
together.- Mary made a note that she would
bring ..aterials for the actiyit,.. on the next visit.

They can also choose or make the
materials thy.: will be needed. Planning the in-
formal activities during the home visit is best
reserved until the parent has gained confi-
dence in carryint, out the activities, and
choosing the activities and materials without
difficulty. In this way, whenthe home visitor
discusses maintenance and generalization of
skills with the parent, the parent will have a
better understanding of these processes and
their importance.

. Again, remember that initially you will
have to do the majority of the planning.
Teaching parents to plan informal activities
should be individualized to their learning
styles and personal situations. How quickly
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and effectively a parent participates in the cur-
riculum planning procass will depend in part
on how committed you are to helping th._
parent recognize his or her own potential as a

teacher.

Component activities on the adult level
are presented during this part of the. home
visit. These activities may have been planned
using a unit or theme approach, or based on
the need: of the parent. In either case, the in-

formatidn presented must be individualized
for each parent and home situation. For ex-
ample, you may have planned a safety activity
for the parent on toxic household substances.
To make this. information useful, help the
parent identify an appropriate place in the
home that could ba used for safely storing
medicine, cleansing agents and poisons.

An activity in one of the component
areas might best be accompanied by a hand-
out on which to base your discussion with the
parent. Be sure the information is. presented
in clear, non-technical language. As you adapt
the information to the specific family and
home you are working in, encourage the
.parent to write these adaptations on the hand-
out Eo refer to later. Give the parent a folder
in which to keep all handouts. Some parents
like to have the handout a week in advance of
the discussion. They can then read it and pre-
pare a list of comments or questions.

Another helpful idea is to coordinate
your parent activities with information pre-
sented at parent meetings. Help parents ap-
ply the information to their own situations.
This can be very helpful in getting the infor-
mation to come alive for the parent.

In most cases, you will be exposing the
parent to information rather than doing, in-
depth training. You will have neither the time
nor the expertise to do so. However, en-
courage the parent to share any questions
with you, and don't be afraid to tell the parent
when you don' t know an answer. Jot the



question down and let the parent know that
you will find out the answer and that you will
both learn something new. The parent will
not expect you to have all of the answers, but
will appreciate the fact that you have done
something "extra ".

During the parent activities time, the
home visitor will also address one of the ex-
pressed needs of the parent. When working
on these needs, the home visitor is not as
much an educator as an in-the-home resource
person. Home visitors are not expected to be
experts in all fields. They are not social work-
ers, doctors, psychologists or marriage coun-
selors. Thus, when the parent has .pressed
need, the role of the home visitor is limited to
helping the parent locate, contact and follow-
up appropriate resources.

''You asked Mt' last 11:eek 1f i knew glanj
places that 11C'E'Cled temporan' help, Ms.
Franks. I checked into it The other day. There's
a place called .V.4:4PO VIER that has an
.lice in ;own. .4pparently they arrange tempor-
aryjob,for people. The phone' number is in in

book. Would you like to talk with them.'"
1,farv. wouldn't know sar. 1 haven r

work,.'d since Jean 1tas horn, countered Afs,
Franks. -Let's try it once. I'll make believe I

at The .1,f.--1.VPOVER of fic.' and you [all;
:t.ith me as though over ill(' Teleph011e."
don't know, .clan'. S give it a try.
ii1/ /7 knows, maybe you could get a job.''
-OK. but 17. ]eci sail.... said Ms. Franks. Slu'

calling before Afar); left the visit.

As. with all parent activities, it is impor-
tant to individualize them to meet the
parent's expressed needs. The intention of
these activities is to help the parent rind solu-
tions to the probleths they are having. As you
work toward a solution, encouraz,:. the parent
to be as independent as possible. Suppose a
mother were to discuss with ybu that her hus-
band has left and that she is having difficulty
making ends meet. She doesn't know what to
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do and is not aware of the resources in her
community that could help her with this prob-
lem. The home visitor ariLl the Social Service
Coordinator could help the mother in a num-
ber of ways. They could:

o Explain the Aid to Depencent Children
(ADC) program offered by the Depart-
ment of Human Services.

O Give the parent the phone number to call
for applying for ADC.

Give the parent the name of a person at
Social Services that she could contac..

O Call Social Services for the parent to make
an appointment.

o Arrange transportation for the parent.

O Drive the parent.

Each step represents increased respon-
sibility for the home visitor. Help parents use
their own strengths and resources. Give only
as much help as they need to find their own
solutions.

The more parents do on their own, the
more independent they will become. Working
toward this end should be your goal as you
present activities that address parent needs.

Take a moment during the parent ac-
tivities to share program information with the
parent. If there is a parent meeting or child
group experience scheduled, tell the parent
and be sure that the information is written
down and placed in a prominent place,
perhaps beside the telephone. Encourage
your parents to attend meetings, 'volunteer as
aides, or even contact other parents to remind
them of meetings, etc. It is important to help
parents recognize that they are valuable
members of the program and that the pro-
gram would benefit from their time and
ability.



'7 wanted to remind you. Ais. Frank',.
that are taking the children to the .70, on
Friday. I need one more chaperone ro moor our
guidelines. The kids would realli ell./01; you.

you'd haye them laughing all Jay.' about
it?" suggested Marv. -I guess I could go,
Mary, but I won't have rho moray to ".;C: in .'
-Don't worry about that. the zoo is lettit:,:;- us
all in free, so you'll ge: to see the monkevs 'Of

free.'' -0oh, that sounds rea14- good.'

Carefully plan the time spent with the
parent to include one or two activities. If the
parent expresses a need or concern while you
are in the home, some of the planned ac-
tivities may need to be deleted to handle the
parent's concern. Be sure to provide infor-
mation in all component areas.

Now that you have completed all of the
activities you have prepared for the visit, it is
time to sit back for a few minutes and visit
with the parent. It is wise to save this for the
end of the visit, because it will not interfere
with the work that needed to get done before.
Taking just 2 minute to talk with the parent
helps you build rapport.

"How about that cup of coffee now, Ms.
Franks?" Mao; asked. ":7:at sounds like a
good idea!" she replied.

A Final Word

Being a home* visitor can be likened to
being a chef. As chefs begin their careers,
they must first become familiar with their
kitchens, and they rely heavily on recipes
developed, tried and shared by others. As
they develop their own base of experience,
they discover that they needn't follow recipes
quite as closely, for they are aware of the ef-
fect each ingredient will have on the finished
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product. Finally, through their own experi-
mentation, successes and failures, they are
able to share their own recipes with others.

To ensure your success as a home visi-
tor, keep these do's and don'ts in mind:

0Do be a gooU stener.
0 Do have specific goals or obect: es for each

visit.
oDo be flexible.
°Do be prompt to your home visits.
° Do realize the limitations of your role.
°Do help parents become more independent.
°Do keep language appropriate.
°Do dress appropriately and comfortably.
°Do be confident.
°Do remember that small improvements

lead to big ones.
0 Do be yourself.
°Do respect cultural and ethnic values.
oDo monitor your own behavior the

parent is observing you.

°Don't impose values.
°Don't bring visitors without the parent's

permission.
°Don't socialize excessively at the beginning

of the visit.
0 Don' t exclude other members of the family

from the visit.
°Don't talk about families in public.
0 Dor.'t be the center of attention.
°Don't expect perfection from the parent.
°Don't ask the parent to do something you

wouldn't do.

Last, but most importantly, remember
that the parent is the person to whom your ef-
fort should be directed. Parents are people
who have a great deal of knowledge, skills and
life experience behind them. As home visi-
tors, we need to respect this and build upon
their base of experience. At the same time,
we must ensure surrecciiil experiences for the
parents so they develop confidence as effec-
tive parents and teachers of their children.
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By following the suggestions for planning
and implementing the home visit you will
start nut on the right track for successful
home visiting. Most of your home visits will
run smoothly and be effective in teaching
parents to teach their children. However,
there will be situations which cannot be han-
dled by planning and implementing the visit
as suggested. Working with adults in environ-
ments that are not controlled by you can
make home visiting an exciting and chal-
lenging experience!! Surely you will en-
counter situations that will need special atten-
tion. The following guidelines and sample
situations should provide you with basic
strategies to help solve the predictable and not
so predictable problems t it you are likely to
encounter as a home visitor.

This chapter will be divided into three
sections. "Starting the Program Year" pre-
sents ideas for introducing parents to the
home-based program, and suggests a format
for the initial home visit. Section II, "Issues
in Home Visiting," presents many questions
that are frequently asked by home visitors.
All of the suggested methods of handling
special problems have been tried and have
been successful in at least one situation. This

t. (7, -737-7,-/

list of suggestions is by no means complete,
but you can use them as guidelines to solve
problems. Think positive, where there is a
problem there is also an answer. The final sec-
tion of this chapter is "First Aid for Home
Visitors". Home visitors need support in
dealing with problems unique to home visit-
ing. Included are hints which have helped
home visitors meet their responsibilities in an
efficient and effective manner. Also discussed
is the staffing procedure for problem solving
and a recording method to ensure account-
ability. The following table lists all the topics
covered in each section.

Secticn 7.: Starting the Program Year

How Do I Get Off on the Right Foot?

Parent/Home Visitor Agreement

Parent Orientation

How Do I Determine a Schedule for th-
Week?

What Do I Do on the First Home Visit?
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Section II: issues in Home Visiting

1-i ow
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Section III: First Aid for Home Visitors

Infornil]

Hints fr-
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How Do Get Off On The 7,!,,G10:1(..
Foot?

You can avoid many problems that arise
during the year by some planning . your
visits begin. Remember parents don't always
know what to expect in a home visit. At first,
the parent may be unclear about what he or
she as the parent and you as the home visitor
are expected to do. You should emphasize
the importance of the parent's role as a part-
ner in the home-based program. Keep in
mind that parents and home visitors are de-
pendent upon each other in a successful
home-based program and that each has re-
sponsibilities that must be fulfilled.

Parent/Home Visitor Agreement

One way of outlining responsibilities is to
develop a parent/home visitor azeement
(see Figure 1). The agreement can be dis-
cussed either at the parent orientation or on
the first home visit. You should stress that
you will be there to help in planning and
teaching activities. Any unsuccessful activities
will be re-evaluated, by both of you, and to-
gether you will plan alternative strategies. Un-
derstanding this will put many parents at ease
and reduce their hesitation to carry out activi-
ties. The parent will have more confidence in
actively participating in the program if he or
she truly understands this partnership. A copy
of the agreement is left with the parent and
one is kept by the home visitor. With this in-
itial step you will lay the groundwork for mu-
tual expectations and will set the tone for the
remainder of the year.
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CLUSTERS CLZ.:STERS

Vytd nd come :: cluster each I ill nitin tict%

ery

rigure Continued

i.". se: tin In ;dcd
ill :n clastsrporn teriais.

I will give ideas for dusters.
1 \'`. Ill present group

cafts. slor..tin-ic. oui s:ories :"eid
trii;st etc.

I will materials ready with the home visitor's
help for the cluster. ; will heip in ieaching the child a learn to eiet

along with others. share :Ind :WT,*

will present activities at the cluster.

I will be in charge of the children a: the cluster
with the home visitors help.

i will go on field trips.

Other

--------- I Will help the child learn to use gid table man-

1 will allow time (or adivines that the child
chooses to do.

hdp the parent plan act i% Ines hr the
clusters.

I will use ideas the parent discussed with me for

the clusters.

I will .tzet materials the parent nedis !Or the
cluster.

I will let the parent leach :nes at the

clusters.

Parent's Signature

Home Visitor's Signatur-

Review Comments.

Other
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Parent Orientatfon

Plan a program orientation at the begin-
ning of the year. Some things to remember in
planning this orientation include:

.7 Pngf-:: It should be no longer than three
hours, including refreshment time.

*Place: It should be held in a building that
includes a comfortable room, big enough
for the maximum number of people you ex-
pect.

Babysitting: Try to arrange on-site baby-
sitting (make sure the building has a sepa-
rate room equipped with toys). Ask for help
from fellow staff members, volunteer
parents, a high school home economics
class, bus drivers, or consider providing an
allowance for babysi ting costs.

*Transportation: Provide transportation, ar-
range car pools or pay mileage.

*Refreshments: Provide refreshments or
have a potluck.

*Parent Hosts: Consider enlisting former or
returning home-based parents to help with
the orientation. They can phone parents to
invite them to the gathering, make and
send invitations, greet everyone, hand out
nametags, introduce new parents to each
other, assist with refreshments, or any
other jobs that will help your orientation run
smoothly.

* Explanation of the Home Visit: Use pa::
of the orientation to explain what you and
the parents and the children will do on a
home visit. You might role play a home
visit with other staff members or with re-
turning parents, or show a video tape of an
actual home visit. After the role play or

video tape, brainstorm with the parents. Let
them list things they would like to learn to
do with their children; have them share
things that they are already doing with their
children; or have them decide how they
might prepare the home and their children
for a home visit.

Parent Advocate: Have a parent who has
previously been in the home-based program
speak to the group about what he or she
gained from participation. Be :.are to pre-
pare the parent well you may wish to fol-
low a question and answer format so you
can prompt the parent if the going gets
tough.

*Co:nponent Stations: Set up stations for
each component coordinator. Divide
parents into small groups and have them ro-
tate to each station. Component coor-
dinators should explain the important as-
pects of their roles as they relate to home-
based and explain how they can and will as-
sist the parents if necessary.

*Parent/Horne Visitor Agreement: As
mentioned previously, you may use the
orientation to explain the parent/home visi-
tor contract and to have each person sign it.
Remember, some parents may be .seeing
what is expected of them for the first time
and they may decide that this is not the op-
tion that best suits their needs. That is to be
expected and it can eliminate problems in
the future.

o A General Reminder: Involve parents as
much as possible in the orientation. The
more input they have, the more they will
learn and the more they will see that they
are partners in this process.



A parent orientation gives parents an opportunity to meet .?ro;,,rarn staff and learn about services available in Head

Start.
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How Jo I Determine A Sche.2,:e
For The Week?

With a properly planned schedule, you
should be able to begin and complete your
home visits 'at the appointed times. You
would also allow time to plan activities, attend
staff meetings and in-services, travel, com-
plete records, conduct group experiences,
make referrals and fulfill the many and varied
responsibilities of home visitors. The follow-
ing are some tips for organizing a schedule
that works!

()Start with a she.cs.t of paper the days of
the week, the hours you will bc expected to
work, and all inflexib:e weekly activities (for
example, staff meetings and group ex-
periences). Then begin filling in your home
visit times.

GA recommended caseload wou be no
more than 12 families, 13 child-en (Pro- .

posed Home-based Performance Standards
and recommendations of Home Start
Evaluation Study).

if you arc a new home visitor build up your
caseload slowly if possible. Start with as few
families as possible and add new ones as
your routine becomes established.

eTn .. not to schedule ;nor:: than four visits
'3;:i day... threc nr-el-__rabic. A visit
for one child should be no less than one
hour... an hour and a half is best. If there
are two enrolled children in the home, the
visit should last two hours.

0The day and time for home ,sit
should rit, into the familys schedule as
much possible. When scheduling
families, accommodate those with less flexi-
ble schedules first... for example, mothers
who work or go to school or who have sev-
eral young children at home.
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You will need to give yourself sur.c:ient
travel time anc to review your plans
for the next home

each :-.2ek

Li: L.

anci begin piannina :or wecks
homc. vish. It is best to do this while the
ideas are still fresh.

Allow. yourself 20- youi
hours for planning and record 'keepiral

cne week. Depending on administrative
policy, this time could be spent at the office
or at home. This time allows you the oppor-
tunity to meet with your Handicap Coor-
dinator or other specialists to discuss the
progress of any special needs child on your
caseload. Be sure to solicit their ideas in
planning activities for the handicapped child
and his or her family.

What Do ± Do On The First
Home Visit?

A common fear expressed by home visi-
tors is: "I've just knocked on the door for the
first time.... Now what do I do?" The first
home visit is important if you want to get
started on the right foot, so you need to
muster all your confidence, enthusiasm and
professionalism. It helps if you remember that
the parents are probably just as nervous and
uncertain as you are. They are not likely to
have ever had a home visitor come to their
home to work with them. This may be a very
new and intimidating experience.

As mentioned before, the best thing you
can do is to plan ahead. Start that very first
home visit by following the same structure
you will use for the rest of the program year.



Remember that most parents _ _,ve a very
busy schedule and have taken special steps to
participate in your visit. By establishing the
routine from the beginning you are demon-
strating to the parent that you have an impor-
tant purpose for visiting the home and that
you've planned in order to meet that purpose.

Beginning the Visit: Establish eye contact
with the parent and child and extend a cheery
greeting to both. Find a good place to work
a kitchen or a dining room table is preferable,
but a couch with a coffee table or the floor will
do for now. Explain to the parent everything
you plan to do cn this visit and how long you
intend to stay.

Structured Activities: You can then begin
teaching by introducing one written activity.
Review the home visiting process with the
parent and be sure to follow it as you present
the activity (see "The Home Visit: Imple-
menting"). Make a written activity simple
and fun for both the parent and child per-
haps a commercial or homemade game they
can play together, some books to read, mak-
ing an animal book of magazine pictures that
can be added to each day, etc. If you have
screening or assessment information on the
child, use it to plan the activity. This will help
ensure it._ appropriateness. Present only one
written activity on this first visit and build
from there.

Informal Activities: Next, conduct your
educational screening if this has not already
been completed. Do this during the informal
activity time. If screening has been com-
pleted, then begin filling out your educational
assessment which would include a behavioral
checklist. Again, this will need to be intro-
duced and explained to parents. ChoTe one
developmental area to assess, and take the
materials necessary for doing 10-20 items
from the checklist in that area. Be sure to ex-
plain the relationship between planning activi-
ties and completing the checklist. This will
prepare the parent to help you in targeting
skills during the second and subsequent home
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Plan additionally to do a creative activ-
ity with the parent and child during the infor-
mal activity time. Do an art project, present a
finger play, make a snack, sing a song, dance
to music, play a game anything to gel
everyone interested and involved.

Parent d:-c,,tion: You may need to rake
Head Start forms for the parent to fill out (for
exarnple, health forms, social service forms,
parent questionnaire, etc.) This can be done
during the parent education part of the visit.
Discuss each form with the parent and help
complete them if necessary. This is also the
time when you may have that cup of coffee
with the parent if he or she has offered. Use
the opportunity of one-to-one time with the
parent to ask if he or she has any questions
about the home-based program and responsi-
bilities. If the parent was unable to attend the
parent orientation, then review all important
points from the orientation including the
home visiting process and the parent/home
visitor agreement. Find out what things the
parent would like the child to learn during the
corning year. To help focus on the child's
strengths, ask the parent what activities the
child performs well. Find out things the
parent likes to do with the child. Also, set a
permanent day and time for future visits.

Establishing a Time Frame: Be sure to com-
plete this first home visit within the time
specified. Establishing consistency and rou-
tines from the beginning will pay off as time
goes or.. Plan an additional activity for the
child and parent to do in case you find your-
self with extra time. If time runs short, finish
what you are doing, complete any "must do"
tasks and save the res: for next time.

Rernem17er: Above all on this first home
visit, listen and observe. Get to know the
parent, the child and the environment. Notice
any positive points from which you can. build
H. the tutur..... Relax. Be flexible. Enjoy your-
self. Fve :. tr. _ Ty first home visit can be fun
if you 1)1'5. n aLsa_ and use it as a learning ex-
perience l'or every _ne.
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How Do I Build Rapport With
Parents And Motivate Them?

The most important factor in building a
good working relationship with families is
your attitude. It must be positive. You need
to treat parents with respect and with an atti-
tude that says, "You are important and I
know y u can teach." Focus on parents'
-positFa traits and build on those. View each
person as a unique individual who has a great
dea: to offer if he or she is given the chance.

J1.1 must believe that parents care about
their children and want them to attain their
maximum potential. Finally, realize that
parents are the most important teachers of
their children and that through instruction,
demonstration and encouragement they can
improve their teaching skills. In short, you
must have high expectations which won't
crumble if you experience a setback.

1.
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If your attitude is positive, then building
rapport comes more easily and naturally. You
can begin building rapport from the first mo-
ment you meet. But in doing so, don't lose
sight of the reason you are in the home. You
are there as a family educator, and you have a
job to. do.

'_ -'ere are some tips for building rapport
and motivating parents.

During the Home Visit

°Make the parent the focus of your visits. Let
the parent know that you are interested in
his or her growth as the child's teacher. Talk
to the parent. Assist through feedback. .Let
the parent work with e child. Help de-
velop the parent's role as a teacher of the
child.

© Begin working with the parent and child on
specific activities imm_diately. This sets a
tone for the home visits and can provide an
excellent opportunity for reinforcing the
parent and child. Parents will feel good
about their abilities as they begin to see that
they can and do teach their children.

13



Many
times the experience of working toward a
common goal teaching the child is the
best way to build rappor,.

The
child could count floating objects in the
bathtub, point to colors while helping to set
the. table, learn matching skills while sorting
the laundry, learn measurement and pour-
ing while the parent and so forth.
Be as creative as possible in planning activi-
ties that fit into daily routines.

n...tints or:del-slum,: the rutior...ile
Hr each and e\',27`2.::,.:Vi;V :he\ are
Make it a habit to discuss the reason for the
activity before you present it to the child.

oDisc-ss routines with the parent
example. bedtime. mealtimes. nap-,

time.. etc., and Use this schedule to he n fine
parent select a stood time :L.) work on activi-

Hc:,, each -day.

0Be lluxii.-)1'e with the type or aciivitie: you
:Lik,e into home. Try to ensure success
for the parent. During a partiCularly busy or
difficult time, take in more loosely.. struc-
tured activities that require less of the
parent's time. As soon as thjri. gs settle
down, expect the parent to spend more time
again.

Takini, an Interest in the Family

oi-ind out what the parent is interested ,n
u hobby, ti sport. a job and take an in-
terest in that zoo. You may find a good
recipe and share it with someone who likes
to cook, a magazine article on camping for
someone who enjoys weekend camping
trips, or bring a plant problem that you are
having to someone who loves plants. Use
your imagination. Be thoughtful.
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ht:2ner This means stop talking,
be interested, put yourself in the parent's
place, be patient and ask questions.

.7:eiriforcen:en:

c'Compiiment the parent on t.e

has aiready special
things a.;,Lind 111,2 hc)1.1L!. Be honest about
this praise and look for positive things.

part of he parent ec.lucatlit seelton of
home visit to assist piirens in pursuing a

Help them enroll in and :,..udy for
Graduate Equivalent Degree (GED) course
work or tests, work on a craft together, as-
sist with food budgeting, etc. This can be
used as reinforcement for working with the
child during the week. A reminder do
only those things that you feel competent to
do. Make referrals if it is not within your ex-
pertise.

oReinforce :ne parent tbr
child durin2. the week, for coo: attendance
on home visits, or for tiny nro.aress made in
working, with he ;:hild. Give recognition in

the newsletter, make and distribute certifi-
cates for good work, take the parents and/or
their children on an extra field trip as a
reward.

oArter you have left an io work opi
HT the first time. gi.te a call send a posH
card two or three :fags alter the visit to let
the parents know you are think:nu about
them. Wish them luck on the task. Ask if



there are ar_y problems with the activity.
Help them decide what to do if there are
problems. Remind them e' the time and
day you will be corning again.

e Have a "Parent of the Month tea:ure
. the newsletter as a r.-.ward for good partici-

pation.

°Promote socialization among parents as a
reward for participation. You might help or-
ganize an exercise class, a bowling team, a
parent- field trip, a baseball or volleyball
team or a garage sale.

With Parents as 12-artners

Allow the parent to teach you some things.
Remember, you are partners and this im-
plies a give-and-take relationship. Let the
parent tell you about the child and what
works with him or her. Let the parent assist
you in planning activities for home visits. Be
receptive to a parent's suggestions on ways
to teach activities and to reinforce the child.

()Let the parent know that you don't have al!
the answers, anti that you've shared some
common experiences and problems. (for
example, toilet training your child, learning
to be consistent and following through,
finding time to do everything).

oBe patient. Sometirnts we expect adults to
change behaviors too quickly. Remember
adults have different learning rates and
-learning styles, too. It takes a long tame to
change well-learned behaviors. will
need to give the parent time ..nd focds on
those behaviors that hay.- changed no
.latter how small they nay be.

parent', skills and talents when-
ever appropriate. Ask someone who sews to
help make paint smocks. Someone who
likes to cook might want to share skills at a
parent meeting or a children's group ex-
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perience. Someone who is artist': might
decorate the office or center with a mural or
design the cover for the newsletter. A musi-
cian can be a tremendous lift for a parent or
child gathering. Sometimes the recognition
gained from sharing .talents can motivate
further involvement.

Using Others as resources

°Use your fellow staff members as resources
in solving your problems. Follow the infor-
mal staffing procedure that is presented later
in this chapter. Ask another home visitor or
your supervisor to accompany yoil on a
home visit to observe. Ask for concrete
positive suggestions after you have com-
pleted the visit.

°Get an uninvolved piirent interacting with
.an active parent Seat them together at a
parent meeting, ask them to chaperone a
field trip together, have them share a ride to
a group gathering, or ask them to assist at
one of the children's group experiences.
Get them talking about the positive aspects
of the home-based program. Encourage the
active parent to give support.

.2 7



A word of caution of these rapport
building 'ideas' can and work. But they
should not be the focus of your visit. They
should not take up a large amount of time.
You are building a positive working relation-
ship from which you can help the child learn
and grow. However, your role is not to
become the parent's best friend. You can be
friendly and concerned, but keep in mind that
your purpose in being in the home is to edu
cate. As stated before, save the parent ac-
tivities until last after the work with the
child has been completed.

How Do I Deal With The
Parent's Feelings About Havhi.g
A Handicapped Child?

Most parents have high hopes for their
children. As they watch their child grow, they
make plans for the. child and imagine what the
child's future will be. As a parent begins to
face the limitations brought about by a handi-
cap, the plans may have to be readjusted.
They may feel the impact of the handicap in
wide variety of ways, depending on the nature
and severity of the handicap, their own atti-

tudes and stability and attitudes of friends and
other family members.

Most parents go through a pattern of ad-
justrnent to their child's handicap.

1) At first they may -be consumed with
their own feelings about the handicap. This

may- show itself in attitudes of denial, grief,
_guilt, over-protectiveness, inadequacy, worry
or skepticism.

2) As times goes on and parents begin to
understand the nature of the handicap and
how it realistically affects their child, they are
likely to evaluate the child objectively.

-3) Later they may be able to accept and
value their child as a unique individual with
abilities as well as disabilities.
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4) Beyond this stage is the time when
they may wish to help other parents of handi-

capped children.

You may encounter parents at any stage
in this process. Remember it is not your job
to counsel families but you can work together
with the parent to reach a stage that will
benefit the child and family. Here are some
ways to reach this goal:

0 Prepare yourself by readifta facluai
don about the handicapping conuition. The
Head Start Mainstreaming Preschoolers
Series and your area Resource Access Proj-

ect are excellent resources for this informa-
tion.

Put parents in touch with available re-

sources. They may appreciate the informa-
tion contained in the Mainstreaming Series.
You might suggest that they contact an ad-

vocacy group representing handicapped per-
sons (for example, the Association for Re-
tarded Citizens, The Association for Chil-
dren with Learning Disabilities, etc.). Such
groups can help the parents with their ques-
tions or difficulties in raising their child.
They can also help parents find services they
may need in the future.

°Constantly stress ,ne positive traits of the
child. Point out what the child can do.
Break down those skills the child cannot yet
do into small enough steps so the parent
sees continuous growth.

°Help the parent form realistic expectations
for the child. Development of long-term
goals at the beginning of the year helps the
parent see what the child can realistically be
^xpected to do by the end of the year. Show
ahem the steps that will be taken to reach
each long-term goal. If the parent asks when
the child will do things such as walk or talk,
explain that you can't make an accurate pre-
diction. Instead, the parent can look at



where the child currently is in relation to the
skill and then examine the steps that must
be mastered before the skill can be attained.
Point out to the parent the need to work as
partners in helping the child reach each goal.

If parents are having a great deal of difficulty
coping with the situation and, if they express
the need. then make a referral. Mental
health clinics, school psychologists or ad-
vocacy groups often offer programs de-
signed to help families develop healthy atti-
tudes toward themselves and their handi-
capped child. This can provide parents with
needed support.

*Don't stop trying because the parent does
not respond to your efforts. Keep showing
that you care.

*Admit to the parent yot. own questions,
doubts or inabilities. This may strike a re-
sponsive chord in parents who have had the
same doubts about themselves. No one
really expects you to have all the answers
but you should know where to for assist-
ance.

*Empathize with parents, recognize that they
are dealing with a difficult situation. but
don't pity them. Let them know you are
both on the same side the child's.

What Do I Do If The T.V. Or
Stereo Is On?

Televisions, stereos and radios, for bet-
ter or worse, operate for hours on end in
homes throughout the country. People have
become so accustomed to the noise that it is
no longer a serious distraction for most ac-
tivities. The noise can present a problem on
the home visit, however. As many potentipl
distractors as possible should be eliminated so
you can all concentrate on the tasks at hand.
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Here are some hints on how to turn off the
T.V. tactfully.

*Explain :0 the parents that children wo:-::
and learn best in an environment that is as
free of distraction as possible. Ask if they
would please \turn the stereo (radio, T.V.)
off for this reason.

*Tell the parents that you work best with few
distractions and that you have lots of excit-
ing activities planned that you'd hate to
have interrupted.

*If someone else is watching the T.V.. ask if
you can work in another room. If you must
work in that room with the T.V. on, then
seat yourself so the parent and child have
their backs to the set and make sure you
don't watch it!

0If you are coming at a time when the
parent's favorite program is on, then ask if
there is another time that would be more
convenient. Give a choice of times, but
make it clear that it is essential that you find
a time when you can have full attention.



What Do I Do If There Is No
Place To Work?

It is preferable to have a table and chairs
at which to work, but remember that the
child's chair must be high enough so that ob-

jects on the tab's are within easy reach. You

can easily mock: an adult chair to raise a-child
by adding a box or a youth chair. You will also
need cleared floor space for some activities. If
there is-no obvious place to work or if the area
is cluttered, consider the following strategies.

3 Explain that it is helpful if the child and
parent have a special work place. This helps

create a routine of doing the activities
consistently in that place. Find a suitable
work place with the parent's help. Tell the
pareiit that a table and chairs provide a
solid, comfortable surface for the child and
a good place to do activities. You might
assist the parent and child in clearing the
designated area.

Off there is no such area, you can bring a rug
to use as your work area. You may either
leave the rug for them to use during the
week or take it with you for use at other

homes.

What Do I Do About Siblings?

Imagine how special a child must feel to

have an adult complete with toys and fun

activities come to the house once a week.

If your home visits are a success, you and

mom and dad will be terrific reinforcers for
the child.. Obviously other children in the
home are going to want some of your time
and attention too. Siblings may become so de-
manding of you during the home visit that

you cannot achieve your objectives with the
target child. You will need some strategies to
help manage this situation. You will need to
provide structure and also allow for some re-
inforcement and attention during the home

< .'r
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visit. The following are some suggestions de-

signed to help you control the situation.

OBring extra activities for siblings. Bring
things that they can do by themselves. A

large ball, a busy box, stacking toys, blocks,
etc. can keep a young child occupied. For
older children you might consider bringing
coloring books and crayons, paper and
ored markers, puzzles, picture books, old
magazines and scissors, tape recorded sto-
ries with books and recorder, cut and paste
activities, simple board games, lacing cards,

etc.
0 Bring a timer. Tell the sibling(s) that you

will need time alone with the parent and
Head Start child. Tell them that they need
to play a!one for awhile. Let them know that
if they do this, they will be able to join in the
activities later in the visit. Find a private
work area for the sibling(s). Set the timer
for 10 or 15 minutes (depending on the
child's age and attention span) and tell the
sibling(s) that when it goes off, they may
come in and show you and the parent what
they have done. You or the parent should
reinforce the child for working alone and
then reset the timer. Continie in this man-
ner until you have finished presenting all
structured activities to the target child and
parent. Be sure to reinforce the sibling(s)
when appropriate with praise, hugs, stick-

ers, tokens, new activities, etc.
After you have presented all structured ac-
tivities to the target child, set up informal
activities in which all siblings can work and
play together with you and the parents.
Make a conscious effort to plan informal ac-

tivities in which everyone can be involved.
After one or two home visits, siblings will
know that they will have a chance to partici-
pate too. This is an excellent opportunity to
include teaching of socialization tasks such

as sharing and taking turns. It can also be a
good time to demonstrate management
techniques for the parent and to give the
parent an opportunity to teach less struc-
tured activities.
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at Do I Do About Friends
And Relatives Who Drop In
During The Visit?

Having a home visitor come to the home
can be an event that creates curiosity in
others. Family friends and relatives may want
to drop by to see what is happening. This can
be very reinforcing to you, but if these unex-
pected visits occur frequently, they may inter-
fere.

Again, you will need to address this
situation with consideration for the individual
circumstances. The answer to the problem
will depend upon the reason for and fre-
quency of these unexpected visits. It will also
depend upon how distracting it really is. The
following are some hints for dealing with
unexpected visitors.
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elf this happens infrequently and the in-
dividuals do not disturb what you are doing,
then you will probably need to say nothing.
In fact, you can turn the situation to your
advantage. Involve them in the informal ac-
tivities or let them entertain siblings as you
and the parent and child work on the struc-
tured activities.

0 If it happens frequently and proves to be a
distraction, talk to the parent when you are
alone about ways to ask callers to come back
later. Help her decide on the actual words to
say, like, "Having visitors seems to be dis-
tracting for my child. If you'll come back
later, I'll tell you all 'pout what we did.
Try role playing this situation if the parent
seems particularly uncomfortable.

oTry putting a sign on the door (wi:h the
parent's approval, of course). Simply say,
"Our home visitor is here. Please come
back at 1:00.



What Do I Do If There Is No
One Home?

Since home-based programs are most ef-

fective when visits are made weekly, every ef-

fort should be made to see each family each
week. You will find that if you establish and
follow a permanent schedule, the families will

usually be ready for your visit. You may,
however, encounter occasional unreported
absences. When no one answers your knock,
consider using the following strategies.

*Make it a rule that parents must call the of-

fice when they are going to miss a visit.

Someone at the office should be responsible
for accepting phone calls and should keep a
complete time schedule for each home visi-

tor. When a family calls in, this person
should immediately contact the home visi-

tor to avoid an unrecessary trip to the
home.

*Any time you arrive at the home for a
scheduled home visit and find no one there,
be sure to leave a note. State the time you
arrived, leave a number where you can be
react -ed and ask the parent to call so you can
reschedule the visit.

()Report the missed visit and surrounding cir-

cumstances in writing to your supervisor on
the Home Visit Report. You should also call
the office immediately to report the missed
visit. The supervisor should keep an on-
going attendance record for each family and
home visitor.

*Establish an administrative policy to deal

with. absences. After two consecutive
missed visits the supervisor should contact
the family by phone or in .person to: a)

determine the reasons for the missed visits,
b) review the family's and home visitor's
responsibilities in the home-based proga_:-::
and c) agree on solutions to the problems
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After three consecutive missed home visits,
the supervisor should visit the family and
discuss the family's interest in continuing
with the home-based program. If they
choose to continue, an agreernent on roles
and responsibilities should be written and
signed by both the supervisor and the
family.

°it is sometimes helpful to remind parents
that you are coming. Call just before you
leave for your visit, send a post card during
the week to remind them when you will be
there again, or post a colorful sign on the re-
frigerator stating the time and day of your
scheduled visit.

What Do I Do If The Parent
Leaves The Room?

Your home visits are designed to focus
on both the parent and the child. Therefore,
you can do your job only if both are present
and participating. You will need to make this
clear from the beginning. If the parent does
leave the room, consider the circumstances
carefully before you mention anything.

Oif the parent leaves infrequently and for un-
avoidable reasons, then it is best to discon-
tinue the activity until he or she returns.
While you are waiting, amuse the child. As
sc as the parent returns, explain that
yon :e glad he or she is back and continue
with what you were doing.

0 If the parent leaves frequently and for un-
avoidable reasons, then examine the situa-
tion. How could you work together to elimi-
nate the reasons fer leaving the room? Dis-
cuss the problem and come to some com-
promise (for example, changing the time of
the home visit, bringing activities for sib-
lings, telling people who call to call back,
etc.). Explain why the parent must be there.



If :he parent's departure is frequent and for
avoidable reasons, examine what you are
doing. Are the activities stimulating and ap-
propriate? Does the parent understand why
you are doing them? Have you made the
parent the focus of the visit or are you fo-
cusing on the child, leaving the parent out?
Are you including the parent in planning ac-
tivities? Have you planned activities that
will allow the parent and child to experience
success? Have you allowed and encouraged
the parent to take the lead in teaching as
many activities as appropriate?

*When addressing the situation, the direct
approach is best. Tell parents they need to
be there because the program cannot work
without their active involvement. Tell them
what progress you have seen in them and
their children already. or point out_the
things they helped the children learn before
you came. Tell them that as their skills in-
crease they will be better able to help their
children learn new things.

What Do I Do About Lost
Materials C: Activity Charts?

You will find that most families will take
care of the materials you bring to the home.
But when you begin to experience losses, it
can be a heavy drain on the budget and on
your time. Here are some strategies that may
save you money and worry.

One of the best ways to prevent lost
materials is to find a special place, in the
home to kc-..p all items you take. You can
take a suitable container on the first horne
visit and decorate it as one of your planned
activities. Ice cream barrels or sturdy card-
board boxes make good permanent storage
areas for home visit materials. Help the
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family locate a place to keep the container,
and many of your potential "missing
items" problems will be solved.

0 if materials are consistently lost or broken
in a particular home, try taking in only one
commercial material at a time. When an
item is returned, then take in a new item. In
order to do this, you will need to rely
heavily on homemade materials in carrying
out many of your activities.

°Monitor yourself carefully. Keep track of
materials that are left in the home on the
Home Visit Report or in your personal
records. Be consistent about asking that
these materials be returned after the family
is finished with them.

°Be sure to keep a record of all written ac-
tivities taken to each home in case activity
charts are lost. The Home Visit Report can
be used for this purpose (see "The Home
Visit: Planning"). That way, you have a
record of the activities that the parent and
child worked on during the week. You can
then determine if the child achieved the ac-
tivity even though the written char: is not
available.

°Let the parents know that you value the ac-
tivity charts and the time you spent prepar-
ing, them. This will increase the likelihood
that parents will value them too. Reinforce
them for returning the charts, especially if
they look used. Remember that a dirty,
crumpled, obviously used chart is better
than a clean, white one that spent the week
in a drawer.



What Do I Do About Non-
Reading Parents?

You may run into an occasional parent
who has little or no reading ability. This
should not stop you, however, from prepar-
ing structured written activities. All parents
can and do teach their children and it is our
responsibility to help parents teach even
though they are hindered by lack of reading
skills. Some suggestions are given here for
helping non-reading parents teach their chil-
dren. -

In teaching a non-reading parent to carry
out activities with a child, you will need to
rely heavily on modeling. Be sure the parent
observes exactly how an activity is to be
taught and then has an opportunity to try it.
Give feedback on the way the parent
teaches, the activity so changes can be made
if necessary.

Discuss each activity in detail with the
parent. Give ample opportunity for ques-
tions and make changes in the activity.
Leave a written ___04W of the activity in the
home for reference by any member of the
family who may be able to read and help the
parent.

*Illustrate materials needed for each activity
on the chart to cue the parent.

*Consider tape recording specific directions
for the parent as an aid during the week.

*There are several ways to assist non-reading
parents with record keeping during the
week. One way is to label the recording
chart with symboiS instead of words. Some
examples are:

Objective:

Will stand on one foot for 4-S sceonds en re-
quest 313x.

Objective:

3

2

MTWT .7S SM
Days of week

Will set table with fork, knife. spoon, plate and

cup when given verbal directions 3/3.v.

3
2

3

3

1

3G==Z) 2
1
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3
2

MTWIFSSM
Days of week



Objective: _

Will lace shoe when given a model 3/3x.

3

MTWIF S SM
Days of week

You can also use an egg carton for record
keeping purposes. Give the parent enough
tokens for each trial for six days. If the child
successfully completes the objective, a token
goes in © . If the child needs correction, a
token goes in X. Each trial for each day during
the week is recorded in this way. The home
visitor records how well the child performs
the activity when fi-st presented and after
practicing for one week.

elf you do nothing else, have the parent X
the chart each day the activity is worked on.
Doing this will not give you information on
how the child did each day, but you will
know how often the activity was practiced.

Encourage parents to keep materials and activity charts in a special place.
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How Do I Help The Parent With
The Child's Misbehavior?

Handling a child's misbehavior can be a
touchy situation. We have all seen things
done and perhaps done things ourselves that
we know are not good behavior management
techniques. It is easy to slip into negative pat-
terns with children when we want them to act
differently. Threatening, bribing, nagging and
punishing often seem to be the fastest way to
remedy a bad situation... and sometimes
they are the only methods parents know.
These techniques should be discouraged.
Listed here are some suggestions for helping
the parent deal with misbehavior.

You can approach the subject of changing
the parents responses to their children-s
behavior by asking them if the methods
they use seem to work. Ask them how they
were disciplined as a child and how they felt
about it. Ask them to look at a particular
misbehavior in their child and the methods
they have used to change it. Have them
analyze how long the behavior has been
occurring and whether the behavior seems
to be increasing or decreasing. Then ask the
parents to look at something that the child
consistently does that they like. Ask them
to analyze what they did to teach the child
that positive behavior. This sequence can
lead to a good discussion on behavior
management techniques.

°The best way to help parents learn different
behavior management technic,..,,L's is to be a
good model yourself. Show parents how re-
inforcement, ignoring of some behaviors,
consistency and removing privileges can
work with their children and explain the
procedures when you use them. Tell them
how each procedure works and what to ex-
pect if they try it.

I :1 :
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An excellent way to examine and learn new
management procedures is to refer the
parent to some good resources on behavior
management and parenting. Some particu-
larly effective books that have been written
on this subject for parents are: The Portage
Parent Program, Living With Children,
Parents Are Teachers, the STEP program
and Exploring Parenting (see Resources
section). You might ask the parent to read a
chapter a week as an assignment and then
discuss it during the Parent Education por-
tion of the home visit. As a follow up, you
can write an activity chart for the parent that
is designed to practice a particular technique
for the child.

elf you are working with several parents who
want information on behavior management
techniques, you might ofganize a discussion
group on the topic. If you do not feel
qualified to lead such a discussion or to
teach behavior management principles, find
a mental health c,.;:,..s.).1tant, a special educa-
tor or a school psychologist who could lead
such a group.

°Discuss particular problems with a qualified
member of your agency or community.
Consider bringing this person on a visit to
talk with the parent and/or observe the
situation so that realistic recommendations
can be made.



First Aid for Home
Visitors

Informal Staffing

Home visiting can be a lonely job. You
may not have much opportunity to talk with
other home visitors since you are busy travel-
ing from home to, home. Being isolated from
other home visitors ?.:so means you don't
have the opportunity to discuss common con-
cerns or problems. One effective way of im-
proVing this situation is to schedule weekly
staff meetings. Home visitors, supervisors
and the education or handicap . coordinators
available should be included. The primary
purpose of these staff meetings is to discuss
problems that relate to home visiting and the
families being served.

The informal staffing procedure is an ef-
fective means of discussing problems and
selecting possible solutions to them. The in-
formal staffing log (Figure 2) is used as a
record of the discussion. This log is passed to
each home visitor at the beginning of the
meeting. Anyone who has a question to be
discussed at the meeting fills in his or her
name, child or family's name and a brief de-
scription of the problem. There is no limit to
the number of questions a home visitor may
list.

The problems to be discusSed can be
anything related ; home visiting, the home-
based program or families and children being
served. No problem is too small or insignifi-
cant to be discussed. Examples of some con-
cerns which home visitors may have are:

sWhat can I do if the parent doesn't work
with the child during the week?

@How can i teach Jimmy to put his shoes on
the correct foot?

eHow can I maintain Lisa's attention during
the home visit?

°Mrs. Jones would like to talk 10 another
parent of a handicapped child. Who do I
contact?

After each home visitor has had the op-
portunity to write questions, the group begins
the discussion. Select a recorder from the
group. This person reads a question and asks
the home visitor if he or she would give some
additional information about the situation in-
cluding any solutions which have been tried.
Discussion is then opened to the group. Other
home visitors may have had similar problems
and found a solution. Comconent staff also
may have ideas to offer. The recorder lists all
of the possible solutions as they are sug-
gested. At the end of the discussion, the
home visitor must select one of the alterna-
tives which he or she thinks might work. The
solution selected must be tried during the
next home visit.

This is the key to the informal staffing
procedure. Some action must be taken as a
result of the discussion. After the home visi-
tor has tried the idea he or she reports the re-
sults back to the group. This is usually done
after two weeks to allow time to see if the idea
was effective in solving the problem.

If the problem was not solved there are
two possibilities: (1) repeat the discussion and
select another idea or (2) take an observer on
the next home visit. This could be another
home visitor, a supervisor or other resource
person who may be able to offer other solu-
tions after viewing the home visit. Be sure to
obtain the parent's permission before having
another person visit. If the problem cannot be
solved within your own staff, use community
resources to assist you and the family.
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The informal staffing procedure should
be the main activity of the staff meeting.
Don't be so concerned with announcements
and general information that there is limit(' .1
time to discuss concerns relating to childr;n
and families. Remember, this may be the
only opportunity you haVe to discuss com-
mon concerns with fellow home visitors. Ad-
ditional staff meeting activities which could
follow informal staffing include:

*Sharing materials A home visitor may
have made a teaching material which should
be shared with the group. Someone may
have new ideas for using a familiar toy or
material.

*Speakers
= Specialists could share ideas for stimulat-

ing language developmena
Staff from other agencies could discuss
their program and how services between
programs could be coordinated.
Qualified persons could be invited to dis-
cuss aspects of preschool education rele-
vant to the home-based program.
Local kindergarten teachers or school per-
sonnel could discuss expectations of chil-
dren entering their classroom.

*Films relating to child development or
parenting could be presented.

*Component coordinators could discuss ac-
tivities which could be done during home
visits.

* Happy stories End the meeting with
everyone sharing something good that hap-
pened during the past week. It is easy to spend
too much time concentrating on problems
and forgetting the good things that happen.

Staff meetings should be scheduled the
same day each week. If there are center and
home-based staff present at the meeting, time
should be allowed for each group to discuss
concerns related to each option:. Each group
could conduct their own informal staffing.
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The day scheduied for the staff meeting
can also serve other purposes. Usually the in -_
formal staffing and other program busine,.;
can be completed in half a day. The re-
mainder of the day can provide time for the
.ibilowing activities:

*Complete weekly reports of home visits.

*Plan activities for next week's visits.

*Discuss each child's prograt-a in individual
meetings with supervisor.

*Reschedule missed visits.

Hints for Horne Visitors

Home visiting can bring out the disor-
ganization in the best of us. There seem to be
endless materials to check out, check in and
keep track of; records to prepare, organize
and keep handy. And everything has tc be
kept mobile, at your fingertips, and usually in
a very small space. The following are some
tips that may save you some organizational
headaches.

*Stay a week ahead in planning structured
written lictivities. Check to see if the ac-
tivities are appropriate during the informal
activity time of the visit before you plan to
present them. For example, you have re-
ferred to the assessment information and
determined that the child is ready to be for-
mally taught to name four colors. During
the informal activity time on the visit before
you plan to present this as a written activity,
ask the child to name colors using objects
around the house. If the child can already
do this, then mark it as a learned skill on the
assessment tool. You have thereby saved
yourself writing an activity that the child can
already do.



*Keep a working folder for each child on
your caseload. This folder should include: a
copy of the IPP, the child's developmental
assessment, address, phone number and
directions to the house, blank activity
charts, blank 'home visit reports, planned
home visit reports, planned activity charts,
observations and notes and the Family As-
sessment Tool.

e Completed home visit reports and activity
charts will probably be kept in the office for
refefence and ,monitoring purposes.

0A metal or niaStic nie box for your working
folders on children can be very helpful.
When visiting a family, however, be sure to
take only that child's folder into the home.

*Avoid bringing too ma:-.y materials into jle
home. Bring just those items you will need
for the planned activities and a few "ex-
tras for emergency situations:

0It is helpful if you have a basic kit of
materials that can be used throughout the
year. Special.materiais that are not included
in the kit can be checked out from the of-
fice. Some sample items that might be..in-
cluded in a basic kit are: crayons, tape,
ruler, stapler. drawing and construction
paper, glue, scissors (both child and adult
sizes), sets of action and object pictures,
wooden puzzles, a can of stringing beads,
pegs and a pegboard, sequence cards, pic-
ture books, lotto games, picture card
games, cubicle 'counting blocks, paints, pen-
cils, magic markers, balls (two sizes), tape
recorder and puppets.
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Records

Throughout this manual mention has
been made of forms and records which are
kept for Head Start programs. This chapter
will clarify the need for record keeping and
suggest a complete set of records for a child
and family in a home-based program.

You may have reached the conclusion
that there is one less forest due to all the
paperwork required in Head Start. Record
keeping is necessary to communicate to all
levels (national-regional-local) the effort
being made by each program. What is to be
gained by record keeping?

Program Accountabiliy

All services to children and families are
documented., this includes activities in each
component area. Records should include a
description of the service or activity provided,
the date it was provided and who provided it.
This documentation is necessary to show that
the program is in compliance with Perfor-
mance Standards. These records help admin-
istrators and evaluators decide which parts of
the program are good and which ones need
improvement. Good record keeping also pro-
vides information necessary for the Annual
Handicapped Survey.
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Individualization

Recording the needs of parents and
children as well as their progress aPows the
home visitor to plan activities to meet these
needs. The Individual Program F in is a
guideline for the home visitor to uz. in plan-
ning a program for each child and family.
Effofts must be made to me the special
needs of handicapped children.

P:f9g.ss of the Child

Recording helps the home visitor, child
and parents see the progress the child has
made during the program. The first assess-
ment gives a baseline of the child's skills.
Weekly recording can show if progress is
beim, made in meeting the short-term objec-
tives of the 1PP. If the child's records do not
show progress, then a change in the program
is needed so the child will accomplish the
planned objectives. Recording tells the home
visitor the materials, teaching techniques and
activities which are effective with each child.



Credibility

Recording will improve tile relationship
with other agencies, particularly the public
schools. Head Start will be able to give other
agencies working with the child a complete
record of the services received. :nriuding the
child's goals and progress made toward meet-
ing these goals.

Ease in Making a Trans ItfL3n

Record keeping allows the Head Start
program to provide valuable information
about the child to the next teacher. The
.:hild's new teacher will have access to records
which indicate the resent level of functioning
and skills the child is ready to learn. In2orma-
tion for new teachers should include effective
teaching techr....ues for the child and parents.

The primary focus or the home-based
program is the weekly session with the child-
parent-' )me visitor and the daily activities
done by the parent and child. Since these ex-
periences occur in the home, they are not as
visible as activities which would occur in a
classroom program. Adequate record keeping
must document what takes place during each
teaching session. Home visitors will use these
records in planning their home visits and
evaluating progress. These records will also
enable supervisors to monitor home visitors
on a regular basis.

The need for recording is also more cru-
cial in working with handicapped children.
Remember, children with special needs learn
small sequential steps that lead to annual
goals on the IPP. Information recorded on
children's - strengths and needs wl-m they
start the program helps with planning ap-
propriate activities. Records of skills achieved
and effective teaching techniques aid in

weekly home visit planning.
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All records should serve a purpose. 7-1,e,
records should document services :In v ided to
children and families and ;-rovide informati n
useful :n delivering and Fanning services.
Data relating to each aspect of tl.c program
fro:r. recruitment to trnrisition to a ne' prc-
gram must be 1.:corded. The following cle.1rt

lists forms or records from each phase of the
program year. Many of the records are he

same for all Head Start enrollees such as
Health Form. The standard forms are not in-
cluded in this manual. The Furred forms are
specific to either home-based programs or
handicapped children. They are included and
discussed in the appropriate manual section.
The column on the right highlights informa-
tion which should be recorded (it does not in-
clude all the information for each form).
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Recruitment
Referral Form
" Recruitment Activities
Application/Enrollment
El.2altit Form
Immunization Record

O identifying information

O source of referral
O directions to home

o document all recruitment contacts
O eligibility/income verification

Scre,.enmg - Diagnosis - Asses , =neat

Screening Results
Parent Permission for Referral
Referral for Diagnosis
Diagnostic Report
Specialist's Report
Developmental Checklists
* Family Assessment Tooi
Parent Questionnaire

® date of screening
o screening instrument administered
o diagnostic tools used
O recommendations of specialists
© diagnosis (label)
O entry behavior on checklist
® parents' expressed needs

Individual Program ?Ian

* !PP
Record or any revisions
Record of annual reviews

13.5

O current level of functioning
o annual goals
® short-term objectives
O time-line for meeting objectives
O date each objective is initiated and com-

pleted
® person responsible for meeting objective

O special services or materials used in the
program
parent's signature



TYPE 0L' RECORD IN7ORMATIGN INCLUDED

::nplementation/Home Visiz Forms

* Home Visit Report
*Activity Charts
*Parent/Home Visitor Agreemen:

Developmental Checklist

- list all activities that take place during the
home visit

o indicate new skills learned on reports and

checklist
© specific directions for parents to use during

the week
establish responsibilities of parents and
home visitor during home visit

Transition

* Parental Permission to transfer records

*Progress Report
* Developmental Checklist

Diagnostic Reports
Specialist Reports

*IPP

O Pre-Post test data
O Present skills
O Emerging skills
© Suggested teaching techniques
o Suggested teaching materials
O Suggested parental involvement
© Who can receive materials
O Purpose for sharing information

X. 4

1

J6 ."`
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Much of the information which is
recorded about a child and family must re-
main confidential. It must be kept filed and
read only by those who are directly involved
with the child and family. Confidential infor-
mation includes all records which are per-
sonally indentifiable (contain name or other
information which would identify the owner).

Information used by the home visitor in
planning instructional activities can be kept by
the home visitor. The file for each child could
contain:

o weekly home visit plans

o activity charts or lesson plans which give
directions to the parents

O developmental checklists

O Individual Program Plan

Although this information is kept by the
home visitor, it may nor be shared with other
home visitors or people not directly involved
in the child's education program.

Additional information about a child or
family should be kept in a confidential file
which remains in the office. This file should
contain:

o application/enrollment forms

o screening results

health forms

o diagnostic reports

social service information

Parents have the right to read any infor-
mation which is in their child's file. They also
must give written permission for records to be
given to other agencies. The permission must
state whai :..forr-naion may be given;

rn
to

ho; fo wr ha'.: ;purpose and t'ne cla:e of ac-
cess to records. There are some records which
contain information just for Head Start which
should never leave the agency. Examples of
this type of information include: records of in-
come and social service records of family
problems. A general rule is to give agencies
information which aids in development of
an appropriate educational program for
child. If the information is not helpful educa-
tionally, it should not be shared.

Confidentiality also involves information
which is shared verbally with other home visi-
tors or agencies. A home visitor may not dis-
cuss a child unless parents have given their
permission. The first impression of these re-
strictions may be that the home visitor's
hands are tied and more paperwork is re-
quired. If we turn the tables and place our-
selves in the parent's shoes, it's easy to appre-
ciate the precautions the Head Start agency is
taking to protect the privacy of the families we
work with. The following letter is a good
example of a parent's feelings about confi-
dentiality. It was provided by the Duluth
Head Start, Duluth, Minnesota.
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Dear Teachers and Staff.

tr'; laS records are now CO,'ZI7deriiial TO 00 rea:i

srai anal n01 :0 be sent to '701he..'7" agC12:,' or school' without on. i,..->nission. The records

contain that 1 don't ,,cantjust anyone to ,:now. Cah ":)aci tny

wish and, if it contains anvtizing I want removed or corrected, 1 have the right to requo,.:

These right's arc ;cry important to me and mv child because they firOicc: (%;/;"

what others think and say about us. Unfortunate:1y. repura:ions have no

against loose tail: oniv your caring about us and Lour being c:arefil.

co PLEASE REMEMBER:

I. W:ien you talk about me or my child to someone, she could be my best friend. my worst

enemy. or my sister-in-law's sister-in-law' Sue may report it all hack to me (making

dislike_,ou) or tell it to my mother-in-law (when ! find out, I'll kill you:).

2. When you talk out loud in the Pizza Hut about that horrid little Scotty whos drivii:

crazysomeone may hear you who knows just who Scotty is.

3. When you speculate about the reasonsfor any trouble my child is (-Sometimes 1

think Scottis hard of hearing-) others may repeat them as fact (Did vou know I heard

it from Scott's teacher that Scott has a hearing problem?).

4. I am especially sensitive to opinions about my child's behavior and how his mi.sbeha

might be my fault. I very often feel (and sometimes say) that I'm a poor inn'her but no

one else had better even suggest it.'

You have no iden, what information about me that 1 want kept confidential. It could be:

my boyfriend's name, how often I move, whether I am on wolfare or my dad was an

alcoholic. even my address and phone number. In other words. von shouldn't be talking

about me at all!

I know you hear this rule being broken every day in school and and I know
people who ask questions can make it hardlor you sometimes. So to help you out, I am

giving you some answers (free!):

"My that Scotty is a brat doesn't his mother know how to discipline him?- "Scotty is

like all the other children in the room he has his good days and his bad days.-

"What's the matter with that little girl why does she have crutches?" "She has

crutches because she needs them to walk just like you need glasses to see.-
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1 '7:()%.;:c.7" ::%",1)r our program. we consider :nlOrma:if

'HO . did Scor.7.. ger Head Starr./ His .parents have pienry of

ni aam:ss!ons Luc ;:c.7:Llic:, main oftrce..'

Remen....;7er jusr '74..'cause s0meoP7C is nosy, doesn: mean vou 1/707:7

u2,4 ("),rna:zon.'

Ina 11., [o ask voii to 1)r aware of what mv child hears. I tsomeone remarA.;
about him or m4.' wiien he is lisTening, be sure your answer doesn't give him the idea that iitcrc
IS something wrong. (Such as -You shouldn't as itScotry is Indian. Its mother 4.1ocsn't

.(.117,- anyone to know about that.") He will remember your answer long after you've
lorzotten.

Thank you ,...ery much,
Sc()!tv's ?nom

This letter summarizes many important
aspects of confidentiality. Home visitors do
develop close relationships with the families
they visit. You must be very careful not to
dicuss information about these families with
anyone outside the Head Start staff. And
remember, anytime you do discuss a family
with a fellow home visitor or coordinator, the
purpose of the discussion should be to assist
the family or the child. Never discuss personal
information about the family which does not
pertain to the program for the child and
family.

- 4
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el in to
Enlarge The
Child's Woe('

Have you ever had the feeling of "being
all dressed up, with no place to go"? Perhaps
you bought some new clothes for a special
event. but you had nobody to go with. So you
sat home alone and brooded. Or perhaps you
remember having the right sport equipmen
and knowing how to play the game, but you
weren't chosen for either team. So you sat on
the sidelines feeling envious and angry. Have
you ever felt that way? if you have, you know
how it can hurt. It can also hinder your learn-
ing new skills and making new friends.

Handicapped children often feel left out
too. They feel hurt when they are not in-

cluded along with everyone else. Sometimes
they are left out for good reason; for example
if their health or safety would be threatened.
They might also be excluded when they don't
have the physical ability to do something. But
too often people do not take the extra effort to
include handicapped children in normal
activities. It isn't that people are trying to be
mean, but they just aren't being sensitive to
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the needs and feelings of the handicapped
children. Being left out can slow the develop-
ment of any child, handicapped or not.

A goal for each home-based program
must be to include every child in as many
normal activities as possible. As a home visi-
tor you need to be sensitive to the needs and
strengths of the child and his or her family
and try to broaden the child's world. Oppor-
tunities should be made to enlarge the child's
world and to "normalize" these experiences.
If you concentrate only on developmental
skills and ignore how and where these skills
can be used, you've only done half the job.

This may be even more true with handi-
capped children. Handicapped children
generally are more :2stricted in the things
they can do by themselves. They may require
extra help to do certain things. They may also
need more heip in learning to use skills in
different settings or situations. You must plan
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activities and experiences which extend the
child's development. You must also be aware
of restrictions on the child and remove as
many of these as possible, so that the child
can be fully integrated within the family and
neighborhood.

How can home visitors he:p
mainstream handicapped children? To

answer this question, we must first under-
stand that there are many "mainstreams.
One of these is placing handicapped children
in classroom programs with non-handicapped
children. But there are other mainstreams to
consider, such as the home, neighborhood,
recreational programs and so forth.
Mainstreaming should be thought of as a
means to expanding the child's world to in-
clude experiences in all possible environ-
ments. When we think of mainstreaming- in
this way, we see that home visitors can be a
big help in Mainstreaming handicapped chil-
dren. They can help handicapped children be
"mainstreamed" in the home. neighbor-
hood, cluster groups and classrooms.
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Handicapped children are sometimes left
out the mainstream of family life. They are
sometimes excluded from objects and events
within the home which could enhance their
erowth and development. Some handicapped
children arc excluded through gross neglect.
Others restricted by well meaning, but
protective parents. The effects tend to be the
same: an unnecessary delay in the child's
development. Home visitors are in a good
position to discover these situations and then
help the child and family correct them. While
no pat answer can be given to fit every situa-
tion, this chapter will discuss aspects of the
home environment, give some examples of
unnecessary restrictions of handicapped chil-
dren and offer strategies to remove such re-
strictions.

To help you evaluate the home environ-
ment, it is useful to separate the physical from.
the social aspects of the home. Changes in
one can affect the other. Discussing them sep-
arately can help you assess the child's access
to the mainstream of family life. A brief look
at Figure 1 will help you see the difference
between the physical and social environment
and help you understand this section.



Some Considerations in Assessing the Hone Environme7:
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Physical Aspects

o What kind or objecIs or toys are in the home to sumula:e doi6)p-

ment?

0 Are the :oys appropriate for the age jrfa developmenui ley el of

the child?

0 is special equipment needed for the liandic:cipped child?

Is the special equipment used, or used erectly?

Soda! Aspects

0 How many family members interact with the handicapned child''

0 How many ou:side visitors interact with the child?

.
a flow much social interaction is there and is it appropriate?

® Dr s :he family attempt to include the child in their activities'

* is the Wild spoken to, even if he or she cannot speak'

0 What is the level of visual or auditory stimulation in :he home? Is the language level appropriate to the child?

Too much? Too little?

e is the handicapped child allowed to explore the immediate en-

vironment? Or, is the child restricted to one or two roomsiin the

home?

--- 0 Are m .itications made in the physical environment to allow the

child greater freedom of action?

0 Is the child's position changed fairly often, if he or she cannot

change positions alone?

1:C

0 Are attempts made to play social games involving the child and at

leas: one other person, no matter how easy the pine might he

0 Do the parents use their everyday routines with the child us oppor-

tuntues for teaching?



Physical Environment

Physical aspects of the home environ-
ment include the rooms, household objects
and their arrangement, sensory stimulation
such as light, sound and smell, and special
equipment (for example, wheelchairs,
bolsters, special furniture) if the child is

physically disabled. The home visitor must
assess how the physical environment affects
the child in te:ms of learning and develop-
ment. Changes in the physical environment
are often possible in situations where the child
is restricted. For example, a child who is not
walking because of a physical disability might
be confined to a crib, bed or even the living
room floor without access to the rest of the
home. Some restriction may be necessary or
unavoidable. However some handicapped
children's needs are denied because of paren-
tal neglect or ignorance. Some parents may
not provide stimulation for the child when he
or she must be restricted to a confined area.
Perhaps toys cannot be reached or maybe

there are no interesting objects to watch such
as mobiles hanging over the crib. Put yourself
in the position of the child. How much stimu-
lation is there when you are physilly con-
fined'? If you've ever been hospitalized, even
for a short time, you can begin to appreciate
what life must be like or a child who is
physically confined.

Being on a blanket on the living room
floor can be restrictive if the other people are
in another room and there are no interesting
toys within grasp. There is no motivation to
reach, manipulate or play with an object
under such circumstances. Also the oppor-
tunity to watch family members, listen to
their speech and perhaps imitate them is
denied. It would be much more stimulating
and challenging to be in a room where daily
family routines take place. The child could
watch the family members, listen to them,
perhaps imitate them and receive attention.
The chances of the child responding to voices,

Leaving children in an empty "room denie, them many experiences.
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pictures, toys; smells from the kitchen and
other stimulation are tremendous. Being
"where the action is" in the home gives the
child more stimulation and opportunities for
the family to resphnd to him or her.

Allowing the child the freedom to ex-
plore the environment is important. Studies
have shown that parents who restrict their
children can slow down their development.
:Keeping a young child cooped up in a play pen
is an extreme form of restriction, however
children can also be re;,..icted in many less
obvious ways. Usually parents are not aware
that they arc being restrictive and some gentle
prodding by the home visitor may be all that.
is needed to gain greater freedom for the
child.

Sometimes parents and other family
members find it difficult to understand the
importance of stimulation to the child. A
severely delayed or physically disabled child
who does not move or make much sound can
easily be ignored by the family. They may not
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rL.lize that the child needs sensory stimula-
tion before they can expect new behaviors.
Perhaps nobody ever told them to change the
child's position so he or she didn't look at the
ceiling all day. Perhaps nobody told them to
keep stimulating the child even though they
don't get much response. It's all too easy to
fall into the trap of ignoring a very handi-
capped child because the child doesn't res-
pond to you. Help family member avoid this
trap. Some suggestions include:

Place objects within easy reach or view.

o Provide items that vary in color, size,
shape, texture, etc.

G Have available some items that make
noise when the child moves them, such as
rattles, balls with bells in them. mobiles,
noise makers, etc. These toys help
children learn that they car. .ave an effect
on the environment. This helps children
become more active and helps them learn
cause-effect relationships.

t )

Provide children interesting .5olindc :.1.-,,ht5 and srnels to sr:mu/cite theft dareiopment.
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Snow the parents ditrent educational
uses of toys or other objects it the home.

Help all family members develop activities
cr routines.' which they can do daily
the handica.pped child. This helps provide
more stimu:ation to the child and involves
everyone in the child's education and
development.

Another part of the physic..) ,:ri.iron-
ment that deserves your attention is any
special equipment needed by the handicapped
child. Make sure that the parents are follow-
ing through in the appropriate use of the
special equipment. Suppose, for example,
that bolster cushions are recom'remded for
the child whenever in a sitting position
(especially when sitting at the table). The
parents do not do this and the child's mobility
is ham7ered. This can affect the iearn-
ing. Without support, the child has to use
more energy to maintain balance. The child
tires more quickly, taking time and energy
away from the activities and being with peo-
ple. Also, witriout they bolster cushions the
child cannot use his or her arms and hands as
well. This redtices eye-hand coordination and
rr.kes tasks more difficult than they need be.
Using bolster cushions gives some physical
aid, comfort, and mobility, setting the stage
for morn efficient learning.

As another example, consider the, case of
Brian, a three-and one-half-year old child

. with an orthopedic problem:

Brian lives at home with his'mother
and older sister in a small apartment.
Born with an orthopedic dffficulty, Brian
has been in and out of hospitals, clinics
and diagnostic centers. His, mother often
fel: a bit overwhelmed by the seemingly
endless visits to these places and felt in-
timidated the professional staff When
Brian was two-and one-half-years old, he
was ,fitted with a special plastic brace
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'0,hiCh attached around n.s
suiltm /Us bac.7 and

brace a1,1(,wad Brian To h(iding
objects. La tar. a itYl ik g. vat;

Bran and flu' 0' .suppt;r.,
as :::11)1ffit1 Thc BrL;,:

tics : eJ a :. hC I11;: ante To

arouna on his 1t and 17.,ed

CI brace with r,.,/ish. .-4.. of rwo mon:h.N-
atter ihe home visits be,:,rr:n. the h:)777e

that Tile a::: no! hay:.
Brian in his irace u 77:::('h

visits. Otter.. .70' mother ..,'Tood behuid
Bri:7 17 and ga 'oipport or propped
him in her /up. .-4 .i7r.t when the home
visitor askew about ihe brace, i1 mother
said that she didnt mina holding Brian
durin,:t the ac:rivities. Ili y.c :

Seemed n ice Ii) In: 110112e visitor he Ca
mother hu,,,,,ged and kissed Brian

more'. But son:e:ising &dn.( CCM .

7:r' t011owing week Brian was again oiit
of his brace. This Time the home visit)r
ofiereci to put the brace (;/: him and P.'. 4'.

cecded to do so. Brian looked de.ided
unhappy as the brace was pi' on
and began to s4wirin and crv. The r,:other
remarked that Brian didn't !IL Ills bra, c'
any inure, but she didn't kno. wir.
(Brian could r i o t : et talk;. TI;(' ;ionic
for noriced that the brace seemed tight
and asked how long Brian had been Ch-

jeering to the brace. The mother said that
it ;:ad been going, oijorjOur 7?:(mtlis and
That the only rime that Brian vouidn't ob-
ject was when she told him the home visi-
:or was coming. But even lately that
tCG i11 enough to eel him to put it on.
When the home visitor su,g,,estec-I that
perhaps Brian had outgrown his brac e.
the mother said she had thougli; that
maybe that was it too, but was afraid to
call the clinic to checl-. on it. This

pi ompted a discussion. between the
mother and home ;.:sitor about the
mother's "eel/77gs regardin,? the clinic

staff They also di.scu.secl the importance
of mobility for Brian and how if could



affect many areus of his development.
the e,id. the home :sitor agreed to go
the mother to the clinic to have the br
re-fitted, and .to model for the mother
to ta.'i< with the professionals and
questions of them. The home -isitor
ranged for he visit and discussed

=1;



situation with one of the clinic staff mem-
bers she knew from previous i.s. This
groundwork enabled everyone to have a
successful, non-thre,:rening visit, and
once again put Brian on the track toward

,Izt!l c..Telopment of his potential.
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Be very aware of the child's safety in the
physical environment. Many preschool handi-
capped children ftinction at an infant or tod-
dler level. They have a natural curiosity about
objects in their environment. Such curiosity
often presents a safety problem to these
childr,:n, particularly if the parents respond to
the child on the basis'of his or her chronologi-
cal age rather than developmental age Al-
lowing a five-year-old child who functions at a
two-year-old level the same freedom as
non-handicapped five-year-old can be disas-
trous. Help parents understand this difference
if they have a delayed child.

Also help parents avoid restricting a

delayed child to one "child proofed" room,
rather than rearranging the physical environ-
ment to reduce hazards. It makes better sense
to restrict the hazards (poisons, tools, etc.) to
one room. than to restrict the child to one
room. Of course, some modi.lcations may be
necessa:, such as a gate to prevent falling
dowri._,Lairs. Generally "child prooflag is in-
expensive and a small price to pay to opeh-up
the child's World. Most of the changes needed

otter safety will be educational chani,
ing people's ways of looking at things and

ways of behaving. Please see Appendix I for a
home safety checklist which can aid you in
helping the parents provide a safe environ-
ment for their children.

A final area of the physical environment
that should be considered is the parent's use
of common household objects for instruction.
It is easy to bring activities and materials to
the home, demonstrate their use to the
parent and expect the family to work with the
child. These structured activities are necess-
ary. However, you should also evaluate the
unstructured interactions between the parent
and the child. Remember, the ultimate goal is
to have :larents integrate appropriate teaching
methods into their everyday routine with the
child. You want them to use household toys
and objects as instructional materials. If the
parents become dependent on your materials,
you've not done your job. We need to teach
them to use their own materials for instruc-
tional purposes. This will help ensure their
continued work with the child once your
home visits end. Helping parents master this
skill is an important consideration in your
assessment of the physical environment.



SOCiall \Environment

Full access to the social environment of
the home is very important to handicapped
children. The social environment includes the
people with whom the child comes into con-
tact and how they interact with the child. All
areas of development depend on some social
interaction. This is true for language, cogni-
tion, socialization, motor and self-help skills.
Children with restricted access to their social
environment may not develop to full po-
tential. Because all areas of development
overlap somewhat, restriction in one area
may affect other areas. For example, a child
could have poor language skills because of a
lack of language stimulation. This can affect
interactinrq with pePrs anti retard social de-
velopment. Poor social skills may hinder par-
ticipation in peer games and affect learning
motor skills. One problem can compound
another. In evaluating children and their rela-
tionship with their environment, we
must recognize the interplay amp -1 these
areas.

There is also an interplay between the
child's physical environment and social en-
vironment. An obvious case is where the
handicapped child is restricted to a single
room. This clearly restricts access to the social
environment. In other homes we see handi-
capped children who appear to be well cared
for. They are clean and neatly dressed and
have an abundance of toys and objects availa-
ble. The adults in the environment, however,
do not often interact with them. This reduces
the value of the toys and oh, ts. The physical
environment is rich, but the social environ-
ment is poor! Studies have shown that simply
taking in a new toy every week is of little
value compared with taking in a toy every
week and doing something with it. You must
show parents how they can use a toy to in-
teract with their children.
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The most important aspect of the social
environment is the degree of involvement the
primary caregiver has with the child. Having
someone readily available and responsive to
the child's needs is extremely important in
the development of any child. With handi-
capped children, however, the child's dis-
ability may cause parents problems that they
feel unable to handle. Problems in basic self-
help skills, use of adaptive equipment,
medication and so forth, can challenge the
skills of any parent of a handicapped child.
Some parents will escape from certain situa-
tions and will restrict their care to the child's
basic physical needs. It is all too easy for the
parents to take the course of least resistance.
This is only human nature. All of us would
likely do the same. Don't place blame on the
parents for any withdrawal from the child.
You must be sensitive to the parent's feel-
ings, but also help the parent interact more
with the child. Incr.;ase this interaction by in-
cluding it in your home visit objectives. First,
demonstrate and review the many skills the
child already has. Sometimes parents pay too
much attention to the handicapped child's
probiems and fail to appreciate skills. Use ac-
tivities in your visit which show the child's
strengths. This may give the parent a new
perception of the child. Second, build upon
the strengths and skills the parent already has
and then suggest a ri,Nv way to interact with
the child. Again, being sensitive to the needs
of the parent is crucial. Gradually shape the
parent's level of interaction with the child.
Trying to accomplish too much too soon will
not work. You have to individualize for both
the parent and child.

Other parents give t-)o much help to the
handicapped child. Sometimes parents are so
concerned with the child's well-being that
they deny the child chances for independence.
It may appear that the child is well main-
streamed, as he or she is taken to restaurants,
shopping cente:-s, friend's homes, etc.
However, the nlcl is restricted in terms of
what he or she can do independently.



Perhaps the child is in a stroller when
able to walk part of the time. Maybe the child
is fed, but is capable of self-feeding with only
a few spills.

Often parents will claim that they dc,
things for the child "for his own good ". This
may have been true when a child is young and
less skilled. But observation often shows that
the child is much more ready than the
parents. Home visitors should view such
situations as targets for change. Structure the
situation for the parents. Make them feel
comfortable enough to allow the child the op-
portunity to be more independent. Help them
arrange the environment to promote learning
and independ'ence. Children need to have the
chance to succeed or fail on their own if they
are going to learn. This does not mean an "all
or none" situation. Some aid may be needed,
but the challenge to improve should be given
the child. For example, parents might con-
tinue to feed a young blind child rather than
encouraging self-feeding. The child might
need help in guiding the spoon and in placing
the glass and plate in the same position. The
parents do not have to choose between feed-
ing the child or letting the child become
frustrated by doing it alone. A middle ground
can be reached where the parents provide
some aid to the child, but, at the same time,
encourage and allow the child to become
more self-sufficient. The parents could use
plastic dishes and glasses to prevent breakage.
The glass could be filled only half-way to
reduce spills. Velcro strips could be used on
the bottom of the plate and on the :-ii!d's
feeding tray to secure the plates. Plate, uten
sils and glass should be placed in the same
spot each time to the child locate them
easily. The parents coy d give the child verbal
directions and physical guidance at the begin-
ning of each meal to the child know what
each food is and where it is located. During
the meal, the child could be given reinforce-
ment for correct response and corrective
feedback if unable to locate something or if
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there are spills. There are many ways that aid
can be given the child, while still requiring the
child to become more independent.

Sometimes when parents give too much
help to the child the result is not only a delay
in the child's development, but also
misbehavior:

.4nira had recently been enrolled in a
home-based program. She was a little
over three _years old and had some physi-

cal problems caused by cerebral palsy.
Although she could not talk and had
difficulty coordinating her a roi) and
hands, she was a very bright child. She
communicated many of her needs through

a symbol board, loved to play matchin,:,,
and sound identification games and un-
derstood most of what was said to her.
Anita's mother doted on her, always
making sure she was clean, combed and
well-dressed. Unfortunately, the mother
and father also did too much for Anita,
trying TO "make life a little easier for her ".

The home visitor discovered during her
first .five visits that the parents' reaction
was shared by the other family members,

inc.' ling the large number of r2latives
who lived in the neighborhood. Anita cer-
tainly did not lack for stimulation.'

The home visitor realized that the
parents were actually contributing to

.4nita's delays by being over-protective
and doting. The home visitor knew some-
thing needed to be done about this, but
wasn't quite sure how to bring it up. For-
tunately an opportunity soon appeared.
Anita generally seemed to like having
people wait on her and do things for her.
But when the home visitor was there,
Anita showed more ,cillingne.ss to do
things by herself The mother, however,
continued to give Anita too much help.
One visit, thC mother was working with
Anita on stacking blocks. .4 s .4 niia

stacked each block, the mother would
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hand her another one. Anita worked very
slowly, with some seemingly random
movements of her hand. This seemed to
prompt the mother to quickly give Anita
aid by guiding her hand. Anita accepted
the aid the first few times, but soon began
to whine angrily. The mother interprc_'d
this as being stubborn and she forced
even more aid C77i0 Anita. Anita began to
pull her hani away from her mother's.
but with little success. Soon she became
very angry and kicked and cried, throwing
the block down on the floor. Tire mother
was upset and .7poiogized to the home
visitor for Anita's behavior. The mother
was surprised by the home visitor's
response. The home visitor said that she
was really quite happy to see Anita
behave that way.' The home visitor then
explained how Anita was angry because
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she wanted to stack the blocks by herself
She didn't need her mother's help, even if
it seemed like she did. The home visitor
explained how the mother needed to allow
Aniia more time to try the response by
herself before the mother gave additional
aid. The home ,isitor also explained how
Anita wanted to please the home visitor by
being independent, but too often let the
mother do too much for her. The home
visitor then described some other situa-
tions in which Anita was not given the
chance to learn to be more independent.
She also gave the mother some sugges-
tions to encourage and teach Anita to do
more for herself. The mother realized the
home visitor was right and agreed that
some of the suggestions should be objec-
tives for herself and the other .family
members during the rest of the year.



Be sure to involve other family members
in your program for the handicapped child.

The social environment of the home does not
consist solely of the parent having the primary
caregiving responsibility for the handicapped
child. Involving the other parent, siblings and
relatives or neighbors can be beneficial on
several counts:

O The amount and type of interactions the
handicapped child has with people will in-

crease dramatically. Non-handicapped
children readily prompt tnei own interac-
tions, particularly when they become
mobile and develop language skills. As
non-handicapped children develop more
skills, their ability to provide or prompt
their own interactions mushrooms Hrndi-
capped children, however, will generally
encounter more problems in this area.
This is particularly true if they are not
mobile or do not have well-developed
speech and language skills. It is therefore
important to increase the amour . and type
of social interactions available - hand-
icapped child by involving all
bers in the child's care and ph... nes.

Increasing such intera. ;:s aier
family members may he aals

for your home visits.

e By increasing the involve aaa.

family members in the a play
routines of the handicapper . .,d, you in
effect will he providing a respith fo- pri-

mary caregiver. This can be an extremely
important outconn as rr.arty harents- who
provide the primary care become mentally
or physically drained Without time for
themselves. Thus, by involving other fam-

ily members in caring for the handicapped
child, you can contribute to the quality of
the interaction between the child and the
hrimary ca7e2iver.

9 nvolvin others in the childs care can
also help break or weaken a pa.:ern of

ever- protectiveness on the part of the pri-
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many caregiver. As the parent sees that
others can play with and care for the hand-
icapped child without mishap, the parent
will become more relaxed about such in-
teractions and allow the child more
freedom in his or her social and physical

interactions.

Finally, involving, others in the care given

the handicapped child will provide more
opportunities for generalization and main-
terianch of newly acquired skills. As men-
tioned in the chapter on implementing the
home visit, merely having the child dem-
onstrate a given skill as a result of your
lesson plan is not enough. The skill has to
become a part of the child's behavior,
being used in new situations, with new
materials and so forth. Having other peo-
ple involved with the child will create
more opportunities to display skills in

novel situations and settings.

A final aspect of the social environment
that deserves your attentir n is the language .

interactions between aarent and child.

Children not only lean- sartguage, but a Brea:
deal about their wo..c from the speech_ of
adults. Parents talk 'n their infants long before
ne infant is cap.ole of ; nnducing_ speech.
Even though th infant 6, not respond to
the parents' ,ioices with speech, many
responses on he part of the infant can be
noticed. Ti: may include:

C

increa sicai activity

par_ It eyes

Thhf,:. eyes watching parent's mouth

craaa looking in direction of object named
or n'scussed

O smiling, or laughing

o increased cooing, or babbling

change in facial expression



These responses serve as reinforcer:
the parents and provide motivation fc:-
parents to continue talking with the
Normal children soon learn to k

prompt their parents to talk with them hy ask-
ing questions or initiating con--7.:lions
themselves.

Handicapped children often :16. e prob-
lems with speech and language de, iopment.
They may not be as responsive to adult
speech and may not begin to speak ,,-ks early as
non-handicapped children do. of re-
sponse on the part of the child may d'scourag,e
the parent from talking with the child and
providing the language input to de-
velop speech and language -;k;,.le. When a
child does not "talk" back ;. easy for th°
parent to lose interest in talking to Le
Stress to th,. parents the imppoanec ia.:
guage in the child's develppinen
recognize the nonverbal signals dispLiy
the child which indicate attention to
standing of adult speech. Look for ..;arne

behaviors demonstrated by infants.
Recognizing the child's I help
keep the parent talking.

Some parents nta. den need to be
shown how they can o the child. Show
them how to use simple sentences and facial
and 'vocal expression to attract the child's at-
:ention. P:ovide ide?s for the parent to talk
about such things .!s. _laming objects, what
they look like, ho. feel, what can be
done with them. Tell them to talk about what
they'-e doir. g or what th,.! is doing, name
actions, tell what's happc ig or what might
happen. Provid1;g a rno,..,:.1 and reinforcing
the parents' attempts can improve the child's
language environ.-ent and improve the level
of language functioning.

Also make sure the parent's speech is
appropriate to the child's level of under-
standing. Again, this is especially important if
the child has no speech, but can comprehend
language. When a chid star is to use one or
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two word sentences, parents normally change
the adult speech style when speaking to the
child. They tend to use "baby talk" with the
chili. Before the child started to use words,
the parent's speech might have been more
adult -like. In other words, the child's use of
one or two words helps to modify the adult's
speech. Thc adult's speech more closely
resembles that of the child's and prompts
more speech from the child. With some
handicapped children without speech, the
parents can mistakenly believe that the child
does not understand and either stop talking to
the child or continue to use adult-like sen-
ences. Neither of these responses will help
language learning.

Home visitors can help parents by point-
ing out the need for language input at a level
which the child understands. It helps to keep
sentences brief and repeat messages in
different ways. For example, if talking about a
ball, use statements with the same message:
"Ball"; "It's a ball"; "Sally's bal.." The
parent then should look for hints of under-
standing. Did the child look for the ball, reach
for it or even say the word, "ball"? Reinforce
the child's response by saying, "That's the
ball', "There's the ball', or "Right, ball."
This may sound more appropriate for a twc
year old than a four year old. Make sure the
parent realizes the need to keep the language
input at the child's level of understanding. It
should not be too easy or too hard.

Some children may understand a high
level of language. but for a variety of reasons,
may not produce much speech. In this case
the language input should be fairly complex to
stimulate the child. A simple system of
language output should be started for the
child. Gestures and symbol systems along
with short phrases should be evaluated as
possibilities by a speech and language clini-
cian. The clinician could then give the parents
specific directions.

I j



Mainstreaming Within
The Neighborhood

An important consideration for any
handicapped child is the degree to which he or
she is integrated within the neighborhood.
Many handicapped children have been denied
access to certain activities within the neigh-
borhood for a variety of reasons. Years ago
buildings, sidewalks and playgrounds were
not designed with disabilities in mind. This
prevented many handicapped children from
enjoying such places in their neighborhood.
However, recent legislation is changing this.
Regulations implementing section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 require that all
programs receiving federal funds must not
deny access to handicapped individuals solely
on the basis of a handicap. Buildings are being
designed or changed for the disabled by 1) in-

cluding ramps, 2) lowering buttons on eleva-
tors, 3) adapting bathrooms to accept
wheelchairs, 4) reserving parking spaces for
the handicapped and 5) lowering curbs so that
wheelchairs can easily cross streets. These
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changes will make the prospect of taking a
handicapped child along on errands or short
trips a more attractive alternative for parents.
Many communities are also developing
recreational programs for handicapped
youngsters. These programs include different
forms of recreation and are generally available
to different age groups of children. A national
organization has been created which is

devoted to sports and recreational programs
for the handicapped (see Resources). Taking
a disabled child to watch others with dis-
abilities participate in sports may be a useful
activity. This can serve as a good role model
for the young child, showing him or her how
others have learned to cope with their dis-
ability.

Home visitors will have no control over
these developments (except perhaps in an ad-

vocacy role), but they should make parents
aware of such services and facilities. Knowing
that the community supports integration of
handicapped children within neighborhood
activities may help some parents overcome
fears about taking the child outside the home.

Why might a parent be reluctant to take
the child places'? There are three primary
reasons why parents restrict a child's integra-
tion into the neighborhood. These are: 1) the
psychOlogicaliattitudinal problems of tn.::
parent, 2) the behaviors. problems of the
child or 3) a lack of certain skills on the part of
the child. Psychological barriers to full in-
tegration are frequently felt, by parents of
handicapped children. Some parents of
children with severe physical disabilities or
developmental delay restrict the child to the
home. They do this to avoid the reaction of
others to their handicapped child or to protect
their child from reminders of being different.
If the child has a less visible handicapping
condition, such as a hearing impairment, a
parent might avoid taking the child places to
keep others from discovering the condition.
These feelings should become targets for

change. The home visitor should provide a



model for the parent and create opportunities
for integration within the neighborhood. If
the parent's feelings about the handicapped
child are serious enough to warrant counsel-
ing, a referral to an outside agency might be
suggested. Provide as much support as possi-
ble to the parent in resolving these feelings.
But be careful not to counsel the parents.
Usually parents need only a little prompting
and perhaps your model to get them to take
their child out in public. Taking the child for
sho.: walks around the block or to the local
park may be a good starting point. Have the
attitude that it is a common event. Use going
for a walk or to the park as a reinforcer for
good work on the part of the parent and child.
Or, schedule some activities that require
being outside or the use of playground egaip-
ment. Gradually lengthen the time you are in
public, or the number of places the parent can
take the child. In this way, the parent proba-
bly will gain enough confidence to take the
child out in public alone seeing that the
fears were unfounded.

Another reason parents may resist in-
tegrating their child into the neighborhood is
because of the child's behavior. For example,
the child may not be able to feed himself ade-
quately, even with help. Therefore the
parents prefer not to take him or her to
restaurants. Perhaps the child is hard to man-
age. Parents might arrange to go to the groc-
ery store without taking the child, in order to
avoid tantrums.

If the parent is unwilling to take the child
out in public becauSe of behavior problems,
then these behaviors can become objectives
for change. The home visitor can include
these objectives as part of the child's In-
dividual Program Plan. You can help the
parent plan and carry out a behavior change
program. When parents can control a
behavior problem in the home, then they :an
try it in the neighborhood, supermarket or a
restaurant. This could be the focus of a home
visit. Remember, a "home visit does not al-
ways have to take place in the home.
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There are many books available for
parents and teachers which discuss techniques
to change children's behavior. It is beyond
the scope of this manual to highlight these
techniques, however references are given in
the Resources section. Remember, though,
whenever a home visitor or parent starts a
program to reduce an undesirable behavior,
an effort should also be made to teach and
reinforce the appropriate behavior. Don' t just
eliminate the inappropriate behavior. You
must also give desirable alternatives to the
problem response.

Finally, you may need to help the parent
prepare answers to questions from curious
adults or children. Sometimes these questions
are poorly stated and having a ready answer
can help the parent respond, rather than
becoming upset or defensive. The parent can
answer calmly and can help educate the per-
son asking the question. For example, if a
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neighborhood child asks, "Why is he in that
thing?", the mother could respond, "Oh,
this is called a wheelchair. Alex needs a
wheelchair to get around in because he can't
walk. Sometimes Alex needs my help, but
most of the time he can push these buttons to
make the wheelchair go. Watch him do it."

Rehearsing answers is a good way to
practice. You can help the parent prepare
good responses to typical kinds of questions
and then rehearse the answers until the
parent feels comfortable with them. While
children are more likely to blurt out awkward
questions, you should practice different
responses for adults too.

Mainstreaming Into
Clusters or Centers

Handicapped children enrolled in a

home-based option should be integrated with
non-handicapped children as soon as it is ap-
propriate to do so. Head Start Performance
Standards require that children enrolled in the
home-based option must receive some
socialization or group experience at least
monthly. This is not only Head Start policy.
but also good sense in terms of the child's
development. When the handicapped
children live near the center and health or
physical disabilities do not prevent it, part-
time integration within the center should be
easy. Home visits can still take place during
the integration effort, but they may be faded
out as the child attends the center more often.

When distance, lack of centers or health
problems prevent integration into a center
program, thought should be given to integrat-
ing the child into home cluster programs.
Families which live in the same area could
briz the children to a selected home. Cluster
meetings could be held at the handicapped
child's home. The home visitor and parents
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lead son 'p activities and provide some
free play for children to interact. In-
tegrating tia. child into an existing cluster or
center-based program can work better if you
prepare the other children for the arrival of
the handicapped child. Some preparation will
generally help. But, don't allow the other
children to do everything for the handicapped
child or smother him or her with well-mean-
ing help and sympathy. Instead tell the other
children about the handicapped child's dis-
ability. Talk about some of the things the
child can and cannot do and provide some
healthy. constructive suggestions for activities
the children can do with the handicapped
child.

Another useful integration strategy is to
read the children a story about a child who has
a similar handicapping condition and then dis-
cuss the story. Some children might share in-
formation about people they know who are
handicapped. A general discussion could be
led by a parent or teacher regarding how
everyone is handicapped in one way or
another. Show how "disability" is mostly a
case of being different in 2e2ree and not in
kind. Using a yardstick or some other prop to
represent "degree" may help children under-
stand this concept. A recent bookVotes
From a Different Drummer: A Guide To
Juvenile Fiction Portraying the Handicapped,
lists, summarizes and evaluates children's
books which have handicapped people as
characters in the story. It could be useful in
introducing young children to various dis-
abilities (see Resources).

Yet another strategy is to provide struc-
tured activities for the handicapped child and
a few non-handicapped peers which inv 7-lye

coopera:ive interaction. Adult supervision
may be necessary at first, but should be faded
out as appropriate. The adult can provide
prompts, models and physical guidance as
needed :o ensure successful interaction.
Cooperative play activities may be a good
place to start. Some programs have structured-



integrated experiences around art, language,
motor and other center activities. Some pro-
grams have even taught the non-handicapped
children how to instruct and reinforce the
handicapped child. It might also be possible to
have a handicapped child instruct and rein-
force non-handicapped youngsters in an area
of his or her strength. This would enhance the
handicapped child's self-confidence and
possibly give, the non-handicapped peers a
different perspective of the handicapped child.

An exciting new development is the
creation Of puppets acid puppet shows which
depict handicapped children. One such project
is called The Kids on the Block". It de-
scribes a number of different physical and
mental disabilities, shows various equipment
used by handicapped people and discusses ac-
cessible environments. Presentations are
designed to inform, amuse and prompt ques-
tions from the audience. Another project re-
cently funded by the Office of Special Educa-
tion is called "Count Me in". It is designed to
train volunteers to present puppet shows
about handicaps to preschool and school-age
children. These projects (see Resources sec-
tion for addresses) cou:i prove extremely
valuable in peparing non-handicapped
children in centers or clusters for the integra-
tion of handicapped children. Local Head
Start. programs could develop their own pup-
pets and puppet shows. They could adapt the
information and puppet show to meet their
own special needs. The puppets provide a
non-threatening, enjoyable format with infor-
mation about disabilities and ways to interact
with handicapped children. They thus can
smooth the integration of a handicapped child
into cluster or center-based programs. includ-
inc a public school classroom.

Summary
Three areas of integration have been dis-

cussed in this chapter: home, neighborhood
and centers. The goal is for the handicapped
child to function within the normal environ-
ment to the greatest extent possible. which
means the handicapped child should have all
the experiences of non-handicapped children
to the extent their abilities will allow. Integra-
tion in the home involves: 1)_ allowing the
child to take pa:t in all family activities, 2)
providing.a stimulating environment with in-
teresting things to see, hear and feel, 3)-

modifying the physical environment to allow
the child to be more independent, 4) increas-
ing social and verbal interactions between the
child arid family members.

The neighborhood offers many oppor-
tunities for expanding the child's world.
Home visitors can encourage this integration
as a part of the home visit by taking the child
and parent to the park, library, grocery store
or other public place.. Help parents prepare
themselves arid their children for these visits.

The third aspect of integration is into the
center (classroom) or small groups of
children called clusters. This integration pro-
vides a chance for the child to interact with
other children both handicapped and non-
handicapped. Several activities are suggested
to lessen the fears of children who have not
inte,:act:-cl with handicapped children: reading
a story about a handicapped child, discussing
misconceptions about handicapped people
and drarnatiz:hg with pupi-Qts.

One of the major blocks ) integration is
the fear of the parent. The visitor can
play an important role in r,ducing fear by
demonstrating activities increase the
child's participation in his or her environ-
ment. The home visitor needs to increase the
parents' confidence in their child's ability to
develop new skills and their own ability to
teach. One way of doing this is to plan teach-
ing activities which create successful ex-
periences for parent and child.
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Chapter

He ipin The Child
Make A Transition

if you've ever moved from one town to
another, you know how hard a transition can
be. Going from a familiar, comfortable en-
vironment into a stran.:, new one can be un-
settling. Think of it: new people to meet, new
surroundings to become familiar with, a new
routine to. get. ...ised to and so forth. Some-
times it SE,.`,i1;S that your old ways of behaving
just dot..,:t fl nto the new surroundings.

Moving can be even more difficult if
someone close to you will not be going with
you. Perhaps you'll be leaving your parents or
other close relatives behind, which will proba-
bly make you feel a bit sad and less secure
about the move.

Children have the same feelings when
they move from one place or program to
another. They feel unsure of themselves.
They may no know how to behave in the
new program: Perhaps they ar a little anxious
or tearful and haVe trouble making new
.friends. They probably wish their morn and
home visitor were with them.
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A transition is usually harder for handi-
capped children. They may hz,.,e fewer skills
to cope with the move than would a non-
handicapped child. Providing a succesZul
transition for a handicapped child from a
home-based program to another program
cannot be left to chance. A lot of planning and
groundwork must be done to ensure a suc-
cessful transition for every,..le
parents and teachers. Withoutthis, much of
the success you worked so hard for may be
threatened or lost. Plan the transition
carefully and help along the way.
Some of the questions ,_)u should consider
are the following:

Whe: is :he child ready for a tranSitioh?
What records should go with the child?

e What can 1 do to help make he transition
easier?
How can 1 ensure continued parent in-
volvement?



When Is The Child Ready
For A Transition?

Deciding when a handicapped child is
ready for a center-based program is not al--
ways an easy task. You need to know when
the child will profit more from a program
other than the home-based option. Often the
info *nation you would use to make this deci-
sion depends on the other prognims available
to the child. You may need to consider which
of ,:.everal center -based programs would best
meet the child's needs. Your transitional nro-
gram then needs to be .c....-refully planned and
carried out. For example, a handiooped child
may be eligible For several center-based
presciool programs such as Head Start, public
school e,r a private agency program. Many
diThre-nt factors need to be considered in
deciding if the child is ready, .and for which
e;-ogram. Occasionally one factor will suggest
ill:. child is ready for a transition and another
one will suggest he or she is not ready. Most
important, however, should be the needs of
the child. If a child's needs can be better
served in a different program, then you
should attempt to place the child there. Some
factors to consider in making th,;s decision in-
clude the following:

I. Imitative Skills
Imitative skills are the ability to copy the

example of other people. To benefit from a
center-based program, imitative skills are
almost a necessity. For very young children,
imitative skills are shown in play= mg pat-a-

e or peek-a-boo. Older child..e,n imitate
the examples of their parents and older
br:)thers and sisters. They try to.play with toys
like the older children or wall( like their
mother or father. Children can learn much
through imitating other people.

A big ad.vanta.:le of a mainstreamed,
center -based placement is the opportunity for
the handicapped child to learn rrom non-
handicapped 7-7: e-s. If the handicapped child
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does not have basic imitative skills, then this
advantage for mainstreaming does net apply.
Obviously, teaching imitative skills is impor-
tant. This might best be done in the home
with the parer. as the teacher. The parent can
prompt and reinfofte imitation in natural
situations 1.-,roughou. the day. These same
imitative skills can be eiughi. in the center, 'out
the consistency of the parent's involvement
Makes home visits a more attractive alterna-
tive. Fortunately, most handicapped children
have developed imitative skills by three years

age. If so, they are good candidates for a
mainstreamed setting ii other factors are also
positive.

2. Nature of 1PP Objectives

A second important issue is the nature of
the program objectives- for C'e parent and
child. Where a highly individua::zed program..
is needed for the child and parent, the home-
based option best Meets this need. This is

true when meeting the parent's
needs would significahtly help the child.
However, when most c. the child's objectives
could be taught just as well in the center and
the parent's help could. be continued another
way, than the child may be better off in the
ce: 2r.

Consider the case or a child with severe
behavior problems enrolled in a home-based
program for a yeat'. Most of the behavior
problems were cleared up by helping the
parent become a better manager and teacher
of child behavior. Because both, the parent
and child showed good improvement, it was
decided to have the child attend a center
based program. The child's other develop
rt, skills were taught just as easily in 1:;e
center. Also, having the child play and
cooperate with other children eielped the
child's social development. The parent con
tinued working i.t home on the ior
problems and was involved in the. center ac-
tivities as well.



',.,other child, you might uecide to
continue with the home-based option because
the child's behavior problems at home are
still severe. It is also important to develop the
child's social skills with other adults and
children. Therefore, the objectives
are carried out in the home and the child also
dt:ends the center-once or twice a week for
socialization.

3. Nature of Receiving Program

Another factor to consider in deciding
**readiness is the t:..pe of program in which
the child would be placed. Many people argue
:hat the child's needs should be the only fac-

to .:onsider in integrating a handicapped
Tn: them this means that if the child is

ready, then the placement should bP made
whether the receiving program is ready or
not.

Ci-,fortunately, such a view ignores some
:onsiderations. Among these are:

The ceiving teacher's attitude toward ac-
cepting handicapped children.
The potential for individualized ir. 3truc-

The potential for modifying the current
r-gram currict.m.

Th-e potential for modifying the roan ar-
rang;..rnent.

9 Th.: dills :he handicapped child n,i,,ht
"s viva in he ne,,' placement.

Realistic compromises migh. be required
:h-e sake of the child. if the receiving

teacher is not happy about having, he handi-
capped child in the program, he 0: she may
n-etc: e Ira help at first. You migh want t
-vradu .,:y introduce the handicapp-.-d cLild

ihe p: gram and he new teacher
h p with he child. Sometimes the attitude of

eeel-,:ing teacher might be so bad that ycu
.-;ant :o reconsider making -.7e move. It

may nol be in the child's best interests. For-
tunately this is :are, but it can liappe:T. Be sure
t; talk with he new teacher before you make
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You should also consider the potential
for individualized instruction in the new pro-
gram. Handicapped chiidren often require
mc7e help than other children in completing
tasks. A structured, individualized approach
is often needed. Sometimes they do not
benefit from group instruct n. The
teacher/child ratio may be an irnportan. fac-
tor, as would be the amount of time spent in
group versus individual activities. If all the
time is spent in large group activities. then the
individual needs of the handicapped Child
may be lost in the process. This would be
more likely to occur if there are only a few



To successfully integrate a ni.indicapped
child, som, changes may also be needed in
the center's curriculum or room arrange-
ment. The IPP that you have been
working from should provide the new teacher
with specific curriculum objectives for the
chilC. You should discuss these objectives
.;.ith the teacher prior to placement so that
you can help make changes in the curriculum.
Usually this will mean tha:' the teacher will
have to "scale down" the curriculum objec-
tives and activities through task analysis (see
Appendix H). It may also mean that special
materials will be needed to teach the child or
11:ai soinc: changes be needed' in thc TOOM
arrangement. This may be needed if the child
is in a wheelchair or needs other special adap-
tive equipment. All of these things should be
considered and discussed prior to placement.
Being fully informed will help everyone make
the right decision for the child.

Finally, you should consider certain
developmental or group adaptation ski. the
handicapped child may need in order to suc-
ceed in the center program. These are skills
which the child needs to participate in a group
setting where one-to-one attention will not al-
ways be available. A lack of these skills points
to a -child as being "different". It can hurt
the teacher-child relationship and put the
child's continued placement at risk. Examples
of important developmental skills for
classroom participation include:

Follows a simple command.
* Has b2sic dressing/undressing skills.

O Takes care cf own toileting needs.
9 Attends to a task at least h7iefly 10

minutes).
Works with more than one adult.
Sits stili in group situation.
Plays and works independently.
Takes turns in simple games.
Raises hand or gets teacher's attention
when necessary.

to Moves through routine changes without
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These are just some of the skills needed
for a to "blend in with the other
children in the classroom. These skills will
differ from teacher to teacher depending upon
the child/teacher ratio and normal routine
followed in the classroom. it is a good idea for
you to talk with the receiving teacher to find
out what skills will be needed. You can then
help ease the transition by:

© Making some of these needed skills pro
gram objectives while the child is still in
your program

O Telling the new teacher how the child
could he managed in the new prog.ram
even though he or she doesn't yet have
the skill.

Together you and the receiving teacher
can develop a plan which states the skills the
child needs to develop prior to making a tran-
sition. This plan can also suggest how the
child will be mainstreamed in the center:
O During what activities will the child receive

individual attention?
O How will the child participate in small

groups?

G When will the child receive instruction on
1PP objectives?

Be careful not to be overly concerned
with "kindergarten readiness skills such as
counting rote to ten, saying the alphabet,
knowing one's address and so forth. Some
parents and teachers consider these skills as
"markers" which suggest a child is "ready"
for a public school program. With handi-
capped children, you could easily fall into the
trap of attempting to teach the child skills
beyond his or her developmental level. These
skills may have no use for the child and would
soon be forgotten. The skills necessary lc
classroom participation may be needed for the
child to stay in the center, but otherwise you
should stick to the child's developmental
needs to determine your IPP for the child.
Focusing too much attention on suppo.2d
"kindergarten readiness skills may steal
time and effort from the child's real needs.
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Parents and teachers can plan together to help the child make a smooth transition fror- "wine to center.
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An important art of the u-ansri,in pro-
cess is the Iranster of aperc)priate ;evoi-ds.
Make sue the child's new ',eache get all

necessary information. This can save the
receiving teacher, child and parents a lot of
problems. The new teacher can quickly be in-
troduced to the child's background infortyla-
tion, especially- specific information on the
child's educational needs and strengths. This
wiii heap in the planning and instruction for
the child and avoid giving the child tasks
which are too easy or too hard. When the ap-
propriate records have been transferred, the
receiving program staff not have to ask
the parents questions tney have already
answered. i his saves time and helps create
good v 11 between the parents and agency

taff.

The home visitor will have a wealth of
is forma ion regarding the child's instructional
program will be ex,..emely valuable to
the center-IDE-,ed teacher. The information
should he included in written form and sent
along with the child's confidential record. Bet-
ter y_t, the information could be written and
discussed with the receiving teacher during a
meeting, which includes the child's parents.
This type of meeting allows the parent and
receiving teacher an opportunity to get to
lcnow one another. It also provides Much
more useful information than that prow:
through written reports. If you have used a
behavioral checklist with the child, it is

helpful to go over this with the new teacher,
perhaps giving him or iier a copy.
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When a child is transferred from a
home-based option to a center-based pro-
gram within Head Start, the transfer of
records will be completed easily. The confi-
dential records should not have to be moved
and will stay E--1 the central office. Head Start
policy does not allow access of confidential
records to some people within the agency. If
confidential records do need to be transferred
within Head Start, an administrator, such as
the Handicap Coordinator will arrange

When a child is to be transferred to a
program not administered by Head Stan.,
7arents must give permission prior to a

release of i.ecords. Cori identiality .:cost be
ensured and the lecords-should not be given
to another agency without this signed permis-
sion. Home visitors can easily get the signed
permission, by explaining to the parents the
reasons for transferring records and discuss-
ing which information would be released.
Have forms ready for the parent to sign stat-
ing which records will be sent and to whom.
Your groundwork can save the receiving pro-
gram's administrators much time and trou-
ble. Records which are typically sent include:

O Progress Report
o Individual Program Plan
O Specialist's Reports
o Behavioral Checklists
® Health Records

Other helpful information for the receiv-
ing teacher should also be sent. A sample
Progress Report (Figure 1) and a sample
Release of Information Form (Figure 2) are
included on the following pages for your in-
spection As you can see, the kinds of infor-
mation inCuded on the Progress Report
would be extremely helpful for any teacher in
working with a new child.



ariy CIT 1 1 711 ood Progress eporE

Parent's Name

Address

one Number

Child's Name

Birthdate

School

Reporter

Hgure

I. PROGRESS REPORT: Ch: .:1n, upon request, easi'',

A. Cognitive Skills:

B. Motor Skills:

C. Language Skills:

D. Socialization Skills:

E. Self-Help Skills:

Position

4:-)liowing activities:

II. EMERGING Sli.a.LS: The next activities th:: chi?,.-1 should be abie to learn ai
A. Cognitive Skills.

B. Motor Skills:

C. Lar.- .;e

D. Saii.zation Sk:11s:

E. SeLJ.ielp Skills:

III. PROGRAM FINDINGS: How dc3s th r:. child learn
A. Areas of Strength

.B. Areas of Weakness.

C. Meaningful Reinforcement

IV. PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS:

V. SUGGESTED PARENT INVOLVEMENT:



RELEASE

I give permission for the
to release:

HgLre 2

SAMPLE
INFORMATION FORM:

i ncy name)

( na,:te or names of reports or informaic)rO

(child's na,-;te)
about my cnild

me of pe on and that p-rson's aa,ncy

(full address of that agency`

This permission is 9.;ven. for the fu.,owing dates:

to

I understan, that I have the right to view all of these re':-)rds L.Ad to obtain copies

of them if I so desire.

(parent or 1,uardian)

(name of witness)
Witness

Date ______
(date signed)



What Can I Do To H
Make The Tr2,r1s11-lori

asier?

Providing an effective transition for the
handicapped child may require special steps or
supports. Transferring records and meeting
with the receiving 'program staff are necessary
steps, but they may not be enough. Addi-
tional strategies may be needed, even though
you could be limited in what you can do by
the amount and kind of resources available.
Consider the following steps in planning for
transition:

1. Know Your Community's
Resources

Without being informed about the
possible placements that exist for handi-
capped children in your community, you
could easily miss an opportunity to in-
tegrate the child on a full or part-time
basis. Being informed also helps you
make better placement recommenda-
tions. Some center-based programs are
offered by the public schools, others by
private or community agencies serving
the handicapped. Recreational programs
might be offered by city, county or state
agencies. Your Handicap Coordinator
could arrange for home visitors to visit a
community program serving handi-
capped children. Later each home visitor
could report the visit to the group at a
staff meeting. A list of these agencies
could then be made along with their im-
portant characteristics. This would serve
as an important reference for the Handi-
cap Coordinator and home visitors to use
when considering a transition. Some
things to look for when you visit a pro-
gram include the following:
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O Classr-oom 1 or procram schcdulc
o Stan. to child ratio
O Amount or one-to-one te,:ching time
o Amount of small group.

time
o Amount tot structurec.'

unstructured time
O Behavior management techniques

used
o Parent participation in program
o Special services available and used
O Assessment devices and progress

reports used
Skilis emphasized in the program
(e.g., language, motor, cognitive,
etc.

Pay attention to these program
characteristics during your visit., you will
then have important information to re-
port to the group.

2. Discuss Possible Change
With Handicap Coordinator

The. initial step in planning for a
transition is to discuss the idea with the
Handicap Coordinator or other person
who serves that function in your agency.
Be ready to give the pros and cons of' a
program change for the child. Remem-
ber, you know the child's progress better
than the coordinator, but the coordinator
can help in deciding whether there is a
good match between the new program
and the child's needs. Again, this should
be a fairly informal discussion. Keep the
focus on what is best for the child.

3. Discuss Possible
Placement With ParcAts

The parent is a partner in any deci-
sion made regarding the child's program.
Discuss the idea of making a transition
with the parents. This can be done infor-
mall' during your -home visits, perhaps



4

when going over the child's progress
since the beginning of the year. This dis-
cussion should help you get some idea oi
how the parents would feel abort the
child being transferred to a new pi ugram.
Tell them why you think a chan.,
be in the child's best interests. Give th:
parents some idea of what the new pro-
gram is like and how you feel their child
would it in. No decision needs to be
reached at this point. Just lay the ground-
work for the transition and get the
parents' permission to explore the
possibility further.

4. Meet With The Parents
And Handicap Coordinator

After your individual discussions
with the Handicap Coordinator and
parents, a conference should be held to
further discuss a possible program
change. Ideas for the transition might
come from this meeting. Some of these
ideas could be used en trial basis prior
to making a formal decision regarding
program change. Testing some of the
ideas ahead of time could help ease the
transition for the child. For example, you
might want to work on some of the
developmental ckilic that would he
needed by the child in the center pro-
gram. You could use a cluster experience
to evaluate these responses and teach
those the child needs to learn.
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5. Pa7ent Receiving
Program

Before a formal decision is made
regal-ding transferring the child to a
center-based program, the parents
should 'isit the classroom being con-
sidered. This is very helpful is the pal
are worried about whether or not their

shoul'.1 attend a classroom grog- -gin
or about the kind of classroom it is. ..-kkr-

range for the visit and try to go with the
parents on the visit. Share your thoughts
with the parents regarding hpw the child
would flit into the pi-ograrn. You might
help the parents be bz-.tter observers by
first suggestillg what to look COT iscc 47=1
above).

6. Classroom Teacher Makes
Home Visit (s)

Another possibility is to have the
receiving teacher go with you on a home
visit before placing the child in the center
program. Sc -=_s.ral advantages are clear:
oThe receiving teacher can observe the

child in comfortable surroundings and
get a better idea of what the child can
do.

oThe teacher can observe the level of
parental involvement, including the

-parent's teaching skills.
oThe receiving teacher can also observe

the home resources and limitations,
which will help, him or her de,c.-'e how
the family can continue their involve-
ment with the chile.

oThe visit should be presented to the
parent and child as a get acquainted.'
visit. The home visitor might ask the
parent and child to show some of the
tasks or skills that they have been .suc-
cessful with. This allows the child t^
"show off a little bit. It can also
prompt positive reinforcement from
:-ne receiving teacher, thus setting the
stzge for a good 72'ationship.
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7. ChiL3 Visits Ciass:x:.-,
Prince To iacement

As an introduction to the center
proc.z.rarn, staff and children, it is helpful
for the child to visit the classroom with
the parents and home visitor. Ideally,
this should happen alter the classroom
teacher visits the home. Then, at least
the child would have met the teacher and
have had some 7, :ve interaction with
him or her. Try -gip the visit casual.
Too much preparation might frighten the
child. Simply tell the child that you are
going to visit a classroom where there are
some other children. Plan a fun activity
that is geared toward the child's level.
Choose something the child can do with
other children like sharing a snack, doing
an art project or singing a song. Also, try
to keep the visit short so the child does
not lose interest. Overlapping with snack
time- might be a good idea; this allows
you to see the child in a social situation.
It also should prove reinforcing to the
child!

8. Horne Heips in
The Ciassroo:,_

Your presence in the classroom may
be needed for a while to help the transi-
.on of the handicapped child. This could
help ease the process for everyone
child, parent and receiving teacher. The
security of having a trusteu ade:: in a
strange. new environment ill reassure
the parent and child. Also, Yc _ n work
with the handicapped child in the cente...
You can show the center staff which
techniques work best with the child and
help them interact. Gradually your pres-
ence can be !lided out when the child is
fully integrated in the center. Better yet,
the parent might be able to carry out the
home visitor's Function by helping the



center staff work with his or her Nandi-
capped child. This can be very reinforc-
ing to the parents. It allows the7.-: to show
some of the important teaching skills

in ,the home-based program.
This should also help to keep the parent
involved in the child's program, either
volunteering in the center or helping the
child at horn'

9. Enrollment in Two
Programs

Some handicapped children can be
heixd best by being elh-olled home-
based and center-based programs at the
same time. This strategy has worked well
for many handicapped children. It offers
the opportunity for the child to learn the
needed socialization and group adapta-
tion skills from the center program,
while still receiving individualized
developmental skills from the home visi-
tor and parent. This strategy can rapidly
increase the child'S development in a
number of areas. AS the child adapts to
the group situation, he or she spends
more time in the classroom. Later, home
visits can be reduced from weekly visits
to every other week, and gradually elimi-
nated. How fast home visits can be
reduced depends upon the needs of the
child.

Enrollment in both programs can be
used by many Head Start programs that
offer both horrie-bsed and center-based
services. Where two different teachers
are involved, close cooperation and com-
munication is essential for an effective
transition. This is true whether both pro-
grams are operated by-Head.Start. or by
Head Start and some other agency. In
Head Start programs that have a varia-
tion in center attendance option, the
teacher in the center and home program

I

may be the same person. In such situa-
tions, the transition process is greatly
facilitated for everyone.

These n:ne transitionin,4 options can be
used alone or with one another. You must in-
dividiaaiize each satiation for each child and
family. Also remember that if some doors are
closed because of a lack of interagency
cooperation, try to adv cate for better
cooperation and coordination. It is surprising
what can happen when people press for better
services for handicapped children and their
families. Don't become diScouraged or upset
by temporary setbacks.
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How Can I ;Ensure
Continued Pareni
Involvement?

The greatest strength of the home-based
option is the active involvement of the parent
in the instruction of the child. The parent
teaches the child appropriate developmental
skills with guidance fron- you, the home visi-
tor. With your help, the parent has acquired
valuable teaching and child management
techniques. Along with these skil comes a
feeling of cc nfidence in-caring for the handi-
capped child. Parents represent a valuable
resource to -n.v reenter -based progr.m. An
important component of .your transitional
Ian will be to develop activities that en-

courage continued parent. involvement

Programming for continued parent in-
volvement might include ti-ie following:

e Establish effective and continued hohle-
center communication.

Include the parent as a volunteer in the
center.

.® Help the parent becoMe an advocate for
the child.

_ . Home-C ;Titer
Communication

Most ' -lead Start parents volunteer
some time and involvement in the
center activities. A few may not be -able
to be involved in _he center program due
to outside employment, other children in
the home or other factors. This should
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not, however. prevent them from hav-
ing an active role in their child's develop-
ment. Establish and keep good com-
munication between the home and the
center. This can provide an important
link and allow the parent to continue
working with the child. Continued parent
involvement will help The child to
transfer skills deve:Jped in the center to
the home. Often, children, especially
handicapped children, fa. to generalize
behavior frennone place to another.
Reinforcing the parent's continued work
with the child can help build in transfer
of learning.

There are many ways to continue
parental involvement in the child's
education. An-obvious and popular tech-
nique is use of a notebook. It goes bark
and forth between home and center and
tells what skills are being taught and the
success the child is having in learning
those skills. New activities at the center
can be describes' to the parent in the
notebook. Suggestions are -given tor the
-arent to reinforce these skills and .ex-
'tend them within the home. Parents can,
give the center staff information about
the child's behavior at home and can
suggest changes in 'activities,or how to try
agajn if th child does not respond
favorably-2 This arrangement wo:-'.; well
with a motivated parent who has good
reading and writing skills. It also woks
weal when the center staff knows how the
parents interact with the child. The
cmter staff can make appropriate sugges-
tions and Changes to meet each parent's
needs. -If the parent does not read or
write well, regular phone calls can be
made as a substitute for- the notebook.
Using the phone is,. howe\-,::, risky
because the parent must remember
everything that w: suggested. This cer-,
tainly is not as good as the notebooks
with a detailed, sequenced list of steps to
Follow.
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A more systematic form of the
notebook idea is the Lunch Box Data
System developed by the Teaching
Research Project in Monmouth.
Oregon.' This project series prescnoo
handicapped c'hildre.r, in center-based
programs and has been lentil-led as an
e.(emplary model by the 'L....S. Education
Department. Brief-1y. the Lunz'
Data System gives a list oi. sequen...d
:asks which are the short-term objectives
for the child. The parent visits the canter
and learns how to carry out the activities
at home. The center staff demonstrate
techniques to make sure the pareni is
c,. Portable with the activities. The
center statT can then reinforce or give
corrective feedback to the parent, thus
shaping the parent's teaching skills. As
the short-term objectives are started, the
child's correct responses are recorded on
a data sheet. This data sheet then travels
back add forth between the home and
the center As goals are reached on an
objective. ,ne next skill is taught. The
data- then returns with the. child to the
other setting where the learned skill is
checked to make sure transfer of learn-
ing has taken p.ace. Instruction is then
continued on the new activity.

The Lunch Box D a System must
be consistent between the parent and
center staff i .k effectively. 3oth par-
ties mist be moue ted to keep this level
of im.olvement. bu, the results for the
child can be impressive. Center-based
Head Start staff may not want :o use the
system for all childre-L. The speci.: needs
of handicapped children and their
parents make this an effective and ati.rat.:-
tive communicat.io-- system. Other
home-center communication ideas are:

0 Newsletters hick contain general in-
formation about the classroom pro
cram and home activity suggestions
for parents a personal note could
be -.:tached regarding the child.

0 between the teacher and
parent these could occur 1.-. either
the center or the home and vo.:.1d up-
date the parent on the child's progress
and suggest how the parent could
reinforce the chiles development.

"Sunshine cails are calls which
would 1- made to inform the parent
about something the child has
.arned, perhaps something that has
Laken some time for the child lc
complish. The `.`sunshine call will
not only please the parent. but will
also prompt the parent to reinforce
the child.

2. Parent As Volunteer in the
Center

Parents should be encouraged to
volunteer in the center program and the
hor-.e. visitor can help ensure that this
happens. The knowledge and skills the
parent has t out the chiel can greatly
help the center staff. The parent might
meet with the home visitor and the
center staff and talk about some of the
:.1schniques which are useful with the
child. This can boost the confidence of
the parent and -hlow the center staff to
become familiar with the parent's skills.
These skills can he put to good use
whenever the parent volunteers in the
center. Be careful that the parent and
child do not depend too much the

11 D \ Ir,intng '.\.4.--,c1c;-- in D.I Tn)hanis
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parent's continued involvement at the
center. A healthy interaction should be
encouraged, but not dependency. The
center staff may need to ask the paren-s
to work with other children in the cz..nter
rather than just with their handict.tpped
child. This can hei;,- the -parent _under-.
stand the strencLths and needs of
different children. The parent an also
generalize teaching skills by working
with other children. The handicapped
child will 'benefit by having to work with
other adults and children, not just his or
her parent.

P ntQ Ac

Own Advocate

Some children will go to programs
other than head Start. The continuation
of parental involvement may present a
problem. In programs that value parental
involvernenT.. there will be no great prob-
lem. For families placed with programs
that io not .emphasize parental involve-
rnenl helping the' parent become an
effective advocate isan important transi-
tional strategy. One goal should be to
help the parent learn about their rights as
stated in Public Law 94-142. Parents
should know their rights to ensure that
they and their child are treated fairly. But
this will only ensure that the letter of the
law is met. You also rri-4y need to help
the parent develop some assertiveness
skills. They may need to know how to
approach the child's teacher and tactfully
request ..gat an arrange.rnent be made to
communicate regularly with the teacher.

role playing are effective
ways to help parents learn and practice
discussions with teachers and adminis-
trators. This could be done individually
or in small groups with other parents,
some of whom perhaps have already had
experience:in dealing with teachers from
other agencies. The focus of such ses-
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sb.. s should be positive assertion of the
parent's riuhts. Concentrate on the
benefits that might result for the (:hild if
the parent continued an act.Ye role in the
education of the

Several experimeni Head Start
programs have been developed in recent
years to assist children in making the
transition from Head Start to the public
school system. The intent of _hese pro-
grams is to lessen the ciifficulti.es children
have in moving from preschool to school
programs. One program, Project
Developmental Continuity, attempts to
further develop the social a -npetency of
each child thmugh a continuity of
methods, materials, objectives and
parent-teacher cooperation from Head
Start to the public schools. Another pro-
ject, the Basic Educational Skills Project,
has a similar goal and consists of four es-
sential elements: curriculum develop-
ment, parent involvement, continuity
and teacher attitudes and behavior. Con-
tinued parent involvement in the child's
nrograrn is a cenfral strategy for each of
these p:ogran-s. Furthermore, both pro-
grams addre.s the needs of handicapped
children within their program models
and are good sources of additional infor-
mation and strategies regarding helping
Head Start children make the transition
from preschool to the pudic school
system.

TransitioLl S:, :: sill

Transition mean., moving fro:n one
educational program to another. Since any
change from a familiar environment can
create confusidn and frustration, steps to ease
this transition shoulu be initiated. Some of 'he
steps) suggested in this chapter are sum-
marized below.



9 Determine what is the best environment
for meeting the child's and parent's needs.
Consider the IPP objectives for the child
and the teaching and management skills
the parent needs to develop. Parents,
home visitors and the Handicap Coordina-
tor should meet to determine if a transition
is appropr;-.

Plan to teach the child any skills they need
to earn in the new environment. For ex-
ample. children shbuId be -able to irni-.f.e.
some child and adult b :ha.v,ors to benefit
from a classroom experience.

T.7ansfer child records that help the new
teacher plan appfki:iate- activities for the
child. These include skills the child is ready
to learn and effective teaching techniques.

9 Involve parents in the complete transition
process. This includes discussing a possible
change in the child's program with home
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visitor and Handicap Coordinator, meet-
ing with Heart. Start teachers cr public
school teachers to discuss the new pro-
gra n and visiting the new program.

o The new teacher should accompany the
home visitor on a regularly scheduled
home visit. This provides an opportunity
to observe the parent and child interacting.

o Gradually introduce the child to the new
program. Begin with a short visit to the
classroom accompanied by the home visi-
tor and/or parent and gradually increase
the time the child spends in the classroom.

o Plan for continued parent involvement in
the child's educational program. This can
be accomplished in several ways. The
parent could volunteer. in the classroom.
Communication between home and
school can be set up to suggest activities
parents can teach at home.





Home Start Traming

Home Start Training Centers (HSTC)
are designed to provide training in home-
based programming to local Head Start agen-
cies. Currently, seven HSTC programs are
funded to provide this training within their re-
spective geographical area. Each HSTC was
asked to provide a description of their pro-
gram Which is included in this appendix. Sam-
ple lesson plans were also requested and these
appear in Appendix K.

Home Start
Gering, Nebraska

The Gering, Nebraska Home Start pro-
gram is located in the extreme western part of
Nebraska and serves an area which is almost
totally dependent on agriculture for its in-
come. Some families live in Scotts-
bluff /Gering; others live in smA rural corn-
munities or on farms. The program serves
Mexican Americans, Native Americans
(Sioux), and whites.

During the school year twelve to fifteen
of the children attend a center once a week in
one of the Scottsbluff Head Start Centers, on
a day when the regular Head Start group does
not use the center. On center day the children
are picked up by a Head Start/Home Start bus
and are taken to the center for a four hour
center session which includes breakfast,
lunch, free play, outdoor play and directed ac-
tivities. At the end of the morning the bus
returns the children to their homes.
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Other Home Start children at-.1 Their

parents attend centers at least twice a month,
meet:ng with infants and toddlers and their
parents. In these centers parents interact-with
their children for part of the morning and
then attend a parent meeting in which they
may discuss various topics such as nutrition or
behavior management, or they may make a
toy or game to use at home when working
with their children.

Still other families meet twice a month in
small- clusters of three or four families in
order to provide social interaction and learn-
ing for both parents and children. Assignment
to such groups is dependent on where the
family lives, on the age of the child and on the
needs of parents and children.

Home visitors visit the home of each
child once a week all year for one and a half to
two hours. The purpose of these visits is to
share with parents methods and ideas or
teaching their children and ways to help their
children to grow and develop as well as possi-
ble The parent then teaches the child.

In planning for home visits the home
visitor uses a basic curriculum which is being
developed by local staff coordinators and
home visitors and, whenever possible, in-
cludes activities suggested by parents. The
curriculum, which is divided ink) weekly
units, is based on the proposed CDA compe-
t_ncies for home visitors, and it also includes
all Head Start components. For each family
the home visitor chooses from the basic cur-



riculum the activities and experiences which
she thinks will best meet the needs of both
the child and the parent. In order to deter-
mine the developmental level of the child the
home visitor administers the DDST in the fall

a:-_d then uses the Portage checklist
throughout the year as a tool for checking
ongoing development. She is then able to in-
dividualize home visits for each family and
may add to or subtract from the basic cur-
riculum as necessary. Mothers and f. hers are
encouraged and helped to take part in goal
setting and in choosing the learning activities
they wish to use with their child between
visits.

Because each visit to each family is in-
dividualized, this type of program enables us
to work with handicapped children effectively.
Medical reports, ongoing assessments, and
observations form the basis for IPP's, which
are developed for children diagnosed as hand-
icapped by qualified diagnosticians using the
ACYF diagnostic criteria. In order to help
prevent the development of future problems
we occasionally develop IPP's for children
whom we suspect may have handicaps but
whom diagnosticians are appropriately reluc-
tant to "label".

All .Home Start children are screened
and diagnosed for known and suspected
speech handicaps. Home Start teachers ad-
dress language development with individual
lesson plans, using diagnostic results to plan
for each child. Children needing more inten-
sive help are served by a speech aide or
therapist as designated by the IPP.

Our program uses a handicap coordina-
tor in order to ensure proper evaluation and
diagnosis. Whenever possible we use existing
community resources for evaluation and ser-
vice. Currently in.. Nebraska we are encourag-
ing the public schools to realize their respon-
sibility toward preschool handicapped
children according to federal and state laws.
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Through individualization on home
visits we are 'Totter able to meet the needs of
both children and parents and to provide a
basis for ongoing teaching in the home.

West Central West '\-Tirginia
Community Action Association,
Inc. Parkersburg, West Virginia

Home Start Training Center

The home visitor visits each family on a
regular weekly basis for approximately two
hours, taking i..7formation and materials
covering educational components, according
to needs of the family. This is to be ac-
complished by using a broad range of
methods, innovative materials and activities,
and by: capitaliziri; on the everyday ex-
periences in the home. The home visitor will
encourage and help the parents to create
physical means for improving the cognitive

and emotional development of the child.
Materials found in the homes will be utilized

to make toys, creative books and needed
home equipment. Parents will be encouraged
to allow their children to verbally express
themselves rather than their parents speaking

for them.

No one specific curriculum can be effec-

tively used in a home-based program,
however many curriculums are incorporated
in the delivery of the educational component.
As it is evident a very specialized curriculum
must be designed for each family involved
based on the facts that each person has a
reason for what he does, each person does
what is important to him, and that each per-
son is different.



The Denver Prescreening Questionnaire
is administered to all children following
enrollr7.7 t With all facts and observations in
min(' acted curriculum will consider
seq ing steps for this age range as
wet .Chosen delivery system. Cur-
ric to be portable, dependent
upon in the home and delivered
from vis; ,arent for future delivery to
the child. y resources are the Portage
material and Alpern-Boll Developmental
Profile. Home visitors are primarily involved
in facilitatii the parent's ability to teach
children. S. e priorities of visitors will be
affected b brities of parents more directly,
visitors ma, ...ye to concede more often than
not to accomplishing Social Service work
before educational goals or health before
diagnostic testing, etc.

The home-based program is based on
the philosophy that, a child's most critical
development takes place during the prenatal
and the ensuing three years of his or her life.
Hence. the child's home environment and
their parents att:.tude toward them provide
the foLndalion r:ieir subsequent develop-
ment as 'wel l as ti it relationship with others.
We believe tat since a child's parents are of
paramour:: zn7-Jortance to the child's develop-
ment, the thrust of the home-based program
is directed toward them so they may learn to
be better parents.

Between visits of the home visitor,
. parents will reinforce the activity of the home

visit for the remainder of the week. Parents
will be encouraged by the home visitor to pro-
vide various kinds of learning experiences
and to develop more effective verbal interac-
tion with their infants and preschool children
as well as to take an active interest in other
siblings in the home.

Home visitors will continue to place high
priority on needs as assessed by the parent
with an attitude of joint accomplishment.

Specific Goals:
The West Central Horne-Bas.al

Start Program works toward increasing cogni-
tive, perceptual, physical, social and emo-
tional development and involving parents
directly in the educational development 01
their children in the following ways.

A. Home visitor works directly with parents
in the home during a 1-2 hour weekly
visit.

B. Home visitor becomes parent's friend, ad-
visor and helper with problems facing the
family., then begins teaching parents by
discussing, demonstrating, sharing exam-
ples through conversation and helping
parents to discover the educational needs
of their children.

C. Home visitor uses available educational
material focusing on using home made ar-
ticles and family routines to help parents
work with their children. .

D. Home visitor provides information to
parents concerning child behavior, dis-
cipline, the importance of self esteem and
how it is developed, the need for
socialization experiences and tries to show
the parent ways to handle difficult situa-
tions as they arise during the visit.

E. The objectives of this component are
directed toward motivating the parents to
become a positive change factor in the
total development of their children.

Teaching is helping someone to learn.
The home visitor will be teaching parents and
children to learn but is not as a teacher in the
traditional sense. Teaching is done by many
people and in many places. Parents are the
first and foremost teachers of their children
and the home-based program endeavors to
relate to the parent that they are the most in-
fluential teacher of their child and that most
definitely, learning happens in the home.
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The responsibility cif t'ne ectue-LtIonal pro-
gram lies with the home visitor and the
parent. It is ...ye, responsibility of the home
visitor to take all levels, of expertise into each

home and to teach and help each parent work
with their children. A home visitor should en-

courage parents but between , :sits of the
home visitor it is the responsibility of the
parent to carry out the activities and/or sug-
gestions discussed during the past weeks.

Head Start Home-Based knows how im-
portant good health care is to families. The
home visitor will link families with health ser-
vices needed. With the parents help, Head
Start will provide physicals, dental care, vis.-
and hearing check-ups, regular childhood iiil
munizations tsor the enrolled children.

Head Start Home-Based offers parents
the chance to get together with other parents
in the program. Monthly parent meetings
offer a variety or fun and educational events,
based on the interests of the parents. Children
will meet with other home-based children on
a weekly basis and increase their socialization
skills.

Home visitors will work with parents in

other ways. The home visitor will share ideas

on topics dealing with nutrition, budgeting,
housekeeping and sanitation, sewing, and
safety, etc. A nutritious snack will be pro-
vided and/or demonstrated with each family

in the home at least once a month.

All four He'd Start components includ-
ing the nutrition aspects of health care are
covered on each home visit.

Home-Based Resource Center
Oakland, California

The Region IX IISTC is a home-',ased
resource center and not a training
Therefore, we act iri a somewhat different
capacity than the training centers. The 2.72.71
for Region IX specifies that we work with ex-
isting home-based options. The only services
the grant allows for new home-based pro-
grams, are written information and referral. A
major focus of the project is resource net-
working and encouraging programs to be-
come involved in problem solving sessions.

Most of the programs that we work with
already have developed workable systems for
home visit training. We find that most of the
problems are in program development and
management. Also, health education tends to

be weak.

The major emphasis in working with
these problems is clarifying concepts about
what a home-based program is and outlining
what special program systems are needed to
develop support and sustain a viable home-
based program. For example, in attempting to
strengthen health education, we are en-
couraging participation of local health
specialists and working with them to
strengthen their understanding of how they
can provide support to a home-based pro-
gram.

In terms of resources, we have found
helpful for curriculum we refer to a variety of
sources. Our programs have found the
Millville, Utah curriculum a good resource, as
well as, the Ira Gordon materials.



In our short existence, we have
developed:

1. Research
2. A.V. Bibliography
3. A Oui :de to Farnhy Assessment Process.

Other short handouts on pecifie topics
are available. Many of these materials were
gathered from HSTC's and from Region IX
programs who have developed expertise in an
area.

Portage Project
Home Start Training Center

The Portage Model is based on a home
teacher who visits each of the twelve families
on his/her caseload weekly for one and one-
half hours. In addition, children participate in
a monthly group experience, or cluster. The
home teacher works cooperatively with the
parent in planning home teaching and cluster
activities. Simultaneously the home teacher
systematically instructs the parent in teaching
methods, child development and child man-
agement techniques. The Portage Project
Model contains five basic steps: child and
family assessment; curriculum planning; the
home visit; the parent teaching process dur-
ing the week; and program reporting, or
record-keeping procedures.

Following an intensive ten-day staff
training, home visits begin. On the first visit,
the home teacher assesses the target child by
administering the Alpern-Boll Developmen-
tal Profile and completes a Health History
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Quest: -,nnaire. Curriculum planning is tnen
initiated by :Tansferring the information
received from the .developmental screening
formal assessment) and information

received from observation of the child's social
interaction and learning patterns (informal
assessment) onto a developmental cur-
riculum checklist (Portage Guide to _Early
Education Checklist). The home teacher uses
this checklist as a guide to curriculum plan-

.. ning and keeps one checklist for each child on
his or her caseload. The checklist helps the
teacher target long-term goals that are
developmentally appropriate for the child.
Once the long-term goal is targeted, the home
teacher will db a task analysis of this goal
order to plan an activity that can be ac-
complished in one week. Each home teacher
has available a Portage Guide to Ear;y
Education card tile suggesting activities to
teach items on the checklist. Each small
weekly step is written as a behavioral objec-
tive on an activity chart, providing the parent
with a clear, statement of what activity the
child should do, how frequently, and how
much help should be liven. These charts
serve as the parent's written plan for the re-
mainder of the week. In addition to the
charts, the home teacher also plans four or
five informal home visit activities to be con-
ducted with all children and the parent during
the second part of the home visit. The teacher
also plans a tnird part of the visit in which the
parent and teacher can discuss concerns of the
family and program announcements. These
informal home visit and parent education ac-
tivities are planned on a yearly basis by a com-
mittee of home leachers and parents. The ac-
tivities revolve around a theme and are com-
piled in a yearly Component Education Cur-
ricuium. Foremost, home teacher plans
skills and activities to discuss and demon-
strate during the home visit in the areas of the
greatest developmental need for the child and
simultaneously educates the parent in teach-
ing skills, child development and/or child
management techniques and all the Head
Start component areas.



The actual completion of the home visit
is the third step in the Model and is divided
into the three distinct parts:

Prescribed Activities (activity charts)
0 Home Visit Activities (inform,..1 activities

. including all Head Start components)
0 Parent Education Activities (Social Service

parent education family assessment)

The home teacher presents activities in
all three parts every week. For the first
30-40 minutes the parents, teacher and target
child will work together on prescribed
activities. Here the "home teaching process
will be employed. A post-baseline will be

taken on the three to four prescribed activities
left the previous week to see if the child has
attained the objective. Based on this data, the
home teacher will alter these prescriptions or
introduce new activities. Next the home
teacher takes baseline on the three to four
new activities to be left for the parent to teach
the following week. Baseline is important
since it is necessary to first discover how close
the child is to achieving the activity befnre
leaving it in the home for a week. An indica-
tion of the child's present skill level cues the
home teacher to leave the activity as it is, or
increase or decrease its level of difficulty. This
step is very important to successful pro-
gramming and recording. The home teacher
then will model the teaching techniques of
each activity for the parents. The home
teacher then observes the parent as he/she
models the activity. During this time, the
home teacher frequently will give the parent
feedback (reinforcement and suggestions) on
his/her teaching techniques. Then the parent
and home teacher will review the activity
charts and recor-2ing procedure.

The second part of the home visit, last-
ing from 20-30 minutes, is for twine visit ac-
tivities. During this time parent, teacher,
child and other family members will partici-
pate in art, science, music and motor ac-
tivities. They may also do activities in com-
ponent areas or work together on everyday
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tasks such as folding laundry or washing
dishes in order to assist parents in 1.;cneralit-
ing teaching techniques to less structured ac-
tivities. The parent and teacher will also
review previously mastered skills or check the
child's readiness for new skills.

In the last 20-30 minutes. the home
teacher and parent will :liscuss parental or
family concerns; e.g., parent education in
child development or teaching srategies
(using the Portage Parent Program), social
services, nutrition and health. The home
teacher will offer information, direct the
parent to a resource or make referrals to meet
expressed needs outside the home teacher's
realm of expertise. Newsletters and Informa-
tion on all component areas will be shared
with parents regularly.

Activities cpnducted in all three parts of
the home visit will be recorded on the Ilorne
Visit Report form. An effort will be made to
use potential teaching materials already in the
home and to teach parents to make everyday
events learning experiences. The parents are
encouraged to contribute to the planning and
implementation of the curriculum and their
suggestions will be incorporated into the ac-
tivities during the home visit. When parents
express an interest and indicate readiness,
specific activities will be implemented to
systematically teach prescriptive teaching and
child manager_nt skills through the use of
the Portage Parent Program.

After the home visit, the fourth step of
the Portage Project Model is initiated. The
parent serves as the child's primary teacher
for the remainder of the week utilizing the
activity charts and materials demonstrated
and left by the home teacher.

The home teacher's major responsibility
to the parents and chiidren is to present con-
tent in the areas of self-help, motor,
language, cognition and socialization for the
target child, with the inclusion of nutrition,
safety, dental and social service education.



When a need is identified by a parent in an
area that home teachers are not qualified to
serve, then they make referrals to the center
support staff or a community resource. It is

the home teacher's responsibility to follow-up
on these referrals to ensure that families'
needs are met.

Finally, comprehensive records are kept
of the home visit. A Home Visit Report is
filled out for each home visit which describes
all activities which were presented. .Prescribed
activities are dated when accomplished and
unaccomplished activities are broken down
into simpler steps and prescribed again. These
reports are an ongoing comprehensive list of
all activities prescribed and accomplished, all
home- visit activities and all parent education
activities done with a given family. By

monitoring these reports, the home teacher
car. determine if activities are being pre-
scribed in all component and developMental
areas as well as if the activities are develop-
mentally appropriate. The home teacher
weekly updates each child's checklist and
dates prescribed activities accomplished on
the Home Visit Report. Then the home
teacher begins the cycle of the Portage Project
Model again with curriculum planning for
each child for the next week.

At the close of the program year, an end
of :he year report and an Alpern Boll post-test
will be done for each child. With parental con-
sent, this information will be sent on to the
child's next teacher with recommendations
concerning the child's strengths, areas need-
ing development, and learning styles.
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ARVAC Home Start
Training Center

Russellville, Arkansas

In developing the basic curriculum for
home visits, ARVAC uses a theme approach
as a mechanism for coordinating home visits
and to allow continuity from one home visit
to the next. Curriculum development is the
responsibility of the Project Coordinator and
the Educational Specialist with input from
.parents and home visitors. The curricuium is
-divided into weekly lesson plans that are pro-
vided to each home visitor and family.

The lesson plan is written to cover the
component areas of education, health, nutri-
tion, parent involvement and social services.
Often the social services is added by each
home visitor as she individualizes the lesson
plan for each family. Each lesson plan con-
tains approximately six activities. Each ac-
tivity is explained as to "why it is important
to do the activity with -the child and the
instructions for Doing the activity. As further
explanation, a listing of the skills and concepts
the activity can develop is included. This is
primarily for home visitors' planning but is
for parents' information A listing of
vocabulary words to dress is included for the
same reasons.

The activities are suggested as a guide to
the home visitor and parent. These activities
are basic, developmentally-appropriate activi-
ties for 3, 4, 5 year-olds.

The home visitor receives copies of the
lesson plan at least two weeks in advance of its
use. This allows planning time and time to
collect supplies. This allows time for parents
to be requested to save bottles, sacks, etc.,
that might be used on the home visits.



The home visitor receives two copies of
the lesson plan for each family enrolled. The
home visitor is responsible for taking the sug-
gested lesson plan and individualizing it for
each family. To individualize the lesson plan,
she reviews the child-assessment, the in-
dividualized Education Prescription, and the
family assessment for that family. The home
visitor adds activities to the lesson plan or
puts additiorial emphasis to some of the sug-
gested activities according to the child's needs
and the family's goals. These changes are
placed on the lesson plan. One copy is given
to the family on the home visit and the other
maintained for the home visitor's file.

The general outline of a home visit is as
follows:

Greeting the family (establishing rap-
port)
Review of past week's activities on the
lesson plan (verbal and written evalua-
tion)
Introduction of current week's activities
covering all' components including
modeling, role play, etc.
*education
*health .

*nutrition
parent involvement/social services

Review of assignments being left for the
parent and child
Time for the parent to discuss special
concerns or tc socialize
Preparation for departure.

Each home visit is scheduled for 1-1/2
hour once a week on a regular schedule.

One of the main parts of the home visit is
the review of the past week's activities. This is
a time to evaluate if the activities were appro-
priate for the child and parent, if instructions
and modeling were adequate, if the parent
and child enjoyed the activity. Parents are re-
quested to do a written evaluation of each
week's activities. On each lesson plan are
three questions for pa: ants to answer. The
home visitor records the parents' evaluation
on her copy of the lesson plan.
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If the activities reviewed need further
work, the home visitor adds the activity to the
new lesson plan. She reviews instructions,
teaching techniques, etc. with the parent.

In this review, the child is often involved
in showing what he made or what he learned

do.

Then the home visitor moves to the in-
troduction of the new activities. The
child/children are given materials to explore
with or to play with while the home visitor
and mother work together. The mate..als
may have been used previously so the child is
familiar with it (i.e. the puzzle that was intro-
duced last week) or can be used for self=
directed play (pegboard, color cubes).

The home visitor verbally goes over the
activity stating instructions and purpose. If
needed, she models the activity with the
parent. This is always done with new activities
or to introduce new techniques in teaching...

The next step is to involve the child in
the activity with the parent doing the teaching
with the support of the home visitor. If neces-
sary, the home visitor will do the activity with
the child with the parent observing. Then the
home visitor exchanges roles with the parent.

This procedure is generally followed for
all activities introduced. In the case of an ac-
tivity taken from an IEP, more modeling and
specific instructions might be given the
parent. The parent has a copy of the IEP and
the home visitor should show how the as-
signed activity meets the goals outlined in the
IEP. The parent records on her lesson plan
copy if the activity was attempted and if it was
satisfactorily completed. The home visitor on
the next visit will transfer this information to
her records.

If the home visitor decides the parent is
not able to do the activity as outlined or if the
child is having difficulty, she reports this to
the Handicap Coordinator requesting a review
of the IEP.



Home Visitors are to repeat to the parent
all assignments they are leaving in the home.
For example: remember as you help Johnny
in getting dressed, let him button h-; shirt.

Materials that the family does not have
available 'in the home are provided by We
home visitor. Emphasis is 'placed on using
materials found in the home and on home-
made teaching aids.

Time is allowed for parents to bring up
problems for discussion with the -home visi-
tor. This is the time reserved for a brief social-
ization period between the parent and home
visitor.

rter the home visit the home visitor
completes her required- record-keeping. The
home visitor is responsible for compiling the
parent evaluation responses and sharing these
responses with the staff responsible for the
development of the lesson plan. These
responses become a part of the evaluation
system of the curriculum.

Home visit report forms are completed
on a weekly basis with a copy sent to the
Home Visitor. Supervisor for review.

Home Start
Training Center

Clinch-Powell-Educational
Cooperative

Tazewell, Tenriessee

The program consists n three interlock-
ing phases. These phases are (1) Home
Visitation, (2) Group Experience for Chil-
dren, and (3) Coordinated Curriculum. ,Suc-
cessful implementation of the Home Visita-
tion phase is the key to establishing a success-
ful program.

Home Visitation. The home visitation
phase is conducted by home visitors who,
once each week, visit the homes of each of
the children enrolled in the program. De-
pending on the needs of each child, these
visits last approximately one to one and one-
half hours each. During these visits to the
home, the home visitor delivers a "Parent's
Guide of Suggested Activities which is pub-
lished weekly by the project staff-. The home
visitor helps prepare the parent to teach the
child by explaining the curriculum materials,
and when needed, demonstrating each sug-
gested daily educational activity. The home
visitor also takes books, toys, and child-cen-
tered materials which are loaned to the parent
and child for short periods of time. In addi-
tion, she does other things to assist the parent
in areas related to child development. Some
examples are making referrals to the public
health nurse when needed, scheduling ap-
pointments with county welfare agencies, and
other public service agencies.

Group Experience. Periodic group or
classroom type experiences provide an oppor-
tunity for social growth by giving the child
practice in sharing and working together. The
teacher travels to selected locations in the par-
ticipating counties and spends approximately
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one-half day per wec:t.:teaching the children
who live near that location. Depending on the
remoteness of the area served, the number of
children attending each session ranges from
eight to .fifteen. During the classroom ses-
sions which last between two and three
hours each, the children ha, e the opportuhit
to-Sociaiizeand learn in a group sit-Jation. The
planned educational activities dire,ted the
teacher in the classroom are related to the
other interrelated pnas2s of the program, thus
reinforci:-4 what the children have learned by
doing the suggested daily educational activity
which_the home' visitor demonstrates to the
parent during her visit to the home.

Curriculum. Written curriculum
materials are published weekly. These
materials are delivered to the parent during
regular home visits.

Several instructional materials have been
developed for use in the project. The major
instructional material is the Parent's Guide of
Suggested Activities for Young Children. The
Parent's Guide is published weekly and
delivered to give the parents information on
how to improve parenting skills as they work
with their children. The second section of the
Guide suggested a daily educational activity
which the par&ft and child can do together.
Accompanying each suggested daily educa-
tional activity is a listof materials necessary in

carrying out that activity. At various times
during the year other materials such as list of
fingerplays, poems, etc. are distributed to the
parents with the Parent's Guide. Supplemen-
tal materials with the Parent's Guide are pro-
vided to the classroom teacher and home visi-
tors who are employed in the program. These
materials are designed to correlate the work of
the teacher and home visitor with the sug-
gested educational activity in which the parent
and child participate each day.
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ViiPville Home Start
Training Center

ogan, Utah

The Millville Home Start program is a
parent focused. comprehensive child develop-
ment program for low income families located
in the mountain valley of northern Utah. The
area is predominantly rural and families often
live a long distance from a I lead Start center.
The main emphasis in the home-based pro-
gram is on assisting parents to provide their
children with a learning environment at home
that .includes many of the opportunities and
experiences avalable to Head Start children
in center based programs. Research on the
Home Start demonstration projegis and o:ner
home-based programs has indicated that this
method of service delivery has benefits simi-

lar to more traditional center-based child
development programs and may in fact pro-
dUce long lasting d6ielopmental gains in
more than one child in the family:

The home-based part of our program in-
cludes weekly parent-focused home visits to
families and weekly group activities at the
center for parents and for children. Other ser-
vices, such as physical and dental exams, are
provided in the same way as to center-based
children. However the main emphasis of the
Health Component is on ongoing preventa-
tive health care education, e.g., educating
parents to provide a safe healthy environment
for children and to ensure that the child con-
tinues to receive comprehensive health care.
The Nutrition Component emphasizes nutri-
tion education to the families rather than pro-
viding lunch and snacks as in Head Start. The
philosophy of Home Start is much the same
as in Head Start: that is to say, the two pro-
grams have similar general goals: (1) to
enrich children's lives in such a manner that
they will feel good about themselves and thus
be better prepared to succeed in life: (:).. to

work with .parents that they may assist in t-e
task of enriching their own children's lives.



However, in the Home Start program, more
emphasis is placed on the importance of the
home, the family unit, and the education and
development of the youn2 child by his own
parents.

Early in the year both child and family
assessments are done by the parent and home
visitor. From these assessments, goals are
selected and specific objectives are identified.
Handicapped children receive a more
thorough assessment by a trained profes-
sional. Special services are provided to
children when needed. Often these services,
such as special speech and language activities,
are provided in the home by training parents
in the 1.1S2 of special materials and techniques.
Children with severe handicaps receive ap-
propriate therapy at the center or at the local
university. Parents of handicapped chiidren
continue to receive ongoing support and
assistance in understanding, accepting and
working with their child.

Home visits are planned with parents
using the Home Start Curriculum
Guide. Yearly and monthly goals are met by
using units in the guiL.e. The guide consists of
a developmental sequence of eekly units in
education and health that include objectives
and lists of activities for home visits. The ac-
tivities are designed to be fun and simple and
able to be used easily by parents with children
of various ages. Materials are homemade, in-
expensive. or unnecessary. Incidental learn-
ing with household chores or errands is

emphasized. The units in the guide are
selected to cover all of the Head Start compo-
nents, to cover basic child development topics
early in the year, and to coincide with holiday
and seasonal opportunities for family ac-
tivities.

Each home visit consists of four basic
elements. The first element is a warm and
positive greeting that is part of the personal
friendly nature of the re 'on-hips that
develop between home visit( and parents.
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The second element is follow-up. The success
of a home-based program depends on parent
involvement during the week between home
visits. ::Tollow-up on activities parents selected
and planned to do with their children is a
means of keeping track of that involvement
and reinforcing it. The third pa:- is the ac-
tivities and discussions that are planned in
order to help enhance parent understanding
of early childhood educz )n and health by
providing them with information and
materials that w11 help them to be better
'educators and caretakers of their children.
Through these activities parents will learn
basic teaching skills, such as reinforcing
desired behaviors, and also general
knowledge such as which concepts are most
important for preschooiers or how to prevent
accidents in the home. The fourth and most
essential part of the home visit is planning.
Together with the parems, follow through ac-
tivities, home visit activities, and other ser-
vices are planned during home visits. This
process guarantees both parent involvement
and individualization of the program to each
family.

`croup activities lasting two hours are
planned weekly for parents and for children.
Parents plan their own workshops according
to their interests. They are also often involved
in the children's classroom activities that are
planned to provide a regular preschool
classroom experience that coincides with the
curriculum units being used in the home.
These group activities are designed to provide
socialization opportunities for both children
and parents.
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PLANNING WITH PARENTS

by Lori Roggman
Millville HSTC

Logan, Utah

Lasting effects of any education program
depend on the involvement of the parents.
Uric Bronfenbrenner (Is Early Intervention
Effec:ive?,_ 1974)- in reviewing the research
on early intervention concludes that parent-
chilo ;ntervention resulted in substantial gains
in IQ which were still evident three to four

years after termination of the program,"
however, gains from parent intervention
during the preschool years were reduced to
the extent that primary responsibility for the
child's development was assumed by the staff
,member rather than left with the parent. In
other words, children gain more When
parents are responsible for their development.

Involving parents directly in teaching
their children is important in any preschool
progfartv, however it is essential in a home-
based -program. The effectiveness of any
home-based program depends on parents*
teaching their children. Some p: rents are
more prepared for this responsibility than
others, but home visitors can help all parents
plan for home visits and for follow through
between visits.

In the report, Status of the Home-Based

Effort Within Head Start (O'Keefe, 1977),
two of the common program weaknesses seer
were that "home-based staff tend to have
problems in maintaining a parent focus," aria
that "parents often don't see their roles as
teachers of their children. Planning with
parents can strengthen both of these areas. As
the teaching responsibility of parents in-

creases, it is easier for both parents and home
visitors to perceive the parent's role as
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"teacher. When home visitors have confi-

dence in parents teaching their own children.
they are often more able to shift from focus-

ing on the child to supporting the parent.

The planning process on home visits

serves to 1) keep the responsibility of teach-

ing where it belongs with the parent; 2)
help the home visitor maintain a parent focus:
3) support and reinforce parents in the teach-
ing role; 4) individualize home visits.

It is during the planning that the parent
and home visitor review rhat
family's progress and goals. This time is also

an excellent opportunity for sharing knowl-
edge about child development concepts as
well as sharing information about the in-
dividual characteristics and developmental
levels of the children in the family. The home
visitor is usually the main contributor to the
discussion about gener41 child development,
but it is the parent whO knowS the children
best and has the most information about
which :activities will be effective and useful in
that home. It is also the parent who has the
ultimate responsibility for the children's
deve:opment. When the parent's contribu-
tion is recognized, ut;lized and reinforced, the
result is a more cr nfident and committed
teacher.

Many home visitors are concerned about
motivating parents. A phrase borrowed from
the field of social work is. "Don't do some-
thing for someone that they can do for them-
selves. The result is to undermine indepen-

dence and thus to decrease motivation. This
applies to education as well and is particularly
relevant with adults who often have a range of
knowledge and skills not immediately ob-
vious. Adults as well as children are often
more likely to execute a plan which they have
chosen themselves than a plan imposed by
someone else. Involving parents in planning
directly increases their motivation..



The points made i.: this discussion of
planning may seem obvious. However home
visitors who have been trained to we
children and are now asked to focus on adults
may find this process is not "automatic ".
Here are some suggestions for home visitors:

1. First and foremost, focus on the
parent. Maintain eye contact, ask questions
and be prepared to really listen. Especially on
early visits most of your interactions will be
with the parent rather than a pre-school
teacher.

2. Always ask parents what they want to
do with their children during the week and on
the next home visit. Be sure that the parent
chooses at least one activity for follow
through and for the visit.

3. Provide lots of choices. Ask parents
for their suggestions, add your own, and pro-
vide some sor- of visible printed list of ideas.
Parent guides and curriculum guides are very
useful. You may want to use other resources.

4. Dis- iss with the parent which ac-
tivities are b it suited for the child's
mental level and learning style and the
parent's teaching skills and lifestyle. This is an
excellent opportunity for educating parents as
well as for individualizing your program.

5. Decide together who will provide
which materials for the home visit activities.
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6. Write down the activites selected and
encou ge parents to make note of it too.

7. Always incorporate parents' chosen
activities into your lesson plan.

8. Always ask about follow through ac-
tivities on the next visit. This opportunity for
positive reinforcement or for support and
assistance should never be passed by.

9. During the program year, encourage
parents to plan more and more of the home
visit activities and follow through. Also en-
courage them to use more of their own ideas
and to supply more of the materials.

It is only by gradually increasing the
responsibility and independence of parents as
teachers that home-based programs will have
the most lasting sitive effect. Education

Wprograms don't work as well as they can
unless parents teach. Home-based programs
can't work well unless parents are assisted in
planning visits and follow through. Home
visitors are parent consultants who, ideally,
work themselves out of a job. As parents of
young children take-on more teaching respon-
sibility, their children make more lasting
gains. And in the end, we all tenefit.



What Does PL 94-142
Mean to Head Start?

Head Start And Public Law
94-142

Head Start enrollment in Program Year
1976-77 included 36,133 children who were
professionally diagnosed as handicapped. This
figure represents 13.02% of the total Head
Start enrollment. As a major provider of ser-
vices to the nation's young handicapped
children, Head Start personnel have a respon-
sibility to become familiar with the provisions
of Public Law 94-142 the landmark legis-
lation which has been called "The Bill of
Rights for the Education of the Handi-
capped."

What is the Purpose of Public
Law 94-142?

The passage of Public Law 94-142 in
1975 indicates apparent agreement between
the American Congress and the judicial
system of the United States that the constitu-
tional right to an education is based primarily
upon interpretation of the 14th amendment.
P.L. 94-142 is intended to abolish the un-
constitutional exclusion of handicapped
children from this nation's educational
system.

It is the purpose of P.L. 94-142 to assure
that all handicapped children have available to
them a free appropriate public education
which emphasizes special education and relat-
ed services designed to meet their unique
needs. Public Law 94-142 also provides: in-
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Appendix B

surance that the rights of handicapped
children and their parents or guardians are
protected; assistance to states and localities to
provide for the education of all handicapped
children; and assessment of effectiveness of
efforts to educate handicapped children.

P.L. 94-142 insures that all handicapped
children, aged 3-21, are entitled to a free ap-
propriate public education. The states are re-
quired to afford this edu, nion to all handi-
capped children aged 3-1,5 by September 1,
1978., and to ages 3-21 by September 1,
1980. However, the 3-5 and 18-21 age
groups are served only if the requirement to
serve them is consistent with state law or
practice or with any state court decree.

What Are The ST2ecific
Provisions of Public Law
94-142?

The significance of Public Law 94-142 is
realized when its provisions are translated
into direct services for handicapped children
and their families. The important elements of
the law include:

* A Free Appropriate Public School Educa-
tion

* Non-Discriminatory Testing and Assess-
ment

* Placement in the Least Restrictive En-
vironment

* Preparation of Individualized Educational
Programs
Involvement of Families
Provision of Related Support Services
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What Are The Implications of
Public Law 94-142 For Head
Start?

With the sizable increase of services to
the handicapped, Head Start personnel will
serve as advocates for the optimal transition
of handicapped Head Start youngsters into the

public schools where the ultimate respon-
sibility for the implementation of P.L. 94-142
is placed. It is possible Head Start programs
will be declared eligible for the financial
benefits of Public Law 94-142.

Programmatic :ainlications of
Public Law 94-142 For Kea:
Start

The provisions of Public Law 94-142 are
analagous to the H.E.W. design of com-
prehensive services which have been outlined

by Head Start Performance Stand2zds. An
analysis of the elements of the law reveals sig-

nincant similarities in the provisions of Public
Law 94-142 and the mandates to Head Start.

Non-Discriminatory Testing and
Assessment

The revised Head Start Performance
Standards reflect the concerns of P.L. 94-142

and Regulation 504 which prohibit the use of
testing instruments or procedures which may
penalize children with sensory impairment or
youngsters with different language or ethnic
backgrounds. The use of functional, develop-
mentally-based assessment tools is en-
couraged. Head Start personnel are expected

to draw upon several diagnostic instruments
for use in developing appropriate individual

educational plans.
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Placement in the Least Restrictive
Environment

Enrollment in Head Start's early child-

hood program of comprehensive services

assures the handicapped child of an environ-
ment which includes a cross-section of
children with varying abilities, needs, and
talents. Public Law 94-142 criterion of a set-
ting "which is as normal as appropriate"
means that Head Start may be the educational
environment of choice for some handicapped

children.

Preparation of the Individualized
Educational Program (I.E.P.)

Tne Head Start Performance Standards
outline ex plicit requirements for implementa-
tion of individualized comprehensive plans
for all children, including those with handi-
caps. Consistent with the requirements of
P.L. 94-142, the written objectives for each

Head Start child must include on-going
assessment and parent involvement. In order

to facilitate the optimal transition to public
school, Head Start personnel are encouraged

to make themselves familiar with the 1.E.P.
format used in their local public school
system.

Involvement of Families

Head Start's commitment to optimal

family involvement has served as an exem-
plary model for early childhood development.
The Public Law 94-142 requirement for
family involvement in the public school
educational services to the handicapped (in-

cluding participation in the 1.E.P.) reflects a
basic enet of Head Start philosophy and prac-

tice.



Provision of Related Support Services

According to Public Law 94=1-427in im-
portant correlate to the individualization of
each child's educational plan is the provision
of related services such as transportation,
developmental, corrective, or supportive ser-
vices. Head Start's program of comprehen-
sive services reflects the intent of this element
of the law.

Provisions of Due Process Procedures

According to P.L. 94-142 all states are
required to include due process procedures
which are intended to assure parents their
rights and to minimize the time lag that has
discouraged parents or guardians who have
contested educational issues. The Head Start
requirement for staffing a Social Ser-
vices/Parent Involvement Coordinator is
designed to provide support for families who
may need assistance in exercising their rights.
It is essential that these Head Start staff mem-
'-,ers acquire the :i-3wledge and skills needed
for effective advocacy for the handicapped.

Head Start's Role In
Count"

Each state is required to implement a
plan of "Child Find" which is designed to
locate all handicapped children from birth
through age 21. Head Start Performance
Standards mandate an active plan for the
recruitment of handicapped children. Many
Head Start programs have coordinated their
search for unnerved handicapped youngsters
with the statewide "Child Find" efforts.
(Tennessee Head Start agencies reported
100% in the state "Child Find" campaign
during 1976-77). This form of interagency
collaboration increases the assurance of effec-
tive integrated service delivery to the handi-
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capped, and recognizes Head Start's signifi-
cant role as a viable resource system.

The Significance of "Child
Count" and the State Plan

Public Law 94-142 requires a free ap-
propriate education for all school-age handi-
capped children. Federal Law 94-142)
does not require state and local public schools
to serve handicapped children ages 3-5 and
18-21 unless this service is consistent with
state law practice. The legislation provides in-
centives to expand educational and other ser-
vices to preschool (3-5) and handicapped
children.

I. Each State's allocation figures are based on
the number of children 3-21 currently
being served.

2. Additional funds for preschool programs
are available through incentive grants.

Head Start personnel are urged to notify
local education agency (L.E.A.) representa-
tives about Head Start's extensive services to
the handicapped. Each L.E.A. should be ap-
prised of the number of children who have
been professionally documented as handi-
capped and of the considerable financial
resources which have been committed to
serving these youngsters.

Head Start enrollees can be eligible for
incentive funds and for funds for support ser-
vices whether these Head Start children were
included in the state "Chile: Count" or not.
To be eligible for Incentive Grant funds the
Head Start program must meet the state cri-
teria for participation in the program.
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Impact of State Plans Submitted
by State Education Association
(SEA)

The administrative and programmatic
implications for Head Start vary according to
each state's written plan for the implementa-
tion of Public Law 94-142. This plan, which

outlines specific procedures for meeting the
mandates of the law, is submitted by the State
Education Association (SEA). Each state plan
must be approved by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped (BEH), U.S. Office of

Education, in order to qualify for BEH
monies.

The state-by-state differences in the im-

plementation of P.L. 94-142 are reflected in
the variations of the state plans which:

Legislate varying ages at which the handi-
capped qualify for services
Include Head Start in the statewide
"count" of handicapped children receiv-
ing services

2! ;
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Declare Head Start eligible for receipt of
incentive monies and other financial sup-
port

* Provide guidelines for collaborating agen-
cies

These variations in state plans regarding
educational services to the handicapped re-
quire Head Start personnel to familiarize
themselves with the individual state plans.

In some states children are routinely
offered educational services from age
three, while in other states, public school
services do not begin until age 6.

* While in some states Head Start children
are included in the "Child Count," they
are not in others.
Head Start may be eligible for financial

support in some states, while in some
states they may not.
Some state plans are very explicit regard-

ing interagency collaboration, while
others are very general.



State Mandatory Ages for HandicappeC

STATE AGES EXCEPTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS*

Alabama 6 to 21 Permissive services for deaf and blind from 3 to 21. Educa-
tion for 12 consecutive years starting at age 6. If school dis-
trict offers Kindergarten, then services required at 5.

Alaska 3 through 19
Arizona Between 6 and 21.... If Kindergarten is maintained, then 5. 3-5 permissive.
Arkansas 6 through 21 If Kindergarten program, then 5-21.
California 4 years/9 months .... 3 to 4.9 intensive services; 19 through 21 if- not graduated or

through 18 completed course of study. 0-3 permissive under Master
Plan.

Colorado Between 5 and 21.... Or until graduation. 3-5 permissive.
Connecticut 4 to 18 May serve only until graduation. Hearing impaired begin-

ning at age 3. Starting 9/80 serve until age 21 unless child
graduates.

Delaware Between 4 and 21.... Allows services 0 to 21 for deaf/blind ::id hearing impaired
District of Between 3 and 18-
Columbia 3-21 by fall 1979
Florida 5 through 17 Beginning at. Kindergarten and for 13 consecutive years.

Permitted with State funds from age 3.

Georgia 5 through 18 0 through 4 and 19 through 21, permissive.
Hawaii 6 to 20 3 to 5 permissive.
Idaho 5 through 18 5, through 2i by 9/1/80; 0 through 4 at !C24. discretion.
Illinois 3 through 18 3 through 21; 9/1/80.
Indiana 6 to 18
Iowa Birth through 20
Kansas 5 to 21 Through school year during which reach 21 or until com-

pleted an appropriate curriculum, whichever occurs first.
0-5 permissive.

Kentucky 5 tht ough17 Permitted to 21.

Louisiana 3 through ;21
Maine 5 to 20 .

Maryland 3 to 21 Birth to 21 beginning 9/80.
Massachusetts 3 through 21
Michigan 0 to 26 Who have not graduated from high school.

Minnesota 4 to 21 Or completion of secondary program.

Mississippi 6 through 18 6 through 20 by 9/1/80. No requirement and not usual to
provide classes to 3-5.

Missouri 5 through 20 Allows districts to provide programs to 3 through 4.

Montana 6 through 18 3 through 21 by 9/80. Provides for services to 0-2 after
9/1/80 under certain circumstances:, 3-5 and 19-21 cur-
rently under same circumstances.
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Nebraska 0 to 21 From date of diagnosis or notification of district; voluntary

as specified by parent below 5.

Nevada Between 6 and 18 .... Between 3 and 21 by 9/1/80. (Under 18) attendance ex-
cused when completed 12 grades. 3-5 is permissive.

New Hampshire Between 3 and 21

New Jersey 5 to 21 Permissive below 5 and above 20.

New Mexico
New York Between 5 and 21

North Carolina 5 through 17 0 through 4 and 18 through 21 permissive.

North Dakota 6 to 21 0 to 6 permissive.

Ohio 5-21** Do not actually say 5-21 is mandate.

Oklahoma 4 through 17 Except no set minimum age for visually impaired/hearing
impaired.
3 through 17 for severely multi-handicapped, severely
handicapped, minimum of 12 years of schooling.

Oregon 6 through 20 3-5 and 21 at local options.

Pennsylvania 6-21** Permissive below 6. Virtually all districts provide Kinder-
garten for 5 year olds, therefore, must provide for handi-

capped at 5.

Rhode Island 3-18** 3-21 by 9/1/80 (until complete high school or reach age 21,
whichever comes first).

South Carolina Between 5 and 21... 1- fearing impaired 4 to 21.

South Dakota 0 through 21
Tennessee 4 through 21 Hearing impaired and deaf 3 through 21.

Texas Between 3 and 21

Utah 5 through 21
Vermont 6 to 21 Or completion of high school. 3-5 as funds are available ex-

cept all districts providing public Kindergarten will serve 5

year olds.

Virginia Between 2 and 21

Washington 5 to 21 Pre-school permissive below 5 except if oiler pre-school as a

part of regular program. Every handicapped of same age
shall be provided same services. Eligibility ends when goals
of IEP reached, at graduatio.-1 or at age 21. 3 and above at
local discretion. Below 3 if multiple, gross motor, sensory.
moderate or severe mental retardation.

West Virginia Between 5 and 23. . 3 and 4 permissive.

Wisconsin 3 to 21
Wyoming 0 through 21

NOTE: This information was taken from Annual Program Plans submitted in accordance with P.L. 94-142.

New Mexico has elected not to participate in this grant program during the current school year and,

therefore, has submitted no plan.

* Many States provide for permissive set-. ices at ages below 6 and abo- 17. For some States this may mean

that State -funds can be used while, for other States, this means that services are not prohibited for these

children.
**These States did not provide information in their plans as to whether the age range was to, or through, the

upper age figure.



Head Start Enrollment
Policy

Performance standards require that at
least ten percent of the children enrolled in
Head Start in each State have a professionally
diagnosed handicapping condition. Locally
programs will follow enrollment targets set by
their Regional Office. Program err .11ment
can include ten percent of over income
families; therefore, all the handicapped
children enrolled will not have to be within
the income guidelines.

Children counted as handicapped must
be diagnosed by appropriate professionals
who work with these conditions and have cer-
tification and/or licensure to make diagnoses.
Transmittal Notice 75.11 defines the follow-
ing handicapping conditions.

The following categories must have been
diagnosed by the appropriate profess;onals
who work with children with those ,onditions
and have certification and/or licensure to
make these diagnoses.

Blindness A child shall be reported as
blind when any one of the following exist: (a)
child is sightless or who has such limited vi-
sion that he/she must rely on hearing and
touch as his/her chief means of learning: (b) a
determination of legal blindness in the State
of residence has been made: (c) central acuity
does not exceed, 20/200 in the better eye,
with correcting lenses, or whose visual acuity
is greater than 20/200, but is accompanied by
a limitation in the field of vision such that the
widest diameter of the visual field subtends an
angle of no greater than 20 degrees.
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Visual Impairm-nt (Handicap) A
child shall be reported as visually impaired if
central acuity, with corrective lenses, does not
exceed 20/70 in either eye, but who is not
blind; or whose visual acuity is greater than
20/70, but is accompanied by a limitation in
the field of vision such that the widest
diameter of visual field subtends an angle of
no ereater than 140 degrees or who suffers
any other loss of visual function that will
restrict learning processes (e.g., faulty muscu-
lar action). Not to be included in this category
are persons whose vision with eyeglasses is
normal or nearly so.

Deafness A child shall be reported as
deaf when any one of the following exist: (a)
his/her hearing is extremely defective so as to
be essentially nonfunctional for the ordinary
purposes of life; (b) hearing loss is greater
than 92 decibels (ANSI :969) in the better
ear., (c) legal determination of deafness in the
State of residenCe.

Hearing Impairment (Handicap) A
child shall be reported as hearing impaired
when any one of the following exist: (a) the
child has slightly to severely defective hear
ing, as determined by his/her ability to use
residual hearing in daily life, sometimes with
the use of a hearing aid., (b) hearing, loss from
26-92 decibels (ANSI 1969) in the better ear.

Physical Handicap (Orthopedic Han-
dicap) A child shall be reported as crippled
or with an orthopedic handicap who has a
condition which prohibits or impedes normal
development of gross or fine motor abilities.



Such functioning is impaired as a result of
conditions associated with congenital
anomalies, accidents, or diseases; these con-
ditions include for example spina bifida, loss
of or deformed limbs, burns which cause con-
tractures, cerebral palsy.

Speech Impairment (Communication
Disorder) A child shall be reported as
speech ':repaired with such identifiable disor-
ders as receptive and/or expressive language,
stuttering, chronic voice disorders and serious
articulation problems affecting social, emo-
tional, and/or educational achievement; and
speech and language disorders accompanying
conditions of hearing loss, cleft palate,
cerebral palsy, mental retardation, emotional
disturbance, multiple handicapping condi-
tions, and other sensory and health impair-
ments. This category excludes conditions of a
transitional nature consequent to the early
developmental processes of the child.

Health or Developmental Impairment
These impairments refer to illnesses of a

chronic nature or with prolonged convales-
cence including, but not limited to. epilepsy,
hemophilia, severe asthma, severe cardiac
conditions, severe anemia or malnutrition,
diabetes, or neurological disorders.

Mental Retardation. A child shall be
considered mentally retarded who, during the
early developmental pefiod, exhibits signifi-
cant sub-average intellectual functioning ac-
companied by impairment in adaptive
behavior. In any determination of intellectual
functioning using standardized tests that lack
adequate norms for all racial/ethnic groups at
the preschool age, adequate consideration
should be given to cultu-al influences as well
as age and developmental level (i.e., finding
of a low I,Q. is never by-itself sufficient to
Make the diagnosis of mental retardation).
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Serious Emotional Disturbance A

child shall be considered seriously emo-
tionally disturbed who is identified by profes-
sionally qualified personnel (psychologist or
psychiatrist) as requiring special services. This
definition would include but not be limited to
existence of the following conditions; danger-
ously aggressive towards others, self-destruc-
tive, severely withdrawn and no 1-com-
municative, hyperactive to the extent that it
affects adaptive behavior, severely anxious,
depressed or phobic, psychotic or autistic.

Specific Learning Disabilities
Children who have a disorder in one or more
of the basic psychological processes involved
in understanding or in using language, spoken
or written which disorder may manifest itself
in imperfect ability to listen, think, speak,
read, write, spell, or do mathematical calcula-
tions. Such disorders include such conditions
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury,
minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and
developmental asphasia. Such terms do not
include children who have learning problems
which are primarily the result of visual, hear-
ing, or motor handicaps, of mental retarda-
tion, of emotional disturbance, or of environ-
mental disadvantage. For preschool children,
precursor functions to understanding and
using language spoken or written, and com-
putational or reasoning abilities are included.
(Professionals considered qualified to make
this diagnosis are:1)hysicians and psychologists
with evidence of special training in the diag-
nosis of learning disabilities and at least
Master's degree level special educators with
evidence of special training in the diagnosis of
learning disabilities.)

Multiple handicaps: Chil,.ren will be reported as having
multiple handicaps when, in addition to lheir primary or
most disabling handicap, one or more handicapping condi-

ns present.



Recruitment

Introduction

How do you find children who are eligi-
ble for Head Start? An obvious answer is to
tell people about the program. This is only the
beginning, particularly when we are focusing
on the child with speci-Fneeds. The following
will suggest activities that might be appropri-
ate in your community and will stimulate you
to develop other recruitment ideas.

Recruitment Activities

Head Start programs are currently using
many activities to recruit children, most of
which can be expanded to include recruit-
ment of handicapped children. Each of the
following methods is intended to inform the
public of the availability of Head Start pro-
grams and services to families. Recruitment
activities not only serve to find children eligi-
ble for the program, -but they also make the
general public aware of Head Start. For many
of the suggested activities, samples are availa-
ble which can be adapted to your program.
Resource Access Projects for your region
have samples of recruitment activities. Addi-
tional recruitment maLrials are included in
the Resource section.

A very important source of referrals ;n
home-based programs is home visitors and

Appendix D

parents. They may be aware of younger
children in the family who are eligible for the
program. Home visitors should be familiar
with indicators of handicapping conditions
and be aware of other children in the homes
who should be referred for screening. Parents
are another source of referrals. They may be
aware of neighborhood children who are eligi-
ble for Head Start and they can distribute in-
formation about the program to friends and
neighbors.

According to P.L. 94-142, the public
schools are responsible for locating all handi-
capped children in their district between the
ages of 0 to 21. Inform the schools of the ser-
vices available through the Head Start pro-
gram and request referrals.

When a child is referred, the type of pro-
grarn a child receives (i.e., home-based,
center-based or combination) should be
determined during a meeting with parents,
Handicap Coordinator and specialists in-
volved with the child. The option which best
fits the child's needs should be selected.

. The following chart describes several
types of recruitment activities. Samples of
some of these activities (*) are included in
this manual.
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Activity Information To 'Include Distribution

*Newspaper
Announcement

0 Identify program (name, address,
phone)

0 List component areas
9 Who is eligible
0 Indicate availability to handicapped
® Mention program options: home-

based, center-based, combination

Local papers

Poster 0 "Catchy" phrase
0 Picture with children
0 Who is eligible
0 Availability to handicapped
® List services available through program
0 Tea, -off card to be returned to pro-

gram for more information

Public Health
Department

Local Post Office

Human Service Office

Pamphlet 0 Pictures
® Short paragraph describing Head Start
0 Who is eligible
® Explanation of services to handicapped
o Identifying information

Welcome Wagon

Public Assistance
Mailings

Food Stamp Offices

Neighborhood
Groceries

Parent Meetings

Doctors' Offices

Laundromats

* Radio
Announcement

0 Eligibility
0 Brief program description
0 Telephone number to ,:ontact

As many stations as
possible in the area

Public School
Newsletter

0 Who is eligible
0 Who to contact

Ail elementary schools
in the district

-J
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Activity Information To Include Distribution

*Contact Agencies
Serving Handicapped
Children

® Initial Letter:
Description of Head Start program ser-
vices to handicapped

Program Options:
Center-based
Home-based
Combination

0 Personal Visit:
Discuss coordinating services

Share program and curriculum infor-
mation

Plan referral procedure

All in the area

Public School Preschool
Screening

0 Set up information table:
Pamphlets
Posters and Pictures
Applications

0 Head Start representative available

All schools in the dis-
trict

Television Interview on
Local Program

0 Describe program and services
0 Invite interested families to visit the

program
® Show pictures from home visit

Local station

Television Spot 0 Pictures
® Brief ciescription of program
0 Telephone number to contact

Local station

Speak at Local
Organizations

0 Answer questions about program
0 Show slides Of pictures
0 Distribute pamphlets

Civic organizations

Parer!/Teacher Associ-
ation

Church groups
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Newspaper Announcement

Parents!! You and your children may be eligible for the Head Start Pro-
gram. This is an opportunity to participate in an educational program that also pr :ides
medical-dental-nutritional and social services to the family.

Center-based and home-based programs are offered. Children with special needs or
handicaps are eligible to participate.

For more information contact: Head Start
444 South 10th
Hometown, USA
Phone ( )

Letter to Agency Serving Handicapped CF/iliren

Dear

Head Start programs serve children between the ages of three to five including
handicapped children. The purpose of this letter is to inform your agency of the Head Start
program and to request your cooperation in offering the program to children served by your
agency.

Childrer between the ages of three to from low income families are eligible for
Head Start .0er:era of the slots. in the program are available to families above the
income guidelines. The program offered to handicapped children complies with the guidelines
in Public Law 94 -142. 'An individualized plan in the component areas of education, health,
social services and parent involvement is developed and implemented for each child.

Two types of service delivery systems are available: home-based and center-based. In
the home-based program, a home visitor makes weekly visits :o the home and teaches the
parent to do daily activities with the child. Children in the center attend four days a week for
half a day. Services in health, social services and parent involvement are the sane for both
types of programs: The child's needs determine the type of program.

As Handicap Coordinator; I would like to further discuss the Head Start program with
you. If there are children served by your agency who could benefit from ,-lead Start, please
provide their name, address and telephone number.

I look lilt-ward to meeting you and coordinating services between our agencies.

Sincerely, N
Handicap Coordinr
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Radio Announcemer

Head Start extends its services to handicapped children. Children with special needs are
eligible for Head Start. The Head Start approach of individualized care and guidance is well-

suited to helping children with special needs. Home-based and center-based programs are
available. If your child has special needs or if you know another child who does, remember
that Head Start is for the handicapped too.' Foriltrther information, call

, , or write

Recruitment Plan

The preceding list of recruitment ac-
tivities is by no means a complete list of all
the possible activities. Each program must
look at their community at_d determine which
activities are appropriate and what additional
activities are needed. Emphasis should be
placed on the person-to-person contact in
selecting. activities. Although the media ap-
proaches do reach many more people, they
should never be the only techniques used. A
much clearer in-depth picture of all that Head
Start has to offer can be provided through dis-
cussion with agency staff.

The process of recruitment is ongoing.
Establishing a plan for recruitment clarifies
which activities take place at what time. The
plan shouid establish the following informa-
tion:

When will each recruitment activity take
place?
Who is responsible?
What community agencies will be con-
tacted?

0' When will potentially eligible children be
visited?

o What forms will be completed on the in-
itial home visit?

One person, generally the Social Service
Coordinator, should be responsible for coor-
dinating recruitment activities. In a home-
based program, home visitors will share
much of the responsibility for initial contact
with families. Additional responsibilities of
the person coordinating recruitment include:

Obtain lists of potentially eligible families
from home visitors.

o Develop pamphlets, posters, newspaper
articles and distribute.

® Initiate contact with other agencies includ-
ing agencies serving handicapped children
and local schools.

© Assign responsibility for contacting
families who are potentially eligible (this
could be done by home visitors, aides,
Handicap Coordinators, Social Service
Coordinators, etc.)



Remitten

Activity o is Responsible

I. Request lists of names from

home visitor of potentially

children

2. Inform public through:

Newspaper Announcement

Posters

Parent Meetings

Elementary School Newsletters

3. Attend local kindergarten

4 screenings

4. Distribute pamphlets in Public

Assistance mailings

5. Contact agencies serving handi-

capped children

6. Divide referras by geographic

area and make initial contact

Social Service Coordinator

Social Service Coordinator

Home Visitor

Handicap Coordinator

Home Visitor

Social Service Coordinator

Social Service Coordinator

Handicap Coordinator

Social Service Coordinator

Home Visitor

May

May August

Spring varies by

school district

May and August

May August

May and August

Lists received

Re'Trals received

Referrals received

Referrals received

Referrals received. plan

for coordinating services

established

Applications completed,

Recruitment Activities

Form completed



Initial Contact With -3-2.--7117v

After referrals have been received, the
family should be contacted: The purpose of
this visit is to provide more information about
the program, determine eligibility and com-
plete application and other forms. The PACT
Program in Camp Point, Illinois, developed a
Recruitment Activities Form which is very
helpful. This form can be used to document
contact with the family and record informa-
tion that might be useful for future recruit-
ment. The PACT Program form is shown in
Figure 1.

If the child will be in a home-based pro-
gram, the potential home visitor is best
qualified to make the first visit to the family.
The home visitor is familiar with the unique
aspects of home-based and can best describe
these to the family. Content of the initial visit
should include:

® Briefly describe Flea: Start.
O Explain services provided in each compo-

nent.
Discuss individualization to meet the
child's special needs.
Describe parent's role in the program and
in the home-based teaching process.

® inform parents of their rights as provided
in P.L. 94-142 and the process of deveiop-
ing the IPP.
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Head Start programs must enroll
children with professionally diagnosed handi-
capping conditions. Programs need to develop
a recruitment plan 7hick includes recruit-
ment of handicapped and non-handicapped
children. Generally the Social Service Coor-
dinator will be responsible for recruitment-ac-
tivities, however, these responsibilities could
easily be shared among staff members.

Recruitment is an ongoing process. Any
recruitment activity should mention availa-
bility of services to handicapped and home-
based programming. Suggested methods of
recruitment include:

O Newspaper announcement
O Poster
O Pamphlet
© Radio announcement
O Public school newsletter
o Contacting agencies serving handicapped

children
o Public school preschool screenings

After referrals are received, initial con-
tact will usually be made by the home visitor.
The purpose of this visit is to inform the
family of services available through Heat
Start and the process of developing an in-
dividual program plan for their child.

22J_



HOME VISITOR REPORT FORM Figure 1

Recruitment Activities

TIME CONTACTED Nr.ME

D ATP

Family Name Child's Name

Finding Address Telephone No

Referred by

Length of Visit

Family discussed the program and applied for enrollment

Family discussed the program, but was not willing tD apply for enrollment because

Family was not willing to discuss the program Reason given

gamily does not have children of eligible age. List the pre-schoolers who are not yet three

years of age.

NAiMES BIRTHRATES

7amily would like more information about

Family is not eligible because income is slightly too high

Family is not eligible due to too high of income

Family was not home. Will return

Family cannot be located

Follow up needed.

Other comments' PACT Program
Camp Point, Illinois
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Be .4"r, 7
CI' 7-1 nrc,

After completing a behavioral checklist
and considering all screening and assessment
data, the teacher must select objectives or
goals for the child and the parent. These goals
are written in the form of behavioral objec-
tives which clearly state the skills the child
and/or parent will demonstrate at the end of
the teaching period. Behavioral objectives will

be used in writing the IPP as well as weekly
instructional activities.

Which of the following statements best
defines the goal for the chilL:
1. John will identify colors.
2. John will name red, yellow, blue when re-

quested 4/4 times each.

The first statement is open to many in-
terpretatioas:

Will he name colors or point to them?
How many or which colors?
How many times will he do this?

The second statement is specific;
anyone, teacher, aide, administrator, new
teacher, public school personnel, reading this
could observe the child and determine if the
objective had been met. It is particularly im-
portant in working with handicapped children
to be specific in writing objectives. For exam-
ple, a child with a delay in language may make
great progress in accomplishing this objective:

Nancy will name 10 familiar objects 3/3
times.

If the objective had been stated in more
general terms such as, Nancy will name ob-
jects; her accomplishment would be ques-
tionable since she only names 10 objects.

.77".
e,Cta 7'7 "F-7

IT.L. '-')

A complete behavior bjective con-
tains four parts. The following exan-_pie shov:s
each part.

Jason
WHO

Will match
WHAT

when shown once 4/4 times
CONDITIONS HOW WELL

WHO this is the most obvious part of
the objective; it refers to the person doing the
learning. Usually who is the child or the
parent.

WHAT the behavior the learner will
perform. The what must be observable and
measurable; you must be able to see the
learner doing the behavior and count the
nur-ber of times it occurs.

CONDITIONS when or under what
conditions will the behavior occur. Condi-
tions usually refer to the type of aid the child
will have to perform the task.

HOW WELL generally this -refers to
the frequency of the behavior; for example,
given five opportunities the child will be suc-
cessful at least four times (written as 4/5).
The learner should be successful at least 75%
of the time to achieve the objective; on many
objectives 100% success is reasonable to ex-
pect. How well can also indicate how far, how
many or how fast; but the fraction indicating
frequency of success must always be included

in the objective.
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In addition to the four parts, a complete
behavioral objective has three characteristics.
It is specific, measurable an observable.
Words used in objectives must the same
meaning for everyone. Consider the word
identify: this word could mean naming or
pointing so it would not be appropriate to use
in an objective. Some other words which do
not meet the criteria of being specific,
measurable and observable are the following:

listen
know
believe

enjoy
appreciate

Read the following objectives and pick
out each of the four parts-, also determine if
they are specific, measurable and observable.

Mandy will jump 5 feet while holding
mom's hand 4/5 times.

John will eat 7 spoonfuls by himself 3/3
times.

Jane will name three characters in a story
heard once when requested once a dgy.

Mom will play a game with Chad for five
minutes twice a day 2/2 times.

Danny will ask permiSsion to use his
brother's toys with one reminder during a .fit-
teen minute play period each day 111 times.
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Did you :.nd one objective that had a
part missing? Behavioral objectives for
parents do not always need conditions., you
don't have to aive parents aid to do activities
with their, children. The samples are all com-
plete and meet the requirements of being-
speciTe, measurable and observable:.

To summarize, behavioral objectives are
statements of what the chile or parent will ac-
complish at the end of the teaching period.
Use the following checklist to determine if
objectives are complete.

Does it contain four parts?

Are words used in the objective specific?

Can the behavior be observed?

Can the frequency of the behavior be
counted or measured?

Is learner required to be successful at
least 75? of the time?



3ehaviora ec 11 °
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Planning an ..ippropriate educational pro-
gram for handicapped children can be greatly
enhanced through use of behavioral or
cl:.velopmental checklists. These checklists
contain a listing of behaviors which children
learn to do. This list is sequenced in the order
the behaviors are generally learned. The
behaviors are also divided into several
developmental areas such as motor,
language, etc. Screening and diagnostic in-
struments outline tie child's strengths and
weaknesses, behavioral checklists produce a
clearer and more comprehensive picture by
covering a larger number of developmental
skills. This picture can then be used to help
develop the IPP, your blueprint for working
with the child and family.

Behavioral checklists can be effectively
used for all young children. They are particu-
larly good when working with handicapped
children, for the following reasons:

Handicapped children may develop at
different rates in one or more areas. The
behavioral checklist helps teachers locate
the skills the child needs to learn in each
developmental area.

O The handicapped child may show gaps in
his development. For example, a handi-

pped child might perform some motor
skills at the three-year level, but cannot
do some at the two-year level. If we relied
only on the screening or diagnostic tools,
the child might have passed the three-year
item and been automatically given credit
for the two-year items. By using behavioral
checklists, we can easily discover these
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gaps in per and be able to include
the missing skills in the instructional pro-
gram.

o Behavioral checklists help teachers be
more specific in their planning for the
handicapped child. Screening and diag-
nostic tests give a smaller sample of skills,
and are not as helpful in program planning.
Behavioral checklists have many items to
choose from and assist the teacher in plan-
ning small steps for the child.

O Because behavioral checklists list large
samples of skills in sequence, they arc very
useful in evaluating the young handi-
capped child's progress. Often the screen-
ing and diagnostic tools are not appropriate
for evaluation because of the large steps
between items. They can hide much of the
success handicapped children enjoy in a
program. Behavioral checklists allow
parents and teachers to see the many small
steps the child has learned. Everyone can
be reinforced by the child's accomplish-
ments.

O Finally, behavioral checklists can show the
parent how the child is functioning 'n each
area and what skills should be worked on
next. This can help to educate the parent
regarding child development. It also pre-
vents a parent from expecting too much
from the child before he is ready to learn
certain skills. The parent can also see the
child's p. ogress since the beginning of the
year. This can be quite reinforcing to the
parent, and keep the parent involved in
the child's program.



Key Components of Behaviora:
Checklists

Many behavioral checklists are available
for use with children. They differ in many
respects. bu: generally they contain the

following key components. (See Sample
Checklist, Figures and 2.)

Behavioral checklists contain many skills
that are listed in a logical sequence,
generally from easy to more difficult
items. Often the items will be listed
developmentally, according to the approx-
imate age when the skill develops. The
skills that a normal two-year-old would
learn between 24 and 36 months of age
would be shown by age. These ages help to
compare the child's development with a
normal developmental sequence.

2. Most behavioral checklists have two or
more places for the teacher to check
whether the child can perform the skill or
not. A simple might be noted if the
child could perform that response when
he/she entered the program. If the child
could not perform the response consis-
tently, the item should be left blank.
When the child learns a new skill the date
the child learned it should be recorded.
This gives a running account of the
progress the child is making as a result of
the teacher's and parent's instruction.

3. The items listed tend to be specific, and
pass or non-pass can be easily determined.
The items can be scored quickly and easily
through observing the child. When select-
ing a behavioral checklist, you should look
for one which is easy to score. Good items
are stated in observable and measurable
terms.

4. Most checklists have a place for general
notes about a child's performance. It helps
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space is available opposite each item so
you can comment about that skill. Perhaps
the child could put the blocl :s in the shape
cylinder, but there was a lot of trial -and-
error to hs performance because he con-
tinually looked to the adults for assurance
and reinforcement. Or perhaps the child
could name all of the objects, but she

aid not lei: .oat they did. Besides space
for notes opposite each i:em, it also helps
to have space on the face sheet of the
checklist for general comments. For ex-
ample, "the child seemed easily dis-
tracted", or 'Johnny had trouble with any
paper and pencil activity. These com-
ments can help in planning your program
for the child.

5. All behavioral checklists should have a
place to write the child's name, birthdate,
date he entered :he program, and other
pertinent information.

Behavioral checklists should not be used
as a substitute for individualized program-
ming. Checklists are only a guide to help in

evaluating the child's needs and tracking his
performance over time. They should not
determine what is right for this child at this
time, under these circumstances. Remem-
ber, no child will fit any checklist exactly
the items on the checklist serve as a guide,
but should not be considered the only necess-
ary or worthwhile teaching objectives.

How to Complete the Checklist

A checklist will be the basis for planning
structured activities when working with
handicapped children in a home-based pro-
gram. The following guidelines for complet-
ing the checklist will help make the most ap-
propriate and effective use of the checklist

selected by your program.



Where Start...

in the age level column. find the age
level two years below he actual age of the
child. Start here and check to see if the child
can perform each item. By beginning 2 years
below actual age we will hopefully start with
items the child can perform. This assures that
the child will. begin with successf ex-
periences.

How to Mark the items.

Fill out each developmental area of the
checklist. After observing the child perform
the behavior in question or after parent re-
port, mark each item using one of the codes
described below.

Mark a -/ or if the child can do the
item consistently usually in more than one
situation, for more than one person.

Mark an X or if the child cannot do the
item.

Mark a '? if you are not sure the child can
do it either you haven't observed it or you
are riot sure how well the child does it.

Mark X/- and -,.// in pen and mark ?'s
in pencil. Within your first six home visits,
you should observe the child's performance
on questioned items in all areas and perma-
nently record either the X/- or -,// +.

How Many Items DoT Mark?

Because the items on the curriculum
checklists are listed in a developmental se-
quence, lower numbered items will usually

2'.1

develop first. These items come before ski.is
for more difficult items to be learned later.
You will know that the child has the skills
necessary for learning each new item if here
are 15 consecutive items that the can
perform. Therefore, your minimum number
of consecutive checked or plus items should
be no less than 15. This can be considered
your baseline. After you get your baseline.
continue marking items until you get 15 con-
secutive X/- or ? items. This is a signal for
you to stop. The range of 15 items will help
you stay within a reasonable range of the
child's present developmental ability and pre-
vent you from choosing as short-term goals
skills that likely are long-term goals. This
stopping point is called a ceiling.

To review., your checklist should be filled
out in the following manner.

A. Go two years below the child's actual
(chronological) age and begin marking
items.

B. Mark items until you have a baseline eT
15 consecutive or + items. If you do
not get 15 consecutive items go backwards
until you get this baseline.

C. Continue marking items above your
baseline until you have a ceiling mff 15
consecutive X/- or ? items.

The following sample pages of checklists
are from the Learning Accomplishment
Profile and the Portage Guide to Early Educa-
tion. Since these are only sample pages from
the complete checklist, they do not illustrate a
complete baseline and ceiling. (See figures 1
& 2).
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Bib: :og.
Source Behavior

age
,,.:,..7 )

Assessment
Date

Date of
Achievement

Comments (Criteria.
materials. problems. etc.)

3 Names 6 of 6 com- T

mon objects: flag.
chair. car. box.
key. fork 1 30-35 mos.

.

.4" ViS711
14 Can point to teeth

and chin on re-

quest 34 mos.
-1-

9/i5/79
S Knows sex .,() mos.

+
ev -.Eli-.

q/167-79

cl/laTri

13 Marches two or
three primary col-
ors 36-48 mos.

6.8 Names all colors 36-48 mos.
14 Can point to

tongue. back:arm,
knee. thumb 43-48 mos. 1- 9/t5719

9. 11 Tells action in pic-
tures 36-48 mos. ciiI5 Pi

3 Can name ten pic-
tures of IS com-
mon objects 36-48 mos.

4/15i1

3 Can name one pic-
tured animal from
memory 36-48 mos. C/ITnel

Can count two
blacks 36-48 mos.

÷ el/i5719

Ii Puts ogetner
seven piece puzzle

L

36-48 mos. 4; is/i9

Taker. from the Learning Accomplishment Profile
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Mark for positive demonstration of skit
Mark - for negative demonstration of skill



Updating the Checklist

Once you have completed your checklist,
you should update the items weekly for an ac-
curate record of what the child has ac-
complished. Whet- you update the checklist
you will do one or all of the following ac-
tivities:

Check questioned items to see if the child
can perform them, thus changing the cod-
ing to -,j/ or X/-.

* Mark the date each skill or short-term ob-
jective was achieved.

H.xpand the ceiling of X/- items by check-
ing the child's ability to perform it and
making comments.

Make observations on targeted short-term
goals and rote specific le,:rning charac-
teristics and comments on when each was
broken down into weekly instructional ob-
jectives.

This updating process is necessary in
developin:, ongoing individualized weekly in-
structional goals. The example below illus-
trates the changes in Carl Jones' checklist
over a three week period. (Figure 3).

Figure 3

motor

82 Snips witn scissors

83 Jumps from ',eight of 8 inches

94 Kicks large ,)el; when rcited h,117

99 Walks on tiptoe

kr.kt. aesii,waar.

86 Runs 10 steps wids coordinated. alternating arm movement

87 Pedals tricyclf, five fee'

38 Swings on swing when started in motion

89 Climbs up and slides Down 46 foot side

90 Somersaults forward

!

X___410±15 L77
' aid

97 Watks up sta,rs. Ddvnating tee

92 Marches

93 Catcnes t:,o rands

94 Traces templates

95 Cuts alOnc7; 8 stro.gnt iine within 0: tine.

4 5 96 Stands on one tont wttn.t.., atd 1-8 seconds

97 Runs cnanging direction

98 Walks balance beam

99 jumps forward 10 nmes without !Whop

700 JurnDS over siring 2 ncnes if the noor

01 Jumps backward sir IrrneS

'02 Bounces and caches large cali

703 Makes clay shapes put together 2'o 3 as
704 Cu:5 along curved line

05 Screws together tnreaCed object

106 walks downstairs alternating feat

107 Pedals fficycle, :urning corners

x

108 : HODS on one tact 5 successive rimes

__Cabetitnecwid9

i.. X_ _L
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Problems .71,,a7rti 7.7 (.16-vrrea-Arr_lt-71

Behavioral checklists have become
indiSpensable educational tools. As an out-
growth of behavioral analysis, behavioral
checklists have ballooned to cover almost ev-
ery conceivable behavior from toilet training
to flying an airplane. For example, Walls,
Werner, Bacon,, and Zane 01975) have iden-
tified over 200 behavioral checklists
developed by prolific iistsmiths. In eariy child-
hood education, these tools have been used
for identification ,,diagnostic placement, pro-
gram evaluation, and ctrriculum planning.

The problems associated with reliability
and validity in using behavioral checklists
have already been discussed by various
authors (Bijou, Peterson, 'and Ault, 1968;
Cronback and Meehl, 1955; Hull, 1971;
Johnson and BaLs;tad, 1973). The purpose of
this.paper to examne the problems teach-
ers (particularly in preschdt*programs) have
encountere-A in using behavioral checklists as
a basis for curriculum planning. The specific
areas of concern are:

1. Comp Icing the behavioral checklist in-
correctly.

,

2. Teaching to suggested materials and ac-
tivities.

3. Following behavio checklist .coo
rigidly.

VA.

:fi sts*

77 7 0
I /"1

LL) d.

4. -r".arget_ng only in identified skill deficit
areas.

5. Avoiding identified skill deficit areas.

6. Limiting targeted behaviors to skills the
teacher is comfortable teaching.

7. Using a checklist that is inappropriate for
a specific child.

8. Assessing and sequencing skills correctly
but teaching splinter skills.

9. Putting undue emphasis on skills com-
monly classified as "kindergarten readi-
ness.''

10. Failing to plan for generalization arid
maintenance.

Completing the Checklist
Incorrectly

A. teacher, by correctly completing a
checklist, can obtain an excellent picture of a
child's skills. However, in completing a
checklist, mistakes often occur. Frequently
the teacher doesn't observe the child exhibit-
ing the skill but assumes that he has acquired
it. The teacher might say. "I can't think of a
specific time when I saw Tom working alone

This article v.'a.s.taken From 'the,Wiconsirt Department of Public Instruction Memorandum Summer. 1980. It was written by Neal
-Schortingheis and EriLabeth May.
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at one thing.. for 23-30 minutes, but I'm sure
he could if he trie''," and then checks an item
as an entry beha...-pr on the checklist. This re-
sults in an inflated assessment of the child's
skills and leads to faulty curriculum planning.

A related problem occurs when two or
more people are completing a checklist and
the criteria for determining mastery of a skill
are not jointly determined. If a teacher and
parent are completing a behavioral checklist
together, the teacher might ask the parent:
"Can Mike takeoff and _ on his coat with-
out help?" The parent might answer "yes,"
thinking that this skill does not include but-
toning, while the teacher assumes it does in-
clude buttoning and marks that skill as
accomplished. This, problem can be alleviated
by direct observation. Also, it is not as likely
to occur if the items on the checklist are writ -

en in behavioral terms. Unfortunately, this is
not the- case with many checklists, thus leav-
ing the criteria for mastery of the items open
to many interpretations. Still another misuse
of a behavioral checklist can occur the
teacher and/or parent view the as 'a
"test" rather than assn baseline on the child's
present skill levels. They want the child to
"look good" and therefore give the child the

..
benefit of the doubt Wan item on the checklist
is in question. If there is any question about a
.particular item, just the ,00posite should oc-
cur. The parent and teacher should carefully
observe the child to see if the skill has been
rr.a.stered.

These mistakes can be avoided if the
teacher views the checklist as a tool to be used
in :planning curriculum, uses a consistent
definition of the expected behavior, ar:d relies
on direct observation of the child.
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reaLiting to
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Many behavioral checklists also include
suggested teaching materials and activities. It
may seem most efficient to use those
materials and activities when in actuality, they
may or may not be appropriate. Once a skill is
targeted for the child to learn, the teacher
should assess that child in terms of riS learn-
ing style, meaningful reinforcement, and in-

terest in various materials. Only then should
the teacher choose the most appropriate
teaching activity and materials for the child.

Often the suggested materials may be ap-
propriate tbr some children, but completely
inappropriate for others. For examnle, one
behavioral checklist has the item "carries
breakable objects" and the materials sug-
gested to teach the skill are "small breakable
ashtrays" and "pop bottles." For some chil-
dren and families, these materials would be
accessible and appropriate but many parents
would not want to encourage their preschool
children to carry these objects around.

Other ways in which materials might be
m' used are: a teacher may choose a colorful,
commercially available toy and then consult a
checklist to see what she can teach the child
when the process should be the other way
around; or, a teacher may utilize a suggested
way of teaching shapes that works with one of
her children and then automatically go ahead
to use the same with the rest of the children.
In both examples, the teacher has failed to
take into account the individual child.

Of course, sometimes the activities and
materials on the Ll '.cklists are very appropri-
ate. However. the teacher's knowledge,
creativity, and considerations for individual
children should go into pianning every ac-
tivity.



Following the Behavioral
Checklist Too Rigidly

Once the child's initial curriculum
assessment is completed with use of a check-
list, the teacher is ready to select skills to
teach the child. Those skills selected need not
be the first items on the checklist that the
child was unable to do. There is a range of
behaviors that is developmentally appropriate
for the child; there are practical reasons that
govern the choice of behaviors within that
range. For example, in the autumn a child's,
entry behavior shows that he is ready to: pull
off his socks, take off pants when unfastened,
and put a hat on his head. The teacher might
choose the skill "puts hat on head" to teach
fzst. This behavior would be both develop-
mentally and functionally appropriate for the
child because he is ready to learn the skill and
could incorporate 't into his daily activities
throughout the winter.

Using behavioral checklists for planning.
is not like following a recipe. Each child is
unique and learns at hi ownrate. Thus, items
on a checklist may need to be broken down
into smaller teachable steps using task
analysis. Failure to do this can result in frus-
tration for the child and teacher.

The authors analyzed data from a
replication of the Portage Project in Wessex,
England which used the Portage Guide to
Early Education as the sole basis for cur-
riculum planning for mentally handicapped
children. They found that 60 percent of the
weekly goals for the children "were directly
from the checklist whereas 40 percent were
checklist items that needed to be broken
down into smaller steps. Of course, there was
variance among individual children, ranging
from one child wino needed to have tasks
broken down into sirnnler compo,ients only
17 percent of the time to another child who
required smaller steps 79 percent of the time.
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The concept of flexibility in using a
checklist was probably best stated by Bluma,
Shearer, Frohman, and Hilliard (1976) when
describing the way to use a checklist. "The
behaviors listed on the checklist are based on
normal growth and development patterns; yet
no child, normal or handicapped, is likely to
follow these sequences exactly. Children may
skip some behaviors completely, may learn
behaviors out of sequence, or may need addi-
tional subgoals in order to achieve a behavior
on the checklist. each instructor's ingenuity,
creativity, and flexibility plus a knowledge of
the child and his past developmental pattern,
will be needed to help plan appropriate goals
so that he will jearn new skills."

Targeting Only in Identified
Skill Deficit Areas

Most authors of behavioral checklists
used in curriculum planning group behaviors
into classes or domains, usually called
developmental areas. For example, a com-
mon grouping in early childhood is socializa-
tion, language (often subdivided into ex-
pressive and receptive), self-help, cognitive,
and motor (subdivided into fine and gross).

Many children in educational programs
have been placed in those programs because
of identified skill deficits in one or more of
these areas. One goal of intervention is then
to eliminate the developmental deficit and
rightly so, but it is possible to spend an inor-
dinate amount of time targeting in those
deficit areas and to forget that an educational
program should stimulate growth across all,
developmental areas. A child with a skill
deficit .area(s) still has needs that should be
met in other areas. In many cases, a teacher
can plan a multipurpose activity that incorpor-
ates more than one developmental area. For
example, if a child has a deficit in the
language area, activities such as doing a
fingerplay or following directions through an
obstacle course would not only address, the
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expressive and receptive language area, but

would also help the child's fine and gross
motor development. If thiS is not done, a
child may inadvertently develop deficits in
other areas simply because they are not ad-
dressed.

Continuously focusing on the problem
area can also result in frustration for the child.
Success does not come as easily and the child
is made to feel less competent titan if his
strengths, as well as his weaknesses, were
taken into consideration.

Avoidance of Skill eficit Areas

This potential problem is the opposite of
focusing only on the deficit area but with
different reasons for its occurrence.

When a teacher and a child work
together and achieve success, they reinforce
each other.. Because the success and rapid
progress are more likely to occur in nondeficit
areas, the teacher may continue to target and
teach in those areas because the behavior
(targeting and teaching) is reinforced. For ex-
ample, if a child is moderately delayed in the
language or cognitive area, he has most likely
experienced failure in those areas. As a result,

he may not participate as willingly in those ac-

tivities, because he hasn't experienced suc-

cess in the past. On the other hand, if his
strengths lie in the motor and self-help areas,
activities in these areas will be more reinforc-
ing for the child and the teacher to work on
because the child has a higher probability of
achieving success and enjoys participating in
them more. Thus, the curriculum sometimes
swings more and more towards the stronger,
reinforcing areas 2nd away from the more
difficult areas.
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We cannot overemphasize that a teacher

must provide instruction for the whole child
in all developmental areas, taking that child's
unique abilities and needs into account. It is
all too easy to end up unintentionally and un-
consciously teaching in areas where one re-
ceives the most reinforcement.

Limiting Targeted Behaviors ',7o

Skills the Teacher is
Comfortable Teaching

Preschool teachers' training and ex-
perience provide them with teaching skills
that vary somewhat across developmental
areas. There may be many skills listed in the
checklist that a teacher either has not had the
opportunity to teach or has not had much suc-
cess with in the pas'. For example, if the
teacher's only attempt at toilet training was
with a child who continued to have accidents,

even after an intensive program, it is not like-
ly that that teacher would readily implement a
toileting program with another "difficult"

child.

This also occurs when a teacher who has

training in a specific area, such as speech and
language, unintentionally puts undue em-
phasis cn speech and language activities and,

at the same time, shies away from teaching
seLf-help skills such as self-feeding and dress-
ing, especially if that teacher has never taught

them before.

This problem can be avoided by coopera-

tive planning with input from various
specialists. These "staffings" help to assure
that the child's. needs in all areas of develop-

ment are considered. Also, a careful assess-
ment of teacher needs can be undertaken and
then inservices can be planned in areas where

the teacher has weaknesses.



Using a Checklist That is
Inappropriate For a Specific
Child

Because children progress at different
rates and have different problems, some
checklists may be more appropriate for some
children than others. For example, a checklist
based on normal development may not be
nearly detailed enough for those working with
severely and profoundly handicapped chil-
dren. The checklist loses its value as a cur-
riculum guide if a teacher ends up working on
one specific item for weeks or months on end.
Teaching becomes frustrating for the teacher,
parent, and child. Instead, the teachers might
make their own checklist with the items
broken down into smaller steps or find
another behavioral checklist that is more
helpful in curriculum planning for the in-
dividual with whom they're working.

Assessing and Sequencing Skills
Correctly Bat Teaching Splinter
Skills

If the teacher does not refer back to the
behavioral checklist following the acquisition
of a targeted objective, the teacher may allow
the curriculum plan to spin off on a tangent
and thus end up teaching splinter skills.

This can happen in two ways horizon-
tally or vertically. A horizontal splinter skill
occurs when a teacher appropriately targets an
objective for the child but elabc:ates on that
skill beyond the point where the skill is func-
tional. For example, a teacher may target
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"names three colors on request" and suc-
cessfully teach that skill to criterion, but then
may proceed to go beyond the basic colors to
teach violet, mauve, tangerine, chartreuse,
magenta, etc. This can prove to be very rein-
forcing to the teacher and/or parent because
the child can answer correctly a large number
of questions in a very specific area and appear
"smart." Teaching these behaviors wastes
valuable teaching time and does very little to
enhance the child's overall development.

A vertical splinter skill is probably a
more common error. It occurs when a teacher
initially targets a developmentally appropriate
behavior, but then takes that behavior to
higher and higher levels of functioning. For
example, a teacher may teach a child to
"count to three imitation" from the
Portage Guide to Early Education:
Cognitive Card #51, age 3 to 4 (Bluma et al
1976) and then go on to teach "counts to ten
objects in imitation" which is at the 4 to 5 age
level. The next goal might be "counts by rote
one to 20" at the 4 to 5 age level, and finally
"counts up to 20 items and tells how many"
at the 5 to 6 age level. If the child in this ex-
ample had been 3 years of age, the teacher
would have been teaching skills far above the
child's developmental level even though the
sequencing of these skills was correct. This
results not only in an expenditure of time and
energy that could be utilized more effectively
but also necessitates breaking the targeted
tasks into smaller and smaller steps (creating,
in reality, another behavioral checklist or a
task anaiysis). Additionally, because of the in-
creasing complexity of the tasks beyond the
child's developmental level, the probability of
a successful learning experience for the child
is diminished.
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Putting Unjustified Emphasis on
Skills Commonly Classified ?s
"Kindergarten Readiness"

Pressure to teach kindergarten readiness

skills is a perpetual problem for the preschool
teacher. The perception that these skills con-

stitute "schooling" or "education" is perva-
sive. For example, when parents are asked
what they would like to work on with their
child, many immediately cnoose skills such as
having the child write his name, count, or say

the alphabet, even though developmentally
the child is no where near ready to master
these skills. The problem may be further
compounded by some schools that send
around their "lists'. of skills that the child is
expected to have learned before entering
kindergarten. In extreme cases, the pressure
may take the form of the kindergarten teacher
saying things such as "I wonder what the pre-

school teachers are doing? Many of their chil-
dren can't even write their name when they
come to school".

The concern addressed above does not
mean, however, that emphasis on these skills
would be inappropriate for all children. For
example, many 4 year olds are in programs
specifically because of skill deficits in these
areas. Emphasis placed on these skills would
be appropriate.

The authors reviewed 809 individual
lesson plans from a preschool program and
found that 30 percent of the stated behavioral
objectives were: drawing shapes (4 1, o,

M); naming shapes (o, A); naming,
matching, and pointing tc colors; and naming
numerals, matching numerals to objects, and

rote counting. While these objectives are ap-
propriate for some children, one must ask if
the teachers looked at all area ')f develop-
ment so that the most appropr:ate program-
ming could be developed for eae-
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Failing to Plan for
Generalization and Maintenance

No behavioral checklist in existence en-
compasses all the skills preschool children
need to learn at best a checklist is a
sequential developmental listing. These
behavioral checklists often include behaviors

that appear extremely restricted but which, in
fact, represent only a single example of a
whole class of behaviors. For example, "puts
four rings on peg" is one behavior on a
checklist which is meant to represent a group

of behaviors that requires a similar degree of
eye-hand coordination and problem solving
ability. The behavior on the checklist was
made specific for observational reliability and

ease in establishing criteria. If a teacher only
targets and teaches "puts four rings on peg"
and does not plan for generalization and
maintenance of the behavior, the child will:

(1) only be able to put four rings on a peg,
which does not do anybody much good, or
(2) forget how to put four rings on a peg,
which is even worse. As Harbin states
(1977), "Children go through two stages in

developing skills: acquisition and generaliza-

tion. Criterion-referenced devices tend to
measure only acquisition".

Thus, it is fallacious to assume that a
child will automatically generalize and be able

to maintain a specific skill. Preschool chil-

dren, particularly those who have special

needs, need to be taught generalization by
practicing a skill in more than one situation. A
child who learns I D name a block as "blue"
then needs to practice using "blue" as a
descriptor of many other objects and in many
other situations. That same skill will most
likely be maintained if it is reinforced in the
child's daily routine, e.g., by having the child

name blue objects in a grocery store or choose
blue clothing to wear. Thus, the child learns
that "blue" is an integral part of his environ-
ment and not just the color of a block that his

teacher showed him.



Summary

Although the above problems do occur,
checklists are still indispensable tools for
teachers. Valuable curriculum planning infor-
mation can be obtained from them as well as
ideas for implementation. Yet, problems do
arise no matter how conscientiously the tools
are employed. Ongoing assessment of the
curriculum plan and individual adaptations
that meet the unique needs of children pro-
vide the means by which many of these prob-
lems can be circumvented.
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Task Analysis

Appendix H

Task analysis is the process of breaking
long-term or annual goals into a sequence of
teaching steps. A staircase provides a picture
of task analysis; the long-term goal is the top
stair and each step is an objective that pro-
vides the child with skills necessary to reach
the top.

WALKING

CRAWLING

SITTING

ROLLING

HEAD CONTROL

For example, if walking is the long-term
goal for a child, some of the skills necessary to
reach this goal are head control, rolling over,
sitting and crawling. Each of these skills are
short-term objectives. Home visitors will also
use task analysis to'plan a sequence of steps to
move the child from one short-term objective
to the next.

By using this method of teaching,
parents, children and home visitors can see
progress over a short period of time. It would
be very frustrating for all involved to work-all
year on the objective of walking. A much
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more rewarding method would be to set
weekly objectives which follow a sequence
toward the long-term goal of walking. It .is
especially important when working with
parents to provide them with successful ex-
periences in teaching their child. This can be
done by planning objectives which will be ac-
complished within one week.

Task analysis is also an important tool to
use in teaching handicapped children.
Children with special needs generally acquire
skills in the same sequence as non-handi-
capped children but the rate at which they
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learn differs. For example, children learn to 1. Annual goals which will be accomplished

feed themselves first by holding their bottle, at the end of the program year.

eating from a spoon held by parent, finger
feeding, drinking from a cup held by parent 2. Short-term objei:tives which lead to ac-
and finally self-feeding. The handicapped
child may require a series of small steps to

complishment of the annual goals.

learn any of the above skills. Drinking from a

cup may be taught by using special cups and 3. Instructional Objectives which lead to ac-

maximum guidance from parent, then gra- complishment of short-term objectives.

dually reducing aid and changing tc a regular

cup.
Most frequently the home visitor will use

task analysis in developing a sequence of in-

Prior to writing a task analysis, the home structional objectives to be accomplished

visitor must set an objective for the child. weekly. The following diagram shows each

There are three levels of objectives: type of objective and a sample task analysis.

Annual Goal: Brian will increase gross motor skills to the 4-5 year level including: skip-

ping, walking up and down stairs alternating feet, bouncing and catching a ball.

Short-Term Objectives:

1. Brian will hop forward on one foot 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.

2. Brian will skip forward 10 feet upon request 4/5 times.

3. Brian will catch a ball thrown from 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.

4. Brian will bounce and catch large ball upon request 4/5 times.

5. Brian will walk up stairs alternating feet upon request 4/5 times.

6. Brian will walk up and down stairs alternating feet upon request 4/5 times.

instructional Objectives: (Task analysis for above)

a. jump forward 5 feet upon request 4/5 times

b. stand on 1 foot 3 seconds with model 4/5 times

c. hop forward 5 feet with parent guiding at waist 4/5 Llm,:s

d. hop forward 5 feet holding parent's hand 4/5 times

e. hop forward 3 feet along wall 4/5 times

hop forward 3 feet with model 4/5 times

hop forward 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.
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Each of the short-term objectives in the
sample could be broken down into instruc-
tional objectives. The number of steps in the
task analysis is dependent upon the child. If a
child has, difficulty learning a task, the home

visitor can plan smaller steps. Read the
following task analysis and think about how a
step could be simplified if the child cannot ac-
complish it.

Short-Term Objective: Sally will draw a 7..! upon request 4/5 times.

I. Sally will copy a circle upon request 4/5 times.

2. Sally will draw a square using a template 4/5 times.

3. Sally will trace a square upon request 4/5 times.

4. Sally will draw a square by connecting dots 4/5 times.

5. Sally will draw a square with verbal directions 4/5 times.

6. Sally will draw a upon request 4/5 times.

Some children may be able to ac-
complish each of these steps with no problem,
whereas other children will need additional

steps. The following task analysis demon-
strates how the same objective can be further
subdivided.

Short-Term Objective: Jenny will draw a upon recii.:7:5 4/5 times.

1. Jenny will copy a circle upon request 4/5 times.

2. Jenny will draw a iz; using a template as parent guides hand 4/5 times.

3. Jenny will draw a using a template 4/5 times.

4. Jenny will trace a square as parent guides hand 4/5 times.

5. Jenny will trace a square upon request 4/5 times.

6. Jenny will draw a square by connecting dashes 4/5 times.

7. Jenny will draw a square by connecting dots ( ) 4/5 times.

8. Jenny will draw a square by connecting dots ( ) 4/5 t;mes.

9. Jenny will draw a square with.a model and verbal directions 4/5 times.

10. Jenny will draw a squa::: with verbal directions 4/5 times.

11. Jenny will draw a 7.2 upon request 4/5 times.
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The above example shows that task
analysis can be a very detailed process. As the

home visitor becomes more proficient at
doing task analysis, there will not be a need to

write it out step by step. The goal is for task

analysis to become a thinking process. Based

upon what the child can presently do, the

home visitor plans an objective that will move

the child one step closer to the goal. The
home visitor's knowledge of the child enables
him or her to plan appropriate objectives.

Some things to consider are:

Q Materials which are most effective

O Type of aid child needs

How much progress child makes in a plan-
ned period of time (rate at which child

learns).

Task analysis can be used for teaching
skills in all developmental areas. Consider the
following example of a language skill.

Short -Tern ®b' °_-ctive: Lori will name the position of objects as in-Dn-under upon request

4/4 times.

1. Lori will place herself in-on-under in imitation 4/4 times.

2. Lori will place herself in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.

3. Lori will place objects in-on-under in imitation 4/4 times.

4. Lori will place objects in-on-under when shown once 4/4 times.

5. Lori will place objects in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.

6. Lori will name position of objects in imitation 4/4 times.

7. Lori will name position of objects when told once 4/4 times.

8. Lori will name the position of objects as in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.

2 :
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Changing Aid

Now that you have read several exam-
ples of task analysis, let's consider some of
the specific techniques used. You will recall
that one of the four parts of a behavioral ob-
jective is conditions or type of aid given the
child. Reread each of the examples and pick
out the aid in each objective; changing the aid
is one method of doing a task analysis. There
is a definite pattern to the aid used in teaching
a child. The most amount of help you can
give a child is physical aid. Some examples of
this type of aid are:

using template
® guiding hand

holding wrist
using table for support

The physical aid given in a particular task
can be gradually decreased as in the following
example:

Drinks from cup:

parent holds and directs cup
parent guides child's hands on cup
child holds cup, parent directs from

wrists
child holds cup, parent directs from

forearms

Visual aids are next in the hierarchy.
Some examples are:

tracing
connecting dots
modeling the task or
showing the child.

As with physical aid, the visual aid can be
gradually decreased.

Completes 6 piece puzzle:

model placing each piece
point to correct hole
model completion of puzzle

The third type of aid is verbal aid such as
modeling or telling the child the correct
answer; giving directions such as across,
down, across, up when teaching drawing a ;
giving initial sound of a word such as bl...
blue. The following is a sequence of verbal
aids which would be used in teaching naming
skills.

Names 3 colors:

with a model
when told once
with initial sound
upon request

To summarize, there are three types of
aid: physical, visual and verbal. In doing a
task analysis, the greatest amount of aid is
physical and with most skills you start teach-
ing with some type of physical aid. The excep-
tion to this r2.1e is naming skills where physi-
cal aid is not appropriate. As the child
progresses toward the goal, physical aid will
be dropped and visual then verbal_ aids will be
given. The variety and quantity of aid is de-
pendent upon the needs of each child.

Clanging "What"

Another aspect of the behavioral objec-
ive which could be changed is the "what".

This could involve changing materials such as
buttoning large buttons buttoning on but-
ton board buttoning coat on table but-
toning coat on self. This could also be chang-
ing the behavior. For example, naming skills
require the prerequisite skills of pointing and
matching. The following is a task analysis of
naming colors; observe the change in the
"what" and the conditions.

Jimmy will match red, glue, yellow with a
:..3del 5/5 times.

Jimmy will match red, blue, yellow when
shown once 5/5 times.
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Jimmy will match red, blue, yellow upon re-
quest 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red, blue, yellow with a
model 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red, blue, yellow when
shown once 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red, blue, yellow upon
request 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow with
model 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow with in-
itial sound 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow upon re-
quest 5/5 times.

Change "How Well"

A third part of the behavioral objective

-'/hick can be changed is the "how well" o-
criteria for success. For example, the distance
in hopping, jumping, skipping, etc. could be

gradually increased; the time allowed for
doing a task, such as stringing beads, could be
decreased. The percentage of successful trials

should not be reduced. Regardless of the ob-
jective, the child should be successful at least

75% of the time to accomplish it. For exam-
ple, this objective would not be appropriate:

Susan will wash her hands with a model 1/4

times.

The following task analysis demonstrates
changing what, conditions and how well.
Pick out each part as you read.

Neal will string 2 large beads with mom guid-
ing hands 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 large beads as morn holds
string 4/5 times within 2 minutes.

Neal will string 4 large beads with verbal
directions 4/5 times within 2 minutes.

Neal will string 4 large beads upon recuest
4/5 times within 2 minutes.

Neal will string 2 small beads with morn hold-

ing string 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 small beads with verbal
directions within 2 minutes 4/5 times.

Neal will sti Ong 4 small beads upon request
within 2 minutes 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 small beads upon request
within 1 -minute 4/5 times.



Summary

Task analysis is the process of breaking
annual goals into short-term and instructional
objectives. This procedure ensur %s the child
and parent success over.short periods of time
as the child accomplishes each objective.

The procedure can be ,accomplished oy
changing a part of the behavioral objective.
"Conditions", or type of aid, can be gra-
dually decreased from physical to visual to
verbal to on request. The "what" can be
changed by using different materials, making
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the action simpler. or following the learning
sequence of matching, pointing and naming.
The "how well" part must remain at 75%
successful but some aspect may Je changed
such as distance or time. Task analysis
becomes a thinking process for the home visi-
tor. Kn.-owing what the child can do, the home
visitor plans an objective which moves the
child closer to the goal and provides sufficient
aid to ensure success. Each task anaiysis will
meet the needs of tht; individual child.
Although all task analyses follow a sequence,
the number of steps and the techniques used
are dependent upon the child.
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MAKING YOUR1-19ME SAFE
,

How well protected are you and your
children "in your 11654? Is your home safe
from BURNS; FALLS CUTS, ELECTRI-
CAL SHOCK AND NISONING?

. .

For"..children .BURNS are the biggest
;single accident hazard.

FALLS are the most common... and
the deadliest... of all home accidents.

Removal of sharp objects along with
teaching the proper use of them is a must for
the prevention of CUTS.

KITCHEN

yes no

AppenCx I

Often a moment's carelessness with, or
the improper use of, ELECTRICITY can be
an instantaneous killer.

POISONING finds its chief victims in
children under five. Anything harmful that
can be swallowed must be considered a
poison. The most common cause of all acci-
der 11 home poisonings is an overdose of
aspirin. Children think the little pills are can-
dy.

Go throc,41 yoi_p- home room by room.
Use the list bciow to help in:

MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE

( ) Are your knives properly stored in a wall storage rack or in a drawer (out of reach
of small children)?

( ) Are pressurized cans kept away from heat (heat causes them to explode)'?

( ) ) Are empty cans and lids discarded where they cannot cause injury?

( Do, you have too many appliances plugged into one electrical outlet A FIRE
HAZARD?

( ) ( ) Does everyone in your :amity know they should dry their hands before touching an-
appliance to avoid getting a SHOCK?

( ) Never reach into a plugged-in toaster with a knife, fork, or meta: object to remove a
piece of toast another SHOCK HAZARD!
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( ) Do you have any flapping curtains (or towels, wooden racks, cookbooks, or other

flammables) near the stove A FIRE HAZARD?

) Do you practice good safety while cooking use pot holders (instead of a towel),

make sure ;lot handles are turned away from the stove edge, don't wear long. loose

sleeves ANOTHER FIRE HAZARD?

) ( ) Do you have a fire extinguisher near the stove? Baking soda is a good substitute.

Never pour water on a grease fire, use baking soda to smother the fire.

( ) Do you always check to be sure all burners are off before leaving the kitchen? (If you

smell gas, don't light a match, or flip a light switch, or use the phone any spark

could start a fire. Call the gas company from a neighbor'. house.)

( ) Do you keep your polishing and waxing cloths in a metal container with a good tighi.

cover? They are highly INFLAMMABLE!)

( ) ( ) Do you store matches out of the children's reach?

KITCHEN CHECKLIST

yes no

( ) Have you taught the older children the safe way to handle ma. hes?

( ) Do you have a fire-resistant ironing board cover? And do you disconnect the iron

when you leave the board?

( ) DQ you store lye, bleach, cleaning compounds (POISONS) completely out of your

children's reach?

) ( ) Do you Have all poisonous substances labeled clearly? And stored in their original

containers? Never in a "pop" bottle!

( ) ( ) Do you keep insecticides and rat poisons away from food shelves, pots, pans, and

dishes? And always read thc instructions on the labels carefully before using?

Remember, moth balls look like candy to a child but they are POISON.

Did you know that lead-based paint is poisonous when eaten by a child? furniture,

w-)odwork, windowsills, and toys .mould be painted with lead-free paint.

( ) ( ) Do you use drycleaning fluids in well-ventilated areas (preferably o-t of doors) the

fumes are POISONOUS? Cloth:2s cleaned in a coin-operated machine should be well

aired before driving home in a closed car. Machine-cleaned sleeping bags should be

opened and aired outside for 24 hours before using.

( ) ( ) Do you always use your charcoal grill outside? the fumes from charcoal give off

deadly carbon monoxide and are POISONOUS.
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BATHROOM CHECKLIST

yes no

) ( ) Do you store all drug's (lexatives, mouth y.ashes, sleeping pills, and other poisonod.,
substances) in a locked or unrcachabk place. out of your children's reach?

Do your older children know that they are not ail z 7ec-: to take anytitin _ "orn the
medicine cabinet without your permission?

( ) ( ) Have you diaaarde,.1 al! yrur old or unused Tri.2dicines?

( ) ( ) Do you know that tal:ing, medicine in the da-k may be HAZARDOUS TO YOUR
HEALTH? Always read e label first to be sure of what you're taking.

) Is your tub enclosure or shower enclosure made of plastic or safety glass?

( ) Do you use cnly unbreakabic.: glass (shampoo bottles & such) in the bathroom TO
AVOID CUTS?

( ) ) Do you always put Le soap back in the soapdish TO AVOID SLIPPING on it?

( ( ) Do you keep electrical appliances out of the bathroom to AVOID ELECTRICAL
SHOCKS (hair dryers, curlers, heaters, radios?)

) ( ) Is the light switch out of reach of the tub or washstand? ANOTHER SHOCK

HAZARD.

( ) ) Do you have a rubber mat or adhesive strips in the tub to AVOID FALLING?

( ) is there a bathmat to help keep the floor dry?

BEDROOM CHECKLIST

as no

) ( ) Do you have an escape plan for your II mily IN CASE OF FIRE?

) ( i Is there a rule in your home ft.:it no one smokes in bed?

( ) Are there pills in any b,.:drooms that should be kept out of reach of small children?

) Are the medicines in your handbag in child-proof containers'

) ( ) Does your baby sitter know about keeping medicines out of her handbag and out of
your children's rear'h?
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LIVING AREA CHECKLIST

eS no

( ) ( ) Is you: tlreplane screen the full length & width of the fireplace opening?

) if you have a heater, is it well away from curtains, newspapers, and other flammable

objects and away from traffic?

( ) ( ) Do you have safe ashtrays available for smokers?

( ) ( ) Do you have candles lit only when someone will be in the room to keep an eye on

them?

( ) ) Are your sliding glass doors, storm doors, or window walls made of safety glass? Do

you have them marked with decals or tape so they're visible?

( ) Are the iower glass sections of the storm doors protected with a grate?

Are there broken toys with sharp edges or loose parts that should be repaired or

thrown away?

( ) ( ) Are there hunting rifles or other weapons in the home?

) ( ) Are they unloaded or dismantled and out of children's reach?

( ) ( ) Does your home have any "trip-traps" toys, shoes, bottles, in the line of traffic

waiting to trip someone?

( ) ( ) Are the floors slippery? From non-skid wax, or grease, or spilled food even fur-

niture polish (from a spray can) can make the floor slippery and hazardous.

( ) ( ) Are the extension cords behind furniture not underneath rugs?

( ) ( ) Do you n,ake it a habit to close cupboard doors and drawers after use'?

( ) iA re your stairwa}., well lit and uncluttered?

( ) ) Are there any worn treads on carpeting or scatter rugs at the foot of the stairs that

invite slip-ups?

( ) ( ) Is there a stu:,-ly handrail the full length of the stairs?

( ) ( ) Is there a gate at the top of the stairs to prevent small children from tumbling down

the stairs?
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3ASEMENT CHECKLIST

yes no

( ) ( ) is your basement free from clutter? Old papers, clothes are a FIRE HAZARD?

( ) Do you have old paint and varnish stored in the basement'? They are a FIRE
HAZARD, too, and should be stored outside.

( ) ( ) Do you place the furnace or fireplace ashes in metal containers?

( ) Do you clean the electric dryer lint basket regularly? And avoid putting articles con-
taining foam rubber (A FIRE HAZARD) in the dryer?

( ) ) Are your washer and dryer grounded with 3-prong plugs?

( ) ( ) Are all your power tools grounded? Never stand on a wet floor whey: using any power
tools ANOTHER SHOCK HAZARD.

( ) ( ) Are all your tools put away safely? Saws and other sharp tools, nails, should have a
place on shelves, wall holders, or in a toolbox.

) ( ) Do your power tools have safety guards? Shut-off switches should be out of reach of
children.

) ( ) Do you remove all nails from used lumber before storing it?

OUTSME THE HOUSE

yes no

( ) ( ) Are there any rocks, nails, broken glass, tin cans, garden tools, or other things lying
around that could cause injury?

( ) ( ) Do all family members use their head to save their fingers and toes around a lawn
mower?

( ) Are outside steps, porches, patios, rails, and sidewalks, in good repair? Is there a clear
uncluttered path for walking?

( ) ( ) Is the play equipment sturdy and in good repair?

( ) Is the clothesline well away from the play area and traffic paths and high enough to
prevent walking into?
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( ) Do you use a stepladder or stepstool when you have to reach high places?

( ) ( ) Do you use a trash burner (well away from buildings) when burning trash (NEVER

ON A WINDY DAY)?

GENERAL SAFETY CHECKS

yes

( ) Do any of your electrical appliances give ofT sparks, smoke, or a ournt odor? THESE

ARE DANGER SIGNALS!!

) ( ) Have you noticed that your TV picture shrinks or that the lights dim when appliances

vo on? These are signs of overloaded wiring AND A FIRE HAZARD.

( ) ) Are all electrical cords in good condition?

( ) Extension cords that are too small for the appliance can overheat and cause a ire
are all of your cords the proper size for the appliance?

) ( ) Are the outlets in your home the grounded type (with an extra slot for a three-prong

plug)?

) Are your outlets plugged with safety guards? So the children can not poke objects into

the outlets A SHOCK HAZARD!

) ( ) Do you unplug the appliance cords from the wall outlet first? This is a good safety

rule.

THESE COMMCN SUBSTANCES ARE POISONOUS
Care should be taken in storing them

Cosmetics Soaps Ammonia Ant killers

Weed killers Detergents Waxes Aspirin

Fertilizers Cleansers Shoe polish Sleeping tablets

Paints Bleach Dry cleaning solvents Vitamins

Bug sprays Drain cleaners Turpentine Prescription pills

(;)
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POISONOUS PLANTS indoors & Outdoors

Rhododendron (all parts)
Azalea (all parts)
Yew (foliage & berries)
Lily of the valley G.,:_ves & flowers)
Buttercup (all parts)
Hyacinth, narcissus, & daffodil (bulbs)
Dieffenbachia (all parts)
Poinsettia (leaves)
Mistletoe (berries)

Rhubarb stalks are a favorite food... but one leaf can kill a child.

Be sure all indoor plants are out of a small child's reach.

* Compiled from 4-H and Family Living Education bulletins, Michigan State University Cooperative
Extension Service, by the Grand Traverse County Extension staff.
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Ho:ne Eye Test

One out of every twenty children bet-
ween three and five has an eye problem which
if not detected and treated prior to the age of

six is potentially blinding. The Home Eye
Test was developed by the Sight Conservation
Research Center of San Jose, California. This

test is a screening instrument which is com-
plete with materials and instructions for ad-
ministering. The HET is designed to be given
in the home by parents; it would also be ap-
propriate for home visitors to do the screen-
ing. Specific directions for identifying children
who should be referred for a professional vi-
sion examination are clearly stated in the text.

Surveys reported in 1973 indicate that
five percent of the children taking the HET
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fail and of those who fail, three-quarters will

be found upon examination to have a vision
problem requiring treatment or correction.
Developers of the test emphasize that it is a
rough screening test which only indicates that
a child may have a visual defect; therefore,
the screening should not replace more in-

depth vision tests.

The Home Eye Test is available free of
charge in Spanish and English. For additional
information and copies write:

National Society for the Prevention
of Blindness, Inc.

79 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
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Lesson Planslans

The importance of planning and recording home visits has been stressed throughout this
man,.--11. Each home-based program has developed its own method of accomplishing these important
tasks. -The Home Start Training Centers contributed samples of their lessons plans and/or unit ac-
tivities which are used in planning and recording the home visit.

Portage Project ILISTC
Activity Charts

The activity chart provides the parents directions for implementing daily activities with their
child. Therefore, it must be clear and provide all the information the parent needs. The following
items provide a complete chart with all the information necessary to teach the child and record
his/her progi.ess.

A. Identifying Infc-

B. Instructional Objective

C. Graph for Recording

'D. Symbols for Recording

CRC CIT

E. Directions for Teaching your Objectives

L.);n

Wh.tt to Record

rAo

2 7.

L

OA,



A. Identifying Information This usually
specifies the parent and child's name, the
home teacher's name and the date.

B. The Instructional Objective This will
be your chosen objective written as
who/what/conditions/how well. Remem-
ber to select an objective which the child

can accomplish in one week.

C. Graph for Recording This horizontal
area will be labeled beginning on the day
of your visit and will run to the day of your
next visit. it is helpful to leave room fo7
the parent to practice recording on the first
day. The vertical axis will be labeled to
correspond with the what and how parts
of your objective. For example, if your
objective said: "Lamont will place o, E. A

in formboard on request 3/3 times daily,"
you would want to record all three trials
daily for the circle, square, and triangle
form. Your graph would look like this:

1

2

2

TTWTITSSMT

D. Symbols for Recording it is usually
best to choose two symbols that can be
used to record these responses:

*can perform behavior as stated in in-
structional objective

*needs more help than stated in the in-

structional objective
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E.

Some examples are:

= can perform as stated in objective.

= needs additional help.

As you notice, the child's performance is
not viewed in a pass/fail manner, but
rather in a positive developmental man-

ner. The child receives help when needed
and moves ahead independently when no
help is needed. This will help you teach
the parent a positive approach to assessing

and working on specific weaknesses and
needs the child may have.

Directions for Teaching Your Objective
These directions should answer any ques-
tions the parent might have concerning
how to teach a specific objective. There-
fore, your directions should always in-
clude the following information.

*Materials Needed Tell the parents
what materials they will need, and if
they can change the materials during the
week. Emphasize the use of materials
already present in the home or home
made materials that the parent can make
and keep at home. This is important
because chances are that skills will be
practiced, reinforced and maintained if
the materials are present in the child's
natural environment. This will also help
parents dispel the myth that you need
fancy and expensive materials to be a
good teacher.

*Place to Work (if necessary) Some-
times it is important to specify a special

place to perform an activity. For exam-
p e, it would be better to stack 1 inch
ct bes on a hard table surface than on a
shag carpet. Or if you know from infor-
mal observation that the child is easily
distracted, it would be better to work on
the livingroom floor than at the kitchen
table, below the window overlooking
the neighborhood playground.



01Wanner of Presentation This ex-
plains how to present the activity. It is
written as if you were talking to the
parent. It describes how you arrange the
materials, how you present the activity
and the response you expect. Consider
the parents style when writing this. You
want the manner of presentation to fit
their style more than yours, since they

be the primary teachers for the re-
mainder of the week.

°Reinforcement The child needs to
know when he or she makes a correct
response. The manner in which you and
the parent show the child he or she is
correct is called reinforcement. When
something nice happens after the child
responds correctly, he or she is more
likely to repeat the correct response.
There are, several types of reinforcers;
tile type you and the parent decide to
use is depc.:ndent upon the child and the
activity. We all hope that children will
behave appropriately and learn new
skills because "they want to ". How-
ever, this does not always happen. Often
children, like adults, need someone to
smile and say what a nice job they did on
the task. Or maybe ihe child needs a pat
on the back or a handshake. It is very re-
rlforcing to some children for mom or
tt:z.cher to play a favorite game or read a
book to the child. Stickers or stars are
prized by many children. Plan to use
only the amount of reinforcement
necessary for each task. If the child con-
tinues to respond correctly with a smile
and handshake, you don't need tokens.
On other activities you may need a
stronger reinforcer.

This does not mean that everytime
the child does something that you re-
quest he- or she gets a star. There may be
times, like on skills that are especially
difficult, that stars or tokens or special
activities will be needed to reinforce the
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child. Most of the time, praise from
family members and you will be what
the child needs.

When you write directions for each
activity, plan what reinforcement you
will use when the child responds cor-
rectly. It is helpful to observe the
parent/child interaction and choose a
reinforcer that the parent already uses.
Remembeia reinforcement must be
something the child likes; that "special"
activity you plan isn't reinforcing at all if
it is not special for this particular child.

Correction Procedure Explain what
the parent should do to help the child if
an incorrect response is given. This is
one of the most important parts of the
directions because it helps ensure ,:.1c-
cessful experiences for both the parent
and child. Task analysis will help in plan-
ning correction. The child needs just
enough additional help or information to
respond correctly. This is usually one
step back in the task analysis. For exam-
ple if the instructional objective has ver-
bal aid; correction may be to give the
child visual aid. Be specific in saying how
the child will be given additional aid.

e How to Record Show the parent how
to record correct child responses and
how to record when additional aid was
given.

How Often to Practice Recommend
a certain number of times to practice the
activity daily. This would be based on
the child's attention span and the
amount of time the parent has to work
on activities.

Generalization, Additional Practice
Sometimes you might add that addi-
tional practice could be done, or you
might recommend that the skill be prac-
ticed in other settinzs or with other
materials.



Given all eight parts of informa-
tion, the parent will have a clear picture
of what she needs to do to teach the
targeted instr-urional objective.

The checklist below might be helpful in
checking the directions of yd..: written
plan:

materials
place to work
manner of presentation
how to record
are directions written in a
Conversational manner?
is it fun?
reinforcement
correction procedure
additional practice
how often to practice

A.

B.

D.

E.

The information in the directions
may seem to be too much, though all is
necessary if you want to provide parents
with a thorough plan. The plan needs to
be short, simple and readable. It will be
important to be concise in writing out
your directions. The following example
shows a complete chart. It is lettered to
correspond with the d:; :actions for com-
pleting an activity chart as just described
in this appendix.

The activity chart is a record of
specific objectives presented during one
part of the home visit. The Home Visit
Report is used to record all the activities
presented dUring a home visit. It in-

cludes a record of activities in each com-
ponent and developmental area. This re-
port also serves as an attendance record
and provides space for parents to com-
ment on each visit.
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PORTAGE PRCJECT KWEE START TPAiNING CENTER
HOME VISIT REPORT
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Horne Start Curriculum Guide
Miliville IIST C

November 3rd Week

Unit Title: Basic 4 and Thanksgiving

Justi-ficatim: Meals during holidays are more successful if they are planned ahead of time to include

the Basic 4 food groups. It is also important to include nutritious snacks to balance all the rich candy

and desserts served at this time of year. This is a good time to emphasize family traditions. Take ad-

vantage of incidental learning.

Specific-Objectives:

1. To teach parents and children about the Basic 4 food groups.

2. To help parents teach children about eating good food.

3. To help parents realize the security benefits derived for the whole family from holiday tradi-

tions, in addition :o the fun and anticipation for children.

Activities:

1. Discussion.
A. Basic 4 food groups.
B. Letting children help prepare the meal; incidental learning.
C. importance of accepting child's efforts even if they don't meet adult standards. Use posi-

tive reinforcement to help build good self-concept.
C Importance of meal planning in regard to nutrition, low cost, ease of preparation and effi-

cient use of left-overs.

2. Make Nutrition Train for a graphic illustration of eating habits: discuss colors, shapes, and

number while cutting and pasting parts of the train. (* p. 126)

3. Story "The Little Chew Chew Train". (*p. 144)

4. Story and filmstrip Tommy The Train".

(Story by Thelma Ruth West Illustrated by Marilyn Radtke and Joanne Zivny. Verse by Eleanore

Wright. Cleveland Dist. Dairy Council, 2010 E. 102 St., Cleveland 6, Ohio:)-



T,riiiville HSTC
Home Scat Curriculum Guide

P kR ENT GUIDE

November 2nd Week

, Good dental health means that your general health will be better. Good dental health saves
money in dental bills. Good dental habits should start early in life. Good nutrition effects good dental
health.

1. Provide positive reinforcement for brushing by praising your children and by -.1sing, a chart.

2. Use fruits, vegetables and cheese, etc., for snacks instead of candy, gum, cookies, etc.. which
are bad. for your.teeth.

3. Take your children to the grocery store and talk about foods that are good for dental health.
Let them pick out a "good" snack.

4. Let your children play store or dentist.

5. Set a good example by letting you: children see you brushing your ..;th or brush with them.

6. Have your children find pictures of people with pretty teeth.

Have children find pictures of fruits and vegetables (put in separate groups) to reinforce Den-
tal Health.

8. Flossing is very important to total cleaning of teeth but difficult for small children to do.
Parents need to help or do flossing for children.



NUM lie HSTC
Horne Start Lesson Plan

NAME: Mrs. Corneweekiy
WEEK OF: Oct. 14-1S, 1975
UNIT TITLE: Nutrition/ 3asic 4

ACTIVITIES MATERIALS JUSTIFICATION

Follow up:
a. ask morn about ,:.ctivities done or

shapes
b. cutting shapes
e. review colors

2. Discuss Basic 4

3. Make Nutrition Train
12 sets so morn & child can both
rn...ke one)

4. Apple Boat snack
a. discuss nutritional valve
b. whole half triangle

find food groups & put tickets in
ears.

5. Cutting food from magazine &
matching to food groups.

6. DisCuss handouts & more ways
mom can r.inforce Basic 4 through
week.
a. how to incorporate Basic 4 in diet
.b. make menu
c. look for foods in magazines
d. have child cut out & paste food

pictures.

7. Discussion of next week lesson.

?redraw,: st..,.,;es ) consis t,-

in; of colors red. blue. green.
yellow, black, orange (2 sets;
Scissor, i2 pasr)

-A Guide to Good Ea:ing-
pamphlet Na:'t Dairy Council)

shapes previoLsiv cut
large piece paper for mounting
additional constr. paper of specified
colors for ,tckets
scissors, glue. crayons, fttlt lip

markers

Apples, cheese
Toothpicks. knife

Magazine, scissors

Menus
Recipes
Supplemental foods
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Rcy:ew & give positive reinforce-
ment to morn for follow through
ideas on last week unit
To review_sha-p-es & colors
To continue cutting experience

R,:inforce concepts lea; ed in Basic
4 food groups

To help mom with simple way of
keeping track or how man serv-
ings from Basic 4 have been in-

cluded in daily diet
To continue cutting & gluing ex
perieoce
To provide posi:ve learning ex-
perience for mom & child

: \pple'cheese nutritional snack
Revie. shapes
Experience in foo;:: ijacernent into
groups
To provide positive learning ex-
perience for rnom & child

Extra., activity if child finishes or
loses interest
`.`arching. classification
Positive reinforcement

Better preparation



Miliville HSTC

Family Week of

What special activities did you do with cour child?

How did it go?

What went wc.II?

What problems did you have?

How did you use family a :vities (such s meals, bathtime, errands) to teach your child?

-at have you learned aboL' yourself and your child?

What did you find your child doing good this week?



West Central West Virginia Community Action Association HSTC

HOME VISIT PLAN
HOME VISITOR:

DATE,:

FAMILY: Selfworth (Sue-4 yrs , Sam-3 yrs.)

Monthly Goal: Sue: encourage independence
Sam: speak in short, complete sentences

Objectives (note component)
People

Involved
Activities Materials Assessment

P !
review song learned this week

Sam: practice sentences
Sue: encourage active participation

in the group.

Reinforce the No. 4 for Sam
Introduce the OVAL shape to Sue

Update H.S. health records

Find volu,ite. rs for special

oiympics...
P I

Clarify parent group plans

Clairfy treasurers responsibility

Sue, Sam,
Mom, Dad

Sue. Sam,

Mom, Dad

Sue, Sam,

Mom, Dad

Vorn/Dad

Mom/Dad

Mom/Dad

movement/sing

recite and clap to Humpty-

Dumpty rhyme

make 4 square walls

make 4 oval eggs

cut/paste/draw/count

compare H.S. records with family

immunization records

discuss: They need volunteers!

Are you interested?

Meet at Kline's Restaurant at 11

a.m. at I p.m. well leave for

movies at the library.

head, shoulders, knees and

toes sheet.

(none)

red

yellow

blue

construction

paper

paste/scissors

H.S. health form

family records

(none)

(none)
(Dad) Bring parent group
checkbook!

Kids had lots of fun with this

Sam began to use sentences

but needs help. Sue OK.

Both liked. }lard for Sue to

say oval. Sam needs help on

4 some.

yes but need babysitting.

Activities left in the home: Dad will have Sam count (1) forks and spoons for evening meals this week. To encourage Sue to be more

self-reliant. Mom will read All By Myslf to both children. (They'll njoy it!)

Activity planned by parents) for next home visit: Make scr..mbled eggs or go to farm :o see chickens & eggs.

i .T PARENT SIGNATURE:
B.A. Self- orth TIME VISIT BEGAN: 10:15 A.M. PtiDED 11:45 A.M.



LESSON PLAN
Nebraska Panhandle Home Start Training Program

Parent(s): Date-

Children 1. Age

2. Age

Family Educator:

Date of next visit-

I. SAFETY 7. LANGUAGE

2. HEALTH 8. CREATIVE

3. NUTRITION 9. SELF-CONCEPT (Feelings about self)

4. SMALL MUSCLE SKILLS 10. INDIVIDUAL STRENGTH (Self
help)

5. LARGE MUSCLE H. SOCIAL (Getting along with others)

6. COGNITIVE (Thinking & re..isoning) 12. BEHAVIOR GUIDANCE

SOCIAL SERVIC7, PARENT INVOLVEMENT
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re 1 k rirrirriri
tiKVAL ti)it
Daily Guides for Home Base

Training Center Parents

DATE: April 28.May 2,

14;

THEME: Physical World

TOPIC: Zoo Animals

GOAL: To introduce animals typically found in a zoo so children may learn to identify animals through recognition of shape, size and

sounds.

Background Information
Learning Activities & Experiences

I. There are many animals found in zoos. Your child may know several of them

already You may need to add new animals to the ones mentioned in the

lesson plan.

Kangaroos have long hind legs and move by hopping. They carry their babies

;r1 a speci?.1 couch or pocket in their stomach.

VOCABULARY WORDS TO STRESS:

kangaroo circle

hop square

o SKILLS:

gross motor development

following instructions

CONCEPTS:

movement by hopping circle

square startstop

1. HOPPING GAME

Show the child a picture °fa kangaroo il'you can. You may want to compare

the kangaroo with a rabbit who also hops. Notice the strong back legs.

This is an action game. Go over the actions before beginning.

Hopping Game

Mrs. Kangaroo goes hop, hop, hop!

Ihop on both feet)

She looks around.

(turn head left to right)

But does not stop.

(continue hopping)

She hops in a circle,

(hop in a small circle)

She hops in a square,

(hop in a small square)

She hops back home

(hop back to starting place)

And stops right there.

(stop hopping)



Backgrry* !formation

Page 2

ARVAC HSTC

Learning Activities & Experiences

2. Al! animals have a home. ,...rnais live in a special place such as a cave,

nest, or hole in the groun,:l, will learn that all animals, including

man, have to have shelter 'r in order to live. Homes keep us warm or

cool, dry and safe from me t.angers.

cave

VOCAr 2,4' WORDS TO STRESS:

bear door-opening

ome into

SOLIS:

gross motor language development

eye-hand coordinat,i taking turns

CONCEPTS:

home preposition into

creative imagery

3. Has your chilo ,ver rtchec at stretcn? T activity will teach your child

how to use his m in efferent .,ays by watching animals.

This will str, i;g';v:1 t);3 k and leg r

V(Y,'Ari, ADS TO STRESS:

Str,;';:";

animal moverr,,f

;CC

ILLS:

mcrtor development

CONCEPTS:

health habit;

back

neck

body parts

2. BEAR IN THE CAVE

Make a cave out of a piece of a large cardboa:d box. Draw a picture of the

cave on the box. Cut out an opening for the cave door. Prop the box cave

against a chair. Make a bear by cutting two pieces of fabric to be stitched to-

gether. Leave a small opening. Fill with beans, popcorn or coarse sand. Sew

up the opening.

Let the child stand several feet from the cave and toss ;he "bear" into the

cave. Adults need to stand further away from the opening.

if you wish, keep score on the number of tosses ;ind times the "bear" goes in

the cave.

3, TIGER STRETCH

From an "ail-fours" position stretch one leg back with the knee straight and

at the same time stretch the neck back as far as it will go. Then bring the leg

ck and stretch out the other leg. Do this ten times. Try to build up to 10

with each leg

Your child will enjoy exercises if you will join him.



Page 3

ARVAC HST('

Background Information earning Activities & Experiences

4. Activities like this encourage children to learn by expressing themselves

creatively. Children are being allowed to be individuals and to share their

ideas with others.

If your child wants to do cutting, pasting, coloring, etc. at a time or place that

he shouldn't you often want to not allow him scissors, crayons, etc. Actually

your child is needing more experiences. Do set rules as to vhere and how

your child can participate in the activities.

Remember the child needs to make the animal the way he "sees.' it. You

make some animals also to add to the zoo.

body

legs

VOCABULARY WORDS TO STRESS:

head right fast high

rail left slow low

SKILLS:

imagMation

eye-hand coordination

fine motor

self-expression

CONCEPTS:

body parts animal characteristics

4, WILD ANIMAL ART

Any animal can be made with a sheet of 9x I 2 construction paper. Fold it in

half For legs, cut out a rectangle from the edges opposite the Iola. With

scraps of paper, fabric, etc. paste on the proper head, tail, and characteristics

of a particular animal. Crayons can he used also to add color or spots. Your

child can make a whole zoo-full of animas.

FINGER PL Y' FUN:

Two Baby Lions

Two baby lions hold up index finger on each hand)

Sleeping in a zoo (lay fingers in lap)

One jumped up (lift one finger on left hand)

The other did, too (lift finger on right hand)

One ran fast (tap left finger quickly on lap)

One ran slow (tap right finger slowly on lap)

One jumped high (jump left finger high)

The other jumped low. (jump right finger low)



Page 4

ARVAC liSTC

Background Information Learning Activities & Experiences

5. Animals clean themselves in order to stay healthy. People must practice per-

sonal health practices to stay healthy.

Our skin's surface continually accumulates dust and bacteria from the air.

This accumulation needs to be washed away with soap and water daily.

Children need to learn good health habits as early in life as possible.

clean

neat

VOCABULARY WORDS TO STRESS:

wash

dry

soap

healthy

SKILLS:

gross motor dramatization

CONCEPTS:

good health habits

6. Often times in planning meals for our family we serve the same foods over

and over again. Try to serve something different once or twice a week. You

might lind that everyone likes it.

mash

ingredients

manipulation

VOCABULARY WORDS TO STRESS:

mix

recipe

SKILLS:

small muscle

CONCEPTS:

science

spread

chill

go, d work habits

5. SHOW ME

Hoy, do you wash your ears and neck?

(show me)

How do you wash your leg and back?

(show me)

Would you rather stand in a shower and scrub'

Or do your scrubbing sitting in a tub?

How do you dry your face and nose?

(show me)

How do you dry your fingers and toes.'

(show me)

How do you feel 4 .1ten you're clean and neat?

From the top of your head to the tip of your feel?

(show me, show me, show me)

Act out the rhythmic activity together.

[SPECIAL ATTENTION

protect your family.

6. Fruit Sandwich-Mix:

2 peach halves

2 T peanut butter

Please read the information on Rabies so You can

1/4 cup small curd cottage cheese

Mash peaches with a spoon in a wooden bowl. Mix with other ingredients

thoroughly. Spread lightly on bread or toast. Cut into small pieces. This

makes about 8 servings for a tasty and nutritious snack. He creative, try

other fruit()



Page 5

ARVAC HSTC

Background Information Learning Activities & Experiences

Lemon Pudding Surprise:

Pudding:

I package instant pudding

2 cups milk

plastic jar with a lid

Shake and shake and shake!

Lemon Pudding, Surprise:

i can fruit cocktail, drained

I package instant lemon pudding .

1 cup marshmallows (miniatures)

1 banana (cut into pieces)

Prepare pudding as directed above. Mix all other ingredients with it. Chill. Serves

6.

I. How did you feel about this week's activities? 2. \Virat activity did you do with your child? 3. What didn't you like about this v,'eek's activities?



1-;abies is an lnimal disease. PeopiL nay
ar- Litten or licked b;

,inimal which has a disease. Wrien people
have been exposed in this way, only a series
of shots can keep them from getting rabies.

T" LOOK FOR:

id animals which seem to be friendly or
tame.

2. Wild animals like skunks and foxes which
yo_: do not usually see i,. the daytime.

3. Pets which seem to have a hard time walk
ing, eating, or d,-.nking.

. Signs of' excitement or madness in
animals.

s. Animals which tear or scratch at an old
w-,und un:i: it bleeds.

C.::tie which strain for long periods.

FIR:iT AIL FOR BITS:

Quick.y and thoroubly wash the bite with
snap :Inc! water Hr I minutes. Rinse well

d out alcohol or .odine on
4-27 771S.

See a doctor right away after washing the
bite. He decide on wha: you might
need to do to avoid rabies.

Describe the animal which hit you the
kind, size and color to the do,:tor or the
health officer. Tel chile ren to get help
from a ;.)oliceman, school guard, or other
adult.

4. possible, have the bitlng, dog or cat
vatchal closel: for 10 days. After that, i

the animal is still alive and normal, it

didn't have rabies when it bit you. This
also helps doctor decide if you need
treatment.

HON, COMMUNITY CAN CC. *;-
TROL RAF-ES:

1. Owners of dogs should be required by law
to have their pets registered and licensed.

.vners of dogs and cats should be re-
quired by law to have rabies shots for their
pets eVCiy year.

3. The city should pro de a dog pound and
wardens, and all stray Logs should be kept
in the pound until adopted or until de-
stroyed according to t'ne city law.

Dogs and cats bitten by a rabid animal
should be killed right away.

to kill All citizens should support community of-
ricials in controlling wildlife.
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ACIrIVMSS FOR yoUN& Ci0LDRIEK

Vol. Viii, No. 8
December 3 7, '979

"FEELING GOOD ABOUT ME"

Many of our parent guides during the year

stress the importance of a strong self-concept
in children. What is "self-concept" and how

can it be fostered so that it develops in a
positive manner.

Sell-concept is usueli'. _escribed as the
way we feel about ourself. And everyone of
us children and adults have these feelings,

either positive or negative. Most often we
feel good about ourselves and confident
about our abilities to succeed in this complex
world we live in. Sometimes, however, we

may feel as though we are failures and
experience a great deal of difficulty in our
everyday lives.

Have you ever noticed the way a person

feels about himself is usually related to how
he believes those individuals close to him
(friends, immediate family, etc.) fee! about

him. For example, parents who express
feelings of warmth and love and coniinuDIIi
praise their youngsters usually have children
who have a good self-concept, and feel good
about themselves. On the other hand, parents
who criticize their children as being lazy,
not worth anything, or good for nothing
usually have children who have a poor self-

image they do not feel they are worth

very much.

Parents can do many things to help their
children develop strong feelings of self-worth.

robe y the most important way this can be
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done is to praise the child for those things he
does well, and every youngster can do some-

thing for which he can be praised. In

addition to telling the children, a pat on the

head, a warm smile, a wink of the eye are
other ways to :et youngsters know they have

done something good. No greater gift than
this helping children feel good about the

selves can be given from parents to their
children.



MONDAY
DECEMBER 3, 1979

HOME SUPPLIES: None

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: Your child's self
concept is related to his ability to achieve
success in developing muscle coordination.
Children need much practice in developing
motor skills. One activity you can do with
your child is to ask him to imitate an animal
or machine. Say "can you move the way a
dog does? A bear? A snake?" Then ask
you child think of an animal and move

it :Ind you try tc guoss whz.-,t animal it
is. This activity will give your child practice
in a variety of motor skills. :-Watch how
many different muscles he uses. (Hints:
This can be done indoors or outside. Name
animals the child has seen).

DECEMBER 4, 1979

HOME SUPPLIES: N

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: While your child
is helping you with some household task, en-
courage him to talk about what he likes
about himself. What does he think he does

well? Part of feeling good about yourself is
knowing that you can do many things well.
You can help your child by making some
suggestions if he can't think of any things he
does well. (Example: You are good at
setting the table, knowing all your colors, etc.).

DECEMBER 5, 1979

HOME SUPPLIES: None

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: Vinen your child
is getting dressed in the morning, encourage
him to put on as many of his clothes by
himself as possible. Watch for: Can he
button buttons, snap snaps, pull on socks,
zip zippers? One method of teaching those
skills is to have him practice buttoning, zipping,
etc. when the clothes are off. Often it is

easier whin he doesn't have to look down
but instead look directly at the buttons.
Knowing how to dress himself greatly increases
your child's independence. -2-
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orviA, fiDAY
DECEMBER 6, 1979

HOME SUP=L,',7S: :onslruction paper: red,
yellow, ad blue

SUGGESTED ACTR::"IES: Put the red
paper on the table or floor. Hide the other

colors. Ask your child to bring you some-
thing that is the same color as the paper.
After he has found about five tern,, put
the blue paper on the table, and ask him to
find some things that are the same color

as the paper. Repeat for yellow. Learning
hclpc the child r:j r,hiprt,. in his

environment. This helps him gain con fideilce
abo'_;t his place Li the 0:orll
to other things.

Produced
By

Drict-,Pc Nell
Educational Cooperative

P 0 Box 279
Tazewell, Tennessee 37879

1615) 626.4677
Written ov

Dr. William W. Locke
Executive Director

Ja:-Ice M. Leves

S Dean
Joyce. B Weiler

r)ECEMBER 7, 1979

HOME SUPPLIES: Tempera paint (or food
coloring mixed with water), straw, manilla

paper

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: Th:s is an activity
in which all your children can participate.
Often older brothers and sisters feel left out
because the younger children seem to get
more of the parent's time. You can help
build a good relationship between your
children by providing an activity which they
can enjoy together. Give each child some
paint on his paper and a straw. Make the
paint kind of runny. The child can blov
through his straw on the paint to make

design. Encourage the older children to talk
to the younger children about the colors,
whether they blew hard or softly through the

straw, etc. Praise both the older and younger
children's efforts.

-3-
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Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative Parent's Guide

MILD'S NAME

RATE

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

REINFORCE: TNT:

ACTIVITY CHART

OBJECTIVE:

IAT S :

RATE

PROCEDURE:

RE INFORZEMENT :
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Clinch-Powell Educational C;;.,.1,erative Parent's Guide

TEACHER, AIDE AND HOME VISITOR'S aliDE

DECEMBER 3 7, 1979

Vol. VI' Activities For Use With Young Children N:. a

THEME Parent Self Concept

THOUGHT FOR THE1NEEK

This week we want to stress the importance of parents having a good self concept. Parents need; to have

positive feelings .1Pcut themselves in order to be able to share positive feelings with their chi!Cre it is

important, tro, foi parents to help their children c'eve;;:)7,-: a rood se'I concept.

C3JECTIVE'_;

1. Parents will Lecc.;rne aware the- !cssessing a good self im;.ge is necessary in order he!o -left child

aereldo z good self Imace.

2. Parents will devel d list of ways ;;an help their childre.7 feel uo,:,.! themse've5.

`.;JGGESTED V;SIT ACTIVITIES
(nc this - 20 30, 1979)

1 Go over th "Thoug'r For The Ncal-s" with one parents.

2. Discuss, e parents, the supplies t. Lhe coming week.

3. Ask parents and ci j to vvith you any activities they have done toge her in the past week.

4. Stress, with -71e parents, the importance of helping tilei7 ccass-cd: in d ferent motor

skills. (Monday, Decer ber 3)

5. Discuss, with parents, !"^ need for tl,eir child to fee' godo about the tninc,-s I does and his

ability to discuss the.: faelin_s with others. (Tuesday, December 4)

O. Emphasizing independence in their child is an i- portant task for parenic n accomplish. Relate

this concept the self 'yelp activit for this week. (Wednesday, December 5)

7. Point out ,o the pa ?.n,: a child does not need to kno.4 his colors, but only needs to be able

to match colors in order to complete -;;-iis activity. (Thursday, December

8. Many times parrots rod tc, discoc.7age rather than e.iccurage s'bling interaction. Make sure the

parents understand why this ar.. ,.i ity needs to be done with children of all ag °s. (Friday, December 7)

9. Spend some time outsic with the parent child. his time year would be ideal for a nature

hike. Take a short wail and model for ti... parent some ideas which you would like for her to use

another time on a longer hike. For example:

A. Let the child decide where go.

B. Ask questions to enco !rage the chi...I to look and listen.

O. Let the parent and child cut pictures of p opie from magazines or look at moods and emotions

pictures. Encourage the parent to talk about feelings such as happy, sad, angry, etc.

(Over)
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHERS AND AIDES
(Dc this December 3 7, 1979)

1. Put out familiar materials for the children to work with. Sometimes it is good to chalenge children,
but they also need familiar objects to play with. Arrange these materials so that the children can
get them out and put them away by themselves. This will encourage inependence in children.

2. Have the children work in small groups on a "confetti" collage. Have containers of cut paper in

different colors available. Let the children decide what picture they ,vould like to make and provide
a large piece of poster board and paste. Encourage group cooperation (i.e. one child makes the sky,
one the grass, one the trees and flowers, one the people, etc.). Remember the process is important
not the finished product.

3. Set up an area for 3 or 4 children to make instant pudding. Explain that the children will each get
to take a turn in adding an ingredient or mixing or pouring. Make sure that this moves quickly so
that no child has to wait too long to have his turn. When they finish, use this as a snack for the group.

4. Make sure your dress up corner has many interesting additions this year. Encourage children to play
in this area as this encourages children to develop positive self-images.

5. Read the story, "The Ugly Duckling," or another similar story. Ask the children questions concerning
their feelings about the story. Ask them if they have ever felt unloved or out of place.

6. Have a block area set up where the children's task is to do some cooperative group building. You may
have to yive them some ideas or suggestions such as: "maybe we could build a highway you build
the street, I'll build the street signs and another person can build the bridges. Then we'll all drive our
cars on this highway."

BOOKS

What Do You Say, Dear? Jos lin
The Birthday Party - Newman
What is a Birthday Child? Jaynes
The Apple Book Martin

SONGS

Good Morning To You Silver Burdett
Walk To School Silver Burdett
Mary Wore A Red Dress Silver Burdett
Open, Shut Them Silver Burdett
Let's Go Walking Silver Burdett
Do, Oh, Do, Oh Follett
Blue, Blue - Follett
What Shad We Do Follett
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Activity Books

Badger, Earladeen. Mother's Guide To Early Learning. 1973. Available from. PACE (Parent and CHd
Education), Box 392, Carmi, Illinois 62821, (618) 382-4179.

This book is aimed at mothers and paraprofessionals, and presents a series of learning act:vines for
infants and young children. It is divided into 20 different "developmental levels,- each of whic.h
has a number of suggested activities, ranging from the first rattle used with a baby to early number
concepts. The book is a guide to learning activities presented in the Infant and Toddler Learning
Program, and stresses the fact that parents should be flexible and enjoy themselves in presenting
activities to their young children.

Baratta-Lorton, Mary. Work jobs. . ..fbr Parents. 1975. Available from: Addison Wesley Publishing Co., Sand
Hill Road. Menlo Park, California 94025.

The author has created 43 "workjobs- or learning activities for parents to share with their 3- to 6-
year -olds. For each workjob the author delineates the materials needed, skills gained from the
activity, ways to get play started, and follow-up questions. Black-and-white photographs show the
reader how each workjob is made. Examples of activities from which children can learn as they

fun include manipulating nuts and sere.. .2ounting and putting pe;-:nies into jars, and filling

up jars with rice.

Braga, Joseph and Laurie Braga. Children and Adults. 197 6. Available from: Prentice-Hall. Inc.. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey 07632, (201) 392-2000.

This.bock contains activities which adult caregivers may find useful and stimulating in helping
children, and the elves, grow into happy, productive adults. The activities are designed for
children from birth to six :ye?.rs, but many are appropriate for children and adults of all ages.
Included in the activities -Fun in the Bathtub," "A Space of My Own.- "Launder and
Learn,- You Be -.':e anj [II Be You,- "Working Together.- "I Can Write.- and "Let's
Pretend.-

Cole. '.nn. Carolyn Haas, Eliz..,beth Heller, and Betty Weinberger.. .4 Pumpkin in a Pear Tree. Creative :deas
for 12 A.:'mths of Holiday Fun. 1976. Available from: Little, Brown and Company. Boston,

Massachusetts.

.4 Pumpkin in a Pear Tree is an activities book with numerous craft ideas, recipes. "make-believe-

play themes. games, and science experiments for adding zip to holiday celebrations. The activities

range from traditional pastimes such as taffy pulls, May Day festivities, and egg rolling contests to
less common activities such as staging paper plate discus throws f Labor Day), making a compass
(Columbus Day), and devising moon games and experiments (Moon Day). The materials used
are easily obtainable household items. Some of the activities are suitable for use with preschoolers
while others are more appropriate for elementary school children; however. many 6f th._ activities

for older children can be modified for use with preschoolers.
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Cole. .;\ nn. :Throlvn l laas, Faith Bushnell. and Beity A inh re r. I Saw io,:;:c triit; ; Recipo

,i/L-ieurfUn.c. !)72. Available from: Little. Brown and Company. Boston. Nlassacha ,cis

I Saw -1 Pt. -pie Cow is an imaginative activities book which provides e.tie-titining. simple learning

experiences for preschoolers through 6-year-olds and their par._ .us. babysitters. or chi1,1 care center

teachers. The activities_ tested in parent and stall. workshops early childhood centers. prm.ide

opportunities for creating numerous enjoyable learning experiences. The activities include initiating

and making props for pretend play: involving children in simple craft. music, and rhythm activities:

and making basic recipes such as paste and play dough. Simple science expel ences and party: and

learning Lzarnes r ai ;:iut. the collection wactivities

Count Me In. Available from: .kcivocacy Coalition for Educational Rights. Inc. 4701 Chicago yentio

South. Minneapolis. Miti.lesmi 55407.

Count Mc In is a project of PACER Center, Inc. to trait- steers to provide educational

entertainment about handicapped individuals to preschm,. Jlementary-aged children. Through

free ID1-177-el shows, which will help dispel fears and myths about disabilities, young children will

have the chance to:
leant about handicaps.
view equipment such as a hearing aid, wheel chair, and braille watch.

discover what many handicapped people would like to say: "I'm very much like VOL. Count me

inl-

Gordon, Ira, Barry Guinagh, Emile R. jester, et. al. Child Learning Through Child Play. 1972. Available

from St. Martin's Press, 175 5th Avenue, New York, New York I 0C10. (212) 674-51

This book presents a wide variety of games and creative activities developed in order to provide

concrete learning opportunities for 2- and 3-year-old children. The activities may be used by

parents. day care workers, and other adults in early childhood education r-ograms. Throughout the
book, the importance of recognizing both the intellectual and emotional development of the child

is emphasized. The book is divided into sections. each of which features one main type of game:

noweve-. the games are designed to contribute to all aspects of the child's development, through

his working with an involved adult.

Karnes. Merle B. !Yelping Young Children Develop Langua:.te Skills: 4 Book of Activities. 1968. Available

from: Council for Exceptional Children. 1920 Association Driva. Reston. Virginia 22091. (703)

70-3660.

A variety of games. stories. dialogues, and other activities which have beet designed by teachers to

improve the language skills of culturally disadvantaged children prPsented, The activities reflect

a language model comprised of the processes of decoding. association. integration. encoding. and

memory. They can be adapted for use 1n developing language skills in large groups of children from

less deprived backgrounds. or small groups of older children who are mentally retarded or have

severe learning disabilities.
sax

Nleicher, John, Jenny Lange, Jim McCoy, and Al KJ mmen. Our of the Nes:: Instructionc_.S.trategies to

Pr:'pare Young. Exceptional Children for the Mainstream. Prepared by the W 'nnsin State EC. YEN

Project. 1979. Available from: Wisco-sin State Department of Public Instrucuo... 7adison. Wisconsin.

This list of skills and strategies is the result o: two workshops held in Wisconsin in the summer of

1979 which focused on issues and concerns related to mainstreaming young handicapped children.

The survival skills compiled here are not concept-oriented l"can name five farm animals'') or

perceptually-orien: .1 ("knows under. o,;:er and behind- ) or reading-oriented ("rp:ognizcs three

lower-case letters''). While concepts. perceptual skill:, and reading readiness are important, they

are not sufficient for kindergarten success. It is not so much what a child is taugh' but how the child

perceives him/herself as a learner that can make the difference.
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S herr. and Richard Drouil:ard. Gei 0.,2." Available from: AAHPER Publication-Sales, 1201
16th Street. N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20036.

A seve.nty-sever -page booklet designed for parents of visually impaired infants with su,:estions
and illustrations tar assist:n:2. :he infant in his deve.lopmen: from birth to walking stage. Also
appreriate for teachers. Also available 2 cassette tapes from Reading for the Blind. Inc.. 2945 i

_Greenfield Road, Suite 116. Southfield. Michigan 8076. Also available. _Wove /L.'
(Sequel

RecipesforFun ,Recerespli %aDicerrirse. Workshop Procedures: .4 Training Aid nual for Workshop Leaders,
More Recipesfor Fun. .cdi More Recipes for Fun, Recipes for Holiday Fun. 1970, 1972. 1976. Available
from: Parents as Resources. 464 Central. Northfield. Illinois 60093. (312) 44' -5617.

Parents as Resources has published for parents and others .s..ho,...,e,r1; %vith young
hildren. Recipesfor Fun, and th.-' Spanish version. Recetas para Divertirse, are illustrated activity

booklets, which, along with the later booklet. More Recipes for Fun, pi °vide illustrated, clearly
;ritten instructions for a variety of learning games and crafts in which children and parents can

participate together. Workshop Procedures, which is companion guide to Recipes for Fun, offers
guidelines and specific methods for training parents. students. or ather nonprofesSionals in
presenting these games and crafts to children. Still Afore Recipes.'or Fun is a continuation of More
Recipes for Fun. and Recipes, /o: H Fon contains activities and games for holidays throughout
the year

Recipesfor Reading: .4 Guide for Paren:s. 1975. (DeVeloped under a grant from Right to Read, U.S. Office of
Education. Available in Spanish and English). Available Publications Department, National
Urban Coalition. 1201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20336, (202) .331-7401

Recipesfor Reading describes enjoyable activities for developing reading readiness skills in young
children. The activities assist parents in capitalizing on the home environment to help children
explore their senses and use words to describe these experienees. The publication shows how
common hc.._.seholci objects car. Live children experience in noting and verbalizing differences and
similari:ies in sounds. smells. tastes. textures. colors. and sizes. Additionally. activities such as
buttoning and scribbling which help de small muscle control are included.

Rich. Dorothy and Beverly Mat: /01 .4c: .des for Building :Vlore Effective School- .immunity
Involvemer-. 1976. Available ''rom: The Flame and School Institute. Trinity College. Washington. D.C.
79017.

The authors offer activities to stimulate communication among the home. school, and community.
The activities are categorized under the folio..-, ing headings: communicating ideas from the school
to the home, utilizing volunteers in the classroom. funu- raising. and using community resources.
Under each W.:hese headings. activities which give practical ideas for extending interactions among
the school. community. and family are systematically outlined. Examples of these activities include
sending home a "We Miss You*..carci to a child absent three or more days. conducting a session in
which both teachers and parents share their expectations for students, and having a book swap dos:.
In general, the activities can be used by 1.,,ichers of preschoolers through sixth graders for
improving school, home. and community relationships. The activities were designed for use with a
minimum amour.: or time, cifort. money.
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The Kids on the ,.. 1978. Available from: Barbara Aiello. Suite 510. Washington Building. Washington.

D.C. 20005.

An ingenious approach to preparing both able-bodied and disabled children for mainstrea:-aing.

The Kids on the Block is not a !earning "system'. or device. It is a carefully researched.

thoughtfully planned method which eases the integration of handicapped and non-handicapped

children in regular classrooms. The kit includes: six handcrafted,puppets. a teacher's guide. live

teaching cassettes, props, chatabout cards. and braille cards and book.

Toys: Fun in the Making/Es Gi ertido Consrmir. Available from: (See _lYF Publications No(e at end of

Resource Section).

Offers some ideas for making children's toySand garns that are simple and fun to, make. The use

of this booklet encourages and helps caildren learn and practice specitic-sk ills such as recognizir

colors, s1-capes and sizes of objects. coordinating their hand and eye movements. counting. and

irt i-Licig to use GI-CIS to express themselves. These toys and games can be made by children and

grownups alike; and they are all made from "throwaway materials found in the home. ( Also in

Spartisa) DHEW,#: (OHDS) 30031 (English). GPO #: 017-090700052-6 ( DHEW #:

(OHDS) 30049 (Spanish). G ?O #: None (Spanish)

Children's Books About Handicaps

Baskin, Barbara H. and Karen H. Hariis. :Votes from a Different Drummer.: A Guide to Juvehile Fiction

Per-raying the Handicapped. 1977. Available from: R.R. Bowker Co.. Order Dept., P.O. Box 1807,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

This groundbreaking volume the first to summarize, analyze, and evaluate over 400 children's

and young adult fiction titles ealing with the physically and mentally handica-'ped. It provides all

the information necessary Tor making sensitive, informed choices of books on a wide range of

impairments, including intellectua emotional and neurological, speech, visual, auditory.

orthopedic and learning disabilities, and general health problems.

Brightman, Alan. Like Me. Little, Brown and Co., 1-976.

Through photographs and easy to read text, Lik: explores the world of the retarded child, his

desire to succeed and his need to have friends.

Fanshawe, Elizabeth. Rachel. Bradbury Press, Inc.

Rachel is a handicapped child who is successfully mainstreamed into a regular.classroom.

Fassler, Joan. Howie Helps Himeij. Albert Whitman and Co., 1975.

Howie, confined to a wheel chair, makes his wish come true. A story for the young, that deals with

the frustration and triumph of living with a handicap.

Fassier. Joan. One Little Girl. Human Sciences Pres, 1969.

Descrit the experiences and feelings of a slow learner.

.flold, Phyllis. Please Don't Say Hello. Human Sciences Press, 1975

Deals with the family and peer relationships of an autistic child.
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Grealish, Mar.s.. Jane 9,raunsberg. Charles A. Grealish. .4 my AL:Ir.. Human Policy Press, New
1975.

.4 my .Yaura is far more than the simple, gentle story of a child with cerebral palsy and the day she is

a hero. I: cons;:iou_sn:ss-raisini.: look at haw a child with a handicap views herself and how she
interacts with her family.

Gu,ggenheirn, Kars. The World of Wondertill Difference. l-Hendly House Publisher. New Yt,:k, 1960.

Here s an imaginative blend ct- light verse and chatTnittg :.iustri:tions on the wonder and worth of
c.ifferences among people.

Heide, Florence. Sound of .nuns :: le Sound of Rain. Parents Magazine press, New York, 1970.

With feeling and sensitivIty we are led into the world of a child wha happens to be blind.

Kraus. Robert. Leo the Late Bloomer. Windmill Books, Inc. New York, 19-0.

Leo is a Tiger cub who grows and learns at his own pa

Levine, Edna S. Lisa & Her Soundless World. Human Scienc'es Press, 1974.

To help the young hearing child understand what life without sound is like, this stor. .scriees
some of the ways in whic:' he non-hearing can adapt (hearing aids, lip-reading., sign language, and

finger-spelling).

.Naylor, Phyllis. Jennifer jean the Cross-Eyed Queen_Lerner Publishing Co., Minneapolis, MN, 1967.

A little girl's concerns over being different.

stein, Sara sonnet. .4 bow Handicaps: An Open Famiilv Book for Parents and Children Together. Walker and

Company, 1974.

A unique book, with separate texts for adults and children. Vivid photographs and a simple, honest
story explore the relationship between two young children.

PrAishers

Albert Whitma. _.nd Company. 560 West Lake Street, CniCago. IL ,606.
Bradbury Press, Inc., 2 Overhill Road, Scardale, NY 10583.
: .arcou.:, Brace, Jovano,icIvInc., 757 3rd Avenue. New York, NY 10017.

Human P-licy Press. P.O. Box 127, University Station, Syracuse, NY 13210.
Human S, :rices Press, 72 :fifth Avenue, New York. NY 10011.
J.B. Lippincott. 521 5th Avenue, New York. NY 10017.
Little, Brown & CoMpany, 34 Beacon Street. Boston, N4A 02106,
Parents.,.: Magazine Press, 80 New Bridge Road, Bergenfield. NJ 07621.
Walker and company, 72r 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10019.
Windmill Books. Inc., 201 Park Avenue South, New York. NY 10003.
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Home -Based 's

Bell, T.H. .Your Child's Intellect: :o ;-forrtt-3ased Education. 1973. Available from:

Olympus Publishinq. Co.. 1607 East 1300 South. Sa., Lakt: City. Utah 84105. (801) 583-366

Dr. Terrel Bell. C.., ...Imissioner the States 0:17ce: or Education from June 1974 ic; August

1976, wrote the text for this parents' manual for home-based early childhood education. It .,cas

prepared to be used in the home by parer. _s who wish :o help develop their children's skills and to

provide a good learning environment for their children. whatever :heir own level of formal training

might be. It is written in simple, straightforward langtia,2.e. accompanied by photographs. Each

chapter is followed by a section of:Practical Applications. writ:en by Arden Thorum. for t :.-

ideas diScussed in that chapter. Chapters one through four deal with general discussion.

instructions, and the use of teaching _ids. Chapters five through 13 are specifically concerned with

area's of learning for children in the age categories of the firs:10 months c'' life, 10 to 18 months,

two to three years, three to four years. and four to five years. Chapter 14 outlines procedures which

will help prepare a child for school.

Captain Kangaroo AlateriarsAvailable from: Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative, Bo,: 279. Tazewell,

Tennessee 37879, (615) 869-3605.

This series of materials was developed by the Clinch - Powell, Tennessee Home S :art program in

..:,.:)operation with the Captain Kangaroo, television show and the Columbia Broadcasting System.

Each week, a "Parent'S Guide and a "Teacher, Aide, and Home Visitor's Guide are provided.
T;:ese contain activities, stories, and songs for children, using as a starting point a portion of the

daily Captain Kangaroo show. The "Parent's Guide" suggests a variety of practical activities which

can be carried out with supplies r tadily available in the home. The "Teacher, Aide. and Home
Visitor's Guide provides activities for the home visitor to use with both the parents and the

children, as well as an overall guide for the week's procedures.

Forrester, Betty al. Home Visitin;: Mothers and Infants. 1971, Available from: Infr,mation Office,

DARCEE, Peabody College, Box 151, Nashville, Tennessee. 37203. (615) 227-8236.

This illustrated procedural manual describes an apr,:...oach to working with mothers and infants in

their homes. it emphasizes the role of parents as educational seit.:ngs. The roles of both the mother

and the home ...isitor are discussed in deta..: in the context of home-based early childhood

development and education. Specifics the process of home visiting in the program described are
',.,resented including recruitment and selection of families involved, guidelines and activities for six

sessions. There is also a sampling of suggestions. observations. and evLoua tiOrLS from the field-

setting.

Fa ter, Martha, Jan Scanlan, and Ann Hughes D'Antonio. 'Training t;;r Home Intervention. 1974. Available

from: DARCEE, John F. Ker. .eciy. Center ;:" Research ,n Education and Human Development,

George Peabbdy College for Teachers, Nashville. Tennessee 37203.

This manual is part of a pre-service training program for rate intervention at the Demonstration

and Research Center for Early Childhood Education tD.A....71..E) at George 1)eaboc... College.

Units of information on materials and activities tar home visiting. practicing skills for home

visiting, the rationale for home visiting, and other topics crucial to the training of home visitus are

included. Poi: each topic covered. objectives. materials to use, and procedures to follow are

outlineffor the trainer. A reading list for home visitors and suggestions for resource materials for

the trainer are also provided.
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Ihme-1)r:e,:;ej Pr,mt. hoHi Ed,ication HOPE). 1972. Available from: ERIC Document
eproduction Sertt..e. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210, (703 ) 841-) 7_12,

This approach to home -deliv ered preschool education was developed b the .:sppaluchia
Educa t;;;nal Labor .to ry and consists of seven de:La.led process manuals: Program Overview and
Reauireine.ws (ED No. 07254). Field Dire. r's Manual (;_-..D No. 082844), Handbook "Or
.1.10 bile Classroom Teachers a !:d Aides t ED No. 08284.-N ), Home i'isiter's Handbook (ED No.
082546; ...Perso,ime: Training GuicL- ED No. 082847), Currie:: Planning Guide (ED No.
082848), and tfr;!erials Prep:Jr...Non Guide (Eli No. 082849). The program. which is aimed at
4-. and 5-year-oid children, utilizes daily televised lessons. parent instruction in the home under
;he guidance of trained paraprcfessLuals, and weekly neighborhood group activities with a teacher.
Each of the seven manuals presents a specific outline at :he procedures and techniques involved in
:ha: particular area of home-oriented earls childhood education. The manuals are not ;available
through a publisher and are used mainly as resource material by researchers.

i fume U:sitor'.s Guide. 1977. Available from: HICOMP (Higher Competencies fcir Children. Parents and
'TL:achers), S-24 Human Development Building, Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pet-:risyl-ania 16802. t 814) SO3-0207.

The Home Visitor's Guide offers suggestions on being an effective home visitor and stresses the
importance oractive parental involvement with children. It also discusses ways to establish rapport,
ways to deal with difficult or uncooperative parents, incentives for parent participation, ways for
parents to record children's progress, and enabling parents to become better teachers and child

managers. The emphasis is on moving t. parent from total-dependence on the home visitor to
independence in generating activities for children nd generalizing newly acquired skills to novel
settings. The HICO.VIP Pubilcarior List is also L....ilable fr;rn the same address as above, free of
charge.)

Mas,Soglia. Elinor Tripa to. Early Childhood Education in the Home. (' '-`ith accompanying Instructor's Guide; .
1977. Available from: Delmar Publishers, A Division of Litton Educational Publishing, .;0 Wolf

Road. Albany, New York 12205. (518) 459-1150.

This textbook. which draws heavily on the Home Start demonstration program funded in March
19 by the Office of Child i'elVelopmerit (now the Administration for Children, Youth and
Families; , provides a step-b. -step a roach on how to impiernent a home-based program. Using
her experience as teacher, educator, and the mother of six children, the author discusses subjects
ranging from the initial phase of esLablishint: goals and objectives through the final phase of record-
keeping and evaluL. _ion. This book can be used as a-res, rce for both inexperienced and more
seasoned home visiting staff. The style and language are simple and direct: examples, illustrations,
and suggestions are abundant. The appendix lists over 100 textbook references and the names and
addresses of agencies and organizations concerned with the education of-young children. For those
who will assist others in using this manual, the author has also provided an Instructor's Guide
containing supple.rnentary comments and resource information.

Rogg.man. Carol DeBoli to Davis. Joyce Wagner. Pauline Glance. and Joyce Stokes. Home Start
Curriculum Guide available from: Millville Home Start Training Center, 67 South Main Street. Millville.

titan 54326. (801) 753-09.'...

This curriculum guide represents the collective efforts of the home visiting staff of the Millville.
Utah Home Start Training Center, formerly one of the 16 national Home Start demonstration
program; funded by the Office ol.C7hild Development (now Administration for Children. Youth
and Families) .;These home visitors, or family educators, have pooled knowledge and experience
_.singed during a 5-year period to present numerous act:\ ities for implementing yearly goals relative

to the four Head Start components education, hatn, social services, and parent involvement
and in staff training. This manual contains a week-by-week plan on how to achieve these goals

and objectives by suggesting numerous activities for weeekly home visits. The appendix lists

additional activities s:tch as things to do end make, art ideas. fingerplays, stories, songs.

etc.
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The National Clearinghouse for Home-Based Services to Chilaren of the Institute of Child Behavior and
Development can provide a variety of resources for use in home-based programs. This clearinghouse is

located at the University of Iowa, Oakdale, Iowa 52319.

The Role of Parents as Teachers. 1975. (Revision of Parent Power: Primary Actiritrftu the Home. by Joan

Carson). Available from: The Recruitment Leadership and Training Institute, Administrative Services

Building, Temple University, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19122.

The Role of Parents as Teachers contains a variety of home-based learning activities for preschool

children. Most of the activities require few, if any, resources other than those found in the house or

the community. Activities for developing language and math skills as well as crbative abilities are

discussed simply. Also included are sections describing the i'.ysical, socio-emotional, and
intellectual development of 3- to 5-year-olds and suggesting how to choose an appropriate day care

or school setting.

While You're A r It. 1973. Living Room Schools. Available from: Reston Publishing Co., 11420 Sunset Hills

Road, Reston, Virginia 22090, (703) 437-8900.

This series of curricu:um cards is designed to provide mothers with a variety of suggestions for

activities and learning games which can be used with the child while the mother goes about her
daily. routine. The cards are divided into six categories: (1) Helper Cards, (2) While you Wcrk, (3)
Waiting Games, (4) Outdoors, (5) Making Things, and (6) Special Times. There is also a

utilization guide, which helps the parent in choosing an appropriate card for each type of activity.

Early Childhood Education

Hainstock, Elizabeth. Teaching Montessori in the Home: The .Preschool Years. 1968. Available from: Random

House, Inc., Order Dept., Westminister, Maryland 21157, (301) 848-1900.

Parents who are interested in using the methods developed by Dr. Maria Montessori to teach their

preschool children at home will find this book of interest. Using her work in California as a basis,

the author provides approximately 50 exercises, with illustrations, which will aid a parent in

developing language, arithmetic, and perceptual skills, as well as practical skills used in everyday

situations. There is an introduction to Dr. Montessori's work, advice on preparing the home-
school, and instructions for making equipment needed. An appendix includes a list of terms used in

teaching the Montessori method, a list of educational toys, and a bibliography of background and

reference information.

Marzollo, Jean and Janice Lloyd. Learning Through Play. 1972. Available from: Harper and Row, Inc., 10 E.

53rd Street, New York, New York 10022, (212) 593-7000.

The authors of this book have written a great dea: 2ducalional material, including the

Parent /Teacher Guide to Sesame Street. In this be wril:en for parents and teachers of
preschoolers, they emphasize the use of play in the child's home. They have translated the findings

of professionals into a language of play activities that parents can use to help develop the important

skills of their children. With a minimum of preparation and cost, the parent is shown how ordinary

activities can be valuable tools to enrich the emotional and intellectual development of the child.
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McKelvey, L.D. and B. Rinuul and S. Ca. ter, Early Childhood Developmental Disabilities:A Sell-Paced
Course for Training Sta,0 to !detail* and Integrate Children wirii Handicapping Conditions into Pre-
School Programs (V o. I and ii ). 1978. Available from: Region VII Resource Access Project, 39th and
Rainbow Blvd., Kansas City, Kansas.

Early Childhood Developmental Disabilities was developed by the Kansas Project to Develop
Services for Head Start Children with Handicapping Conditions. With contributions from 22
specialists in various disciplines; it was designed to give interdisciplinary preparation to Head
Start personnel, primarily teachers and teacher aides, for integrating handicapped children
into their regular preschool classes. It would be appropriate for any preschool or day care
program with similar goals. The course emphasizes techniques which focus on the behaviors
and attitudes of adults toward young children in preschool settings.

The course presents basic information about normal child development and describes
common handicapping conditions. The reader then learns about assessment and individual
program planning. Skills taught in this course will help the teacher implement programs fcr
individual handicapped children.

The course contains six units:

® normal child development
© a survey of handicapping conditions
o classroom assessment
O individual programming
® behavior management and measurement

reporting progress

Portage Guide ro Early Education. 1976. Available from: Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12, Box
564, Portage, Wisconsin 53901, (608) 742-5342.

The Portage Guide ro Early Education is the complete developmental curriculum used by the
Portage Project in working wit' handicapped and/or normal children of mental age up to six years.
The curriculum is presented in three parts: (1) a Checklist of Behaviors, which includes 580
developmentally sequenced behaviors divided into areas (iruant stimulation, socialization, self-
help, language, cognition, and motor), Each area is color-coded to match cards, and includes an
information log for listing additional child information; (2) a Card File containing 580 cards which
are color-coded to match the checklist and divided into the same six developmental areas. and
suggestions for teaching the behaviors (cards come in a vinyl carrying case); and (3) A Manual of
Instructions, describing the use of the Portage Guide and ways to develop and implement
curriculum goals. Each guide contains 15 checklists. Additional checklists can be ordered in packets
of 15.

Spanish language edition of foregoing: Gula Portage de Educacio- n Preescolar.

Pushaw, David R. Teach Your Child To Talk: A Parent Guide. 1976, Available from: CEBCO Standard
PublishngCo. 9 Kulick Road, Fairfield. New Jersey 07006, (212) 242-3885.

This illustrated, clearly written book contains both general and spec ic advice and guidance on
nurturing children's development in communication, la, Ige. and speech. Also included are
chapters on parenting in general, children with special neeus, and typical speech and language
development, as well as chapters geared to the development of children in specific age ranges (up to
age five). A detailed index is also provided,
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Rich, Dorothy and Cynthia Jones. .4 Family Affair: Education. 1977. Available from: The limme and School

Institute, Trinity College, Washington, D.C. 20017, (202) 269-2371.

.4 Family Affair: Education outiines objectives, activities, and systematic home learning system:..

home report cards, discipline that works, self-reliance training) for im,olving parents in the

e(..cation of their children. Numerous outreach strategies for bridging the gap betwien school and

home as well as research and programs pertaining to home-based early education are explored. The

practical strategies and activities delineated in .4 Family Affair: Education provide easy-to-follow

plans for parent involvement in theeducation of preschoolers to fourth graders.

Sanford, Anne R. Learning Accompilshment Profile (LAP). Available from: Kaplan School Supply, (100

Jonestown Road, Winston-Salem, North Carolirk. 77103.

This ninety-four-page assessment device is designed to generate developmentally appropriate

learning objectives for individual children (birth to six years). It enables the teacher to assess the

child in the classroom within the framework of daily activities.

Success for Children.' Teaching ideas From the Home and School institute. 1972. Available from: ."1:e Home

and School Institute, Thnity College, Washington, D.C. 20017, (202) 269-2371.

This publication presents ideas for parents who are interested in working creatively with ,ner

preschoolers at home. It includes beginning reading activities, writing exercises, and homemade

games that are both educational and inexpensive. Also provided are excerpts from the ashington

Post newspaper columns written by Dorothy Rich, the Director of the Home and Schocl Institute.

Teaching Early Childhood: Exceptional Educational Needs: Ten Resource Modules. 1979. A vailat e from:

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin.

These modules are designed to aid in the professional development of Early Childhood:

Exceptional Educational Needs (EC:EEN) teachers. The intent is to present a range of theoretical

and practical ideas that will provide some commonality of knowledge and skill in EC:EEN

education. These modules weredeveloped by EC:EEN teachers, directors of special education,

university instructors, and representatives from the Department of Public Instruction. The

modules are a reflection of the state of the art and will be revised as new knowledge and research

becomes available. Each module contains a purpose statement, goals, objectives, activities, and a

list of resources. The table of goalsand objectives at the beginning of each of the ten modules can

serve as the table of contents. Each teacher is responsible for planning and programming for the

changing needs of exceptional educational needs children and their families. This requires continual

upgrading of professional km wiedge and skills. These modules are designed as one tool for

becoming an even more effective teacher of young EEN children.

You Are Your Child's Best Teacher, You Are Still Your Child's Best Teacher. 1975. Available from: A AUW-

Buffalo Branch, P.O. Box 2624, Buffalo, New York 14226. (Available in both English and Spanish

versions).

These booklets are designed to provide guidance for young mothers and to help them teach their

young children about their world. Book one, You Are Your Child's Best Teacher, is for parents of

children from birth to 18 months of age. You Are Still Your Child's Best Teacher is directed at parents

of children from 18 months to three years.
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Parent Education/Involvement

Auerbach, Aline
1968. Ava:
867-9800

earn Through Discussion: Principles and Practices of Parent Group Education.
ohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., 605 3rd Avenue, New York, New York 10016, (212)

The auth,, wealth of information on the philosophy, goals, and techniques of parent
group eau,:at shares in-depth data on organizing and operating discussion groups for
parents, inclut as for working with special groups such as parents of physically or emotionally
handicapped chiloi_ . adoptive parents, and unwed mothers. Discussion groups with people or
diverse backgrounds are described to show how a variety of people can benefit from parent group
education gear( . tc their paricular needs.

Becker, Wesley C. Parer, - Teachers. 1971. Available from: Department of Speciai k'ducation, College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.

This book is designed to help parents learn to be more effective teachers of their children. The
program is based on the latest knowledge of teaching methods growing out of the science
behavior. The program shows parents how to systematically use consequences to become effective
people.

Bluma, S. and M. Shearer, A. Frohrnan, J. Hilliard. A Parent's Guide To Early Education. 1976. Available
from: Cooperative Educational Set-vice Agency 12, 412 East Slifer Street, Portage, Wisconsin 53901.

The Parent's Gode to Early Education is a special edition of the Portage Guide to Early Education,
designed especially fcr use by parents in teaching their own children. Parents have always been the
primary educators 0J' ire:: children and this curriculum is designed to assist them in their efforts by
providing 3n cu trine of 'skills acquired by children during the preschool years and suggestions for
teaching these Detailed instructions tell parents how to complete the checklist, choose a
behavior, teat": the skill, and maintain the child's interest.

Boyd, Richard, Kathleen Stauber, and Susan Bluma. Portage Parent Program. 1977. Available from:
Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12, 412 E. Slifer Street, Portage, Wisconsin 53901.

The Portage Parent Program was designed to help parents of preschool and primary-grade children
acquire effective child management and teaching techniques. Topics such as setting objectives for the
child, reinforcing behaviors, recording information, and encouraging family involvement are included
in the compfehensive parent readings. An instructor's manual delineating topics such as how to
present the parent program, various strategies for initiating and maintaining parental discussions, and
ways to assure maintenance of the parental skills developed provides information for the teacher
working with parents and children in the program.

D'Audney, Weslee, ed. Giving A Head Start to Parents of the Handicapped. (1976). Available from: Meyer
Children's Rehabilitation Institute, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, Nebraska 68105.

This manual is designed primarily to help Head Start teachers provide support and encouragement
to parents of children with handicaps. It discusses subjects such as the value of mainstreaming, legal
rights of the handicapped and their families, and the dangers of labeling. It also provides specific
suggestions for working with parents of special needs children.
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Dinkmeyer, Don and Gary McKay. Systf2mari:.. Trainrg.for Effective Parenting (STEP). 1976. Available

from: American Guidance Service, inc., Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014.

Systematic Training for Efi'rec rye Parenting (STEP) is a nine-session parent study group program

that presents a thoughtful, realistic approach to the rearing of children in modern society. In step-

by-step fashion, the program teaches principles of parent-child relationships that promote

responsibility, self-reliance, cooperation, mutual respect, and self-esteem. Each STEP session is

organized around prerecorded c7as.sette presentations of typical family problem situations, followed

by participants' comments and a narrator's analysis of the challenges presented. The principles

illustrated in the recordings are clarified and extended through readings and exercises in a Parent's

Handbook: through messages on colorful posters; and through procedures outlined in a concise

Leader's Manual. These materials work together to present new ideas and practical approaches to

the challenges of raising and enjoying children.

Elliot, Charles B., et al. Happiness Is Helping Parents To Help Themselves. Available from: Florida

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services. 1978.

This curriculum is intended to be used as a discussion guide or script for conducting sixteen one-

to- two-hour classes for parents of high-risk children under three years of age. The information

which is to be presented in these classes is general rat h,2:. than specific in nature. That is, it is not

specific to an individual child, but rather applies to ai: .:1dren. Tailoring the principles of training

and child development, which are presented during the classes, to meet each individual child's

need takes place during home training sessions.

This curriculum is not a complete parent training course. It is intended for use with a home training

component whereby material presented in class can be demonstrated by the trainer, and parents

can have the opportunity to practice training techniques and demonstrate their ability as teachers of

their child.

Exploring Parenting. Available from each regional ACYF office.

Exploring Parenting is a parent education curriculum developed for Head Start and adapted from

the Exploring Childhood program. It provides parents opportunities to share their experiences with

others and look at parenting in new ways. Its structured format 20 three-hour sessions with

detailed plans for each provides a secure situation in which group support develops readily.

Families First: A Program and Staff Development System. Available from: Individual & Families Development

Services, Inc., York Center for Human Development, 1201 S. Queen Street, York, Pennsylvania

17403.

Designed to help set up Family Centered Services and develop ongoing competency based

individualized staff development activities for teachers, social service or home visiting staff.

The Families First package has been used in a variety of program applications:

* to develop job descriptions
O to develop staff evaluation prcicedures

for planning training
o for developing new courses
O to individualize staff /career development plans

as a primary approach for developing new service delivery models

* as a portable resource library for staff

to develop family plans
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Gordon, Thomas. Parent Effectiveness Training. 1970. Available from: David McKay Co., 750 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017, (212) 949- : 500. Also available from: New American Library,
1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019, (212) 956-3800.

Parents who are having trouble communicating with their children, or who find themselves
involved in a power struggle ,;ith them, will discover methods for dealing with these problems in
Dr. Gorda:L.'s 5ook. The tooK describes the Parent Effectiveness Training course developed by Dr.
Gordo, in wic:h he teaches rarents techniques for dealing with their children so that solutions can
be found to problems that will he acceptable to both. The skills are taught in a workshop or seminar
course, which stresses the uniqueness of each individual, his/her relationships and needs, and the
importance of a preventive approach to handling potential problems. Parent Effectiveness Training
offers parents new methods for establishing mutually satisfying relationships with their children.

Patterson, Gerald R. and M. Elizabeth Gullian. Living With Children. Available from: Research Press, 2612
North Mattis Avenue, Champaign, Illinois 61820.

All children misbehave even in the best of families. But problem behavior can make life
miserable for both parent and child. This book was written by two behavioral scientists to give
every parent and teacher a practical technique to deal with children's misbehavior. It is written in
down-to-earth language and was use-tested with many families before publication.

Pickarts, Evelyn and Gene Fargo. Parent Education: Toward Parental Competence. 1971. Available from:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632, (201) 592-2000.

Beginningwith the premise that parents are the prime teachers of their children, the authors of this
text provide the "direction and skills for parents whereby they will be enabled to define what they
want the child learn from his experience and relate this to the way in which children do learn.
The authors explore societal influences, as well as family and parent roles and needs, and then
consider the effectiveness of different parent education programs. Each chapter includes a
summary and a list of references, and a detailed bibliography is found at the end of the book.

The Exceptional Parent Magazine. Psy-Ed. Corporation, 2U Providence Street, Room 708, S taller Office
Building, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.

Addressed to the parents and teachers of handicapped youngsters and adults, this magazine has
many articles of interest, including "what to do," "how to do it," and "where to get help. For a
subscription, write to: The Exceptional Parent, P.O. Box 4944, Manchester, N.H. 03108.

Exceptional Children
A Handicapped Child In Your Home /Un Niizo Desventajado En Su Casa. Available from: (See ACYF

Publications Note at end of Resource Section).

This booket is for parents who have a severely handicapped child at home, and describes problems,
hardships, and rewards that they will find in caring for their child. Millions of parents have faced
this task, and in spite of the difficulties and burdens involved, they have done a courageous and
constructive job. (Also in Spanish.) DHEW 430029 (English), GPO #: 1791-00189-9 ("English),
DHEW 4: 30048 (Spanish), GPO 4: 017-091-00195-2.
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Brutten, Milton, Sylvia Richardson, and Charles Mangle. Something's Wrong With My Child: A Parents' Book

About Children With Learning Disabilities. 1973. Available from: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 757

Third Avenu....., New York, New York 10017, (212) 754-3100.

In this book, the little understood group of learning disabilities which have their origin in physical
(not psychological) impairment is discussed in great detail. Stress is placed on the fact that,
although the estimated eight million children with these disabilities are often judged to be low in

intellectual ability, retarded, or emotionally disturbed, they are in fact often of average or above-

average intelligence', and with proper diagnosis, treatment, and educational techniques, they can

learn and function to their potential. There are chapters dealing with learning to recognize the
learning-disabled child: types of professional help which are needed and available: and the learning-

disabled child's special problems on entering adolescence. Appendices include lists olsources of

help, a description of the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, lists of national

organizations in related fields, and other sources of information.

Finney, Nancie R. Handling the Young Cerebral Palsied Child at Home. 1975. Available from: E.P. Dutton

Company, Inc., New York, New York.

This is a book for the parents of children with cerebral palsy. It is also recommended, however, for

all those caring for such children, including doctors, therapists, teachers and nurses.

It emphasizes the vital role of parents in the day to day handling of ti:eir child and the need for them

to be taught this skill. This is additional to treatmentfrom therapists. Parents, as the most
important members of the team caring for the handicapped child, must be deeply involved from

the start. This start should be as early as possible, ofeferably while the child is still a baby, so that

physiotherapy can have its maximum influence.

Subjects dealt with include, among others:
0 Toilet Training
0Bathing
aDressing
0 Feeding
0Speech
0 Aids to Mobility

Home Stimulation for the Young Developmentally Disabled Child. 1973. Available from: Commonwealth

Mental Health Foundation, 4 Marlboro Road, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173, (617) 891-7178.

Home Stimulation for the Young Developmentally Disabled Child discusses the ways children learn

and grow and provides suggestions for promoting growth. The second half, Language Stimulation,
discusses how language, both receptive and expressive, develops in children and offers suggestions

for stimulating its development.

Mainstreaming Preschoolers Series. The Administration for Children, Youth and Families has recently

developed a series of eight program manuals detailing the procCdures and techniques for mainstreaming
handicapped preschoolers into Head Start classrooms. These manuals are distributed free of charge to

local Head Start programs, and individual copies are available to Head Start parents with a handicapped

child. Copies to local Head Start agencies or parents are available through the local Resource Access

Project.

Other agencies desiring copies of the manuals to help them mainstream preschool handicapped children

should order the manuals directly from the Government Printing Office. Requests should be addressed

to:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
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Orders must be accompanied by a check or money order made payable to the Superintendent of
Documents. The orders must also include titles and GPO stock numbers. There is a 25 percent discount
on orders of 100 or more copies of any one publication sent to one address.

Titles:

Mainstreaming Presclioolers: Children with Mental Retardation (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3029-4): S3.25.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Visual Handicaps (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3030-8) 53.25.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Health 1,pairments (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3031-6) S3.25.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Hearing Impairments (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3032-4) S3.25.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Speech and Language impairments (GPO Stock No.

017-092-3033-2) 53.75.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Orthopedic Handicaps (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3034-1) S3.50.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Learning Disabilities (GPO Stock No. 017-092-3035-9) S3.25.
Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Emotional Disturbances (GPOStock No. 017-092-3036-7) S3.50.

Recruitment. Chapel-Hill Training-Outreach Project. Lincoln Center, Merritt Mill Road, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina 27514.

A current listing of materials available through the outreach project can be obtained from the above
address. Materials available include slide tapes relating to Public Law 94-142 and handicapped
children in Head Start. Recruitment materials such as buttons, radio annou:icements and posters
are also available.

Responding to Individual Needs in Head Start (Working with the Individual Child). Available from: (See
ACYF Publications Note at end of Resourbe Section).

This manual is a first step in an effort to develop a needs assessment kit to provide Head Start staff,
parents and others with simple easy-to-use techniques to identify a child's unique needs and
capabilities and to respond in ways that enhance the child's development. This particular manual
focuses on the handicapped child, defined as the child who may require special education, although
it should be useful in helping staff and parents work with all children, handicapped or not. DHEVV--
#: (01-IDS) 31075, GPO #: 017-092-00016-2.

Riley, Mary Tom, Project Laton. Available from: Special Projects Division, P.O. Box 4170, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas 79409. (806) 742-3296.

Projec; Laton was conceived as a training plan for parents who ate involved in providing rig'
growth and development environments for handicapped children. Its purpose is to educate all
interested parents within a community in ways to better understand and help their fellow parents
with handicapped children who, not surprisingly, often feel as alienard as their children do!

The program consists of three bilingual (Spanish and English) training manuals written by Dr.
Mary Tom Riley. The books are printed in English on one side of the page and in Spanish on the
other side so parents who speak either language can read them. Each book presents one film and
four modules that can be used by Parent-Leaders during parent involvement sessions.

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL). Working With Parents of Handicapped Children.
1976. Available from: Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia
22091. Available in English oi`Spanish.

This booklet contains practical suggestions for teachers and caregivers who interact with parents of
handicapped children. The importance of understanding how parents might feel about their child's
disability is emphasized, as is the need for teachers to examine their own feelings about talking and
working with parents. A resource section includes a list of organizations and information sources, a
bibliography, and parent interview recommendations and forms.
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Tracy, Mrs. Spencer, & Thielman, V.B. John Tracy Clinic correspondence course for parents (?I' pre-school deaf

children. Los Angeles: John Tracy Clinic. 1968. (S9.00)

A series of 12 lessons planned for parents to use at hoine with hearing-impaired children under age

five. Each lesson has three sections Information, Activities, Bibliography. Cont..,ins much

good information, simply written and attractively illustrated.

Health, Nutrition and Safety
Dean, Vicki S. and Janice M. Lewis. Clinch Powell: amily Nutrition Series. 1977. Available from: Clinch

Powell Educational Cooperative, P.O. Box 279, Tazewell, Tennessee 37879

A three part series which includes Parent Guide to Family Nutrition, Home Visitor Guide and

Guide for Assessing Family Nutrition.

Food.. . Early Choices .A Nwrition Learning System for Early Childhood. 1979. Available from: The

National Dairy Council, Rosemont, Illinois 60018

Food. .:Early Choices is a nutrition learning system designed for use with 3 and 4 year olds and

their parents. The major goal of the program is to provide experiences that encourage wise food

choices by children and the adults with whom the children interact.

Chief Combo Nation, a hand puppet and leading character in the Food. . . Early Choices program,

is an imaginative fellow who can make learning about'foods a real treat for young children. Other,

important components of the program include:

o Teacher guide
e 22 Nutrition Learning Activity Cards
O Resource Materials photographs of 100 foods, playing cards showing pictures of foods,

puzzles, and a poster, floormat game, food origin booklet, and record

® Chief Combo Communications take-home materials for parents.

Head Start and EPSDT Recipes for Success. DHEW Publication N6. (OHD) 76-31097. 1976. Available from:

Head Start Bureau, Administration for Children, Youth and Families, Office of Human Development

Services, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013.

This manual was developed to help Head Start personnel use the MedicaId Early and Periodic

Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) programand to share knowledge gained from

operating 200 EPSDT-Head Start demonstration projects. The first section of the manual describes

the history of government health care programs for children and provides an overview of EPSDT.

The second section shares information about implementing outreach aspects of Head Start-EPSDT

programs, referral, follow-up, and other components of this joint health care delivery system.

The National Safety Council provides a variety of pamphlets, brochures and kits relating tD all aspects of

environmental safety. Topics incli..de such subjects as fire hazards, safety of toys and playthings, poison

perils, etc. The National Safety Council, 444 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Teachers' Training Manual on Dental Health. Available from: Division of Dental Health Services, Tennessee

Department of Public Health, R.S. Gass Building, Ben Allen Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37216, (615)

741-7256.

This booklet shows the many effects dental disease can have upon individuals, especially children.

It provides important information on preventive dental care, proper nutrition, and the dentist's

role in maintaining healthy teeth.

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission in Washington, D.C. also publishes a variety of materials

relating to home and playground equipment safety.
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Child Development

Abraham, Willard. Living With Preschoolers. From the Terrible Twos to the-Fascinating Fives. 1976. Available
from: O'Sullivan Woodside 8 Co., 2218 E. Magnolia, Phoenix, Arizona 85034; .0502) 244-0304.

in this book, Dr. Abraham offers parents some help and guidance in child development. He
discusses everyday problems and questions on subjects such as discipline, eating. creativity,
learning disabilities. safety, independence,' and the watching of television. along with many more.

Caplan, Frank (gen. ed.). The Parenting Advisor. Princeton Center for Infancy. August 1977. Available from:
Anchor Press Publicity, Doubleday and Company, Inc., 245 Park Avenue. New York, New York
10017, (212) 953-4491.

This illustrated volume is an encyclopedic digest of the latest studies in child rearing. It utilizes data
on infancy (collected by the Princeton Center for Infancy) to present a compendium of the
experiences of parents and children in the early years of the child's life. Each chapter features an
introduction by a specialist in the field. Beginning with birth, the book takes the child through
feeding schedules, toilet training, illness, language acquisition,,personality formation, intellectual
developmen. , and play and enrichment. Varying points of view are presented where controversy
exists on specific subjects. The book provides parents with comprehensive information on the
physical, social, emotional, psychological, and cognitive development of children.

Child Development in the HO me/El Desarrollo Del Ara En El Hogar. Available from: (See ACYF Publications
Note at the end of Resource Section) .

Most specialists in early childhood development agree that the first five years are the most
formative in a child's !ife. A good relationship between parent and child in which the adult acts as
guide and teacher as well as a provider will beneficially influence the child for the rest of his life.
While situations differ from family to family, there are certain guidelines to help parents develop
happy, self-confident and self-disciplined children. The purpose of this booklet is to describe some
of those guidelines. (Also in Spanish) 20 pages. DHEW #: 30042 (English), GPO #: 017 -091-
00193-6, DHEW #: 30049 (Spanish), GPO #: None

Dodson, Fitzhugh. How to Father. 1974. Available from: Signet Books, 1301 Avenue of 'the Americas, New
York, New York 10019, (212) 956-3800.

The author of How to Parent has also written a practical guide for fathers. This book provides
fathers of children from birth to 21 years ofage with ideas and advice on dealing with such things as
sibling rivalry, discipline, drug use, and sex. A special section fathers who are raising childi=en
alone is also included.

Dodson, Fitzhugh. How to Parent. 1971. Available from: Signet Books, 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York 10019, (212) 956-3800.

This book discusses rearing children from birth to five years old. Subjects include enriching the
environment, stimulating the child's mind and senses. child-proofing a home. choosing toys and
books, a timetable of child development, actions versus feelings, discipline, and dealing with
hostility. The appendices offer a great deal of material which may be of particular interest to Home
Start and home-based programs. Appendix titles include: "Toy and Play Equipment for Children
of Different Ages and Stages", "Free and Inexpensive Children's Toys from A to Z", "A
Parent's Guide to Children's Books for the Preschool Years", "A Parent's Guide to Children's
Records", and "A Survival Kit for Parents: A Basic Book Lst for Pare:::.; to Aid Them in the
Raising and Education of Their Children".
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Forrester, Betty J., et al. Materials For Infant Development. 1971. Available from: Information Office,

DARCEE, Peabody College, Box 151, Nashville, Tennessee 37203, t6 I 5) 327-823.6.

This illustrated manual outlines areas of early development and provides detailed lists of materials

that were prepared. developed. and selected through field:testing in homes t including household

items: multipurpose purchases: and hooks appropriate for infants, toddlers, and older siblings). A

chapter presenting the use of certain or these materials in a home visiting program is included.

Grotberg, Edith H. led.). Two Hundred Years Qt. Childre -. 1977. DHEW Publication No. (011D) 77-30103.

Available from: Division of Research and Evaluation, Administration for Children, Youth Families,

Office of Human De-elopment Services, Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, P.O. Box

1182, Washington, D.C. 20013.

Two Hundred Years pi:Children documents major trends, events, and patterns that have effected

children and families in the United States. Some of the topics discussed include: the history of child

health care, the Children's Bureau, recreation. education, children's literature, and child

development over the past 200 years. The book describes some of the ideas and forces which have

prompted-changes in institutions and life styles in this country,,and examines the major aspects of

the lives of children.

White, Burton L. The First Three Years of Life. 1976. Available from: Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Clitls,

New Jersey,.07632, (201) 592 -2000.

In this book, Dr. White, Director of Harvard University's Preschool Project. consolidates his

research on the first three years ()fide into an extensive guide to the intellectual and emotional

development of the very yoUng child. The book is divided into three sections: Details of

Development, Topics Related to Child Rearing During the First Three Years of Life, and

Concluding Remarks, plus a recommended reading list. The developmental section delineates

seven phases: birth to six weeks, six weekS to three-and-one-half months, three-and-one-half

months to five months, five months to eight months, eight months to fourteen months, fourteen

months to twenty-four months, and twenty-four months to thirty-six months. Dr. White pFovides

comprehensive data on physical, emotional, and mental developments with very specific

recommendations on child rearing, parentstrategies. and toys for each stage.

Your Child From Ito 6. Available from: (See ACYF Publications Note at end of Resource Section).

Describes the growth of children from 1 to 6 years of age. F_Mphasizes the child's emotional needs

and his relationship to other membersof the family. It is a practical, basic manual for rearing

children 1 t6 6 years old. DHEW #: (OHD) 76-30026, GPO 017-G91-0069-7.

Organizations
Resource Access Projects (RAPs) are designed to link local Head Start staff with Ivariety of resources to

meet the special needs of handicapped children. They function as brokers, facilitating the delivery of train-

ing and technical assistance to meet local Head Start program needs in the area of ..ervices to handicapped

children.

ACYF States Resource

Region Served Access Project (RAP)

1 Maine Education Devel.opment Center, Inc.

New Hampshire 55Chapel Street

Vermont Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Connecticut
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
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2

4

5

7

8

New York
New Jersey
Puerto Rico
Virgin IslancIS

New York University
School of Continuing Education
3 Washington Square Village, Suite 1M
New York, New York 10012

Pennsylvania Resource Access Proiect
West Virginia--_ Georgetown University Child
Virginia Developtnent Center
Delaware 3800 Reservoir Road, N.W.
Marylanci Washington, D.C. 20007
District of Columbia

North Carolina Chapel Hill Training Outreach Project
South Carolina Lincoln School`
Georgia Merritt Mill Road
Florida Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Kentucky Nashville Resource Access Project
Tennessee The Urban Observatory
Alabama 1101 17th Avenue, South

Nashville, Tennessee 37212

Mississippi

Illinois
Indiana
Ohio

Friends of Children Head Start
119 Mayes Street
Jackson, Mississippi 20203

University of Illinois
Colonel Wolfe Preschool
403 East Healey
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Minnesota Po Cage Project
Wisconsin Resource Access Project
Michigan 412 E,-..st Slifer Street

P.O. Box 564
Poru.ge/ Wisconsin 53901

Texas Texas Tech University. Resource Access Project.
Louisiana Special Projects Division
Oklahoma P.C..Box 4170
Arkansas Lubbock, Texas 79409
New Mexico

Missouri Children's Rehabilitation Unit
Kansas University of Kansas
Iowa Medical.Center
Nebraska 39th & Rainbow Blvd.

Kansas City, Kansas 66'103

Colorado Denver Research Institute
North Dak-ita SSRE
South Dakota University of Denver
Montana D tier. Colorado 8020C
Utah
Wyoming
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9 California
Arizona
Hawaii
Nevada
Pacific Trust Territories

10 Washington
Oregon
Idaho

Alaska

Resource Access Project IX
672 South Lafayette Park Place
Suite 31
Los :Angeles, California 90357

Portland State University
1633 Southwest Park Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97201

Easter Seal Society for Alaska
Crippled Children and Adults
700 H Street
Suite 3 and 9
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

o 'Home Start Training Centers (HSTCs) are designed to provide training in home-based programming to

local Head Start gencies. Currently, seven HSTC programs are funded to provide this training within their

respective geographical area.

The following list provides complete mailing address and phone number for each of the HSTCs.

ACYF
Region HSTC

1-2 -3 Karen Johnson
West Central West Virginia

Community Action Association, Inc.
804 Ann Street, P.O. Box 227
Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101
(304) 485-4455

4

5

6

Desmon Tartar
Clinch-Powell Educatonal Cooperative
P.O. Box 279
Tazewell, Tennessee 37379
(615) 626-4677

Deborah Cochran
Craig Loftin
Portage Project
P.O. Box 564
Portage, Wisconsin 53901
(608) 742-5342

JoAnn Braddy
ARVAC, Inc.
P.O. Box 2110
Russellville, Arkansas 72801
(501) 968-6493
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7 Joan Cromer
Nebraska PHhandle Community

Action Agency
1840 Seventh Street, P.O. Box 340

Gering, Nebraska 69341
(308) 436-5076

8-10 Sheri Noble
Bear River Community Action Agency
495.East 5th South
Logan, Utah 84321
(801) 753-0951

9 Mary Claire Heffron
Oakland Head Start
Home-Based Resource Center
647-55th Street
Oakland, California 94609
(415) 652-2644



Head Start's Demonstration and Training Programs
Building on knowledge gained through years of working w; -- school children of low-income families and
their parents, Head Start has launched a number of demonstration and training programs in selected sites
across the country. The demonstration projects have shown new ways to serve children and families and
have been models for Head Start and other local early childhood programs. The training projects have pro-
vided technical assistance to Head Start centers and have helped to develop a new corps of professional child
care workers. Head Start's demonstration and training activities have included such innovative programs
as:

Parent and Child Centers provide health, nutrition and other services to low-income families
with children under age three and serve as a source of information on the needs of young
children who may enter Head Start later.

The Child and Family Resource Program enrolls families with children up to age eight, iden-
tifies their needs, and helps find the community agencies that can help them.

The Child and Family Mental Health Project provides preventive mental health services to
Head Start children to foster their social development and prevent emotional problems from
arising at an early age.

The Basic Educational Skills Project develops curricula to help preschool children acquire the
educational skills and positive learning attitudes that will help improve their performance and
foster greater achievement in elementary school.

Project Developmental Continuity encourages Head Start programs and school administrators
to work together to insure continuity in curricula, health care and parent involvement as
children move from preschool to elementary school.

The Child Development Associate Program trains child care workers in Head Start and other
programs to hel ) them achieve professional status in the child care field and receive CDA cre-
dentials that ar. based on their ability to work with young children.

The Technical Assistance Development System (TADS) was created to help HCEEP grantees in the
. Eastern states achieve their goals by providing assistance in areas beyond the skills or fiscal resources availa-

ble at the projects.
Technical Assistance Development System
500 NCNB Plaza
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

WESTAR is a consortium of the University of Washington, Teaching Research Division of the Oregon
State System of Higher ___ _cation, and the National Association of State Directors of Special Education. Its
mission is to provide technical assistance to demonstration projects and state implementation 7,rant recip-
ients of the Handicapped Children's Early Education Program in the Western states, funded by me Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education.
Western States Technical Assistance Resource
University District Building, Suite 215
1107 N.E. 45th St.
Seattle, Washington 98105
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Closer Look

Funded through the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, this special project at-

tempts to provide bridges between parents and services for handicapped children, and to help parents become

advocates for comprehensive services for their own handicapped child as well as for others. Closer Look

publishes a newsletter about handicaps and new programs, as well as information of special interest to parents.

The staff will also respond to questions that you may have. The newsletters and information are free. By writing

to them you can be added to their mailing list.

This organization has regOal branches:. For more information write to:

Closer Look
Box 1492
Washington, D.C. 20013

0 Sports for the Handicapped

Opportunities in sports for the handicapped are unlimited. Handicap sports range from wheelchair basketball

and tennis to "beep ball," which is baseball for the blind so named because the ball has a buzzer in it.'

There are now about 100 national organizations devoted to various sports for the handicapped. "Name a han-

dicapping condition and a sport," says Dr. Julian Stein of the ..1rnerican Aniance for Health, Physical Educa-

tion and Recreation, "and there is certain to be an organization devoted to them."

To find out what programs are available in your area, write to:

The National Handicap Sports and Recreation Association, Capitol Hill Station, P.O. Box 18604, Denver,

Colo. 80218.

Bibliographies

A Bibliography ofBilingual-Bicultural Preschool Materialfor the Spanish-Speaking Child. 1977. DHEW

Publication No. (OHD) 77-31062. Available from: Head Start Bureau, Administration for Children,

Youth and Families, Office ofHuman Development Services, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013

This bibliography has been prepared to aid teachers and paraprofessionals in meeting the needs of

Spanish-speaking children. The title, the address from which material may be obtained, the price,

the age range for which material is appropriate, the language used, and descriptions o: the materials

are included for each item. Types of materials include books, audio-visual aids, and tests.
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An .4 nnotated Bibliography for Child and Family Development Programs. 1977. DREW Publication No.
(OHDS) 78-31118. Available from: Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock
Number 017-060-00131-3.

This publicx.ion has as its base the Bibliography: Home -Based Child Development Program
Resources of March 1973 (with addenda in 1974 and 1'976). While it still contains many items of
particular interest to home-based programs, it has been expanded to reflect the broader aspects of
family development programs.

The resources are listed in four general categories: Audio-Visual Materials, Organizations and
Projects, Journals and.Newsletters, and Written Materials (By Subject Matter). In the category of
Written Materials, each item has been placed in the area where it is most applicable. However,
many of the resources fall into two or more subject matter categories (for e'sample, Home-based,
Child Development, and Early Childhood Education), so it is suggested that the user keep this in
mind when using the Table of Contents. Training materials and materials especially concerned with
infants and toddlers are also included within the thirteen subject matter categories. In addition,
there are two indices: one by authors and institutions which developed materials, and a second by
subject matter.

Ccx, J., Platten, M., Trohanis, P. Product Listing. An Annotated Bibliography of Matericls Developed by
Eastern HCEEP Programs. 1978. Available from: TADS, Suite 500, NCNB Plaza. Chapel Hill, North
Carolina 27514.

This document contains an annotated compilation of products available from and distributed by eastern
HCEEP projects involved in demonstration, outreach, and state implementation grant activities. The
materials include print products, such as books, instruments, manuals, and handbooks, as wellas audio-
visual resources, which encompass filmstrips, slidetapes, motion films, videotapes, and kits. Two types
of materials were not incorporated into this collection. These are promotional materials (i.e., project
brochures, pamphlets, protocols) and field test or developmental materials which are not available in
r.,:mbers sufficient for sharing.

Jackson, J.F., and M.J..May. What's Where? .4 Catalog of Products Developed by HCEEP Projects. 1980.
Seattle, Washington: Western States Technical Assistance Resource (WESTAR/Ur,iversity of
Washington). Availa:Tie from: WEST.AR, 215 University District Building, 1107 N.E. 45th, Seattle,
Washington 98105.

This bibliography describes print and non print resources available front HCEEP programs in
WESTAR's catchment area and assists readers in determining their own product development
activities.

Mother-Child Home Learning Programs: An Abstract Bibliography. 1972. Ed. No. 06092. Available from:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210, (703) 841-1212. (Note:
Always Lse ED No. 5 order.)

The publications cited in this bibliography describe home-based programs designed to help parents
discover ways of interacting with their children which will contribute to positive growth in the
children', overall development. Also included are some publications which provide background
informeion on early childhood education and parent involvement, and some which present
learnin activities for parents to use in the home with their children.
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Parenting in 1976: A Listingfrom PMIC. 1976. Available from: Parenting Materials Information Center,

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, 211 E. 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)

476-6861.

This publication contains over 3,000 entries pertaining to parenting, parent education, and parent

involvement for parents and those who work with parents. Some of the categories of materials

listed include early childhood activities, language and intellectual development, large-scale

programs, and exceptional children. The title of the material, author, copyright date, number of

pages, and price and ordering information are contained in each entry. Entries are not annotated.

Major types of materials listed include books. audio-visual and multimedia materials, and

periodicals.

Publnrions of the Administration.for Children, Youth and Families. 1978. Available from Publications

Distribution Unit. Switzer Building, 330 C Sueet, S.W., Office of Human Development Services,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington. D.C. 20201.

This brochure contains descriptions and information for ordering materials developed by the

Administration for Children, Youth and Families. The materials are available from the

Administration for Children, Youth and Families and the Government Printing Office.

Resource Materials. ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood Educa ion, 805 W. Pennsylvania Avenue,

Urbana, Illinois 61801, (21.7) 333-1386.

The following is a list of useful resource materials available from the ERIC Clearinghouse on Early

Childhood Education at the above address:

ER ICIECE Publications List. June 1977.

Ear/v Childhood Resources #3. (This is a list of publications recommended by ERIC).

Candidates For Your Bookshelf
.4 Resource I c : Parenting For Parents and Teachers.

Bilingual Edut.:::,'unfor Children. Spring, 1977. (An ERIC mini-bibliography.)

Resources For and .4 bout Afro-Americans. (For parents, t?,achers, and children.)

Woiery, M. Parents'as .Teachers of Their Handicapped Children: An .4 nnotated Bibliography. Ed. M. May.

1977. Available from: WESTAR, 345 North Monmouth Avenue, Monmouth, Oregon 97361, (503)

838-1220.

Parents as Teachers of Their Handicapped Children is an annotated bibliography of references and

resources with three primary purposes: (1) to give parents a collection of resources for teaching

specific skills to their young handicapped children: (2) to provide parent trainers with resources

from which to select materials for parents' use; and (3). to give professionals an idea of the kinds

and amount of research that has been conducted with parents as trainers of their young

handicapped children.
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How To Obtain ACYF Publications:

As long as supplies permit, single copies of the publications listed above as available through this source are
free (except when indicated). All publications are available from: LSDS, Dept. 76, Washington, D.C. 20401

Multiple copies of many items may be ordered for the sale price from: U.S. Government Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402

PLEASE NOTE: Kindly list both publication numbers the "DHEW #" and the "GPO #" along with
the FULL title in your order.

ALSO NOTE: You may want to write to the Government Printing Office at the second address listed above
(zip 20402) for: "SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH, SB-035"
which lists publications from many other Federal sources in addition to ACYF, and gives price
information.
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